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THESIS ABSTRACT 
This dissertation thesis is concerned with rhetorical questions in German at the 
prosody-meaning interface. The objective of this work was the elaboration of the 
theoretical background and the prosodic profile of rhetorical questions in comparison 
to information-seeking questions, exclamatives, and assertions. The theoretical part of 
the current thesis shows that rhetorical questions, like information-seeking questions, 
belong to the interrogative mode. That is, like information-seeking questions, they can 
occur with all sorts of syntactic form types and like information-seeking questions, 
they perform partitions of sets of propositions with one of the propositions being the 
true answer to a question. Lexical elements such as discourse particles and negative 
polarity items as well as certain morpho-syntactic structures enhance the rhetoricity of 
a question and facilitate its interpretation. The function of a rhetorical question, 
however, is detached from its grammatical make-up and the rhetorical meaning is 
added on a pragmatic level. 

Information-seeking questions are requests for answers and have the only purpose 
to gain information. The function of a rhetorical question in the discourse is to make 
a point, to express speaker belief. Therefore, regarding their function, rhetorical 
questions intersect with declarative assertions. Different to default assertions, 
however, rhetorical questions further convey the obviousness of their answer. 
Assertions that similarly to rhetorical questions convey obviousness are called strong 
assertions. The advantage of a rhetorical question over a strong assertion is that 
rhetorical questions are indirect speech acts and off-record strategies. The speaker 
cannot be pinned down to the rhetorical point of the question since she can always 
refer to its interrogative sentence structure and pass the question off as an 
information-seeking question. 

By using an exclamative, the speaker signals a violation of her assumed norm. 
Exclamatives are utterances that express surprise and astonishment. Regarding their 
syntactic structure, they intersect with interrogative and declarative sentences. Their 
classification has been a controversial subject in the linguistic literature. They may 
belong to the interrogative, declarative or even an exclamative mode. The current 
thesis regards them as belonging to the declarative mode. The exclamative function is 
added on a pragmatic level. 

The experimental part of the thesis explored the prosodic nature of rhetorical 
questions. The results of the current production data are in support of prior findings 
on the prosody of rhetorical questions. Furthermore, it shows that the prosodic 
features that have been found to distinguish rhetorical form information-seeking 
questions can also be found in exclamatives and strong assertions. This concerns the 
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frequent occurrence of the (L+H)* accent, which within the framework of the current 
thesis is considered to be an emphatic accent, across all three utterance types. In this 
accent, both the low and high tone are aligned within the accented syllable, which 
distinguishes it from other rising accents that have either the low or the high tone 
aligned within the accented syllable. Moreover, rhetorical questions, exclamatives and 
strong assertions showed longer durations/ slower speaking rates, a lower pitch 
scaling in rising movements, differences in pitch range as well as a higher occurrence 
of initial breathy voice quality as compared to neutral information-seeking questions 
and assertions. While there is no direct (prosodic) form to (pragmatic) function 
mapping, some prosodic constructions appear to be preferred in certain utterance/ 
illocution types. For instance the high plateau contour (L+H)* H-% appears to be 
prototypical for rhetorical polar questions. Verb-first exclamatives and rhetorical wh-
questions were often produced with (L+H)* L-% nuclear contours, and strong 
assertions with (L+!H)* L-% nuclear contours. However, a distinct rhetorical question 
prosody (or also an exclamative prosody) is implausible. Rather, speakers may choose 
to prosodically emphasize an utterance and adapt the prosodic characteristics in way 
they feel it appropriate in a given discourse. Ultimately, there appears no strict rule of 
how to express specific speaker attitudes or pragmatic functions by means of a distinct 
combination of prosodic features. 
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1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

1.1 RHETORICAL QUESTIONS, EXCLAMATIVES AND ASSERTIONS 
The current thesis explores the prosodic profile of German rhetorical questions in 
comparison to utterances that either resemble them regarding their surface structure 
but differ in function, or have a similar function but differ regarding their structural 
make-up: information-seeking questions, exclamatives and assertions. All these types 
of utterances are part of our every-day communication, either in formal situations such 
as lectures, debates, or speeches, or in casual conversations. The main goal of the 
thesis is to explore the interface between the prosodic realization of these utterances 
and their meaning. 

Rhetorical questions as stylistic devices date back to ancient rhetoric and since then 
have found their way into our everyday conversations. Rhetorical questions, such as 
exemplified in (1a. to e.), are recognized and used by most people without any 
difficulties (cf. Frank 1990). 

(1)  
a. Ist der Papst katholisch? (‘Is the Pope Catholic?’) 
b. Bin ich Krösus? (‘Am I Croesus?’) 
c. Haben wir nicht alle unsere Leichen im Keller? (‘Don’t we all have a skeleton 

in the closet?’)  
d. Wer zur Hölle will denn noch in Corona-Quarantäne bleiben? (‘Who the hell 

wants to stay in Corona-quarantine?’) 
e. Wer zahlt schon gerne Steuern? (‘Who likes to pay taxes?’) 

In the ancient art of rhetoric, the interrogatio, the question in an oration that addresses 
an audience, vernacularized as rhetorical question, does not aim to elicit an answer. 
The answer is either implied by the question itself or given by the orator (Ottmers 
2007). This differentiates rhetorical questions from information-seeking questions, 
which are used by speakers to sincerely require a missing piece of information from 
one or several addressees. The original feature of the interrogatio to not elicit an answer 
is adopted to rhetorical questions in our everyday speech and is a crucial component 
of their definition. Various German dictionaries and encyclopedias such as the 
“Duden” (Scholze-Stubenrecht 2015), the “Brockhaus” dictionary (Wahrig & Wahrig-
Burfeind 2012), “Meyers Enzyklopädisches Lexikon” (Bibliographisches Institut 
1981), as well as the etymological dictionary “Etymologisches Wörterbuch des 
Deutschen” (Braun et al. 1989) classify rhetorical questions as questions that do not 
expect an answer. “Meyers Enzyklopädisches Lexikon” (Bibliographisches Institut 
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1981) further states that they are only asked for their effect in the discourse, the effect 
not being described in more detail. The encyclopedia “Sprach Brockhaus” (Brockhaus 
1984) states that the answer to a rhetorical question is entailed in or suggested by the 
question itself. In the linguistic literature, the answer to a rhetorical question has been 
described as either known, inferable (e.g., Ilie 2010), or obvious to all discourse 
participants (e.g., Bartels 1999, Biezma & Rawlins 2017, Rohde 2006). For example, 
the answers to the questions in (1a.) and (1b.) are based upon general shared 
knowledge (cf. Rohde 2006). It is commonly known, for instance, that the Pope, as 
the head of the Catholic Church, is in fact a Catholic. Thus, the question given in 
example a. ‘Is the Pope Catholic?’ is very unlikely uttered in a context in which the 
speaker is not familiar with the Pope’s religious affiliation. Due to the shared general 
knowledge of the answer, the answer itself becomes obvious and, consequently, is not 
required to actually be given. Similarly, in a context in which the question given in 
example (1b.) Bin ich Krösus? (in German this expression is used in a similar way to ‘Am 
I made of money?’1) is uttered, the speaker is likely safe to assume that an interlocutor 
does know that the speaker is in fact not Croesus and able to spend enormous sums. 
The rhetorical question in example (1c.) ‘Don’t we all have a skeleton in the closet?’ is 
less straightforward regarding the answer, since it does not base upon factual 
knowledge (after all, there may be some skeletons in the closets of some people). 
However, like the questions in (1a.) and (1b.), it represents a common figure of speech 
on the one hand, and, on the other, a conventionalized “schema for implicature” 
(Morgan 1978: 29), which is commonly understood by interlocutors. This means that 
questions such as those in (1a. to 1c.) are most likely interpreted as rhetorical questions 
by discourse participants. The question given in example (1d.) also depends on a 
certain shared knowledge (i.e., that a major part of the world population is, at the time 
the question in d. is uttered, in quarantine due to the Corona virus). However, in the 
examples in (1d.) and (1e.), the use of special indicators makes the answers to those 
questions accessible and turn the questions into rhetorical ones. In (1e.), it is the non-
temporal discourse particle schon (‘already’) and in (1d.) the polarity item zur Hölle (‘the 
hell’) that support a rhetorical reading of the questions (cf. Bayer & Obenauer 2011; 
Grésillon 1980; Han 2002; Meibauer 1986). 

A rhetorical question is commonly used to express the speaker’s commitment to 
its (obvious) answer (Ilie 2010). In that sense, rhetorical questions are often related to 
assertions, which also serve to express speaker commitment. For instance, Meibauer 

                                                
1 Croesus (German: Krösus), the last king of ancient Lydia, was renowned for his wealth 
and his large handedness. 
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(1986) defines rhetorical questions not as true questions, but as indirect assertions and 
thus not as answer seeking but assertive in nature. Ilie (2010: 406), like Meibauer 
(1986), argues that rhetorical questions indirectly convey an assertion “like any 
statement”. Following this line of interpretation, the example given in (1b.) Bin ich 
Krösus?, can be translated into the assertion ‘I am not Croesus’ (and thus not made of 
money), and the example in (1e.) into ‘Nobody likes to pay taxes’. 

Admittedly, the examples given in (1a. to e.) are very straightforward regarding their 
interpretation, either because they follow conventionalized schemes, are almost 
proverbial (1a. - c.), or are marked by lexical indicators (1d. and e.). That is, without 
having any contextual information, the questions in (1a. - e) are likely recognizable as 
rhetorical questions. However, rhetorical questions are not always as readily 
identifiable as in the given examples. Consider the questions given in (2a.) and (2b.), 
below: At first sight, neither of the two stands out as a rhetorical question. Most 
readers will probably assume them to be sincere questions, or in the case of (2b.) even 
an offer. However, both interrogatives can be used and interpreted as rhetorical 
questions, if they appear in an appropriate context situation. For instance, in a situation 
in which it is obvious to the speaker and the addressee(s) that a person called Lene 
cannot paint (e.g., due to a well-known lack of artistic abilities), the answer to the 
question in (2a.) is entailed in the discourse and accessible to all interlocutors. 
Consequently, giving or receiving a sincere answer becomes redundant. The question, 
following the line of argument given so far, is rhetorical. The same reasoning accounts 
for the question given in (2b.). In a situation in which speaker and addressee(s) know 
that none of the discourse participants like olives, the answer again is entailed in the 
discourse and is thus obvious and accessible to all interlocutors. Therefore, the 
question is rhetorical. At the same time, the questions in (2) may also function as 
information-seeking questions. This presupposes that the speaker does not know 
whether Lene can paint or not (2a.) or does not know who likes olives (2b.) and 
presumes that the interlocutor(s) can provide an answer. In addition, the speaker has 
to have a sincere interest in receiving adequate answers. 

(2)  
a. Kann die Lene malen? (‘Can Lene paint?’) 
b. Wer mag Oliven? (‘Who likes olives?’) 

For rhetorical questions such as given in (2a.) and (2b.), to be felicitous, they depend 
on several different factors. The context situation, that is, the conversational setting 
in which they occur, is instrumental for their effectivity. The contextual situation needs 
to provide an appropriate setting for a rhetorical question to be meaningful. Apart 
from the context and lexical items as in examples (1d.) and (1e.), there are other 
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indicators that have been described in the linguistic literature to support a rhetorical 
question interpretation. The use of certain morpho-syntactic constructions, such as 
the imperfect subjunctive together with the negation nicht (‘not’) are under suspicion 
to trigger rhetoricity in utterances such as Aber hieße das nicht Satan durch Belzebub zu 
beschwören? (‘But does this not mean to summon Satan by Beelzebub?’, see Grésillon 
1980: 284; Meibauer 1986: 140f). Furthermore, comparative structures such as in Gibt 
es etwas Besseres als Mutters Sonntagsbraten? (‘Is there anything better than mother’s 
Sunday roast?’) support a rhetorical reading (cf. Meibauer 1986; Schmidt-Radefeldt 
1977). Furthermore, morphemes such as wunder (‘wonder’) as in for instance Kann man 
sich da wirklich wundern, wenn die Opfer sich zu wehren beginnen? (‘Who truly wonders that 
the victims are starting to defend themselves?’ Meibauer, 1986: 227) are discussed to 
be characteristic for rhetorical questions. Apart from morpho-syntactic or lexical 
indicators the linguistic literature mentions intonation to be a possible marker for 
rhetoricity (e.g., Meibauer 1986, Searle 1969, Han 2002, Bartels 1999, Gutiérrez-
Rexach 1998). However, early statements on rhetorical questions only provide a 
superficial insight on their intonational characteristics and full-fledged research on the 
intonation (prosody) of rhetorical questions in German and across languages in 
general has only lately gained momentum amongst researchers. The current thesis 
builds upon the prosodic research made to date on rhetorical questions and adds 
further utterance types to the prosodic comparison; one of which is exclamatives. 

Exclamatives, regarding their surface structure, are often indistinguishable from 
questions. Both utterance types intersect in their overt structure. For instance, both 
may occur with verb-first (see 3b.) or wh-constructions (e.g., Wo war der schon überall 
‘The places he has been to!’ vs. ‘What places has he been to?’). The term ‘exclamative’ 
originates from the Latin verb exclamare (‘to exclaim’). An exclamative sentence is 
characterized by the affective appraisal of its propositional content on the part of the 
speaker (Glück & Rödel 2016). In rhetoric, the term exclamatio describes the adaptation 
of a statement into an exclamation and expresses the emotional state of the speaker 
(e.g., dread, shock, or surprise) caused by an instantaneous situation (Lausberg 1990). 
Most people will recognize an exclamative, as given in (3a.) and (3b), when confronted 
with one (cf. Rosengren 1992b). 

(3)  
a. (Wow,) Es wird einen Lockdown geben! (‘(Wow,) There is going to be a 

lockdown!’) 
b. (Junge,) Ist dieses Virus gefährlich! (‘(Boy,) is that virus dangerous!’) 

In literary language, exclamatives are commonly marked with an exclamation mark. 
Without punctuation marks, contextual or lexical information, exclamatives, rhetorical 
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questions and information-seeking questions are difficult to distinguish, since they can 
exhibit the same string of words, as shown in (4).  

(4) Ist das Coronavirus gefährlich (‘Is the Corona virus dangerous’) 

The sequence of words in (4) allows for a rhetorical question (it is obvious that the 
Corona virus is not dangerous), an information-seeking (it is unknown whether it is 
dangerous or not) or an exclamative (it is indeed a very dangerous virus) interpretation. 
Without any contextual, lexical, or orthographic information, prosody may serve as an 
indicator for one of those three possibilities. Exclamatives have received noticeable 
attention in the research on German prosody and have often been prosodically 
compared with string-identical interrogatives, declaratives, and imperatives (e.g., 
Batliner 1988; Repp 2019; Repp & Seeliger 2020). However, a direct comparison 
between exclamatives and rhetorical questions, which can be string-identical, has not 
been made so far. Results presented in recent literature on the prosody of both 
rhetorical questions (e.g., Braun et al. 2019; Braun et al. 2020) and exclamatives (e.g., 
Repp 2019; Repp & Seeliger 2020; Wochner & Dehé 2018) show that there are many 
prosodic similarities between the two. Hence, a direct comparison appears reasonable, 
when exploring the prosodic profile of rhetorical questions. Like rhetorical questions, 
exclamatives appear to be related to assertions in some kind. Exclamatives, such as 
presented in (3) have been described to operate on assertions (e.g., Brandt et al. 1992; 
Näf 1987; Rosengren 1992). 

In German grammar an assertion, Latin assertio, is commonly realized with a 
declarative syntax (Glück 2010; Oppenrieder 2013), as shown in (5). In their default 
function, assertions are to be taken literally. That is, other than rhetorical questions, 
they are not ambiguous in meaning. For instance, meant as a default, truthful assertion, 
the speaker of the utterance in (5) does not convey more or less than that it is raining 
outside. 

(5) It is raining outside. 

Assertions, however, can be used to say more than what they reflect in their sentence 
structure. The assertion example given in (6), for instance, implies that nobody likes 
to pay taxes and, depending on the contextual situation, it may also convey that this is 
obvious. This type of assertion is in function very similar to rhetorical questions (Wer 
zahlt schon gerne Steuern? ‘Who likes to pay taxes?’). Like rhetorical questions, they 
convey obviousness and speaker belief. In the framework of the current thesis, they 
are referred to as “strong assertions”. 
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(6) Niemand zahlt gerne Steuern. (‘Nobody likes to pay taxes.’) 

Unlike exclamatives, who seem to share the same sentence structure but convey a 
different pragmatic meaning than rhetorical questions, assertions differ in sentence 
structure from rhetorical questions but have a similar meaning in the discourse. While 
there is prosodic research on different kinds of declarative assertions in German (e.g., 
Brinckmann & Benzmüller 1999; Rohloff & Michalsky 2018), a comparison of 
declarative assertions with rhetorical questions has yet to be made and is part of the 
current work. 

1.2 RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
The current thesis is primarily incorporated in the fields of phonology and phonetics 
and interfaces with the fields of semantics and pragmatics. The interface between 
prosody and meaning has been neglected by researchers for a long time (cf. Prieto 
2015; Prieto & Borràs-Comes 2018) or, at best, has been treated rather marginally. 
With regard to rhetorical questions, researchers mainly related semantic and pragmatic 
meaning to the final part of the utterance, specifically the final intonational movement, 
and abandoned other parameters that may be crucial characteristics of rhetorical 
questions. The current thesis addresses the different components that are the main 
elements of the prosodic realization of rhetorical questions, exclamatives and 
assertions, that is, the combination of phonological features and phonetic parameters, 
and the relation between prosody and semantic-pragmatic meaning. 

Rhetorical questions, in their prosodic realization, differ from sincere information-
seeking questions. This is the common assumption on the prosody of rhetorical 
questions in the cross-linguistic literature and has been supported by recent empirical 
work in German (e.g., Braun et al. 2019, Braun et al. 2020) and other languages (see 
Dehé et al. 2022 for a cross-linguistic overview). However, so far it is not clear whether 
the prosodic features of rhetorical questions that have been found to distinguish them 
from information-seeking questions manifest a ‘rhetorical question prosody’. In other 
words, it is inexplicit, whether the characteristics that have been found in production 
experiments appertain to rhetorical questions solely and thus can be understood as a 
one-to-one mapping of prosodic form to pragmatic function. The way rhetorical 
questions differ from information-seeking questions is in some ways comparable to 
the differences described between questions and assertions (e.g., regarding durational 
values or the final movement of the intonation contour), which will be shown in later 
chapters. Furthermore, rhetorical questions and assertions appear to be related 
regarding their function in the discourse. Hence, an ‘assertive prosody’ instead of a 
rhetorical prosody is plausible. 
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A comparison of research on rhetorical questions, exclamatives and other 
utterances that carry an attitudinal load suggests that rhetorical questions, in their 
prosodic realization, share features with both exclamatives and strong assertions (e.g., 
Niebuhr et al. 2010; Wochner & Dehé 2018). All three utterance types convey a certain 
attitudinal meaning. Prosodic research on exclamatives show prosodic characteristics 
that have also been found for rhetorical questions. Generally, utterances that convey 
a strong speaker attitude (i.e., the psychological stance a speaker has towards the 
propositional content of an utterance) and are prosodically emphasized share features 
with rhetorical questions (e.g., durational features or voice quality). This suggests a 
third possibility, namely that there is no direct prosodic form to pragmatic function 
match but that the prosodic parameters may signal a general strong attitudinal meaning 
of an utterance. This is in favor of a general ‘attitudinal prosody’.  

In two production studies, the current thesis compares rhetorical questions to 
utterances with an equivalent syntactic structure but different functions in the 
discourse (information-seeking questions and exclamatives, see (7a.)), and to 
syntactically different utterances with a similar pragmatic function (assertions, see 
(7b.)) to gain a better understanding of the relation between prosodic form and 
pragmatic function. 

(7)  
a. Kann die Mona singen (‘Can Mona sing’) 
b. Niemand mag Bananen (‘Nobody likes bananas’) 

The experimental chapters of this thesis pursue several different hypotheses. 
However, there are four general research questions, which guide the thesis as a whole: 

A. Do rhetorical questions exhibit their own ‘rhetorical’ prosody and thus is there 
a direct form-to-function (prosodic to pragmatic) mapping? 

B. Can prosodic features that have been found to differentiate rhetorical 
questions from string-identical information-seeking questions also be found in 
other non-information seeking but also string-identical utterances, that is, 
exclamatives? 

C. Do rhetorical questions share prosodic features with utterances that differ in 
structure, but have a similar pragmatic meaning, that is assertions? 

D. Is there a set of prosodic features shared by utterances that convey a certain 
non-neutral speaker attitude (i.e., rhetorical questions, exclamatives, strong 
assertions), suggesting a general attitudinal prosody rather than a matching of 
prosodic form to pragmatic function? 
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1.3 STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS 
The structure of the thesis reads as follows. Chapter 1 introduced the utterances under 
investigation, namely rhetorical and information-seeking questions, exclamatives and 
assertions. It also introduced the research questions that guide the thesis. 

Chapter 2 presents the theoretical background on the syntax, semantics, and 
pragmatics of the different utterance types under investigation. This chapter aims to 
provide the access point towards the interfaces between prosody and meaning. 

Chapter 3 first provides the background on intonation and prosody in general, 
before discussing the prosody of questions in particular. This chapter further presents 
the state of the art regarding the prosody of rhetorical questions, exclamatives and 
assertions, as well as some information on the prosody of emphasis. 

Chapter 4 presents the first experimental chapter of the thesis. It is concerned with 
the comparison of the prosodic realization of rhetorical questions, information-
seeking questions, and verb-first exclamatives. It aims to reveal prosodic 
characteristics shared by rhetorical questions and exclamatives. 

Chapter 5 examines the differences and similarities between rhetorical questions 
and (strong) assertions. The results of the comparison may serve as a prosodic 
perspective on the matter of the relatedness between rhetorical questions and 
assertions. 

Chapter 6 presents a rating experiment that approaches the meaning of the 
prosodic constructions of utterances by means of an evaluation task. The study serves 
as an approach to analyse the relation of prosodic form and pragmatic function from 
the perceptive side. 

Chapter 7, by summarizing the findings of the experiments presented in the 
previous chapters, aims to answer the main research questions of the current thesis. 

Chapter 8 provides an outlook to further studies that need to resolve issues that 
occurred in prior experiments. It also presents questions that remain open for further 
investigation. 
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2 FORMS AND FUNCTIONS 

2.1 OUTLINE 
This chapter introduces the grammatical structure and the pragmatics of rhetorical 
questions, in comparison to information-seeking questions, exclamatives and 
assertions. The chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 describes the grammatical 
background of questions, exclamatives and assertions and Section 2.3 their semantic 
meaning. Section 2.4 elaborates on the differences in pragmatic function between the 
different utterance types under investigation and Section 2.5 elaborates on the 
interfaces between meaning and prosody. 

2.2 ON THE FORM OF QUESTIONS, EXCLAMATIVES AND ASSERTIONS 
Classical approaches to German grammar assumes three different sentence modes (cf. 
Altmann 1993; Grewendorf & Zaefferer 1991; Oppenrieder 2013): the interrogative 
mode, the declarative mode, and the imperative mode. Other descriptions further 
assume an optative (e.g., Altmann 1987, 1993), an exclamative (e.g., Altmann 1987, 
1993; Grewendorf & Zaefferer 1988; Oppenrieder 2013, Zaefferer 1988) and/or a 
Heische mode (e.g., Zifonun et al. 1997). The reminder of the thesis uses the 
classification of sentence modes presented in Altmann (1987, 1993) as a basic concept 
for the filing of the utterance types under investigation. In Altmann (1987, 1993) the 
term sentence mode describes a linguistic unit that is made up of two parts: i. a formal 
part with the form types, which captures the sentence structure with formal 
characteristics, and ii. a functional part with the function types, which contributes to 
the propositional content. The form types are syntactic units, which are characterized 
by means of grammatical elements, such as wh-words, discourse particles, 
complementizers, position of the verb and wh-word, the morphology of the verb and 
intonation (form types are interrogative sentences, declarative sentence, exclamative 
sentences and imperative sentences). The function types stand for the structural 
meaning of the respective form types (e.g., polar/ wh-question, verb-first declarative, 
verb-first exclamative). For instance, the function type of a polar interrogative, in 
terms of Altmann (1993), corresponds to ‘speaker wants to know if p’ and the function 
type of a wh-question ‘speaker wants to know for which x p applies’ (Finkbeiner & 
Maibauer 2016: 9). Note that function types are to be distinguished from speech acts, 
since the structural type of a form type does not necessarily determine the actual 
speech act (Altmann 1993: 1008). The term ‘sentence mode’ is used when referring to 
both parts of the linguistic unit. The sentence mode is detached from any discourse/ 
conversational situation and its meaning is solely determined by grammar, that is, the 
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interplay of syntax, semantics, and phonology. However, the sentence mode creates a 
“communicational potential” (Brandt et al. 1992: 3) or an output, which as soon as it 
is realized in the discourse, becomes a pragmatic unit, and receives a certain 
communicative function (e.g., a certain illocution, cf. Brandt et al. 1992). For the 
remainder of the thesis, three sentence modes, as defined in Altmann (1987, 1993) are 
of main interest: the interrogative mode, the declarative mode and the exclamative 
mode. The following aims to set the utterances under investigation into the context 
of the respective sentence modes, starting with the interrogative mode. 

The different form types Altmann (1993) described within the interrogative mode 
are listed in Table 1. As an exceptional case, Altmann (1993) describes the assertive-
interrogative sentence (exemplified on the very bottom of Table 1), which he describes 
as a hybrid between a verb-first-interrogative sentence (also V1 interrogative sentence) 
and a verb-second-declarative sentence (also V2 declarative sentence). 

Form type Designated use Example 

Verb-first-interrogative 
sentence 

V1 question/ polar 
question/ yes-no-
question 

Hast du Hunger?  
‘Are you hungry?’ 

ob-verb-last-interrogative 
sentence 

ob-question, self-
addressed question 

Ob der immer so verrückte 
Ideen hat? ‘[I wonder] 
whether he always has 
these crazy ideas.’ 

Alternative-interrogative 
sentence 

Alternative question Möchtest du einen Keks oder 
ein Stück Kuchen?  
‘Would you like a cookie 
or a piece of cake?’ 

wh-verb-second-
interrogative sentence 

wh-V2-question/ 
constituent question/ 
wh-question 

Wer möchte einen Apfel? 
 ‘Who wants an apple?’ 

wh-verb-last-interrogative 
sentence 

Verb-last question Wer das bloß wieder versaut 
hat ‘Who is responsible for 
this mess’ 

Assertive-interrogative 
sentence 

Assertive question/ 
declarative question 

Das ist der Bahnhof?  
‘This is the train station?’ 

Table 1. Form types and examples associated with the interrogative mode described in Altmann 
(1987, 1993). 
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Rhetorical questions, like information-seeking questions, are settled within the 
interrogative mode. Generally, they are not designated to a particular function type 
within the sentence mode. For instance, they can occur as polar questions (Bin ich 
Krösus? ‘Am I Croesus?’), wh-questions (Wer zahlt schon gerne Steuern? ‘Who likes to pay 
taxes?’), or alternative questions (“Are you doing a PhD or vacationing in Konstanz?” 
Biezma & Rawlins 2017: 2) and they may also occur as elliptical structures (Ernsthaft? 
‘Seriously?’). Only when entering the discourse, a question, depending on the 
discourse situation, becomes rhetorical. Hence, the rhetorical meaning of a question 
is not defined on the grammatical but at the pragmatic level. The interrogative mode 
provides the output on which the rhetorical question operates. If no contextual or 
additional lexical information is given, it is not possible (for a reader) to decide 
whether the sentences given in (8) are rhetorical questions or not. 

(8)  
a. Kann Anne kochen? ‘Can Anne cook?‘ 
b. Wer schaut samstagabends gerne fern? ‘Who likes to watch TV on a Saturday 

night?‘ 

Altmann (1993) suggests that discourse particles may serve as indicators for a certain 
form type if they differentiate between two otherwise segmentally identical form types. 
He exemplifies this with the V1 utterance Stellt ihr euch (doch/ vielleicht) an (lit. stand 

you.PL. PARTICLE REFL.PL on). Depending on the discourse particle, that is, either 
denn or vielleicht, the form type is assigned either to the imperative mode (Stellt ihr euch 
doch an! ‘Queue up!‘) or the exclamative mode (Stellt ihr euch vielleicht an! ‘Are you silly!’; 
Altmann 1993: 1011). Prima facie, rhetorical questions may be distinguished from 
information-seeking questions by discourse particles as well, which suggests that 
rhetorical questions have their own rhetorical form type. In particular, the discourse 
particles schon (‘already’) and auch (‘even’) in their non-temporal/ non-gradual/ non-
additive meaning are often described to trigger a rhetorical reading of questions (e.g., 
Wer zahlt schon/ auch gerne Steuern? ‘Who likes to pay taxes?’). Zaefferer (1984), for 
instance assumes the discourse particles schon and nicht (‘not’) to syntactically define a 
rhetorical question. Especially schon, Zaefferer (1984) claims to be impossible to 
appear in ordinary wh-questions. In his work, he describes rhetorical wh-schon-
interrogative sentences functioning as positive rhetorical questions and wh-nicht-
interrogative sentences functioning as negative rhetorical questions2. In support of 
this assumption, Thurmair (1989), in her work on German discourse particles, states 
                                                
2 Note that Zaefferer (1984), unlike e.g., Altmann (1993) assesses sentences as syntactic units 
also by the inclusion of illocution types. 
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that schon as well as auch in wh-questions are always distinct markers for rhetorical 
questions. The discourse particle nicht she describes as a possible but not a necessary 
rhetorical marker in both wh- and V1 interrogatives, as it might occur in questions that 
are not rhetorical. Certain modal particles appear to constitute a rhetorical form type. 
However, the question arises of how to assess rhetorical questions that do not have a 
discourse particle. Rhetorical questions may occur in all kinds of different 
interrogative structures (e.g., Meibauer 1986) with and without discourse particles. 
Hence, a certain selection of discourse particles that support a rhetorical interpretation 
of a question does not suffice to create a distinct form type (cf. Brandt et al. 1992). 
Meibauer (1986) and Brandt et al. (1992) state that schon and auch, when used with 
interrogatives, can generate rhetoricity and may thus be understood as indirect 
illocutionary indicators (i.e., expression that forces a secondary illocution that deviates 
from the illocution that would have been expected in a neutral context.). Yet, both 
schon and auch may also occur with neutral information-seeking questions, albeit 
resulting in a different meaning of the respective question. It is, for instance, possible 
to use schon in a neutral question such as Wer hat schon Steuern bezahlt? (‘Who has paid 
the taxes, already?’), Ist das schon Sport? (‘Is this sport, already?’ Kwon 2005: 102) or 
auch in a question such as Wer zahlt auch gerne Steuern? (‘Who likes to pay taxes, too?). 
In these examples, schon adds a temporal aspect to the question and auch an additive 
one. Hence, from a purely grammatical point of view and thus against claims in 
Thurmair (1989) and Zaefferer (1984), the mere presence of certain discourse particles 
does not distinguish between rhetorical and non-rhetorical questions and thus does 
not suffice to constitute a rhetorical form type. 

Like discourse particles, negative polarity items (henceforth NPIs), too, have been 
argued to elicit rhetoricity when occurring within questions (e.g., Grésillon 1980, Han 
2002). Hence, the occurrence of NPIs might support the idea of rhetorical questions 
to have distinct form types. This applies for instance to NPIs such as zur Hölle ‘to the 
hell’ in ‘Was zur Hölle glaubst du zu tun?’ ‘What the hell do you think you are doing?’ or 
‘lift a finger’ in ‘Did John lift a finger to help Sam?’ Han (2002: 204). However, like 
discourse particles, NPIs may modify further pragmatic uses of questions, such as for 
instance in extreme ignorant questions like Who the hell did Alphonso talk to? (Rawlins 
2009: 3; see also Eckardt & Yu 2020) or even in neutral information-seeking questions 
such as Hat er keinen Finger gekrümmt? (‘Did he not lift a finger?’ Meibauer 1986: 139). 
Therefore, the occurrence of NPIs is not sufficient to assume a rhetorical form type. 

Altmann (1993) also specifies intonation as an indicator for different form types, 
for instance, he assigns a rising intonation to (some) interrogative sentences. In the 
past, rhetorical questions across languages, especially rhetorical polar questions, have 
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been described both; i. to have a special intonation pattern (e.g., Bartels 1999; 
Gutiérrez-Rexach 1998; Han 2002) and ii. to not differ from information-seeking 
questions (Büring 2016; Oppenrieder 1991). Recent empirical research on the 
intonation of German rhetorical questions shows that they may differ from 
information-seeking questions, for instance regarding the final movement of the 
intonation contour, or accent type, as presented in Chapters 3 and 4 in more detail. 
However, while the use of a certain edge tone and pitch accent type appears to be 
prototypical for rhetorical questions in German, they are not unique and not always 
present and thus constitutional for a rhetorical question form type, as the experimental 
part of this thesis will show. 

For the exclamative mode, Altman (1993) describes three form types; he 
categorizes V1 and verb-second V2 exclamatives as well as wh-V2 and wh-verb-last 
exclamatives as the same form types, with free interchangeable verb positions (i.e., V1 
and V2/ V1 and verb-last), see Table 2.  

Form type Designated use Example 

Verb-second/ verb-first 
exclamative sentence 

V1 exclamative/ V2 
exclamative 

Sind die Kekse lecker! / Die 
Kekse sind lecker! ‘Are those 
cookies delicious! / Those 
cookies are delicious!’ 

Dass-verb-last 
exclamative sentence 

verb-last exclamative Dass die Kekse so lecker sind! 
‘That the cookies are that 
delicious!’ 

wh-verb-second-
exclamative sentence/ 
wh-verb-last-exclamative 
sentence 

wh-exclamative Was hat sie für schöne Augen! 
/ Was für schöne Augen sie 
hat! 
‘What beautiful eyes she 
has!’ 

Table 2. Form and types associated with the exclamative mode described in Altmann (1993). 

Whether or not it is reasonable to assume an exclamative mode has been a topic of 
debate in the linguistic literature (cf. Oppenrieder 2013). Instead of displaying their 
own form type, exclamatives are often classified as expressive or emphatic utterances 
operating on declarative or interrogative sentences (e.g., Näf 1987; Rosengren 1992b; 
Zaefferer 2984). Rosengren (1992b) categorizes exclamatives as subtypes of 
declarative sentences (V1 and V2 declaratives) or interrogative sentences (wh-
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interrogatives) and abstains from regarding the exclamative as its own form-type and 
hence from assuming an exclamative mode in general. Rosengren (1992b) further 
argues that an exclamative is a special application of a declarative or an interrogative 
sentence resulting in a certain pragmatic category (i.e., exclamative). The exclamative, 
following Rosengren (1992b), constitutes itself in the combination of form type 
(declarative or interrogative) and further characteristics such as the use of certain 
discourse particles like vielleicht (‘maybe’) and/or certain prosodic features. V1 
exclamatives, following Rosengren (1992b) have a declarative and not an interrogative 
form type, despite their structural resemblance to V1-interrogative sentences. She 
legitimates this, amongst other things, by the occurrence of certain discourse particles 
that may also occur in V2-declarative sentences, such as vielleicht and aber, which in 
both cases emphasise the exclamative point of the sentence (Alm 1018; Rosengren 
1992b). Note however, that these discourse particles do not constitute an exclamative 
form type. On the one hand the use of discourse particles is optional and not 
mandatory (Brandt et al. 1992; Rosengren 1992b) and on the other hand there are 
intersections with other form types of other sentence modes (Altmann 1993). It is 
interesting that V1 exclamatives cannot contain discourse particles that are allowed in 
V1-interrogative sentences, such as denn or etwa (Rosengren 1992b) and eigentlich 
(Önnerfors 1997; Näf 1987). Önnerfors (1997) describes exclamatives as declarative 
sentences, which, on an illocution level, combine an exclamatory and an assertive 
function. In principle, the exclamative is not bound to a certain sentence structure but 
in fact may appear with all possible structural types (Brandt et al. 1992; Fries 1988; 
Rosengren 1992a). Yet, certain structures, for instance wh-verb-last structures, appear 
to be prone to an exclamative interpretation. For instance, sentences with was, welch, 
and wie (‘what/ which and how’) such as Welch schöne Auge sie hat! (‘What beautiful eyes 
she has!’), on a grammatical level, provide layouts for an exclamative interpretation, 
the actual exclamative interpretation, however, primarily happens at the pragmatic 
level (Fries 1988). 

Regarding intonation, exclamatives have been described to differ from utterances 
that are structurally identical. Whereas V1 questions are commonly understood to 
have a rising intonation contour3, exclamatives, irrespective of their syntactic 
structure, are described to have a falling intonation as a characteristic (e.g., Näf 1983, 
Fries 1983, Rosengren 1992a, Batliner 1988). Rosengren (1992a), who considers V1 
exclamatives to operate on V1-declarative sentences, observes that declarative 

                                                
3 Note that this is an exceedingly generalized statement - question intonation will be discussed 
in Chapter 3 in more detail). 
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sentences, too, commonly terminate in a final fall. Hence, the course of the final 
intonational movement does not suffice to legitimate an exclamative mode. However, 
one specific intonational characteristic has been observed to occur with exclamatives, 
but not with interrogatives or declaratives: the so-called exclamative accent. The 
exclamative accent is a non-focal accent which, so far, appears to be prototypical for 
exclamatives (e.g., Batliner 1988, Repp 2019, Repp & Seeliger 2020, a more detailed 
description of the prosody of exclamatives is given in Chapter 3). In prosodic 
comparisons of exclamatives and sequence identical interrogatives, imperatives and 
declaratives, this particular accent only occurred in exclamatives. Nevertheless, 
following Batliner (1988), it is not a mandatory feature of an exclamative sentence, 
that is, an exclamative may or may not be realized with an exclamative accent. 
Therefore, this accent is not constitutive for an exclamative form type (Rosengren 
1992b). To this effect, Truckenbrodt (2013) states that a prosodic enhancement at the 
beginning of an utterance (referring to an accent position in the prenuclear field) does 
not necessarily refer to an exclamative mode. 

Batliner (1988) confirms that exclamatives are, as a category of their own, rather 
“fuzzy” (Batliner 1988: 243), if one assumes that form types as categories are 
distinctive in their core areas (e.g., syntactic structure or intonation). For a possible 
distinction of exclamatives as their own sentence mode, Batliner (1988: 244) includes 
the phonetic characteristics of exclamatives. He describes these characteristics to be 
of a general “more” in duration, intensity, and the maxima in the fundamental 
frequency, but also in later alignment of peaks in the intonation contour as compared 
to sequence identical non-exclamative utterances. Considering, for instance, that an 
assertion is a phonetically unmarked utterance, an exclamative is a marked category, 
which is reflected in the distinct phonetic “more” of its prosodic realization (Batliner 
1988). A suggestion made by d’Avis (2016) is to assume a group of main and secondary 
sentence modes. Exclamatives, in such a model, may then belong to the group of 
secondary sentence types, exhibiting strong singular features such as the exclamative 
accent, but being closely linked to declarative and interrogative sentence types. Alm 
(2018), like Altmann (1993,) describes them, together with optatives, as marginal 
sentence types. 

Finding out whether the exclamative is a distinct form type or not is not the primary 
aim of the current thesis. However, the results of the experiment presented in Chapter 
4 are in favour of claims by Rosengren (1992a, 1992b) and Brandt et al. (1992), 
suggesting that grammatically, the exclamative belongs to the declarative mode, 
operating on assertions, rather than in the interrogative mode. 
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Regarding the declarative mode, Altmann (1993) describes two form types: The 
verb-second-declarative sentence and the verb-first-declarative sentence, as presented 
in Table 3. Syntactically, the verb-second-declarative sentence is considered to be the 
default-form type (Brandt et al. 1992). Typically, declaratives do not feature any 
discourse particles that constitute their grammatical status (Sadock & Zwicky 1985), 
however, they are compatible with a considerable number of different discourse 
particles (e.g., Alm et al. 2018; Altmann 1993). Altmann (1993) assumes only the two 
sentence types mentioned above for the declarative mode, as presented in Table 3. A 
construction with the verb in final position is eliminated in his theory. Alm et al. (2018) 
describe a wo-doch-verb-final-declarative sentence (e.g., Wo er doch schon alles gesehen hat 
‘Since he has seen everything’). Oppenrieder (2013) assumes that verb-last 
declaratives, if they occur, have a strong expressive, a conditional or a causal meaning. 

Pragmatically, declarative sentences are applicable to all kinds of communicative 
functions, which is shown for instance by the great number of possible discourse 
particles that may be used with declaratives (Altmann 1993), which may alter the 
function of the declarative in the discourse. 

Form type Designated use Example 

Verb-second declarative 
sentence 

Declarative, V2 
declarative 

Die Kekse schmecken lecker. 
‘The cookies taste 
delicious’ 

Verb-first declarative 
sentence 

V1 declarative Isst der alle Kekse alleine auf. 
‘He is eating all the 
cookies on his own.’ 

Table 3. Form types and examples associated with the declarative mode described in Altmann 
(1993). 

This dissertation project focusses on two well-established sentence structures within 
the interrogative mode: V1-interrogative sentences (function type: polar questions) 
and wh-V2-interrogative sentences (function type: wh-questions). According to 
Altmann (1993), polar and wh-questions intersect with the form types that are used 
with exclamative sentences, namely V1 exclamative sentences and wh-V2-exclamative 
sentences and wh-verb-last-exclamative sentences. The corresponding sequences are 
given in examples (9) and (10), below. The form type of the example in (9) 
corresponds to V1-interrogative sentences and V1-exclamative sentences, the form 
types of the examples given in (10a.) correspond to wh-V2-interrogative/exclamative 
sentences and in (10b.) to wh-verb-last-interrogative/exclamative sentences. 
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The remainder of the current thesis is primarily concerned with V1 forms as in (9) 
and, regarding rhetorical questions with wh-V2-interrogative sentences. Exclamatives 
with a wh-element, as shown in (10), were excluded from the investigation, because of 
the two different wh-form types. It is not quite clear whether both structures are 
equally weighted by speakers or whether speakers prefer one over the other. 
Additionally, finding string-identical wh-exclamatives, rhetorical questions and 
information-seeking questions turned out to be rather challenging. Thus, the 
remainder of the thesis focuses on the description of V1 exclamatives. However, the 
prosodic characteristics of wh-V2-exclamatives in comparison to wh-information-
seeking questions will be addressed in Chapter 3 and in the discussion part of Chapter 
4. 

(9) V1-exclamative sentence 
Sind  die   Plätzchen    lecker 
Are   the.3PL.NOM  cookies    delicious 
‘Are those cookies delicious’  

(10) a. Wh-V2-exclamative sentence 
Was  hat die                 für    schöne    Augen 
What  has the3.SG-FEM.NOM  for   beautiful  eyes 
‘What beautiful eyes she has!’ 

b. Wh-verb-last-exclamative sentence 

Was  die          für   schöne         Augen  hat 
What  the3.SG-FEM.NOM  for   beautiful  eyes     has 
‘What beautiful eyes she has!’ 

Finally, the current thesis will include V2 declaratives. The V2 declarative sentence is 
the most common form type within the system of sentence modes, as it is easily 
accessible in oral and written language (cf. Oppenrieder 2013). Furthermore, this form 
type is prone to all kinds of illocutionary acts (e.g., to promise/ claim/ declare/ assert/ 
etc.), whereas other form types are much more restricted in this respect. The most 
common function type is the assertion (Oppenrieder 2013). The actual 
communicative function of the V2 declarative is that of a neutral assertion, as 
presented in (11a.). Additionally, an assertion may also signal obviousness and a strong 
speaker belief as for example in (11b.), which is similar to the function of rhetorical 
questions. Within the framework of this thesis, they are referred to as strong 
assertions. However, whether an assertion serves as a neutral statement or aims to 
signal obviousness is a matter of communicative function and thus not attributed to 
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their structural composition. Both types of assertions presented in (11) will be part of 
the analyses of the current thesis. 

(11)  
a. Anna isst gerade einen Apfel. (‘Anna is eating an apple.’) 
b. Niemand mag Oliven. (Das weiß doch jeder.) (‘Nobody likes olives. 

(Everybody knows that!)’) 

2.3 ON THE SEMANTICS OF QUESTIONS, EXCLAMATIVES AND 
ASSERTIONS 

“The semantics of questions is a strange affair” (Groenendijk & Stokhof 1997: 1058) 
and there are several approaches towards this matter. Since the current work does not 
aim to compare all those different approaches, this section is limited to the theory that 
corresponds to the semantic descriptions of rhetorical questions found in the literature 
(i.e., Han 2002), which is the partitional approach (e.g., Groenendijk & Stokhof 1984; 
Higginbotham & May 1981).4 According to the partitional approach, a question is a 
partition of indices. This means a question partitions “logical spaces [that are filled 
with] possibilities” (Groenendijk & Stokhof 1997: 1103). These possibilities, that is, 
the elements of the partition within such a logical space are the propositions. 
Accordingly, the meaning of a question is composed in the function that displays 
which of these propositions is the true answer in its index (Groenendijk & Stokhof 
1984). A polar question, for instance, makes a bipartition of an index set. Its meaning 
is defined in the set of propositions containing the two possible answers to the 
question (Groenendijk & Stokhof 1984; Han 2002; van Rooy & Šafářová 2003): the 
positive answer (p) and the negative answer (¬p). Table 4 shows the question ‘Does 
Anna like lemons?’ and the set of propositions with one of them being the true answer. 

⟦ Does Anna like lemons⟧ 

Anna likes lemons. (p) 
Anna does not like lemons. (¬p) 

Table 4. Set of possible answers (positive and negative) to ‘Does Anna like lemons?’ in 
denotation brackets. 

Wh-questions evoke a proposition that has an unspecified part (Krifka 2011). This 
unspecified part is inquired by the wh-word. In a sentence like “Who likes lemons” the 
wh-element signals the open part of the proposition expressed in their sentence radical 

                                                
4 For an overview and discussion of the most established approaches, such as the functional 
approach and the proposition set approach, see Krifka (2011). 
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(e.g., ‘X likes lemons’). The partitional approach assumes that wh-questions make 
partitions with many more elements than polar questions, namely all possible 
constituents that the wh-word denotes in the index (Groenendijk & Stokhof 1984; 
Hamblin 1973; Karttunen 1977). For instance, if we assume a domain of the universe 
containing Anna, Paul, Lola, the unity set and the empty set, the information-seeking 
question ‘Who likes lemons?’ partitions the set of propositions shown in Table 5 with 
one of them being the true answer to the question. 

⟦Who likes lemons?⟧ 

Anna, Paul, and Lola like lemons 
Anna likes lemons 
Paul likes lemons 
Lola likes lemons 
Anna and Paul like lemons 
Anna and Lola like lemons 
Paul and Lola like lemons 
Nobody likes lemons 

Table 5. Set of possible answers to ‘Who likes lemons?’ in denotation brackets. 

As described in Section 2.2, rhetorical questions belong to the interrogative mode. 
Accordingly, their semantic meaning corresponds to the semantic meaning of 
questions in general and is not to be distinguished from information-seeking 
questions. A rhetorical question induces a partition of sets of indices and denotes the 
proposition that constitutes the true answer. The account that neither the syntactic 
form nor the semantic meaning differs between rhetorical and information-seeking 
questions is uncontroversial and established among a number of authors (cf. Biezma 
& Rawlins 2017; Caponigro & Sprouse 2007; Meibauer 1986; Rohde 2006). The main 
difference between rhetorical and information-seeking questions is of pragmatic 
nature (Caponigro & Sprouse 2007). 

The issue that comes with a semantics of V1 exclamatives emerges from the issue 
of whether exclamatives establish their own sentence mode or whether they are, as 
for instance Rosengren (1992b), Brandt et al. (1992), or Näf (1987) advocate, 
declarative sentences that on a pragmatic level are realized as expressive utterances. 
Assuming that the V1 exclamative belongs to the declarative mode, its semantics then 
assembles the semantics of assertions, as shown in Table 6. The meaning of an 
assertion is defined in its propositional content. The denotation of a default assertion 
(with V2 syntax) “is the singleton set containing the proposition denoted by its 
sentence radical” (Farkas & Bruce 2010: 91). 
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⟦Anna likes lemons⟧ 

Anna likes lemons (p) 

Table 6. Singleton set of propositions of ‘Anna likes lemons’ in denotation brackets. 

To this effect, the semantic meaning of a V1 exclamative, such as ‘Are those cookies 
delicious!’ is the proposition denoted by its sentence radical (i.e., the cookies be 
delicious). Given the pragmatic function of exclamatives, which includes the reactions 
to and reflection of a given immediate issue, and the fact that they do not inquire 
unknown information, it makes sense to assume a semantics of exclamatives that 
resembles the one of assertions rather than questions. 

2.4 ON THE PRAGMATICS OF QUESTIONS, EXCLAMATIVES AND 
ASSERTIONS 

The syntax and semantics of an utterance are part of its grammatical construction. 
Both require coding (and decoding) performed by the respective grammatical module, 
resulting in a syntactic-semantical representation of the utterance. This representation 
then serves as a template for the expression of speaker intention and, on part of the 
hearer, pragmatic interference (cf. Brandt et al. 1992, Carston 1998). The semantic 
meaning of a sentence is its literal meaning, which constitutes itself by the meaning of 
the words and the meaning of their combination. The pragmatic meaning, on the other 
hand, is not part of the grammar. Rather, it combines the linguistic (grammatical) 
information with other non-linguistic, accessible, and contextual information (cf. 
Carston 1998). 

The speaker of a sincere information-seeking question, irrespective of its 
grammatical form (i.e., V1 interrogative/ alternative question ( wh-V2 interrogative/ 
…), seeks to eradicate a knowledge gap by requesting the missing information from 
the interlocutor(s). The speaker of a rhetorical question, however, does not aim to 
inquire missing information. In fact, the function of rhetorical questions in the 
discourse is to make point. By using an exclamative, the speaker neither asks for a 
missing piece of information nor does she intend to make a point. Rather, she 
expresses her surprise and astonishment about a certain issue. Assertions may be used 
to perform neutral statements but also, akin to rhetorical questions, it is possible to 
use them in order to make a point and to express obviousness. The remainder of this 
section splits up the pragmatic function of the different utterance types into different 
components. This provides several junctures to analyze the prosody-meaning 
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interface in subsequent chapters and to interpret the results of the production studies 
in accordance with those meaning components.  

2.4.1 Question-answer relations and responses 
The question-answer relation marks the first divergence of rhetorical questions in 
comparison to information-seeking questions. By uttering a genuine information-
seeking question, the speaker signals a knowledge gap, (e.g., Groenendijk & Stokhof 
1984; Krifka 2011; Meibauer 1986), which she needs to remediate. The speaker’s aim 
is to elicit an answer from the addressee(s) to resolve her knowledge deficit. Genuine 
“questions are requests for answers” (Krifka 2011: 16). The answer to an information-
seeking question is obligatory and can only be given by the addressee(s) (Caponigro 
& Sprouse 2007) and, naturally, not by the speaker of the question herself. 
Furthermore, the speaker of a neutral information-seeking question does not have any 
sort of bias towards its answer nor is she in any way committed to it (Caponigro & 
Sprouse 2007). A decent answer to an information-seeking question may be gestural 
(e.g., nodding) or verbal (e.g., an assertion), provides exactly the piece of information 
the questioner is asking for (von Stechow & Zimmermann 1984) and thus makes the 
answer pertinent for the questioner (Gutiérrez-Rexach 1998). See example (12) for a 
polar-question-and-answer pair. 

(12) Speaker: I’m thinking about not going to the business lunch tomorrow. 
Are you going? 
Addressee: Yes, I am. 

The speaker of a rhetorical question does not have any kind of knowledge gap she 
wishes to resolve and for that reason does not aim to elicit an answer from the 
discourse participant(s) (cf. Bartels 1999; Biezma & Rawlins 2017; Frank 1990; 
Gutiérrez-Rexach 1998; Han 2002; Maynard 1995; Schwitalla 1984; Wilson & Sperber 
1988). Nevertheless, there is a potential answer to a rhetorical question. As presented 
in Chapter 2.3, a rhetorical question, like an information-seeking question, performs 
a partition of a set of propositions, from which it denotes its answer. Other than with 
sincere questions, however, the answer to the rhetorical question is considered to be 
already known, obvious, or inferable for all discourse participants (Bartels 1999; 
Biezma & Rawlins 2017; Caponigro & Sprouse 2007; Gutiérrez-Rexach 1998; 
Hackstein 2004; Ilie 1994; Ilie 2010; Rohde 2006). Caponigro and Sprouse (2007) state 
that the answer to a rhetorical question is commonly known to all interlocutors and 
all interlocutors know that each of them knows the answer, since it is already part of 
the common ground (as defined in Stalnaker 2002), that is, the answer is common 
belief among interlocutors. Biezma and Rawlins (2017) amplify this view by arguing 
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that the speaker knows the answer and believes that the addressee(s) can know the 
answer as well and that the speaker assumes that all interlocutors already accepted the 
answer to be true. This means that in the moment the rhetorical question is uttered, 
the addressees accommodate their common ground, which results in the answer being 
part of the common ground. The common grounds of speaker and addressee become 
synchronized (Rohde 2006). Biezma and Rawlins (2017) claim that a rhetorical 
question generates the presupposition that its answer is “entailed in the context of the 
utterance and therefore […] all discourse participants are privileged to it” (Biezma & 
Rawlins 2017: 18). Similarly, Gutiérrez-Rexach (1998) states that by uttering a 
rhetorical question, the speaker makes the answer obvious to the addressee and 
furthermore points out that the answer is not only relevant for the speaker but also 
for the addressee(s). The remainder of the current work follows the theory of Biezma 
and Rawlins (2017) that the answer to a rhetorical question is obvious to the speaker 
and that she beliefs that it can and should be known by the addressee(s), as well. To 
recap, a rhetorical question has an answer, however, this answer is obvious to all 
discourse participants. Therefore, the act of verbally giving an answer becomes 
redundant (Rohde 2006). Nevertheless, it is thoroughly possible to reply to a rhetorical 
question (e.g., Caponigro & Sprouse 2007; Ilie 1994; Meibauer 1986). If there is a 
verbal answer, it is given by the speaker herself, or the addressee(s), or both. This 
feature further distinguishes rhetorical questions from information-seeking questions, 
for the answer to an information-seeking question can only be given by the 
addressee(s) but not by the speaker herself. Meibauer (1986) claims that it is easily 
possible to answer, for example, a rhetorical polar question with ‘yes’ or ‘no’, just like 
answering a plain information-seeking question. Ideally, instead of answering the 
rhetorical question, the addressee(s) should give a reply that reflects or confirms the 
speaker’s preference she expresses with the rhetorical question (Anzilotti 1982; 
Meibauer 1986). Such answers can be confirmations and backchannels (Anzilotti 
1982; Rohde 2006), as shown in (13). 

(13) Speaker: Does anyone like gherkins with caramel sauce? 
Addressee: Yeah, right. 

Alternatively, a discourse participant has the opportunity to not react to the rhetorical 
question in the intended way by the speaker. She can take the question as a genuine 
information-seeking question and sincerely answer to it (e.g., Biezma & Rawlins 2017). 
From the part of the addressee, there are several reasons to answer sincerely to a 
rhetorical question. On the one hand, she may not agree with the rhetorical point. For 
instance, regarding example (13) the addressee my find gherkins with caramel sauce 
to be absolutely delicious. In such a case, she may simply answer ‘Yes, I do’ and 
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consequently ignore the rhetorical function of the question. On the other hand, for a 
rhetorical question to be infelicitous and to be treated like a sincere question it may 
be the case that the addressee simply did not understand the rhetorical point. This 
misapprehension may be due to the speaker erroneously assuming that the answer to 
the rhetorical question is obvious when it is not, for instance in a context where 
gherkins and caramel sauce are not an odd combination. Following Rohde (2006), 
rhetorical questions have a strong bias towards an extreme answer. In cases where the 
answer is a “non-extreme value” (Rohde 2006: 161) or too specific, the rhetorical 
question is more likely to be mistaken for a genuine question. A rhetorical question 
may also be infelicitous due to a misleading tonal realization. In other words, it may 
sound like a sincere neutral information-seeking question and thus mislead the 
addressee(s) to give an actual answer. How an ‘appropriate’ rhetorical question sounds, 
that is, how it is prosodically realized is a central point of investigation of the current 
thesis and will be addressed in Chapters 3 to 5, in more detail. 

If a rhetorical question is felicitous and not mistaken for a genuine question, the 
most suitable reaction is a confirmation of the underlying message. This is similar to 
assertions, which also intend to elicit confirmations. However, note that Biezma and 
Rawlins (2017) claim that while rhetorical questions do feel like assertions, they behave 
differently regarding their response pattern. Unlike true assertions, rhetorical 
questions cannot be responded to explicitly with ‘that is true’ or ‘that is false’. In order 
to deny a rhetorical question, the interlocutor has to resort to not-at-issue content, for 
instance by the help of ‘actually’ (Biezma & Rawlins 2017: 17), as shown in (14). 

(14) Speaker: Did John ever want to help us with the renovations? 
Addressee: #That is not true! 
Addressee: Actually, he wanted to. 

Whether rhetorical questions do behave differently regarding their response pattern, 
at least German rhetorical questions, is probably negotiable. Answers like Stimmt 
(‘True’) or Stimmt doch gar nicht! (‘That’s not true!’) appear to be thoroughly possible 
reactions to a German rhetorical question. However, empirical evidence has yet to be 
provided to clarify this issue. 

Exclamatives may be realized with a V1 construction, such as in (15b.), and thus, 
they structurally intersect with polar questions (15a.). However, V1 exclamatives do 
not elicit answers from the addressee(s) and do not presume an answer in the common 
ground. Thus, with regard to their function in the discourse, they differ essentially 
from information-seeking and rhetorical polar questions. 
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(15)  
a. Can Lola cook? – Yes, she can./ No, actually, she can’t. 
b. Can Lola cook! - *Yes./ *No./ Indeed, she can!/ She really can! 

An exclamative is used by a speaker to express that the issue that is denoted by the 
proposition of the exclamative is unexpected and violates her assumed norm (cf. Fries 
1993). Zanutti and Portner (2003) argue that exclamatives are of factive nature. This 
means that they can only be embedded under factive predicates such as ‘know’, 
‘regret’, and so forth. Their factivity signals that the proposition of the exclamative is 
presupposed and thus already part of the common ground. Hence, the answers ‘Yes’/ 
‘No’ given in (15b.) pose infelicitous reactions to the exclamation of how well Lola 
can cook. Approvals like ‘Indeed, she can!’/ ‘She really can!’, however, appear to be 
appropriate responses to an exclamative, since they assent to the speaker’s unexpected 
discovery (Zanutti & Portner 2003). Similarly, but not quite the same, Quirk et al. 
(1985: 825) assume that speakers invite the addressees to agree to the exclamation, 
that is to something the speaker has strong feelings on. Trotzke and Giannakidou 
(2019), based on consultations from speakers of German and Greek, argue that 
exclamatives in German and Greek, like assertions, can be denied, as shown in (16). 
Generally, the example of a denial in (16) appears to be possible for German, however, 
empirical evidence is required in order to validate this assumption. It is important to 
note, however, as Trotzke and Giannakidou (2019) point out, that it is not the 
speaker’s attitude (i.e., surprise about p) that is denied, but the underlying proposition. 

(16) (Wow,) Kann die Lene leckere Torten backen! – Nicht wirklich, die sind gekauft. 
(‘(Wow,) Can Lene bake delicious cakes! – Not really, they are bought.’) 

Assertions are not used by speakers to inquire missing information from the 
interlocutors and thus there is no answer that needs to be given. An assertion is a 
means to express a proposition, that is, “something that represents the world as being 
a certain way” (Stalnaker 1978: 147). While assertions, by default, do not elicit answers, 
they commonly function as answers to questions (e.g., in the example given in (16)). 
Nevertheless, it is possible to respond to an assertion, commonly with another 
assertion (Farkas & Bruce 2010), to either deny or agree with its propositional content, 
as exemplified in (17).  

(17) Lola likes cookies. – That’s true. Lola does like cookies. 

The reaction to an assertion that is expected by the speaker is a confirmation of its 
propositional content on the part of the interlocutors (cf. Farkas & Bruce 2010), as 
shown in (17).  
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2.4.2 Is it all an assertion, anyway? - Commitment and attitude 
Rhetorical questions differ from sincere questions in terms of speaker and addressee 
commitment and speaker attitude. Following Farkas and Bruce (2010: 84), 
commitments in the discourse are “propositions publicly taken by discourse 
participants in a conversation as being true in a world of the conversation, from 
perspective of the conversation”. Genuine information-seeking questions do not 
commit the speaker to their propositional content (Farkas & Bruce 2010; Gunlogson 
2003) and commitment, from the part of the speaker, is not expressed on any level 
(Gunlogson 2003). However, note that the answer to a polar question commits the 
author to the proposition which provides the true answer to the question (Farkas & 
Bruce 2010). Information-seeking questions belong to the group of directive speech 
acts (Searle 1975b). The psychological attitude of directives is a ‘want’, that is a wish 
or desire (Searle 1975b). Speakers use directives to make the interlocutor do 
something. In the case of questions, the speaker wants/ desires the addressee to 
provide an adequate answer. Rhetorical questions convey a different kind of speaker 
attitude than information-seeking questions. They have been described to have the 
illocutionary force of assertions (Han 2002) or to have the feel of an assertion (Biezma 
& Rawlins 2017; Caponigro & Sprouse 2007). In addition, they have been defined as 
statements or assertions disguised in question form (Anzilotti 1982), as hybrids 
between question and statement (Grésillon 1980) or as questions that function as 
strong assertions (Meibauer 1986). Assertions belong to the group of assertive (or 
representative) speech acts and express “belief” and “commitment” from the part of 
the speaker (Searle 1975b: 354f). This means that an assertive speech act commits its 
speaker to the truth of its proposition (Alm 2018). Following the assumption that 
pragmatically rhetorical questions and assertions are related in some way, it makes 
sense to assume that the attitude of the speaker of a rhetorical question is similar to 
the attitude the speaker expresses with an assertion. Like assertions, rhetorical 
questions express speaker belief and commitment. At the same time, they feature an 
interrogative syntax and semantics. Their primary illocution, which results from their 
structural make-up and their semantic meaning then is directive. Their secondary or 
indirect illocution is that of an assertion (i.e., an assertive illocution; cf. Ilie 2010; 
Meibauer 1986). Consider the examples given in (18). Both the rhetorical question 
(18a.) and the assertion (18b.) signal a speaker’s belief in and commitment to the 
propositional that nobody likes lemons.  

(18)  
a. Who likes lemons? Æ Nobody likes lemons! 
b. Nobody likes lemons. Æ Nobody likes lemons. 
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Rhetorical questions, other than default assertions, express obviousness5 of their 
underlying message. The expression of obviousness leads to a different distribution 
of commitment in the discourse as it is with common assertions. With an assertion, 
the speaker proposes an update to the common ground, which discourse participants 
may agree on or deny. Moreover, assertions may add new information to the discourse 
(e.g., Biezma & Rawlins 2017; Farkas & Bruce 2010). By agreeing to the assertion, the 
interlocutor(s) commits to its propositional content. 

Rhetorical questions do not propose an update to the common ground. Instead, 
the speaker of a rhetorical question presupposes the proposition to already be part of 
the common ground and thus to be obvious to all discourse participants (Biezma & 
Rawlins 2017). By uttering a rhetorical question, the speaker conveys that she believes 
that its answer is already presupposed in the context and expects the addressee(s) to 
commit to the answer (Biezma & Rawlins 2017). Rohde (2006), in this spirit, expects 
all discourse participants, that is, speaker and addressee(s), to share a prior 
commitment to the answers to rhetorical questions. The speaker of a rhetorical 
question is committed to its propositional content just like the speaker of an assertion. 
However, other than with an assertion, interlocutors do not commit themselves to the 
propositional content of the rhetorical question by responding to it (i.e., by agreeing 
to it). In fact, it is the speaker who commits all discourse participants to the 
proposition that is expressed by the rhetorical question, by presupposing it as part of 
the common ground (see Figure 1). So to speak, rhetorical questions extort 
commitment from the discourse participant(s) and enforce an accommodation of their 
common ground (Biezma & Rawlins 2017). The interlocutors are forced to accept the 
propositional content of the rhetorical question to be true (Zaefferer 1984). 

Despite the differences between rhetorical questions and assertions with regard to 
their functionality, or with regard to the ‘route’ they take in the discourse, eventually, 
if felicitous, they result in the same outcome, namely that all discourse participants are 
committed to the propositional content of the utterance. 

 

                                                
5 Note that dependent on the situational context, rhetorical questions may additionally convey 
further attitudinal stances such as irony, sarcasm, desperation, and so forth. However, while 
constituting a highly interesting research topic, the analysis of different emotions and emotional 
load is not part of the current work. Primarily, it is concerned with the ‘default’ use of rhetorical 
questions. However, I will take references to research on the matter, when appropriate. 
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Figure 1. Difference between rhetorical questions and assertions with regard to commitment. 

Rohde (2006) claims rhetorical questions to be uninformative since their propositional 
content is already established in the discourse. Still, she claims, they do have an 
assertive-similar function. Similar to that, Caponigro & Sprouse (2007:11) argue that 
a rhetorical question “feels like a statement that does not assert anything new” since 
its proposition is already part of the common ground of speaker and addressee(s). 
This characteristic of rhetorical questions enables them to function as answers to 
questions, as shown in (19). In (19a.) a very common example shows a polar question 
without a polarity reverse, which is used as a retort to a question whose answer is 
apparently obvious (Schaffer 2005). However, rhetorical questions whose 
propositional content is of reverse polarity can function as answers, as well, as shown 
in (19b.). 

(19)  
a. Do you think Lola will serve some wine, tonight? – Is the Pope Catholic? 

There is always wine at Lola’s! 
b. I think I get some sandwiches. Are you hungry? – Do I look hungry? We 

just had dinner! 

Exclamatives are verb-first declarative sentences that, on a pragmatic level, receive an 
exclamative interpretation (Fries 1988; Önnerfors 1997; Rosengren 1992b). 
Exclamative sentences have the illocutionary force of exclaiming (Quirk et al. 1985; 
Roguska 2007; Zanutti & Portner 2003). They are used to perform an exclamation 
and to thereby express a violation of a speaker’s assumed norm, and thus convey 
surprise or astonishment. A more recent approach by Trotzke and Giannakidou 
(2019) argues that exclamatives are emotive assertions and are to be treated 
equivalently to declarative sentences with emotive verbs. In their argumentation, they 
state, for instance, that exclamatives (irrespective of sentence structure), are indeed 
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possible answers to questions, which appears plausible when they are considered to 
have an assertive function as shown in (20). 

(20) How fast was Eliud Kipoche? – (My God!) Eliud Kipoche was [very] 
fast. (Trotzke & Giannakidou 2019: 7) 

This approach contrasts with earlier claims (e.g., Chernilovskaya 2014: for wh-
exclamatives; Sadock & Zwicky 1986), which state that exclamatives, just like 
questions, do not have an assertive and hence informative function, since nothing is 
claimed with an exclamative. That is, the speaker expresses her surprise about a certain 
issue rather than her belief in it and thus, unlike rhetorical questions and assertions, 
exclamatives cannot be used as answers (Zanutti & Portner 2003). In the example 
given in (20), however, the speaker expresses both her surprise about how fast Eliud 
Kipoche was and, at the same time, reports and thereby answers to the question that 
Eliud Kipoche was indeed very fast. This particular exclamative is not an instant 
reaction to a certain event. In fact, the speaker, by now, is aware of the fact that the 
sprinter was very fast. In this case, the exclamative utterance is informative and can 
thus be used as an answer. The answer to the question of how fast Eliud Kipoche was, 
may nonetheless result in an emphatically realized utterance (indicated by ‘My God!’), 
signaling a violation of an assumed norm. The remainder of the thesis is concerned 
with V1 exclamatives that are uttered out of the blue and that are less informative and 
assertive than the example given in (20). An out-of-the-blue exclamative like ‘Boy, can 
Lene bake delicious cookies!’ is an expression of instant surprise (cf. Repp & Seeliger 
2020). It is a momentary reaction to an issue that violated the speaker’s norm (i.e., the 
speaker, up to this point, was unaware and is now struck by the fact that Lene can 
bake cookies that are very delicious). Ergo, exclamatives may have an informative and 
thus assertive function, depending on the discourse situation in which they appear. 
Rosengren (1992b) argues that independent V1 (and V2) declaratives are used to 
perform an assertion. V1 exclamatives, which in Rosengren’s (1992b) argumentation 
structurally are V1 declaratives, operate on the propositional content that is asserted 
by the V1 declarative structure. They declare the propositional content of the 
underlying assertion as deviating from the norm and surprising. The assertive 
illocution, however, is pushed to the background and dominated by the exclamative 
illocution (Rosengren 1992b). Zanutti and Portner (2003) assume that the 
propositional content of the exclamative is already presupposed in the common 
ground. Recall that this is similar to the assumptions on the pragmatic nature of 
rhetorical questions. The difference, however, lies in the attitude of the speaker 
towards the propositional content. The speaker of a rhetorical question is committed 
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to its propositional content and believes it to be obvious. If there are discourse 
participants, who up to this point were unaware of the proposition of the rhetorical 
question, they are required to adapt their common ground no later than the moment 
the rhetorical question is uttered. In the very moment the speaker utters an 
exclamative, she signals that up to this moment its underlying proposition was 
presupposed in the common ground, yet unexpected and unidentified to her (cf. Fries 
1988). It is the speaker herself, who now has to update her common ground. The 
moment the exclamative is uttered, the speaker is not claiming anything and does not 
assert anything new, but simply expresses her state of surprise. Thus, while uttering 
an exclamative, commitment is not expressed on any level and neither speaker nor 
addressee(s) are committed to its propositional content (Lauer et al. 2015). 

2.4.3 Polarity reversal in rhetorical questions, irony, and sarcasm 
What a rhetorical question expresses, that is, the proposition it denotes as its answer, 
is often of opposite polarity of what is asked on the surface structure (e.g., Sadock 
1971, Han 2002). This reverse in polarity is achieved by a covert wh-word in polar 
questions or an overt wh-word in wh-questions (Han 2002). In the set of possible 
answers to a rhetorical question, the wh-word in polar questions maps “onto the 
negative polarity at post LF level” (Han 2002: 219), which takes scope over the entire 
sentence and thus negates the overt structure. Following this theory, the rhetorical 
question ‘Do I look hungry’ in example (21) in fact indicates that the speaker (i.e., the 
daughter) is actually not hungry. 

(21) Mother: Dinner is ready!  
Daughter: Do I look hungry? Leave me alone!       ((¬p) I do not look 
hungry.) 

In rhetorical wh-questions, the wh-word is “mapped onto a negative quantifier as the 
result of post LF derivation” (Han 2002: 220) which denotes the empty set of a set of 
propositions. For example, the rhetorical question ‘Who likes lemons?’ denotes the 
empty set (see Table 2 in Section 2.3). The answer to the rhetorical question then is 
‘Nobody likes lemons’. There are some issues regarding Han’s (2002) analysis of 
rhetorical questions. First, it does not account for rhetorical polar questions that do 
not denote an answer of the opposite polarity of the question’s surface structure. 
Albeit not as common as rhetorical questions with a polarity reversal, there are some 
rhetorical questions such as for example ‘Is the Pope Catholic?’ or ‘Is Clinton a 
liberal?’ (Han 2002: 216; Rohde 2006: 152), that do not have a polarity mismatch (after 
all, the Pope is a Catholic and both Clinton’s are liberals). Han (2002) does not give 
an explanation about their exact semantic form and pragmatic function, but states that 
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they need to be treated differently. Rohde (2006) describes rhetorical questions 
without a polarity reversal as forms of replies to other questions, signaling that the 
answer to the initial question is as obvious as the answer to the rhetorical question. As 
such, they are described to function as retorts (Schaffer 2005), as shown in (19).  

Another issue with Han’s (2002) theory that Rohde (2006) points out is that the 
wh-word in rhetorical questions does not always denote the empty set. In example 
(22), for instance, the wh-word denotes a specific individual from the answer set. 

(22) Who has fed you and given you a proper education? – Mom. (a mother 
to her son; example taken from Han 1998: 9, Footnote)  

Rhetorical questions thus do not follow a strict pattern of opposite polarity or 
denotation of the empty set but appear to have a bias to target the negative answer 
(Caponigro & Sprouse 2007). Rhetorical polar questions, following Caponigro and 
Sprouse (2007), require a polarity mismatch between surface structure and answer. 

Based on the observations in the semantic-pragmatic literature, I assume that 
rhetorical questions mostly but not solely appear to denote the opposite polarity of 
their surface structure. The denotation of the same polarity is possible; however, it is 
not as common. The remainder of this work focuses on rhetorical questions that either 
show a polarity mismatch (in the case of polar rhetorical questions), or denote the 
empty set (in the case of wh-questions). Rhetorical questions that do not have a polarity 
reversal or that denote a specific referent are considered special cases and are excluded 
from the analyses in the experimental chapters. 

Exclamatives as well as assertions may also show a reversal of polarity. For instance, 
in her dissertation on Spanish rhetorical exclamatives (i.e., the speaker means the 
opposite of what is exclaimed on their surface structure), Andueza (2011) describes 
exclamatives that show a polarity reversal, such as given in the examples in (23). 

(23)  
a. Mal que viven los políticos! (‘What a hard life politicians have!’, Andueza 

2011: 121) 
b. Bien jugó el Real Madrid! (‘Real Madrid played well!’, Andueza 2011: 133) 

Constructions as in (23) and similar ‘rhetorical’ exclamatives can also be found in 
German: Was für ein schweres Leben die Politiker haben! and Hat Schalke heute geliefert! (‘Has 
Schalke delivered today!). In both cases, there is an intended mismatch between the 
propositional content and the surface form of the utterance. Consider the examples 
in (24). Here, the assertions express the opposite of what is said on the surface 
structure. 
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(24)  
a. Der Sohn berichtet dem Vater von einem tödlichen Virus, welches kürzlich 

aufgetreten ist. Der Vater rollt mit den Augen und sagt: “Na, das ist ja ganz was 
Neues.“ (The son tells his father about a deadly virus that recently 
emerged. The father rolls his eyes and says: “Now, that is news to me.”) 

b. Die Frau zu ihrem Mann, nachdem sie beobachtet hat, wie der Nachbar 
versehentlich die Glastür zerstört: “Das war ja sehr geschickt von ihm.“ (The wife 
to her husband after watching the neighbour accidentally smashing the 
French window: “That was very slick of him.”) 

I assume that exclamatives and assertions with a polarity reversal express a certain 
degree of sarcasm and irony, which distinguishes them from rhetorical questions. The 
definition of sarcasm and irony seems to allow different interpretations. Quite 
commonly, irony is understood as the speaker’s intent to convey the opposite meaning 
of the literal meaning of an utterance (e.g., Cutler 1974, Preminger 1974, Grice 1975) 
and thereby to subtly perform mockery or to satirize another person (see Scholze-
Stubenrecht 2015 for a very general definition of irony). Sarcasm is understood as a 
verbal form of irony, to mock or ridicule an interlocutor (e.g., Lommel & Michalsky 
2017, Rockwell 2000). Ironic and sarcastic utterances hence convey a certain kind of 
speaker attitude towards the propositional content of the respective utterances. They 
signal that what the speaker overtly says is in fact the reverse of what is verbally meant 
(Cutler 1974). Irony and sarcasm convey a certain kind of taunt. Rhetorical questions 
in many cases may be meant tauntingly and polemic in many cases, however they are 
not inherently ironic or sarcastic. Thus, the remainder of this work refrains from 
regarding them as ironic or sarcastic utterances per se. In (25), for instance, the 
rhetorical question is meant consolatory and reassuringly and by no means sarcastic. 

(25) Machen wir nicht alle mal Fehler? “Don’t we all make mistakes 
sometimes?” 

Rhetorical exclamatives as given in (23) and ironic assertions as shown in (24), 
however, I group with sarcastic/ ironic utterances and thus they are only restrictively 
comparable to default rhetorical questions. 

2.4.4 Rhetorical questions, assertions and exclamatives in the discourse 
The pragmatic function of an assertion in the discourse depends on the speaker, the 
context, and the discourse situation (Stalnaker 1978). There are assertions that are 
meant to be more emphatic and to express certain speaker attitudes. For instance, 
there are assertions that affect the discourse in a similar way as rhetorical questions 
do. Following Meibauer (1986: 167), I will call them “strong assertions”. I understand 
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their function not to be proposals to the common ground but in a similar manner to 
rhetorical questions, to express the speaker’s attitude towards a certain issue and to 
extort commitment from the interlocutors. Those strong assertions are less 
“resultative” and more “provocative” (Meibauer 1986: 167) than neutral statements 
and function in the same discourse situations as rhetorical questions, as exemplified 
in (26). 

(26) The mother wants to offer some olives at the family picnic. However, 
it is well known that nobody in the family likes olives. The speaker 
points out this fact by saying: 

a. Wer mag Oliven? (‘Who likes olives?’) 
b. Niemand mag Oliven. (‘Nobody likes olives.’) 

In the examples given in (26), I expect both the strong assertion (26b.) and the 
rhetorical question (26a.) to convey the speaker’s belief that the propositional content 
of the utterance (that nobody likes olives) is obvious and thus already part of the 
common ground of all discourse participants. Consequently, the speaker enforces 
commitment on the part of her interlocutors. 

Why then use a rhetorical question after all, when the same is achieved by using an 
assertion? One reason to choose a rhetorical question over an assertion is that the 
interrogative form allows to withdraw from the underlying proposition and to switch 
from an act that was essentially assertive to a directive act (e.g., Grésillon 1980, 
Thurmair 1989). This is useful, for instance, in arguments in which an interlocutor 
rejects the commitment that the rhetorical question imposes on her or where the 
interlocutor is simply not responsive to the rhetorical question, as shown in (27). 

(27) Speaker: Who likes beans?            (Rhetorical point: nobody likes beans) 
Addressee: Would you stop complaining! 
Speaker: Calm down! I was just asking. 

The ‘trick’ of rhetorical questions is to leave open a loophole for the speaker to neglect 
the rhetorical point of the question and to refer to its surface structure. A further 
benefit of the interrogative form of rhetorical questions is that the speaker has no 
need to overtly vocalize her opinions on the matter under discussion (Anzilotti 1982). 
Thus, the speaker remains aloof from the possibly provocative statement she disguises 
as a question. Brown and Levinson (1987) in their work on politeness describe 
rhetorical questions as an off-record strategy in conversation. That is, the speaker does 
not unambiguously signal her intent by making the utterance a rhetorical question and 
thus cannot be committed to it by other discourse participants. So to speak, the 
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speaker may hide behind the form-function tension of the rhetorical question without 
being pinned down to either the inquisitive or the assertive function by the listeners. 
The meaning of the utterance is thus “to some extent negotiable” (Brown & Levinson 
1987: 69). Considering rhetorical questions indirect speech acts, the speaker, instead 
of referring to the secondary illocutionary speech act, retroactively switches to the 
primary illocutionary act, that is, the directive act. This is not possible with assertions. 
Assertions, in their default application, represent a direct way to convey the intended 
meaning without any possibility to mitigate the propositional content or to withdraw 
from it. Because of this, it is probably easier for interlocutors to contradict the speaker 
and to disagree directly with her when she uses an assertion. Therefore, a rhetorical 
question may likely be preferred over an assertion. Rhetorical questions are described 
to be stylistic devices of persuasion (e.g., Anzilotti 1982; Petty et al. 1981). To recap, 
rhetorical questions are used to make a point and to express obviousness. It is 
conceivable that members of a discourse struggle to reject something that is declared 
to be already part of the common ground and mutually believed and accepted. Thus, 
rhetorical questions make excellent means when speakers aim to persuade their 
interlocutors/ audience of their beliefs. In return, rejecting an assertion, which only 
proposes an update to the common ground is of lower costs for the discourse 
members. In addition to that, Frank (1990) states that by saying more than the literal 
meaning of the words on the surface structure evokes, the hearer is “impressed by the 
thought processes that would lead to the [intended] answer” (Frank 1990: 276) and 
thus won over to the non-literal meaning (the answer) of the question. Thus, Frank 
(1990) concludes, the question form may serve to strengthen the underlying 
propositional content and empowers the actual statement that a speaker makes by 
uttering a rhetorical question. 

Also, rhetorical questions may be used by speakers to mitigate a potentially Face 
Threating Act (henceforth FTA, Brown & Levinson 1987), as exemplified in (28), 
which, if expressed with an assertion, results in a potentially stronger FTA. 

(28) Speaker: Who likes cauliflower? Maybe you want to cook something 
else and save you time and trouble. 
Addressee: You’re right, that’s probably a good idea. 

The advantage of having an off-record status is that the asserted message of the 
rhetorical question is not verbalized directly –rather the surface-form-meaning 
mismatch leaves it open for the interlocutor(s) to infer or to not infer the message. 
Depending on the discourse situation, the interrogative form not only serves to 
mitigate, but also to amplify a message that is conveyed by a rhetorical question (cf. 
Hackstein 2004; Ilie 1994), such as given in (29). Here, the rhetorical questions aim to 
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emphasize and amplify (29a.) the underlying message (i.e., that two wrongs in fact do 
not make a right) or to verbally attack a discourse partner as in (29b.). 

(29)  
a. Do two wrongs make a right? (Hackstein 2004: 167) 
b. Was weißt du schon von Ehrlichkeit? (‘What do you know [PART] about 

honesty?’) 

By uttering an exclamative, the speaker conveys that its propositional content is 
unexpected and divergent from her assumed norm (Fries 1988) and accordingly 
divergent from her “expectations about the world” (d'Avis 2016: 159), as shown in 
the example given in 30). 

(30) The speaker is invited to dinner at her friend Lola’s. Lola serves a 
culinary masterpiece, and the speaker is struck by the deliciousness of 
the food and Lola’s culinary skills. 
Speaker: Wow! Can Lola cook! 

In this example, it is not the fact ‘that’ Lola can cook but rather the fact ‘how well’ she 
can cook, which is the exclamatory point of the utterance (Rosengren 1992b). The 
surprise the speaker expresses is connected to a gradable adjective, either covertly as 
shown in example (30), or overtly given (e.g., ‘Can Lola cook deliciously!’ d'Avis 2016). 
Michaelis and Lambrecht (1996: 379) state, “the proposition [of the exclamative] is 
surprising, and the surprise stems from the fact that the degree in question is higher 
than the speaker had expected”. In other words, the proposition that is denoted by an 
exclamative lies at the extreme end of a scale (Delfitto & Fiorin 2014; Michaelis & 
Lambrecht 1996; Rett 2011; Rosengren 1992b; Zanutti & Portner 2003) and the 
magnitude of the proposed content violates the speaker’s expectations about the 
world. In the case of example (30) above, the extreme end of the scale that is denoted 
is the deliciousness with which Lola can cook. Exclamatives, unlike rhetorical 
questions, are considered to be on-record strategies. This means when a speaker utters 
an exclamative there is only one unambiguous intention of the speaker all discourse 
participants are aware of: to express her surprise about a certain issue (Brown & 
Levinson 1987) and nothing more. 

2.4.5 Interrogativity and Inquisitiveness 
Section 2.2 showed that German comes with a variety of syntactic constructions that 
serve as rhetorical or information-seeking questions, exclamatives, and assertions. 
This dissertation compares the prosody of utterances that have a verb-first-sentence 
structure (interrogative and declarative), a wh-verb-second-interrogative-sentence 
structure, and a verb-second-declarative-sentence structure. From now on, when 
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comparing rhetorical questions, information-seeking questions, exclamatives and 
assertions, I will refer to them as ‘illocution types’ (Experiment 2) or ‘utterance types’ 
(Experiment 3). Information-seeking questions represent the directive illocution type, 
rhetorical questions and assertions the assertive illocution type, and exclamatives 
represent the exclamative illocution type. Chapters 2.2 and 2.3 showed that rhetorical 
questions and information-seeking questions both belong to the interrogative mode 
and thus, from a grammatical point of view, do not differ. The difference between the 
two is of pragmatic nature. Concerning information-seeking polar and wh-questions, 
the interrogative form (syntactically and semantically) corresponds to the inquisitive 
function of genuine questions. In the case of rhetorical questions, the interrogative 
structure, which on the surface signals inquisitiveness, conflicts with its non-
inquisitive communicative function. In this work, I slightly alter the notion of 
interrogativity the way it is used in previous works on general (neutral) question 
prosody (e.g., in Haan 2002; Michalsky 2017) and add the notion of inquisitiveness to 
the description of question forms and functions. In her dissertation on Dutch 
question intonation, Haan (2002) describes interrogativity as the basic purpose of a 
(genuine) question, prototypically reflected in syntax, semantics, and pragmatics: a 
questioning function with interrogative syntax that “serves [the] cognitive needs of 
the speaker” (p. 1). Michalsky (2017) describes interrogativity as the illocutionary 
function of a question and Fragehaltigkeit (‘questionhood’) as the attitude of the speaker 
towards the respective question. In the current thesis, regarding polar and wh-
questions, I understand interrogativity as the very basic term that describes the formal 
nature of a question, captured by the interrogative sentence mode. Inquisitiveness, I 
relate to the discourse function of a default information-seeking question: to inquire 
a missing piece of information. That is, with an inquisitive utterance the speaker aims 
to elicit an adequate answer that fills an existing knowledge gap on her part. A neutral 
information-seeking polar question, following this line of argumentation, features 
both interrogativity and inquisitiveness.  

Rhetorical questions are also set up in the interrogative mode and thus hold the 
interrogativity feature. In terms of inquisitiveness, however, they behave completely 
the opposite to information-seeking questions. As explained above, the speaker of a 
rhetorical question does not seek to fill a knowledge gap; instead, she already knows 
the answer to the question and aims to make a point. Thus, rhetorical questions do 
not feature inquisitiveness. 

Exclamatives, within the framework of this thesis, are out-of-the-blue utterances 
with a V1-declarative structure (Rosengren 1992b). In their overt syntactic structure, 
they intersect with V1-interrogative questions and V1-declarative sentences (in the 
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sense of Altmann 1993). Their classification in terms of sentence mode is subject of 
controversy amongst researchers across languages (e.g., Altmann 1993 vs. Brandt et 
al. 1992 and Rosengren 1992b; Batliner 1988; d’Avis 2016). In their pragmatic 
function, however, they are less opaque. Clearly, when using an exclamative, the 
speaker does not seek to fill a knowledge gap. An inquisitive function is thus 
dismissed. Instead, exclamatives are used to express the speaker’s surprise about a 
certain issue. 

Assertions are commonly realized with V2-declarative sentences (Glück 2010) and 
belong to the declarative mode. They do not feature an inquisitive function, but an 
assertive one. Thus, their form is true to their function. 

2.5 AT THE INTERFACES 
So far, the thesis elaborated on the syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic nature of 
rhetorical questions in comparison to information-seeking questions, exclamatives 
and assertions. The previous sections showed that regarding their morpho-syntactic 
and semantic form, rhetorical questions do not differ from information-seeking 
questions. The difference between the two is of pragmatic nature. Speakers use 
information-seeking questions to elicit answers to fill a cognitive gap, while rhetorical 
questions express the obviousness of their answer and serve to make a point. 

V1 exclamatives, in their sentence structure, intersect with rhetorical questions and 
information-seeking questions in that they have a V1-sentence structure. However, 
they are assumed to have a declarative sentence form rather than an interrogative 
sentence form. In addition, they are assumed to operate based on an assertion. The 
assertive illocution, however, is pushed back for the benefit of an exclamative 
illocution. Speakers use exclamatives to express their surprise, which is caused by a 
momentary situation. 

Assertions are commonly V2-declarative sentences and thus grammatically differ 
from rhetorical and information-seeking questions. Basic assertions are used to 
express a proposition. Strong assertions, like rhetorical questions, express the 
obviousness of the proposition. 

The remainder of this thesis compares the prosody of rhetorical questions to 
information-seeking questions, exclamatives and assertions. On the one hand, adding 
prosody as a further intersection into the analysis of the different utterance types 
under investigation appears to be a promising means to clarify some of the entwined 
relations between those. Furthermore, the comparison of the prosody of rhetorical 
questions to the prosodies of information-seeking questions, exclamatives and 
assertions will reveal whether rhetorical questions exhibit their own rhetorical prosody 
(Research Question A, Chapter 1), which then can be directly related to their 
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pragmatic function. A comparison of the prosodies of rhetorical and information-
seeking questions to the prosody of exclamatives can reveal similarities, which speaks 
against a rhetorical prosody (Research Question B), but is in support of a general 
attitudinal prosody (Research Question D). Furthermore, the comparison of 
interrogative utterances in general and exclamatives further adds to the classification 
of exclamatives regarding their belonging to a certain sentence mode (i.e., to the 
interrogative or exclamative mode). Finally, adding strong and neutral assertions to 
the comparison will shed light on the questions of whether rhetorical questions exhibit 
their own prosody or whether they show similarities to assertions in general (Research 
Question C), which manifests an assertive prosody, or whether they show prosodic 
similarities to strong assertions rather than neutral assertions, which would favor the 
notion of a general attitudinal prosody (Research Question D). Before starting the 
comparisons, however, the following Chapter 3 will provide the background on 
prosody in general and the state of the art of the research on the prosody of rhetorical 
and information-seeking questions, exclamatives and assertions. 
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3 THE PROSODY OF QUESTIONS, EXCLAMATIVES 
AND ASSERTIONS 

3.1 OUTLINE 
This chapter introduces the concepts of intonation and prosody in general and the 
way these concepts are used in the current thesis. Section 3.2 begins with a report of 
the term ‘intonation’, followed by an outline of the theoretical framework in which 
the empirical research of this thesis is rooted. Section 3.3 focuses on the relation 
between intonation and meaning in general. Section 3.4 introduces the term ‘prosody’. 
Section 3.5 reports on the prosodic realization of questions in general and Section 3.6 
is dedicated to the prosody of rhetorical questions. Section 3.7 overviews the prosody 
of exclamatives and Section 3.8 the prosody of assertions. Finally, in Section 3.9, a 
description of emphatically realized utterances with different speaker attitudes is 
given. In addition, the last section addresses the rationale of the subsequent Chapters. 

3.2 ON INTONATION 
Intonation is closely linked to the semantic and the pragmatic meaning of utterances 
(e.g., Féry 1993; Ladd 2008; Lehiste 1970; O'Connor & Arnold 1971; Pierrehumbert 
1980; Prieto 2015; Wodarz 1960). It manifests itself in the rises and falls in the melody 
of our speech. These rises and falls physically correspond to alternations of the 
fundamental frequency (the frequency of the vocal folds vibration, henceforth F0). 
Intonation is part of suprasegmental phonology. In Figure 2 below, the black line 
represents the stylized intonation contour or the F0 movement of the question Ist das 
der Bahnhof? (‘Is this the train station?’). A rise of the F0 movement marks the final 
part of the contour.  

 
Ist             das           der          Bahnhof? 

(Is this the train station?) 

Figure 2. Stylized F0 contour of the question 'Is this the train station?' 

Figure 3 illustrates the stylized intonation contour of the statement Das ist der Bahnhof. 
(‘This is the train station.’). In this example, the intonation contour rises at a certain 
point of the utterance and then, after reaching a peak, falls back to a low level. 
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Das          ist         der     Bahnhof. 

(This is the train station.) 

Figure 3. Stylized F0 intonation contour of the statement ‘This is the train station’. 

German is an intonation language. In intonation languages, tonal movement does not 
add lexical meaning to an utterance, but conveys postlexical meaning on the sentence 
level.6 In regard of the examples given in Figure 2 and Figure 3, the courses of the 
intonation contours differ with regard to their pragmatic function. Figure 2 is a polar 
question that exhibits a contour with a final rise, which is understood to be 
prototypical for German polar questions (e.g., Brinckmann & Benzmüller 1999; Grice 
et al. 2005; von Essen 1964). Figure 3, on the other hand, shows a statement in which, 
after a rising movement, the F0 contour falls towards the end of the utterance. This 
rising-falling contour is assumed to be prototypical for German statements (e.g., Grice 
et al. 2005; Peters 2014; von Essen 1964). Figure 4 shows two utterances with the 
same V2 syntax, but Figure 4a. pictures a rising and Figure 4b. a falling contour. 
Depending on the contour, the V2 structures in Figures 4a. and 4b. may be intended 
and perceived as either an assertive question (Figure 4a., final rising contour), or a 
statement (Figure 4b., final falling contour). 

a.  

 
Das            ist       der       Bahnhof? 

(‘This is the train station?’) 
b.  

 
Das            ist       der       Bahnhof. 

 (‘This is the train station.’) 

Figure 4. Stylized F0 movements that express either an assertive question or a statement. 

The examples given in Figures 2 to 3 reflect the semantic-pragmatic function of 
intonation and its interactions with syntax (cf. Wunderlich 1988).  

                                                
6 This is different from tone languages (e.g., Mandarin Chinese or Thai) in which tonal movements 
convey lexical meaning (Gussenhoven 2004). Note that there are also European languages that 
show tonal contrast, such as Swedish or the Dutch dialect of Venlo (Gussenhoven & van der 
Vliet 1999). 
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A further purpose of intonation is to highlight parts of an utterance that are 
particularly noteworthy, as shown in the two examples in Figure 5 (e.g., Féry 2016; 
Wunderlich 1988). In Figure 5a., the F0 movement on Sommer (‘summer’) emphasizes 
the fact that Max goes on holiday in summer and not to any other time of the year. In 
Figure 5b., the F0 movement on Max highlights that it is Max and not somebody else 
who goes on holiday in summer. Intonation is vital for the information structure of 
an utterance since it allows speakers to focally highlight certain parts (see Section 3.3 
below). Focus, in these cases, is meant as the indication of a set of linguistically 
relevant alternatives (Krifka 2007).  

a.  

 

Max geht im SOMMER in den Urlaub. 

(‘Max goes on holiday in summer.’) 

b.  

 

MAX geht im Sommer in den Urlaub. 

 (‘Max goes on holiday in summer.’) 

Figure 5. The course of F0 in two statements in which different parts of the utterances are 
highlighted by the movement of the F0 contour. 

There have been several approaches to describe the intonation contour of an 
utterance. Broadly speaking, there are two factions for the description of intonation. 
The first one is a description system, which is rooted in the tradition of the British 
School of intonation description (Cruttenden 1986; Crystal 1969; Halliday 1967; 
O'Connor & Arnold 1971; Palmer 1924). The second one describes intonation in 
terms of sequences of distinct pitch levels (low, high and, in some cases, mid) and thus 
is defined as the level-based approach (Grice et al. 2005). However, I will briefly 
describe the system of the British School of intonation description. This system uses 
a configuration-based description, which is geared very closely to the course of the 
intonation contour and is thus instrumental in understanding descriptions of 
intonation in general. Moreover, throughout the remainder of the thesis, I will use 
certain terms of intonation description that find their origin in the tradition of the 
British School (e.g., nuclear contour/ nuclear tune, fall-rise, high-rise, etc.). The system 
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of the British School is a very early approach towards a description of intonation. It 
was primarily developed for foreign learners of English and is mainly auditory based. 
It defines intonation in terms of tonal configurations. That is, the description of the 
intonation contour stringently follows the perception of pitch. The central part of an 
utterance is the nuclear tune, which characterizes the part starting at the nuclear 
syllable/ the nucleus, which is the last or rightmost lexically stressed syllable of the 
utterance (e.g., the first syllable of ‘theatre’ in example (31) ‘Would you like to come 
to the theater with us?’), and stops at the end of the intonational unit. 

(31)  

Would you like to come to the  THE -ater with us? 

 nuclear 
syllable 

tail 

 domain of the nuclear tune 

The nuclear syllable is the most prominent syllable of a tone group. Postnuclear 
syllables, that is, syllables after the nuclear syllable, are described as the ‘tail’ of the 
utterance. It is possible for the tail to contain lexically stressed (but not intonationally 
prominent) syllables, as the examples given in Figures 6 and 7 below depict, which, 
following O’Connor and Arnold (1971), shows that lexical stress alone does not imply 
accent. The nucleus and the tail make up the nuclear contour or the nuclear tune. 
Unstressed syllables that occur before the first accented syllable of an utterance are 
called ‘prehead’. The part of an utterance reaching from the first stressed syllable up 
to the nuclear syllable is called ‘head’ (see Figure 6). Note that while the nucleus is 
obligatory, the other components, that is, prehead, head and tail, are not. Figure 6 
below gives an example of the description of the intonation of a question in the 
notation style of the British school. Each syllable is assigned to a dot whose position 
indicates the tonal height of the syllable. The top and bottom lines of the cell indicate 
the tonal register (highest versus lowest reach of F0). Larger dots and capitalizations 
signal the accented syllables of an utterance. The head of the utterance in Figure 6 is, 
as indicated by the dots, realized in a high voice. The final part, the nuclear tune, starts 
at the rightmost accented syllable, the nuclear syllable, and goes up to the end of the 
utterance. The nuclear tune is realized with a low tone at the nuclear syllable, which is 
followed by a rising movement towards the end of the utterance. This contour is called 
a low-rising tune or contour or a Low Rise. 
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head nucleus & tail 

 

  

  

high Low-Rise 

WOULD  you  like  to  COME  to 
the 

THEAter   with   us? 

Figure 6. Example of a British School intonation description (Low-Rise), taken from O'Connor 
& Arnold (1971, p. 12). 

The utterance in Figure 7 is realized with a low pre-had, which is followed by a high 
head (starting in the beginning of the first stressed syllable of the utterance). The 
nuclear contour starts at the rightmost accented syllable and constitutes a rise in the 
nucleus followed by a fall and a low ending of the intonation unit. For a more detailed 
review and critical discussion of several different accounts of intonation description, 
see Ladd (2008) and Féry (2016). 

prehead head nucleus & tail 

     

      I    QUITE        A- GREE     with   you,   my    dear   chap 

     low high Rise-Fall 

Figure 7. Example of a British School intonation description (Rise-Fall), taken from O'Connor & 
Arnold (1971, p. 12). 

The remainder of the current work follows a level-based approach of intonation 
description. The system that is used throughout the work is the German Tone and 
Break Indices system (henceforth GToBI, Grice et al. 2005). GToBI is an annotation 
system that provides conventions for labelling and thus describing German 
intonation. Since a level-based approach as well as the use of a ToBI intonation 
description system (see Jun 2005 for the original ToBI System and framework as well 
as ToBI systems for other languages, see also Chapter 3.6.2) is widely (and 
internationally) established, the remainder of the thesis uses a level-based approach 
for the description of intonation. GToBI is is couched in the autosegmental-metrical 
(henceforth AM) approach (based on Pierrehumbert 1980, labelled by Ladd (2008)) 

y y 

y 

y 

y 

y 
y
y 
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of intonation description. As a level-based approach, it describes pitch, which is the 
perceived tonal height of F0, on two levels: L (low level) and H (high level). Other 
level-based approaches also include a mid-level (e.g., Féry 1993). ‘Autosegmental’ 
implies that tunes are autonomous from the text. This means that a certain tune can 
occur with several different utterances of different lengths and structures (Ladd 2008). 
While the tunes are indeed autosegmental, they are still associated with the text at 
structurally relevant positions; lexically stressed syllables and edges of intonation units 
(Ladd 2008). This describes the ‘metrical’ part of the AM theory (Féry 2016; Grice & 
Baumann 2007; Ladd 2008). The examples given in Figure 5 show that certain parts 
of an utterance can be highlighted, for instance, by a raising of the voice on the 
respective part. By doing so, a speaker assigns prominence to this part of the utterance. 
This means that this part becomes more salient in relation to the rest of the utterance. 
The AM approach was adopted in descriptions of German intonation by researchers 
such as Wunderlich (1988), Uhmann (1991), and Féry (1993). The AM theory 
describes intonation as a structured sequence of tonal events (Ladd 2008): pitch 
accents and boundary tones. Pitch accents correspond to the rising and falling 
movements in the intonation contour within an utterance that are associated with 
syllables that carry lexical stress.7 The high and low target points of an utterance are 
not phonetically determined by any specific F0 value but correspond to a speaker’s 
individual register of high and low tones (Féry 2016). Pitch accents may consist of one 
single tone (monotonal pitch accents), or of a combination of two tones (bitonal 
accents). The GToBI system inlcudes two monotonal pitch accents, a high (H*) and 
a low accent (L*), as well as four bitonal accents (L+H*, L*+H, H+!H*, and H+L*). 
The ‘*’ diacritic signals the tonal target point associated with the stressed syllable (i.e., 
either a high H* or a low L* target point). In bitonal pitch accents, the high or low 
target point is accompanied by either a leading tone (i.e., preceding the starred tone, 
as in the L+H* accent) or trailing tone (i.e., following the starred tone, as in the L*+H 
accent). Bitonal pitch accents describe a rapid movement of F0, for example a 
movement from a low level to a high tonal target. Figure 8 below presents the pitch 
accent types in German that are suggested by the GToBI system. The grey shaded 
boxes in Figure 8 represent the accented syllable within each accent. The white boxes 
represent the syllables preceding and following the accented syllable. Tones in pitch 
accents and in boundary tones are described in relation to each other. In cases where 
two high tones within one tone unit follow each other, diacritics are used in order to 
                                                
7 Note that this association is unidirectional. Metrically strong syllables provide anchor points for 
pitch accents. Pitch accents are always associated with metrically prominent syllables but not all 
stressed syllables in an utterance are prominent on the post-lexical level, i.e., associated with a 
pitch accent. 
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describe whether the second tone is phonologically higher or lower than the preceding 
tone. For instance, in the H+!H* pitch accent, the starred high tone is stepped down 
to a lower level than the leading high tone, which is indicated by the symbol for 
‘downstep’ (‘!’) (see Figure 8 for the stylized example). In cases where the second high 
tone is on a higher level than the preceding high tone, the diacritic for ‘upstep’ (‘^’) is 
used to indicate the difference (e.g., in Figure 14, Chapter 3.5.3). 

H* L* L+H* 

         

 

 

  

 L*   H*  L H*  

 

L*+H H+!H* H+L* 

         

 

 

  

 L* H H !H*  H L*  

Figure 8. Pitch accents in German suggested by the GToBI system, accented syllables are 
indicated by the grey boxes. 

At the beginning and the end of an intonational there unit are boundary tones. They 
describe the pitch height at the beginning of an intonation unit (initial boundary tones) 
and the movement of F0 after the nuclear accent to the end of the respective utterance 
(final boundary tones). Like pitch accents, boundary tones may be either high (H) or 
low (L). In the description of German intonation, two intonation units, the so-called 
phrases, are of interest: the major intonation phrase (indicated by ‘%‘) and the minor 
intermediate phrase (indicated by ‘-‘).8 GToBI assumes three tones at the ends of 
intermediate phrases (written as L-, H- and !H-). At the boundaries of intonation 
phrases, GToBI suggests five boundary tones. An initial high (written as %H) 
boundary tone (note that %L is assumed to be the default and thus only %H is labelled 

                                                
8 There are intonationally relevant smaller phrases, for example, the accent phrase in French 
(Delais-Roussarie et al. 2015) as well as larger phrases as for instance in Icelandic (Dehé 2014). 
See Selkirk (1986) and Nespor and Vogel (1986)for an overview on and the properties of 
prosodic structure. 
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in cases where an intonation phrase starts with a particularly high pitch) and four final 
boundary tones (written as L-%, H-%, L-H%, H-^H%). In GToBI, the final boundary 
tones described for intonation phrases include the intermediate phrase boundary tone. 
The remainder of this work will use the phrase ‘edge tone’ to describe the combination 
of the boundary tones of intermediate and intonation phrases. Both the intermediate 
and the intonation phrase serve to structure the speech stream. Each intonation phrase 
contains at least one or more intermediate phrases. The example given in Figure 9 
shows an alternative question, which on the whole corresponds to an intonation 
phrase. The two alternatives of the question each correspond to an intermediate 
phrase (e.g., Bartels 1999). The first intermediate phrase ends with a high intermediate 
phrase boundary tone (H-) and the second phrase terminates in low intermediate and 
intonation phrase boundary tones (L-L%, shortened in GToBI to L-%). 

 

 

 

intermediate phrase (H-) intermediate phrase (L-) 

intonation phrase (L-%) 

Möchtest du einen Apfel oder eine Banane? 

Do you want an apple or a banana? 

Figure 9. Example of an intonation phrase containing two intermediate phrases. 

The final boundary tones determine the course of the intonation contour from the 
nuclear accent to the end of the respective phrase. In cases where the syllable that 
carries the nuclear accent is the last syllable of a phrase like in the German sentence 
Wer wohnt in Paris? (‘Who lives in Paris’), nuclear accent and edge tone fall on this last 
syllable. There may also occur lexically stressed syllables after the syllable that is 
associated with the nuclear accent, for example in the German sentence Möchtest du 
einen Apfel haben (‘Do you want to have an apple’). Both Apfel (‘apple’) and haben (‘have’) 
have lexical stress. The nuclear accent (in a broad focus condition) falls on Apfel, the 
“landmark of highest importance” (O’Connor & Arnold 1971), the last prominent 
word of the utterance. The intermediate phrase boundary tone in a sentence like this 
falls on the postnulcear stressed but not accented syllable, which in the example 
corresponds to the first syllable of haben. If there is no stressed postnuclear syllable, 
the intermediate phrase boundary tone falls on the last syllable of the phrase (Grice et 
al. 2005). Intonation phrase boundary tones are realized on the last syllable of the 
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intonation phrase (Grice et al. 2005). Note that the intermediate phrase boundary 
tones in GToBI are also often referred to as the phrase accents in other intonation 
descriptions (Pierrehumbert 1980). The current work is only concerned with 
utterances with only one intermediate phrase such that the boundaries of the 
intermediate phrase and the intonation phrase coincide, similarly to the example 
shown in Figure 10. 

 

 

intermediate phrase (L-) 

intonation phrase (L%) 

Ich nehme eine Banane. 

‘I take a banana.’ 

Figure 10. Example of an intonation phrase containing one intermediate phrase. 

In that case, each intermediate phrase, and consequently each intonation phrase, 
contains an obligatory pitch accent, the nuclear accent (e.g., Grice et al. 2005: for 
German). In cases of more than one pitch accent within an intermediate phrase, the 
accent that is associated with the rightmost metrically prominent syllable constitutes 
the nuclear accent (e.g., Féry 2016; Grice et al. 2005; Ladd 2008). All pitch accents 
occurring before the nuclear accent within the same intonation unit are commonly 
referred to as prenuclear accents (Féry 2011). Other than the nuclear accent, 
prenuclear accents are not obligatory, that is, there is no intonation phrase without a 
nuclear accent; however, phrases without prenuclear accents are possible. Note that 
the terms prenuclear and nuclear accents emerge from the British School of intonation 
description but are commonly adopted in the AM theory. In AM theory, especially 
regarding ToBI annotation systems (that is ToBI systems across languages), the 
nuclear accents are considered to be more “salient” or more “prominent” than 
prenuclear accents (Ladd 2008: 133f). 

As reported above, the AM phonology understands the intonation contour as a 
sequence of “local [tonal] events” (Ladd 2008: 44). The tonal movement between 
these local events is not specified phonologically (Gussenhoven 2007). The intonation 
contour is an interpolation (Gussenhoven 2007) or transition (Ladd 2008) between 
the events and only the intonational events and not the transitional course in-between 
carry linguistic meaning. 
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The GToBI system presents 11 nuclear contours (i.e., the combinations of nuclear 
accents and edge tones) that appear relatively frequently. However, the list of nuclear 
contours suggested by GToBI is not meant to be exhaustive. There are in fact no 
restrictions for the combinations of the different tonal events resulting in different 
nuclear (and prenuclear) intonation contours. In her dissertation, Pierrehumbert 
(1980: 29) presented a grammar “which generates the set of well-formed tonal 
sequences for an intonation phrase” for English. This finite state grammar means that 
it is generally possible to combine each pitch accent type with each type of 
intermediate and intonation phrase boundary tone (see Figure 11). This is also true 
for German. 

 

 
Figure 11. Finite State Grammar for English by Pierrehumbert (1980: 29) 

To sum up, there are two major approaches towards a description of intonation, a 
configuration-based approach and a level-based approach. The current work follows 
the level-based approach and understands the intonation contour of an utterance as a 
sequence of tonal events (pitch accents and edge tones). 

3.3 INTONATION AND MEANING 
Intonational meaning is expressed by means of pitch accents, boundary tones and 
their combination (e.g., Pierrehumbert & Hirschberg 1990). It is associated with the 
grammatical levels of syntax and semantics and with the pragmatic meaning of 
utterances (Féry 2016; Halliday 1967). There are countless empirical studies and 
theoretical approaches on how intonation adds different aspects of meaning to an 
utterance and a proper elaboration on all those approaches goes beyond the scope of 

         Initial boundary tones                Pitch accent types               Phrase accents         Final boundary tones 
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the current work. Nevertheless, a brief overview will show the main ideas of how 
intonation carries meaning. 

As pointed out in Chapter 3.2 (Figure 5), the placement of pitch accents in an 
utterance serves to highlight certain parts of this utterance. Intonation is strongly 
affected by the information-structure of a sentence, that is, the arrangement of a 
sentence into focus and background (Féry 2016; Grice et al. 2017; Krifka 2007). For 
instance, in an utterance, focus is marked by a pitch accent type at a certain part of 
this utterance while the rest of the utterance is considered to be background and thus 
intonationally unmarked. In addition, the information status of an item in the 
discourse has an impact on intonation. Very bluntly, this means that pitch accents 
express the degree of givenness of a referent in the discourse. That is, discourse new 
or inactive (identifiable but unused) items receive a pitch accent, whereas active (given) 
or semi-active (accessible) items often become deaccented (i.e., a decrease in the 
relative prominence in an utterance, Baumann 2006; Féry 2016; Grice et al. 2017). 

More interesting for the remainder of this work is that intonation also carries 
semantic and pragmatic meaning that exceeds the scope of information-structure. 
Generally, intonation is affected by the semantic and the pragmatic meaning of an 
utterance in a given discourse. Very basically, this was already illustrated in the 
examples given in Figure 4, Chapter 3.2. Depending on the final movement of the 
intonation contour, the utterance Hier ist der Bahnhof (‘This is the train station’) is either 
intended to be a question (signaled by a final rising movement) or a statement (signaled 
by a final falling movement). This binary distinction between falling and rising 
movements at the end of a sentence is only one rather simple way intonation may add 
semantic-pragmatic meaning to the utterance. It is not only one single part in the 
intonation contour (e.g., a pitch accent or a boundary tone), that determines the 
meaning of an utterance. Rather, the interaction between the different tonal events 
and other suprasegmental features (e.g., pitch scaling or voice quality) contribute to 
the meaning of the utterance (see e.g., Michalsky 2017 and Rohloff & Michalsky 2018 
on pitch scaling and Niebuhr 2014 or Wochner & Dehé 2018 for the contribution of 
voice quality). Pierrehumbert and Hirschberg (1990) illuminate this compositional 
meaning of particular tonal events for English. In their approach, the meaning of a 
nuclear contour arises from the configuration of the individual meaning of pitch 
accents and boundary tones, in relation to the underlying proposition of the utterance 
and to other utterances (i.e., the relation of an utterance to the following one). The 
nuclear tune, that is, the combination of pitch accent and boundary tones, is 
understood to convey the relationship between the propositional content of an 
utterance “over which a tune is employed” (Pierrehumbert & Hirschberg 1990: 285) 
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and the shared belief by the discourse participants. The authors also ascribe specific 
function types to certain intonation contours. For instance, they claim that the 
combination of a low pitch accent, a high phrase accent and a high boundary tone 
represents the prototypical polar question intonation. This composition of pitch 
accent and boundary tones is also assumed for German polar questions (e.g., 
Brinckmann & Benzmüller 1999; Grice et al. 2005; Peters 2014). The combination of 
a high pitch accent combined with a low phrase accent and a low boundary tone 
constitutes a neutral or “ordinary” (Pierrehumbert & Hirschberg 1990: 277) 
declarative intonation and is also frequently used in wh-questions. Again, this 
combination of pitch accent and boundary tones is also attested for German 
statements (e.g., Brinckmann & Benzmüller 1999; Grice et al. 2005; Peters 2014). Both 
contours for German are discussed in Section 3.5 below. 

In a similar way to the descriptions made by Pierrehumbert and Hirschberg (1990), 
there have been several attempts to map specific tunes to specific communicative 
functions. The idea of a one-to-one mapping of intonation contours to 
communicative functions in the discourse is indeed very appealing. However, as aptly 
observed by O'Connor and Arnold (1971), Lehiste (1970) and numerous other 
authors, it is rather difficult to ascribe specific intonation contours to certain 
grammatical function types, let alone pragmatic functions. The limited set of tonal 
events, that is, phonological intonation categories, leads to the fact that one intonation 
contour may be used with several function types (see the comparison of wh-question 
intonation and the intonation of statements in Section 3.5 below). Vice versa, one 
sentence type can be realized with more than just one particular contour. Polar 
questions in German, for instance, have been found to be realized with rising and 
falling movements (e.g., Kügler 2003; Selting 1995). In addition, speaker variability 
needs to be considered. Grice et al. (2017) found that speakers showed great variation 
in their use of intonational parameters when distinguishing between different focus 
conditions. A similar speaker variation cannot be excluded for the use of intonational 
factors when expressing the semantic-pragmatic meaning of a sentence, as shown for 
instance in Brinckmann and Benzmüller (1999) on the relationship beween utterance 
type and F0 contour. 

It is important to note that the tonal events that constitute the intonation contour 
express meaning not only on a semantic-pragmatic level (for example question versus 
assertion), but may also express attitudinal meaning, manage the discourse, or serve 
rhetorical or ritual purposes (cf. Kohler & Niebuhr 2007a; Ladd 2008; Wunderlich 
1988). For instance, Lommel and Michalsky (2017), in a perception experiment, 
explored the impact of the position of pitch peaks (H-tone in pitch accents) in rising 
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accents on the intonational meaning (medial peak: within the accented syllable vs. late 
peak: peak is aligned with the syllable after the stressed syllable). In addition, they 
analyzed pitch register, that is, the levels of pitch in an utterance within the specific 
pitch range of a speaker. Their results showed that late pitch peaks, irrespective of 
register, support a sarcastic interpretation of an utterance. In Kohler (1991), as part of 
a series of identification tasks, participants were asked to describe the meaning of 
certain utterances that differed with regard to the peak position of rising pitch accents. 
The peak was either aligned before the onset of the syllable nucleus of the accented 
syllable (early peak), with the nucleus (medial peak) or after the nucleus (late peak). 
Kohler (1991: 162f) reports that a pitch accent with a late peak “conveys the meaning 
of a contrast between the speaker’s observation and his opinion on it” and may thus 
signal surprise or incredulity. Niebuhr (2013) analyzed phrase final high plateau 
contours in German. In a high plateau contour, the intonation rises to a high level and 
then either stays on this level (see Figure 17, Chapter 3.5.3) or falls to a slightly lower 
(but still high) level (see Figure 18, Chapter 3.5.3). In particular, Niebuhr (2013) 
provided evidence for a “plateau based phrase-final intonation contour”, which, in its 
phonetic realization, is intermediate between a continuation rise (GToBI: L* H-^H%), 
a high plateau (L+H* H-%), and the calling contour (L+H* !H%, see Figures 14, 17, 
and 18 in Chapter 3.5.3 for examples). Other than the continuation rise, the final 
movement of this contour does not stay at the high level of the preceding pitch accent 
but shows an F0 decrease towards the end. This decrease is, however, smaller than in 
the calling contour and not necessarily as sharp in dropping down. Niebuhr (2013) 
refers to this plateau-based contour as a “reluctancy contour”, which speakers use to 
signal that they give in to a demand of an interlocutor. 

To sum up, intonation conveys meaning on different levels. It may highlight certain 
parts of an utterance in terms of information structure and is instrumental in signaling 
semantic-pragmatic (e.g., question vs. statement) and attitudinal meaning (e.g., 
sarcasm or reluctance). This dissertation is particularly interested in the impact of 
pragmatic meaning and speaker attitude on the intonational realization of utterances. 
It further aims to explore what kind of different meanings listeners associate with 
different intonational realizations. 

3.4 ON THE TERM ‘PROSODY’ 
Since the term ‘prosody’ is frequently used throughout the remainder of this work, I 
will briefly illustrate what it describes within the framework of the current thesis. Note 
that there are different understandings and a wide range of definitions of the term 
‘prosody’ (see Ladd 2014 for a thorough discussion of the variety of different 
definitions and approaches towards a proper definition). In this work, in lack of an 
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appropriate overall definition, I “lump together” (taken from Ladd’s 2014: 75) 
prosody as the sum of suprasegmental phonological categories and phonetic 
properties. The prosody of an utterance is thus a combination of pitch accents and 
boundary tones together with other suprasegmental parameters such as durational 
values, pitch range, pitch scaling or voice quality.9 That is, the combination of 
phonological and phonetic cues that are available to a speaker and that she resorts to 
when producing and/ or perceiving a certain speech act. 

3.5 THE PROSODY OF QUESTIONS 
The following section introduces some general notions on the prosody of questions, 
including both phonological features, namely (nuclear and prenuclear) pitch accent 
and edge tones, as well as phonetic parameters such as duration/ speaking rate and 
pitch. I will also address some of the controversial issues that occur when assuming 
‘prototypical’ question intonation. 

The literature of the past years up to now provides two basic intonation contours 
for questions in German, which can be understood as default question contours. The 
difference between the two contours mainly concerns their nuclear contours. The 
following intonational characterization of questions is by no means exhaustive but 
provides a base for the subsequent sections. Figure 12 illustrates a rising nuclear 
contour. This contour is considered to be prototypical for German polar questions 
(e.g., Brinckmann & Benzmüller 1999; Kohler 2004; Oppenrieder 1991; von Essen 
1964; Winkler 1959). The second contour, presented in Figure 13, is a falling contour, 
which is typically produced with wh-questions, but also with statements (e.g., 
Brinckmann & Benzmüller 1999; Kohler 2004; Oppenrieder 1991; von Essen 1964; 
Winkler 1959).  

  

 

 

 

                                                                     L*      H-^H% 

Scheint      draußen    die    SONne? 
 (‘Is the sun shining outside?) 

Figure 12. Stylized default contour for German polar questions with GToBI annotations. 

                                                
9 Note that this list is by no means exhaustive, since it does not include parameters such as for 
instance intensity, F0 shape or slope, since they are not part of the analyses of the experiments of 
the current thesis. 
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                                                                (L+)H*   L-% 

a. 

b. 

Draußen   scheint   die     SONne. 
Wer mag   denn              LiMOnen? 

(‘The sun is shining outside./ Who likes lemons’) 

Figure 13. Stylized default contour for German statements and wh-questions with GToBI 
annotations. 

While empirical research does provide evidence in favor of those contours as default 
(e.g., Brinckmann & Benzmüller 1999; Oppenrieder), there are also studies that show 
that polar questions and wh-questions do not always end in a final rise or fall (e.g., 
Kohler 2004; Kügler 2003), which will be further elaborated on in Section 3.5.3. The 
relations between grammar and intonation cannot be understood as a one-to-one 
mapping but rather as a rule of thumb. With regard to questions, Cruttenden (1986: 
5) even notes that “there is no such thing as question intonation”. 

3.5.1 On rising polar and falling wh-questions 
Polar questions in German are commonly realized as V1 interrogative sentences. Their 
overt syntactic structure, their form-type, intersects with several other form types, 
such as verb-first-exclamative sentences (Kann die Lene malen! ‘Can Lene paint!’), verb-
first-imperative sentences (Stellt ihr euch an! ‘Queue up!’), and optative sentences (Möge 
der beste Mann gewinnen. ‘May the best man win.’). Other than polar questions, which 
are described to have a rising contour, exclamatives, imperatives and optatives are 
assumed to have a falling intonation contour (Biezma 2011 describes optatives to have 
a neutral, and thus probably falling, intonation; Oppenrieder 1988: attests a falling 
contour for exclamatives and imperatives). Hence, the rising movement is 
instrumental for demarcating polar questions from other V1 utterances (Oppenrieder 
1991). A final rise of the intonation contour for German polar questions has been 
described in several works by researchers such as for instance Brinckmann and 
Benzmüller (1999), Grice et al. (2005), Dombrowski and Niebuhr (2010), or Michalsky 
(2017), to name only a few. Therefore, it seems plausible to assume the rising 
movement to be the prototypical intonation of polar questions in German. Based on 
observations made on question intonation for English, Geluykens (1988: 468) states 
that rising polar questions appear to be “somehow unmarked” and “more neutral”. 
Since English question intonation resembles the intonation of German questions, this 
claim by Geluykens (1988) is transferable to German questions. Consequently, this 
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means that falling polar questions are inherently marked. In this context, it is 
interesting to note that declarative structures with a rising intonation, according to for 
instance O'Connor and Arnold (1971), Büring (2016), and (Gunlogson 2008), are 
easily used and understood as polar questions if they fulfill the same contextual 
supplies and effects as interrogatives. 

German wh-questions are commonly described to have a falling intonation contour, 
like the contour of an assertion (Brinckmann & Benzmüller 1999; Grice et al. 2005; 
Oppenrieder 1991; von Essen 1964; Winkler 1959). Oppenrieder (1991) provides an 
explanation for the falling contour in German wh-questions, which contrasts with the 
final rises in polar questions: the wh-word at the beginning of the question suffices to 
mark the utterance as a question and to differentiate it from any other utterance type. 
Apart from wh-exclamatives like Wo der schon überall war! (‘The places he has been to!’), 
wh-questions are the only sentence types with this sentence structure10. Hence, a 
confusion of wh-questions with other utterances is unlikely. Thus, it is redundant to 
use intonation as an additional marker. 

3.5.2 On falling polar questions and rising wh-questions 
While there appears to be no strict mapping of grammatical form type and intonation 
contour, there is a correspondence between syntactic structure and prosodic form. 
Given the high number of occurrences of final rises in polar questions (e.g., 
Brinckmann & Benzmüller 1999; Kohler 2004; Kügler 2003; Michalsky 2017) and final 
falls in wh-questions in empirical work (Brinckmann & Benzmüller 1999; Kohler 2004; 
Oppenrieder 1988a), it is safe to assume that these contours are to some extent 
prototypical for German polar and wh-questions. However, neither can they be 
regarded as mandatorily designated for questions nor, on their own, can they signal 
the grammatical sentence type of the utterances. Regarding German polar questions, 
for instance, Peters (2014) puts on record that a high boundary tone is by no means 
obligatory in questions in general. Similarly, Geluykens (1988: 1) states that generally 
a rising intonation is not a mandatory feature of polar questions and even declares a 
rising movement in polar questions as a “myth”. Sentence types do not come with an 
specific intonation contour. Empirically, those claims are corroborated, for instance, 
by a study by Kügler (2003) on the intonation of Upper Saxonian German. He found 
that about a quarter of the polar questions that speakers produced in a production 
experiment were realized with a final fall, that is, they terminated in a low boundary 
tone. Kügler (2003) explained the differences in boundary tones (high vs. low) with 

                                                
10 It is important to note, however, that unlike wh-questions wh-exclamatives are often realized 
with the verb in final position (e.g., Wo der schon überall war! ‘The places he has been to!’). 
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the expectation of the speaker towards the answer. In cases where the speaker has an 
idea or expectation towards the answer and seeks confirmation rather than new 
information, she mostly produces falling contours. A high boundary tone, on the 
contrary, signals that the speaker expects the information that is provided by the 
answer to be discourse new (to her). Additionally, Kügler (2003) points out that his 
data consists of spontaneous speech, whereas other work on question intonation 
reporting predominantly rising intonation patterns for polar questions, for instance by 
von Essen (1964), is based on read speech. In conclusion, falling polar questions may 
occur more likely in spontaneous speech than in read speech. 

Kohler (2004), in an investigation of the Kiel Corpus of spontaneous speech, also 
found polar questions with a falling intonation contour, even though the rising 
intonation was predominant in his data. Other than Kügler (2003), Kohler (2004) does 
not connect the final movement to the speaker’s stance towards the answer to the 
question but to the speaker’s attitude towards the addressee. A final rise signals 
friendliness, interest and openness towards the interlocutor whereas a final fall signals 
a lack of interest, routine and categoricalness. In regard to wh-questions, Kohler (2004) 
also finds rising intonation patterns in wh-questions, albeit in a smaller number than 
final falls (34% of the wh-questions in his data were realized with a high- or a low-rise, 
57% were falling and 9% with another pitch pattern). Just like for polar questions, he 
ascribes the rising pitch to an orientation of the speaker towards the addressee. In a 
similar fashion, Truckenbrodt (2012b) adopts an observation made by Schubiger 
(1958) for the English language that it is possible to produce wh-questions with a final 
rise, which he refers to as a “friendly rise” (Truckenbrodt 2012b: 24). This kind of rise 
in wh-questions signals the speaker’s sincere interest in receiving an answer to the 
question (cf. Schubiger 1958). Selting (1995) in her work on prosody in conversations 
reports that in her research material (recordings of informal conversations between 
female speakers of northern German), she finds rising and falling wh-questions in an 
almost equal number (42 falling, 46 rising) and a reasonable high number of polar 
questions with a falling intonation (14 falling, 51 rising). 

So far, intonation in terms of its final movement appears to be rather variable and 
is no (reliable) characteristics indicating sentence mode. However, intonation can 
reflect the speaker’s attitude towards the answer to the question or her attitude 
towards the addressee. 

3.5.3 Rising intonation in German 
The term ‘rising movement’ captures different kinds of combinations of nuclear 
accents and edge tones, which reveals binary distinctions between a final rise and a 
final fall to be improper. GToBI describes six different realizations of contours that 
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terminate in high edge tones, which are presented in Figures 16 to 21. The intonation 
contour in Figure 14 below was already presented in prior sections. It has been 
described to be the prototypical contour for polar questions in German (e.g., Grice et 
al. 2005). It is a contour with a low nuclear accent (L*) followed by a high intermediate 
phrase boundary tone (H-) and an even higher (up-stepped, ^H%) intonation phrase 
boundary tone (nuclear contour: L* H-^H%). 

 
 
 

Kommt    Paul     mit       ins KI no 
                   L*           H-^H% 

Figure 14. Kommt Paul mit ins Kino? (‘Is Paul joining us at the movies?’), realized with a low-
rising contour. 

Figure 15 shows the late-rising contour, which is used in polar questions, questions 
with a certain outrage (Grice et al. 2005) but recently has also been found in questions 
with a bouletic bias (Egger & Braun 2018). This contour has a low nuclear accent (L*) 
followed by a low intermediate phrase boundary tone (L-) and a high intonation phrase 
boundary tone (H%, nuclear contour: L* L-H%). 

 
 
 
Möchtest du am         FEN           ster sitzen 
              L*           L-    H% 

Figure 15. Möchtest du am Fenster sitzen? (‘Do you want to sit at the window?’), realized with a 
late rise. 

Figure 16 shows a falling-rising contour: a rising nuclear accent (L+H*) followed by a 
low intermediate phrase boundary tone (L-) and a high intonation phrase boundary 
tone (H%). In German, this type of contour is described in questions that function as 
polite offers (e.g., Féry 1993; Grice et al. 2005). Furthermore, Gilles (2001) defines 
this contour as a particular interrogative contour, which hardly occurs in declarative 
contexts (nuclear contour: L+H* L-H%). 
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Möchtest     du        ein          Stück Ba   NA nenkuchen 

  L+H*   L-             H% 

Figure 16. Möchtest du ein Stück Bananenkuchen? (‘Do you want a piece of banana cake?’), 
realized with a falling-rising contour. 

A contour with a high edge tone, which is not necessarily associated with questions, 
is the high plateau. The high plateau is the combination of a rising nuclear accent 
(L+H*), followed by equally high intermediate phrase (H-) and intonation phrase 
boundary tones (H%, nuclear contour: L+H* H-%), as illustrated in Figure 17. The 
high plateau is often used in utterances that are in some way progredient and non-
final (e.g., in lists), which means that the utterance needs to be related to subsequent 
utterances by either the speaker or the addressee (Gilles 2001; Ladd 2008; 
Pierrehumbert & Hirschberg 1990; von Essen 1964). Thus, the plateau signals the 
cohesion within sequences of utterances. When used in questions, the high plateau 
signals non-finality towards the interlocutor, meaning that the addressee is requested 
to provide cohesive replies (Gilles 2001). 

 
 

Kauf      auch   noch Ba NA        nen 
  L+H*  H-  H%  

Figure 17. Kauf auch noch Bananen... (‘Also, get some bananas...’), realized with a high plateau. 

Figure 18 shows rising intonation that, after reaching the peak of the rising nuclear 
accent (L+H*) steps down to a mid-high intermediate phrase boundary tone (!H-) and 
evenly high intonation phrase boundary tone (H%, edge tone shortened to !H-%). 
This contour is often referred to as the calling contour or vocative chant (nuclear 
contour: L+H* !H-% in Grice et al. 2005). 

 
 
 

Ob    du mich     HÖ      ren     kannst!     
  L+H*         !H-%    

Figure 18. Ob du mich hören kannst (‘[I asked] Whether you can here me or not!’), realized with 
a calling contour 
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Finally, GToBI inlcudes a high-rising contour, which is depicted in Figure 19. This 
contour has a rising nuclear accent (L+H*), followed by a high intermediate phrase 
boundary tone (H-) and an even higher intonation phrase boundary tone (^H%). The 
high-rising contour in German is commonly used with follow-up questions (nuclear 
contour: L+H* H-^H%). 
 

 
 
 

Und wo    hast  du        den  PULL           over       her? 
   L+H*            H-  ^H%  

Figure 19. Und wo hast du den Pullover her? (‘And where did you get the jumper from?’), 
realized with a high-rising contour. 

Apart from the plateau contours, rising contours are mainly associated with questions. 
Recently, the phenomenon of ‘uptalk’ has attrackted notice amongst researchers. 
Uptalk refers to “a manner of speaking in which declaratives sentences are uttered 
with rising intonation at the end, a type of intonation more typically associated with 
questions […] as if they were questions” (Warren 2016, citing the Oxford Online 
Dictionary: 1). Uptalk is not directly linked to questions. However, it is used to invite 
discourse participants to take part in the conversation or to check whether they are 
still following what the speaker is saying (Warren 2016: see pages 163f for uptalk in 
German). 

Taken together, a simple bipartition between rising and falling movement does not 
suffice for an elaboration of the interfaces of prosody and meaning. There are 
different kinds of phrase-final rises and not all of them are connected to question 
meaning. Similarly, falling movement does not automatically signal that an utterance 
is not a question. Wh-questions are commonly realized with falling contours and as 
the previous section have shown, polar questions may also be realized with a final fall. 
The default contours for polar and wh-questions that were presented earlier in Chapter 
3.5 are not set in stone and show tendencies rather than strict rules for question 
prosody. 

3.5.4 Other prosodic features of questions 
Rising movements appear to be common for polar questions. However, prosodically 
it is not the rising movement alone, which conveys inquisitiveness. Rather, fine-
grained nuances in shape, scaling or range of the final rise appear crucial for the 
inquisitiveness of an utterance. For instance, a study by Dombrowski and Niebuhr 
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(2010) shows that the shape of the final rise can affect the communicative meaning of 
utterances. In their study, the shape of rising F0 movements in German verb-first 
questions was manipulated (convex vs. concave). The stimuli were presented in a 
perception experiment and participants evaluated the stimuli with regard to their 
communicative meaning by means of a semantic differential (Osgood et al. 1957). 
That is, participants judged the utterances on 12 scales of which 10 represented the 
communicative concept of activation versus restriction (e.g., open-closed, inviting-
rejecting). The results revealed that convex contours restrict the addressee and aim to 
elicit no or only short reactions (e.g., a short nod). Concave contours, on the other 
hand, serve to activate the dialogue partner and to encourage her to give longer 
answers and reactions that are more elaborate. 

Batliner (1989) attributes inquisitiveness (note that in Batliner (1989), the term 
‘interrogativity’ is used) in polar questions to a scaling of the offset, that is, the tonal 
height of the final part of a contour (as depicted in Figure 20). A high scaling of the 
offset in polar questions signals a high interest in receiving an answer to the question 
on the part of the speaker (cf. Sag & Liberman 1975). A decline in the offset, on the 
other hand, correlates with a decline in the interest of receiving an answer. 

 
 
 
 
 

    Offset 
                        L H 

Figure 20. Stylized example of final rises with a different scaling of the offsets. 

Simultaneously, the height of the offset corresponds to the openness of the question 
regarding the answer. Michalsky (2017) analyzed the scaling of phrase-final rises 
(intermediate phrases) in questions in comparison to the final rises in string-identical 
statements. He compared the first part of an alternative question in comparison to the 
first part of a conditional sentence; Will X nachher zu Y gehen – oder bei Z bleiben/ kann 
sie nicht bei Z bleiben ‘Does X want to go to Y later – or stay with Z/ If X wants to stay 
with Y, she cannot stay at Z’s’. In line with Baltiner’s (1989) claims on the scaling of 
the offsets in questions, Michalsky’s (2017) results show that the scaling and the range 
of a final rise serve as means to signal inquisitiveness and therefore discriminate 
questions from statements. Interestingly, a difference in scaling is also observed in the 
nuclear pitch accent of wh-questions in comparison to string-similar declarative 
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sentences in a study by Rohloff and Michalsky (2018). They compared questions and 
statements that terminated in a final falling F0 movement. The authors chose V2 
constructions for comparison, that is, V2 declaratives and wh-V2-questions. The two 
form types differ in their overt structure only with regard to the first word, which, in 
Rohloff and Michalsky’s (2018) study, was a name (Simone or Hermine) or an 
interrogative pronoun (wer ‘who’). Participants of a production experiment produced 
utterances such as for instance Hermine will nachher zu Narne gehen (‘Hermine wants to 
go to Narne later’) versus Wer will nachher zu Narne gehen (‘Who wants to go to Narne 
later’). For the analysis, Rohloff and Michalsky (2018) chose utterances with an H* L-
% nuclear contour (no prenuclear accents). The results of the study revealed that wh-
questions were realized with a higher peak of the nuclear accent (2 semitones) than 
statements. This outcome is reminiscent of findings by Brinckmann and Benzmüller 
(1999), who, in an analysis of scripted dialogues, found shallower top-lines for 
questions (polar questions, wh-questions and declarative questions) as compared to V2 
statements, which indicates a higher scaling of pitch accents. Scaling, especially the 
scaling of high tonal targets, appears to differentiate between functions in the 
discourse (asking versus asserting) and between different sentence modes 
(interrogative and declarative sentence mode). 

Niebuhr et al. (2010) prosodically analyzed neutral/ objective questions and 
statements of northern German (the variety spoken in Schleswig-Holstein) in 
comparison to emphatically realized declarative questions (assertive interrogative 
sentences) and read declarative sentences, “monologues” (Niebuhr et al. 2010: 11), 
and scripted dialogues between two dialogue partners. The results of the analyses 
revealed that declarative questions were realized with fewer (prenuclear) accented 
syllables than declarative statements. Additionally, the mean F0 was lower in 
declarative questions than in statements and the slope of the fall from the beginning 
towards the end of each utterance was shallower. Niebuhr et al. (2010) also find a 
general lower F0 in declarative questions as compared to statements. Moreover, 
declarative questions showed faster speaking rates than declarative statements. 
Interestingly, this corroborates van Heuven and van Zanten (2005a) who found that 
questions were spoken at a faster rate than corresponding statements in Manado 
Malay, Orkney English, and Dutch. For Orkney English, the authors compared the 
speaking rate of declarative statements and inverted (polar) questions. For Dutch, they 
compared inverted questions, declarative questions, and declarative statements and 
for Manado Malay polar questions and statements. Manado Malay and Orkney English 
both showed faster speaking rates in questions than in statements. For Dutch, 
speaking rates were faster in the middle of sentences, especially in declarative 
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questions. The results of Niebuhr et al. (2010) as well as van Heuven and van Zanten 
(2005), highlight that next to the final movement of the intonation contour also other 
values, such as the occurrence of prenuclear accents, global pitch height and speaking 
rate, are crucial means for the differentiation between questions and statements. 

Petrone and Niebuhr (2014) analyzed the role of prenuclear accents in the 
discrimination of string identical declarative questions and statements (Katharina sucht 
‘ne Wohnung ‘Katharina is looking for an apartment’) in Northern German. To this 
end, they conducted two perception experiments, one based on a gating paradigm and 
the other one on an identification task. In the gating paradigm, participants were 
presented with stimuli that differed in terms of phonetic shape, slope and alignment 
in the prenuclear accents (associated with Katharina) and with regard to the final 
movement (rising vs. falling intonation). Prenuclear accents (all H*) in utterances that 
were expected to trigger a question interpretation were realized such that they had 
later pitch peaks and shallower, more concave falls after the pitch peak as compared 
to prenuclear accents in statements. Prenuclear accents in statements were realized 
with a steep convex fall after the pitch peak. There were three gating conditions, that 
is, the different manipulations of the target utterance (Katharina sucht ne Wohnung) were 
cut after Katherina (gating condition SHORT) and after Katharina sucht (gating condition 
MEDIUM) and left unabridged (LONG). The stimuli were rated on three semantic 
scales that represented the concept of question versus statement. The results for 
LONG stimuli with a falling intonation contour were generally judged as statements, 
irrespective of the nuclear accent preceding the final fall. Final rising tunes were more 
often evaluated as questions. Interestingly, in the SHORT condition, that is the 
condition in which the target stimuli were cut after Katharina and thus only exhibited 
the prenuclear accent, participants were able to discriminate reliably between 
questions and statements. The second experiment in the study by Petrone and 
Niebuhr (2014) also addressed the question of whether and how prenuclear accents 
help participants of a study to discriminate between questions and statements. This 
time they manipulated the target sentence Katherina will ‘ne Malerin werden (‘Katherina 
wants to become a painter’, realized with an L*+H L-% nuclear contour) with respect 
to the F0-peak alignment, pitch range, duration, and slope of the rise of the nuclear 
accent and the range, duration and slope of the utterance final fall. Additionally, 
Petrone and Niebuhr (2014) manipulated the shape of the fall after the pitch peak of 
the nuclear accent (convex vs. concave). They also manipulated the prenuclear rising 
accent with regard to F0-peak alignment, slope of the F0 fall and the shape of the fall 
(convex vs. concave vs. linear). In the experimental run, each stimulus was presented 
with a context utterance that fitted either a question or a statement. Participants were 
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asked to judge whether a stimulus fitted the context it was presented with. The main 
findings on the discrimination between questions and statements were that a steep fall 
after the rise of the prenuclear accent cues statement-reading, whereas a shallow, 
concave fall which was preceded by an early aligned rise of the prenuclear pitch accent 
triggers a question-interpretation. In cases where the peak alignment and the slope of 
the rise in prenuclear pitch accents was equal, convex falls cued a statement-
interpretation and concave falls a question-interpretation. To conclude, the findings 
by Petrone and Niebuhr (2014) suggest that listeners strongly rely on phonetic 
differences in prenuclear accents, when discriminating between string-identical 
questions and statements. The authors also imply that the prenuclear field provides 
more solid cues to elicit a question or statement reading of an utterance. Interestingly 
this conflicts with findings by Michalsky (2017), who did not find any salient 
differences between string-identical questions and statements in the prenuclear field, 
which may be due to differences in the experimental set-up (perception vs. 
production) as well as the tested and analyzed items (manipulated speech produced by 
one speaker vs. production data of many speakers). 

This section showed that the prosodic realization of questions is not limited to a 
general final rise of the intonation contour. Other prosodic parameters, such as the 
kind of rising movement (e.g., high-rise H-^H% vs. low-rise L-H%), the scaling of H 
tones, the pitch range and shape of rising movements, and durational values need to 
be considered. 

3.6 THE PROSODY OF RHETORICAL QUESTIONS 
While there is a lot of research on question intonation across many languages, 
rhetorical questions have received little attention regarding their prosody in the past. 
Early claims on the prosody of rhetorical questions in German (and English) were 
either based on introspection (e.g., Bartels 1999; Han 2002), were short apostils in 
works on question prosody in general (Batliner 1989; Büring 2016; Oppenrieder 1991), 
or constituted a small and less soundly defined set in a larger investigation on the 
pragmatics-prosody interface (e.g., in Hedberg et al. 2010). Only recently, rhetorical 
questions have gained more attraction in prosodic research across languages and have 
been systematically investigated (e.g., Braun et al. 2019; Braun et al. 2020; Dehé & 
Braun 2020a; Dehé & Braun 2020b; Wochner et al. 2015). The current section includes 
reviews of early claims on rhetorical question prosody in both English and German. 
Early notes on the prosody of rhetorical questions was mainly based on English (e.g., 
Banuazizi & Creswell 1999; Bartels 1999; Han 2002). Since German and English are 
supposed to behave similarly with regard to question intonation (i.e., rising polar 
questions, falling wh-questions, see e.g., Bartels 1999; Halliday 1967; Hamblin 1973) 
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and interrogative syntax11, it is reasonable to include insight on English rhetorical 
questions. 

Most statements on rhetorical questions (equally, for German and English) are 
concerned with the final movement of their intonation contour and with the question 
of whether they exhibit a final rise or a final fall. For German, Oppenrieder (1991) 
incidentally claims that even though rhetorical polar questions do not conform to 
typical questioning acts, that is, information/ answer eliciting acts, they can be realized 
with a rising intonation contour. Büring (2016), in his review on work on the meaning 
of tones, briefly mentions rhetorical questions and states that rhetorical wh-questions 
show a falling intonation contour, whereas rhetorical polar questions exhibit a rising 
contour just like neutral questions simply because a falling intonation would “sound 
plain odd” (Büring 2016: 233). Batliner (1989), who analyzed question intonation in 
general, provides a more detailed observation. He found that it is not the choice of 
boundary tone itself, that is the categorical choice between a high or low boundary 
tone but the expanse of the final rising movement, the scaling of the final H-tone that 
signals the actual function of a question in the discourse. A particularly high scaling of 
an utterance’s final H-tone and thus a particular broad pitch range of the final rise, 
following Batliner (1989), signals the speaker’s interest in receiving an answer. By 
implication, rhetorical questions, if they have a final rise, are expected to have smaller 
pitch ranges of the final rising movements than information-seeking questions, since 
they do not aim to elicit answers. 

Regarding rhetorical questions in English, there are many claims that in terms of 
intonation they behave differently from information-seeking questions. For instance, 
Gutiérrez-Rexach (1998: 174) states that “the ambiguity in syntax”, which exists 
between string-identical rhetorical and information-seeking questions, is prosodically 
resolved by a “typical” rhetorical-question-intonation contour or, if a negative polarity 
item is present, a focal accent on the very same. Unfortunately, Gutiérrez-Rexach 
(1998) does not further elaborate on the nature of this “typical” rhetorical question 
intonation contour. Han (2002), who analyzed the semantics of rhetorical questions, 
states that a rhetorical question is prosodically realized with a falling intonation 
contour, irrespective of the syntactic function type (polar vs. wh question). She 
deduces this claim as a logical consequence from her definition of rhetorical questions 
as assertions. Since a rhetorical question has the function of an assertion, she claims, 

                                                
11 In both languages in default wh-questions the wh-word is placed in initial position. Also, both 
languages have polar questions with the verb in V1, with the slight difference that in English 
polar questions the finite verb cannot occur in V1 and instead an auxiliary is placed in initial 
position (e.g., ‘Do you like Lemons?’). 
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it has a falling contour “just like a declarative sentence expressing an assertion” (Han 
2002: 215). She further states that declaratives with a rising intonation contour, due to 
their final rise, serve as genuine questions. In Han’s (2002) explanation, the falling 
contour thus serves as a cue for the rhetorical question function in discourse. 
Following her line of argumentation, the final movement serves as an indicator of 
pragmatic function (assertive) and thus a direct mapping of the prosodic form of the 
rhetorical question on to its pragmatic function. 

In her dissertation, Bartels (1999) also pursues an introspective approach towards 
the intonation of rhetorical questions. Like Han (2002), who claims rhetorical 
questions to be assertions rather than questions, Bartels (1999) assumes that the 
speaker of a rhetorical question aims to assert its proposition. In her approach to a 
prosodic characterization of rhetorical questions, she attaches great value to the 
meaning of phrase accents (H- versus L-). Rhetorical polar questions, Bartels (1999) 
claims, may occur with rising intonation, that is, a high phrase accent and boundary 
tone, in a sentence like ‘Isn’t Mady’s word good enough?’ (Bartels 1999: 252). In these 
cases, however, the speaker does not show her commitment intonationally, but rather 
by implicature. When the speaker makes use of the high phrase accent, according to 
Bartels (1999), she leaves open the opportunity to resign from the assertive meaning 
and accordingly makes it defeasible (p. 255: “Take it easy, -I was just asking a question, 
wasn’t I?”). This corresponds for instance to Anzilotti (1982) or Grésillon (1980), who 
claim that the interrogative form of the rhetorical question is a possibility for the 
speaker to nullify the potentially assertive content. The question ‘Isn’t Mady’s word 
good enough?’ realized with falling intonation (low phrasal accent and intonation 
phrase boundary tone), Bartels (1999) states, triggers assertiveness and thus a 
rhetorical interpretation of the question. By using a falling intonation contour, the 
speaker precludes any possibility to refer to a neutral question interpretation. This 
assumption is similar to Han’s (2002) opinion that the falling contour of rhetorical 
questions signals its pragmatic function. In reference to Brown and Levinson (1987), 
Bartels (1999) further assumes that the choice of phrase accents serves as a means for 
speakers to “fine-tune the politeness strategy [she] has opted for” (Bartels 1999: 260). 
In her theory, the H- phrase accent emphasizes the surface (interrogative) structure of 
the rhetorical question and thus supports a face-saving act, whereas the L- phrasal 
accent refers to the underlying “statementhood” (Bartels 1999: 259) or assertiveness 
of the utterance und thus emphasizes a face-threatening act. In case the speaker wants 
to save the addressee’s face, she will be more likely to use an H- phrasal accent instead 
of an L- phrasal accent. According to Bartels (1999), wh-questions behave differently 
than polar questions. The L- phrase accent cannot differentiate between rhetorical and 
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non-rhetorical wh-questions. Wh-questions with an H- phrase accent, following Bartels 
(1999), simply are marked questions, since wh-questions are assumed to generally have 
a falling intonation. Therefore, Bartels (1999: 257) states, rhetorical wh-questions need 
non-tonal cues to be discriminable from genuine questions. 

Empirical evidence for the intonation of rhetorical questions has been provided by 
a corpus study by Banuazizi and Creswell (1999) using the SWITCHBOARD corpus 
of recordings of telephone conversations (Jurafsky et al. 1997). The authors analyzed 
the discourse function of final rises and final falls in polar questions. The study 
provides interesting insights into the prosody-pragmatics interface. Rhetorical 
questions were understood as questions with obvious or obviously unknowable 
answers. In their data, Banuazizi and Creswell (1999) found 102 rhetorical polar 
questions with either a final rise (N=57, 55.9%) or with a final fall (N=45, 44.1%). 
This suggests that rhetorical polar questions can be both rising or falling, which is in 
support of Bartels (1999), who also describes final rises and falls for rhetorical polar 
questions. Banuazizi and Creswell (1999) explain the falling contours in rhetorical 
questions with a speaker’s aim to signal that she does not expect an answer. Like 
Bartels (1999), Banuazizi and Creswell (1999) refer to politeness theory and state that 
rising intonation in non-genuine questions such as rhetorical questions is attributed to 
politeness strategies: “rises are a strategy for making a question less threatening and 
politer by pretending that [the addressee’s] viewpoint still matters” (Banuazizi & 
Creswell 1999: 11). Other than Bartels (1999), who attributes the face-saving property 
to the phrasal accent, they ascribe the politeness-feature to the entire final contour. 
Additionally, Banuazizi and Creswell (1999) state that a rising intonation allows for 
more options of interpretation and renders it possible for the addressee(s) to “weigh 
in the truth or falsity of the proposition, even though this may in fact be a fake option 
if the truth value of the proposition is already mutually believed” (Banuazizi & 
Creswell 1999: 11).  

A corpus study by Hedberg et al. (2010) addressed the pragmatic functions of wh-
interrogatives. The authors analyzed data from the CallHome Corpus of American 
English (Canavan et al. 1997), which consists of recorded telephone calls between 
people who know each other, and the Fisher English Corpus (Cieri et al. 2004), which 
consists of recordings of conversations on assigned topics between strangers. 
Hedberg et al. (2010) analyzed a great number of wh-questions with different 
functions, among them rhetorical questions. With regard to the final contour of 
rhetorical wh-questions, they find both final falls and final rises: 5 out of 26 wh-
questions that were classified as rhetorical had a rising contour. Note however, that 
Hedberg et al. (2010) use the term ‘rhetorical question’ in a rather broad way, which 
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needs to be treated with caution. To them, all questions that do not seek any kind of 
information are rhetorical questions. This includes questions that are not rhetorical 
questions, such as for example self-addressed questions (‘What was I gonna say?’ 
Hedberg et al. 2010: 7).  

Note that the studies by Hedberg et al. (2010) and by Banuazizi and Creswell 
(1999), as well as the theoretical reflections made by Bartels (1999), refute Han’s (2002) 
theory, which assumes that English rhetorical questions terminate in falling intonation 
signaling their assertive nature. Similarly, falling intonation as a default is not assumed 
for rhetorical questions in German (Bühring 2016, Oppenrieder 1991). All statements 
on the intonation of rhetorical questions, for both English and German, have in 
common that they mainly address the final part of the intonation contour. Hence, the 
connection between prosody and pragmatics, that is, the reflection of the pragmatic 
function in the prosodic realization, is mainly linked to a simple binary distinction, a 
final fall or a final rise. Other prosodic aspects that have been tested to be linked to 
pragmatic function, for instance speaking rate (faster in questions than in statements), 
the alignment of tonal targets, pitch scaling, pitch range, or the shape of the final rise 
(e.g., convex vs. concave) have been largely neglected (see Section 3.5.5). Only Batliner 
(1989) provides a more fine-grained analysis and ascribes pragmatic function to the 
excursion of the final rising movement and Bartels (1999) assumes the phrasal accent 
to fine-tune a rhetorical question rather than the intonation phrase boundary tone. 
The reduction of the prosodic comparison of rhetorical and information-seeking 
questions to the final movement may result from the general assumption that 
rhetorical questions are assertions or assertion-like.  

Recent research on the prosody of German rhetorical questions aimed at a more 
detailed analysis. The studies presented in the subsequent sections included an analysis 
of the entire intonation contour (nuclear and prenuclear), duration, pitch values (range 
and scaling), as well as voice quality. Therefore, they provide what is missing in 
previous research: a structured prosodic analysis of rhetorical questions that includes 
both phonological and phonetic parameters. 

3.6.1 The prosody of rhetorical questions: evidence from production 
experiments 

The following studies were conducted with the aim to contribute to an elaborate 
analysis of the prosody of rhetorical questions in German and to complete the 
previous insights in rhetorical question prosody in general. The first experiment 
(henceforth Experiment 0) has been presented in Wochner et al. (2015). It was of 
rather explorative in nature since it aimed to establish a first thorough approach to the 
investigation of the prosody of rhetorical questions (polar and wh-questions with a 
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polarity reversal, see Section 2.4.3) in German. Based on Experiment 0, the second 
experiment (henceforth Experiment 1), published in Braun et al. (2019), further 
elaborates on the experimental methodology, validates first insights in rhetorical 
question prosody gained from Experiment 0, and draws a proper picture of the 
prosodic profile of rhetorical questions in German. Since the remainder of this work 
is based on the methodology, data treatment, analyses, and results of these two studies, 
descriptions of some of the methodological aspects and details on the proceedings of 
the experiments, especially of Experiment 1, are given in the subsequent sections. 
Detailed descriptions of both experiments, such as data treatment, statistical results, 
and so forth can be found in Wochner et al. (2015) and Braun et al. (2019). 

3.6.1.1 Modus operandi 
GToBI 
Pitch accents and boundary tones in all experiments described in the remainder of the 
current theses were annotated following the GToBI guidelines. GToBI (Grice et al. 
2005) describes intonation on different levels, the so-called tiers. Originally, GToBI 
uses at least three tiers: i. a tier for orthographic transcription of words; ii. a tonal tier 
for the description of the intonation contour consisting of pitch accents and edge 
tones; and iii. a break index tier for the description of boundary strength (from 2 to 4) 
to differ between rhythmical and tonal breaks (2r/ 2t), intermediate phrase boundaries 
(3) and intonation phrase boundaries (4). 

In the production experiments, several different annotation tiers were used: an 
orthographic tier, on which the words of the utterances were morphologically 
annotated, as well as a segmental tier, which was a phonemic transcription of the 
segments using SAMPA (Speech Assessment Methods Phonetic Alphabet), a 
computer readable phonetic alphabet (Wells 1997). Pitch accents and edge tones were 
annotated together on one GToBI tier. Additionally, other tiers for phonetic 
annotations and measurements (i.e., alignment of tonal targets, pitch range, and voice 
quality) were included. Break indices, the annotation of boundary strength with 
numbers, were not part of the data analysis, since most of the data was made-up of 
single intonation phrases without any internal phrasing (cases with internal phrasing 
were excluded from the analysis). Only Experiment 0 also manipulated the position 
of the target sentences (utterance initial versus utterance final) by adding an additional 
sentence that had to be considered in the analyses of boundary tones. 

Rising pitch accents: the (L+H)* pitch accent type  
This paragraph mainly pertains to Experiment 1 and the further experiments that are 
presented in this thesis. Essentially, all intonational analyses followed the GToBI 
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annotation guidelines. However, during the annotation of the data of Experiment 1, 
a peculiarity in several rising accents was noticed. GToBI describes two rising pitch 
accents: a high starred tone preceded by a low leading tone (L+H*) and a low starred 
tone, followed by a high trailing tone (L*+H). In the L+H* accent, the leading tone 
is located in the syllable preceding the accented syllable or at the beginning of the 
accented syllable and the high tonal target either late in the accented syllable or in the 
succeeding one (Grice et al. 2005), as shown in Figure 21a. More precisely, the rising 
movement extends across the entire syllable. The low starred tone in L*+H accents is 
located in the accented syllable and the high trailing tone in the post tonic syllable or 
even later (Grice et al. 2005, see Figure 21b). Accents with this alignment pattern have 
been observed for example by Braun (2006) in prenuclear position for contrastive 
topics, and by Lommel and Michalsky (2017) in nuclear position associated with 
sarcasm. In addition to these two accent types, the data in Braun et al. (2019) revealed 
rising pitch accents in which both the low and the high tone were realized within the 
accented syllable, see Figure 21c. The low tone occurred at the beginning of the rhyme 
of the syllable and the high target at the end of the rhyme. In Braun et al. (2019), these 
pitch accents were annotated as L*+H. However, the remainder of this work labels 
this accent (L+H)*. It is not entirely clear whether this pitch movement forms its own 
category or is a variant of one of the other two rising accents.12 So far, this accent type 
has been labelled only in the Stuttgart version of GToBI (Mayer 1995), which labels 
this accent as a tri-tonal L*HL accent. The Kiel Intonation Model (KIM; Kohler 1995) 
describes a late peak (next to an early and medial peak), which can have both the start 
of the rise and the peak within the stressed syllable (corresponding to (L+H)* in 
Figure 21). 

a.       b.            c. 
 

 

Figure 21. Stylized contours of the three rising pitch accent types (grey shading marks the 
stressed syllable). 

 

                                                
12 Data in Zahner-Ritter et al. (2022) supports the assumption of three distinct rising pitch accents 
as displayed in Figure 21. 
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Voice Quality 
In Experiment 0, voice quality was measured at the beginning of the utterance, that 
is, at the center of the vowels of the wh-word in wh-questions and the verb in polar 
questions. In Example (32), this applies to the vowels in Wer (‘who’) and mag (‘likes’), 
indicated by the square brackets. 

(32)  
a. W[e]r spielt denn Domino? (‘Who plays PART Domino?’) 
b. M[a]g denn jemand Bohnen? ‘(Does PART anyone like beans?’) 

Voice quality was operationalized as spectral tilt, which is the difference between the 
amplitude of the first harmonic and the amplitude of the third formant (rate of closure, 
i.e., glottal closures; H1-A3). An increase in spectral tilt indicates a soft, breathy voice 
quality. However, due to missing or erroneous F0 extractions, there was a huge 
amount of missing data. Thus, the handling of the parameter voice quality differed in 
Experiment 1 from that in Experiment 0. In Experiment 1, voice quality was labelled 
at three positions in the utterances: in the vowel of the stressed syllable of the first 
constituent of the utterance (i.e., wh-word/ the finite verb), the finite verb in wh-
questions/ the vowel of the stressed syllable of the pronoun jemand (‘anybody’) in polar 
questions, and in the vowel of the stressed syllable of the sentence final object NP. 
The square brackets in the examples in (33) specify the respective vowels that were 
analyzed. 

(33)  
a. W[e]r m[a]g denn Lim[o]nen? (‘Who likes PART lemons?’) 
b. M[a]g denn j[e]mand Lim[o]nen? (‘Does PART anyone like lemons?’) 

Instead of spectral tilt, the ratio between the energy in the periodic and non-periodic 
part at the center of the vowels (10 x log10(harmonic part/non-harmonic part, cf. 
Boersma (1993)) was measured, that is, the harmonics-to-noise ratio (HNR). A study 
by de Krom (1995) on spectral correlates of breathy voice showed that HNR is an 
adequate predictor for breathy voice quality. Segments with sonorant or harmonic 
voice quality show greater HNR values whereas segments with a breathier voice 
quality are characterized by lower HNR values (de Krom 1993; Teixeira et al. 2013).13 
Additionally, for Experiment 1, a perceptual voice quality analysis was performed, 

                                                
13 Note that differences between modal and breathy voices have also been found to be associated 
with differences in the amplitudes of H1 and H2 (H1-H2), for instance, in Niebuhr et al. (2010) 
and the incompleteness of (glottal) closure, measured in the bandwidth of the first formant 
normalized by the frequency of the first formant (B1/F1) in Pfützer and Wokurek. (2015). 
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classifying the vowels in a three-way distinction as either breathy, modal or glottalized. 
Modal voice quality is understood as “the neutral mode of phonation” (Laver 1980: 
110) in which the vocal fold vibrations are periodic and without any friction. 
Glottalized voice quality refers to a constriction at the laryngeal level (Laver 1980) and 
irregular vocal fold vibrations at a low frequency (Braun et al. 2021). In breathy voice 
quality, the vibrations of the vocal folds are inefficient and have a slight audible friction 
(Laver 1980). The manual analysis of the voice quality was found to be more plausible 
for analyzing the data, since the actual measurements we often influenced by word 
prosody and vowel quality (e.g., short lax /I/ in ist ‘is’ does not provide enough voiced 
material for measurements as compared to a tense /a/ in mag ‘likes’). Nevertheless, 
the measurement of HNR supported the validity of the qualitative analysis in that 
vowels labelled as breathy showed a significantly lower HNR (on average 9.1dB) than 
vowels that were labelled modal (14.7dB). On this account, the voice quality in 
Experiments 2 (Chapter 4) and 3 (Chapter 5) were perceptually classified, only.  

3.6.2 Experiment 0 
Experiment 0 (Wochner et al. 2015) compared rhetorical wh- and polar questions with 
string-identical information-seeking questions. The aim of this study was to examine 
whether there are prosodic differences between rhetorical questions and information-
seeking questions and if so, how those differences are expressed. Regarding prior 
claims on the prosody of rhetorical questions in English and German, the study was 
interested in the role of the edge tone in the prosodic realization of rhetorical 
questions. 

The experiment was designed as an interactive dialogue between two participants. 
In each experimental run, participants were assigned to either a 'Speaker’ part or an 
‘Addressee’ part. The dialogued were created by means of a ‘Speaker situation’, which 
contained the original context as well as the target interrogative and an additional 
sentence, and an ‘Addressee situation’ containing only a short superficial description 
of the situation and two response options to choose from. One of those options was 
compatible with a rhetorical question, and the other one with an information-seeking 
one (i.e., provided an actual answer to the question). Table 7 below shows an example 
of a rhetorical and information-seeking context pair (target questions in bold) and the 
answer set (bottom table row). 
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 ISQ RQ 
Speaker 
context 

Der Sprecher sieht den 
Hausmeister der örtlichen 
Grundschule zum wiederholten 
Male in den Beeten des 
Adressaten arbeiten. Der 
Sprecher weiß nicht, aus welchem 
Grund der Hausmeister im 
Garten des Adressaten arbeitet. 
 
The speaker notices yet again the 
caretaker of the local elementary school 
doing the gardening around the 
addressee’s house. The speaker does not 
know what this is all about. 

Der Sprecher beobachtet, wie ein 
betagter Herr im Garten des 
Adressaten arbeitet. Es ist 
bekannt, dass es sich hierbei um 
den Vater des Adressaten 
handelt, nicht aber um seinen 
Gärtner. 
 
 
 
The speaker notices an elderly man doing 
the gardening in addressee’s garden. The 
speaker knows that the man is the 
addressee’s father, but not his gardener, 
and so does the addressee. 

Speaker Ist er denn dein Gärtner? Ich 
dachte, er arbeitet nur als 
Hausmeister. 
 
Is he your gardener? I thought he only 
works as a caretaker. 

Ist er denn dein Gärtner? 
Kümmere dich doch selbst um 
deine Beete. 
 
Is he your gardener? You should do the 
gardening yourself. 

Addressee Ja, ich habe ihn für dieses Jahr 
angestellt. 
 
Yes, I hired him for this year. 

Ach was, der macht das gerne. 
 
 
Well, he actually enjoys doing it. 

Table 7. Rhetorical and information-seeking contexts with target question and answer 
possibility. 

Participants were instructed to read their context situations silently before the 
‘Speaker’ started each interaction by saying out lout the target utterance and the 
additional sentence in one of the two conditions. The ‘Addressee’ had to react as soon 
as possible to the speaker’s utterance by choosing one of the two answer options that 
she considered most appropriate. The productions of the speaker were of main 
interest since they included the target utterance. The target questions were either polar 
or wh-questions. They all ended with a sentence final noun phrase that was mostly 
sonorant and was expected to carry the nuclear accent of the utterance. Note that all 
target interrogatives included the German discourse particle denn. This was done to 
generate a balanced set of sentence pairs, that is, to achieve both pragmatic 
interpretations (rhetorical and information-seeking) for each sentence more easily. 
Without denn the creation of string-identical sentence pairs appeared to be more 
difficult since either the rhetorical or the information-seeking interpretation gained 
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more interpretative weight towards one or the other interpretation (neutral vs. 
rhetorical). The particle can occur in neutral questions as well as in rhetorical questions 
without supporting one or the other interpretation. Thurmair (1989: 164) assumes that 
the use of denn does not indicate rhetoricity, which is contrary to other discourse 
particles in German such as the non-temporal schon (Wer zahlt schon gerne Steuern ‘Who 
[particle] likes to pay taxes’ Bayer & Obenauer 2011, Thurmair 1989). The rhetorical 
interpretation of a question is signaled by the context situation alone and not the use 
of the particle as a lexical marker. Likewise, Kwon (2005) argues that denn does not 
serve as an indicator for rhetorical questions, even though it may facilitate a rhetorical 
reading. The actual rhetorical interpretation, however, is indicated by the context 
situation. Recently, Viesel and Freitag (2019), by means of acceptability judgement 
experiments, showed that denn has no effect on the acceptability of rhetorical 
questions, whereas the discourse particle schon increases rhetorical question 
judgements. 

Each target utterance was either preceded or followed by an additional sentence 
that supported the interpretation towards one or the other pragmatic function 
(rhetorical vs. information-seeking). The addition of this sentence also resulted in the 
target sentence to occur either utterance final (target sentence succeeded the additional 
sentence) or an utterance medial (target sentence preceded the additional sentence) 
position. Rhetorical contexts were created such that the answer to the rhetorical 
question was understood to be obvious for all interlocutors. Information-seeking 
contexts indicated that the speaker did not know the answer to the questions. 

3.6.2.1 Results 
The main finding of the pilot experiment is that rhetorical questions differ from 
information-seeking questions in terms of their prosodic realization. Differences 
between rhetorical questions and information-seeking questions were found in terms 
of edge tones, although these differences are more subtle than the simple distinction 
between rise and fall: Both rhetorical and information-seeking polar questions were 
typically realized with a high edge tone. Rhetorical questions (Figure 22) were 
comparatively more often realized with a high plateau (H-%: 48%), whereas 
information-seeking questions (Figure 23) mainly ended in a high-rising (H-^H%: 
74%) edge tone. Recall that this intonation is assumed to be prototypical for neutral 
polar questions (e.g., Grice et al. 2005; von Essen 1964). This result suggests that the 
edge tone is a feature that differs between rhetorical and information-seeking polar 
questions, at least to some extent. The high plateau occurred in information-seeking 
questions, especially in turn medial position (24% of cases, 16% in turn-final position), 
likely signaling the progredience of the utterance, that is, that the speaker has not 
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finished his utterance yet (e.g., Gilles 2001; Kaiser & Baumann 2013; von Essen 1964). 
Generally, H-% occurred more frequently in turn-medial than in turn-final position 
(RQ: medial 59%; final 37%). However, irrespective of turn position, it occurred more 
often in rhetorical than in information-seeking questions. 

 

Figure 22. Spectrogram and F0 contour of the rhetorical polar question Ist er denn dein Gärtner 
(‘Is he your gardener’), realized with a plateau contour (L*+H H-%). 

 

Figure 23. Spectrogram and F0 contour of the rhetorical polar question Ist er denn dein Gärtner 
(‘Is he your gardener’), realized with a low-rising contour (L* H-^H%). 

Regarding wh-questions, there were no differences in edge tones between the two 
illocution types – they were typically realized with a final fall irrespective of their 
illocution and position in the utterance. Rhetorical wh-questions showed a higher 
number of L*+H accents (45%), as shown in Figure 24, as compared to information-
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seeking questions (5%).14 Information-seeking wh-questions were most commonly 
realized with a falling H+!H* pitch accent (49%), as shown in Figure 25. 

 

Figure 24. Spectrogram and F0 contour of the rhetorical wh-question Wer will denn nach Basel 
(‘Who wants to go to Basel’), realized with an L*+H nuclear accent. 

 

Figure 25. Spectrogram and F0 contour of the information-seeking wh-question Wer will denn 
nach Basel (‘Who wants to go to Basel’), realized with an H+!H* nuclear accent. 

The phonetic analysis revealed differences between the two illocution types 
concerning initial pitch (the first measurable pitch value of the utterance), duration, 
pitch excursions in the first constituent and of final rises, and voice quality. Rhetorical 
questions started with a lower initial pitch than information-seeking questions. Note, 
however, that due to segmental differences in the beginning of the utterances among 
all target sentences (e.g., some utterances started with a vowel, others with a nasal 
consonant), the measurement of initial pitch turned out to be prone to errors. For this 

                                                
14 Note that at this point we annotated all rising pitch accents in which the accented syllable was 
associated with a low tone (see Figure 21 b. and c., Chapter 3.6.1.1) as L*+H. 
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reason, the procedure in Experiment 1 was changed, as described in the results of 
Experiment 1. 

Rhetorical wh-questions had a smaller pitch excursion in the wh-word than their 
information-seeking counterparts. In addition, the wh-phrase was much shorter than 
in information-seeking questions. Truckenbrodt (2012a) states that information-
seeking wh-questions usually receive prominence on the wh-word, which is expressed 
by an increase in pitch-height, duration, and intensity. It is conceivable that the lexical 
interrogative feature in neutral wh-questions, namely the wh-word, is prosodically 
reduced in rhetorical questions, weakening their inquisitive function. A lower initial 
pitch together with a reduced prominence due to a shallower pitch range and shorter 
duration on the wh-constituent may thus be an early signal for the non-inquisitiveness 
of rhetorical questions. Yet, this interplay of prosodic features only accounted for 
rhetorical wh-questions. The duration as well as the pitch range of the first word in 
polar questions (i.e., the verb) did not differ between illocution types. 

Overall, information-seeking questions had shorter durations than rhetorical 
questions. Niebuhr et al (2010) found faster speaking rates in declarative questions as 
compared to declarative statements. Similarly, van Heuven and van Zanten (2005) 
report faster speaking rates for declarative questions in comparison to declarative 
statements in different languages. If a faster speaking rate is a signal for questions in a 
comparison to string-identical non-questions, the lengthening of the rhetorical 
question may thus be a further signal to their non-inquisitive function. Interestingly, 
durational differences were also found in utterances that express strong speaker 
attitudes and prosodic emphasis in comparison to non-emphatic, more neutral 
utterances. For instance, Niebuhr et al. (2010) also compared emphatic utterances to 
factual utterances and found slower speaking rates in emphatic utterances as 
compared to neutral utterances. 

Regarding voice quality, the results of Wochner et al. (2015) suggest that rhetorical 
questions are produced with a breathier voice quality at the beginning of the utterance 
than information-seeking questions. Breathy voice quality has been assigned for 
instance to an exasperated speaker attitude (Shourup 1985: for English). It is 
conceivable that the obviousness of the answer to a rhetorical question leads to an 
exasperated speaker attitude, which manifests itself in a breathy voice quality. 

Summing up, the experiment revealed that rhetorical questions differ from 
information-seeking questions in terms of their prosodic realization. Rhetorical polar 
questions are realized with a high plateau contour more often than information-
seeking questions. Rhetorical questions in general show longer durations and a lower 
initial pitch. Additionally, rhetorical wh-questions showed smaller pitch ranges and 
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shorter durations in the wh-word as compared to information-seeking wh-questions. 
Some of the prosodic parameters found for rhetorical questions differ in strength and 
occurrence in respect of interrogative type (wh versus polar). 

3.6.3 Experiment 1 
Experiment 1, in structure, resembled Experiment 0. Again, string-identical rhetorical 
and information-seeking polar and wh-questions were created and embedded in short 
contexts to test how speakers prosodically differentiate between the two pragmatic 
functions. This time, however, the contexts did not require an interactive situation. 
Hence, only one participant attended each experimental run. This was done to keep 
the experiment shorter and participants more focused on the task. The context 
situations in which the target interrogatives were embedded, were kept as short but 
informative as possible to facilitate the experimental task for the participants and to 
avoid errors on the part of the participants due to fatigue or boredom. The contexts 
were created in quadruples and the context situations in rhetorical conditions were 
identical for polar and wh-questions (see Table 8). Following Biezma and Rawlins 
(2017), rhetorical questions were created such that their answer was expected to be 
known by or obvious to potential discourse participants. Contexts for information-
seeking questions were created such that the speaker did not know the answer to the 
target question. 

Overall, 22 wh-interrogatives were constructed, each starting with the wh-
interrogative pronoun wer (‘who’). Given their lexical make-up, all interrogatives fitted 
both a rhetorical and an information-seeking interpretation. For the creation of polar 
interrogatives, the wh-phrase was replaced by the indefinite pronoun jemand (‘anyone’) 
and the word order was changed correspondingly. This was done to achieve a semantic 
similarity between the two interrogative types, as shown in (34). Jemand in polar 
questions was expected to have a similar effect to wer in wh-questions: According to 
Groenendijk and Stokhof (1985) a question partitions the set of all possible worlds, 
and the partition represents the set of propositions, which are all possible answers. 
Accordingly, jemand and wer in neutral information-seeking questions were expected 
to refer to the same set of propositions and thus to the same set of possible answers 
that contains the true answer. In rhetorical questions, the wh-phrase wer and jemand 
both denote the bottom element (cf. Han 2002) of the set of propositions, which in 
this case is niemand (‘no one’). Hence, polar questions and wh-questions maintain 
similar propositional contents by expecting similar answers (see (34)). 
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(34)  
a. “Wer mag denn Sellerie?” 
        Who likes [PRT] celery?  

- Anna mag Sellerie. (information-seeking) 
- Anna likes celery. 
- Niemand mag Sellerie. (rhetorical) 
- Nobody likes celery. 
 

b. “Mag denn jemand Sellerie?” 
         Does [PRT] anyone like celery? 

- Ja, Anna mag Sellerie. (information-seeking) 
- Yes, Anna likes celery. 
- Nein, niemand mag Sellerie. (rhetorical) 
- No, nobody likes celery. 

Since in this experiment both rhetorical question types (wh and polar) express the same 
semantic proposition, it was possible to use the same contexts for both pragmatic 
conditions (see Table 8). 

 Rhetorical context Information-seeking context 
Wh-
question 

Du bist erkältet und deine 
Freundin empfiehlt dir 
Lebertran. Doch jeder weiß, 
dass das furchtbar schmeckt. 
Du sagst zu deiner Freundin: 
 
 
Wer mag denn Lebertran? 

Du hast noch eine Flasche 
Lebertran übrig. Du möchtest 
wissen, welcher deiner Freunde 
das mag und bei wem du sie 
loswerden kannst. Du sagst zu 
deinen Freunden: 
 
Wer mag denn Lebertran? 

 
 

You have a cold and your friend 
recommends cod-liver oil to you. However, 
everybody knows that this tastes horrible. 
You say to your friends: 
Who likes cod-liver oil? 

You have a spare bottle of cod-liver oil. You 
want to know which of your friends likes it, so 
you can get rid of it.  
You say to your friends: 
Who likes cod-liver oil? 

Polar 
question 

Du bist erkältet und deine 
Freundin empfiehlt dir 
Lebertran. Doch jeder weiß, 
dass das furchtbar schmeckt. 
Du sagst zu deiner Freundin: 
 
Mag denn jemand 
Lebertran? 

Du hast noch eine Flasche 
Lebertran übrig. Du möchtest 
wissen, ob deine Freunde das 
mögen und du sie loswerden 
kannst oder nicht. Du sagst zu 
deinen Freunden: 
Mag denn jemand Lebertran? 

You have a cold and your friend 
recommends cod-liver oil to you. However, 
everybody knows that this tastes horrible.  
You say to your friends: 
Does anyone like cod-liver oil? 

You have a spare bottle of cod-liver oil. You 
want to know whether one of your friends 
likes it or not, so you can get rid of it.  
You say to your friends: 
Does anyone like cod-liver oil? 

Table 8. Context quadruple: wh- and polar questions in rhetorical and information-seeking 
conditions. 
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For neutral polar questions, situations were constructed in which the speaker does not 
know whether there is anybody who likes/ eats/ etc. XY or not (see Table 8: “you 
want to know whether one of your friends likes it or not”). For information-seeking 
wh-question contexts, the speaker had to ask for a certain person who may like/ eat/ 
etc. XY (see Table 8: “…you want to know which of your friends likes it”). Again, the 
discourse particle denn was included into all target interrogatives for the sake of 
achieving a balanced set of illocution pairs. Each context explicitly introduced the 
sentence final object noun as well as the verb that is uttered in the target interrogative. 
This was done to prevent focal accents and to minimize any influence of information 
structure. 

Since the nuclear accent was expected to be placed on the sentence final object, its 
metrical structure was controlled for. The sentence final objects consisted of two to 
five syllables. Lexical stress was on either the penultimate or the antepenultimate 
syllable. Additionally, all objects consisted of mostly sonorous material to obtain a 
consistent signal to better separate pitch accent type and boundary tone. 

3.6.3.1 Results and discussion 
The main prosodic differences between rhetorical and information-seeking questions 
that were found in Experiment 1 corroborate the outcomes of Experiment 0. 
Phonologically, rhetorical polar questions were most frequently realized with a plateau 
contour (L*+H H-%; 54%, see Figure 26) and information-seeking questions with a 
high-rising edge tone (L* H-^H%; 79%, see Figure 27). Note that in Braun et al. (2019) 
pitch accents with both the L and H tonal targets within the accented syllable were 
labelled L*+H. Figure 26 and Figure 28 include both the late peak and the (L+H)* 
annotations. 

 
Figure 26. Spectrogram and F0 contour of the rhetorical polar question Wer isst denn Garnelen? 
(‘Who eats shrimp?’), realized with a high plateau contour (taken from Braun et al. (2019: 788)). 
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Figure 27. Spectogram and F0 contour of the information-seeking question: Wer isst denn 

Garnelen? (‘Who eats shrimp?’) with a low nuclear accent and a high-rising edge tone (taken 
from Braun et al. (2019: 788)). 

This finding corroborates the results from Experiment 0 in which the plateau 
boundary tone (H-%) in polar questions was assumed to be a rhetoricity marker. The 
composition of the L*+H/ (L+H)* nuclear pitch accent and the H-% edge tone 
appears to be a distinctive contour for rhetorical questions. As mentioned in Section 
3.2.1 above, the H-% boundary tone has been attributed to several different functions, 
such as signaling progredience (H-%, e.g., Kaiser & Baumann 2013) and non-finality 
(Gilles 2001; Ladd 2008; von Essen 1964). Furthermore, the plateau contour is used 
in contours that signal reluctance (Niebuhr 2013). However, it has not been attributed 
to any special sort of question type irrespective of its illocution, so far. Gilles (2001) 
observes the occurrence of a high plateau in questions in German, which he also links 
to non-finality and progression. Rhetorical polar questions in Experiment 1 that were 
realized with a high rising edge tone (H-^H%), had a smaller pitch excursion in the 
final rise as compared to information-seeking questions with the same final contour. 
This corresponds to Batliner’s (1989) conclusion that the range of the final rise 
indicates the openness towards the answer to a question and the speaker’s interest in 
eliciting an answer. In cases of rhetorical questions, the answer possibilities are 
maximally restricted. There is only one answer to a rhetorical question, which the 
speaker already knows. Hence, she has no real interest in eliciting an actual answer. 
Furthermore, the speaker presumes that the answer is already obvious to all discourse 
participants, which makes the act of answering redundant. Given that the plateau 
contour is generally smaller in pitch excursion than the high-rising contour, it is 
conceivable that the plateau constitutes the phonological manifestation of the decline 
of inquisitiveness in rhetorical questions. The plateau phonologically signals the 
speaker’s attitude towards the answer to the rhetorical question. In conclusion, 
rhetorical polar questions show a rising intonation contour which may be attributed 
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to their interrogative form. Grammatically, they belong to the interrogative mode, 
which is reflected in their syntactic structure, their semantic meaning, and their 
phonological composition (rising movement). The impact of the pragmatic function 
can be seen in the reduction of the range of the final rise or the modification of the 
high-rising edge tone to a high plateau edge tone. In cases where there is no difference 
in the phonological category (i.e., the H-% boundary), phonetic parameters (i.e., F0 
excursion of the final rise) take over, resulting in an interesting interplay between 
phonology and phonetics. 

Rhetorical wh-questions almost exclusively terminated in a low edge tone (L-%; 
94%). This is also in line with the results of Experiment 0. However, speakers 
appeared to be less attached to a certain type of edge tone in wh-information-seeking 
wh-questions. Besides the frequent use of a low edge tone (L%; 44%), rising contours 
(L-H%; 28%, H-^H%; 25%) were also observed. This outcome suggests that a falling 
intonation in rhetorical wh-questions is obligatory, whereas the choice of boundary 
tone for wh-information-seeking questions is less restricted. 

Like in Experiment 0, in Experiment 1, rhetorical wh-questions were mainly 
annotated with an L*+H/(L+H)* nuclear accent. Recall that this accent type is 
considered special, since in our data both the L and the H target are aligned with the 
accented syllable. It has yet to be explored whether this type of accent constitutes its 
own category or is a phonetic variation of one of the two rising pitch accents in 
German (within the GToBI framework). However, what we can say is that in the data 
of Experiment 1, this kind of rising movement is distinct for rhetorical questions and, 
for the time being, may be considered a ‘rhetorical’ pitch accent type. Neutral wh-
questions showed a larger number of L+H* nuclear accents (see Figure 29), which is 
in line with the findings by for instance Brinckmann and Benzmüller (1999). 

 
Figure 28. Spectrogram and F0 contour of the rhetorical wh-question Wer isst denn 

Limburger?(‘Who eats Limburger?’), realized with an (L+H)* nuclear pitch accent type and a 
low edge tone (taken and adapted from Braun et al. (2019: 790)). 
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Figure 29. Spectrogram and F0 contour of the information-seeking wh-question Wer isst denn 

Limburger? (‘Who eats Limburger?’), realized with an L+H* nuclear pitch accent and a low edge 
tone (taken from Braun et al. (2019: 790)). 

Interestingly, a relatively high number of rhetorical wh-questions were also realized 
with an L+H* nuclear accent. Similar to polar rhetorical questions, in cases where 
there was no phonological difference between rhetorical and information-seeking 
questions, phonetic parameters took effect. That is, the L+H* nuclear pitch accent in 
rhetorical wh-questions was realized with a lower scaling of the low and high tonal 
targets in this pitch accent than in information-seeking questions. On the one hand, 
this complies with findings of Rohloff and Michalsky (2018), who found overall higher 
F0 peaks in wh-questions as compared to string-similar declarative statements. 
Generally, the differences in pitch scaling between rhetorical questions and 
information-seeking questions suggests that the scaling of high tonal targets in 
questions, possibly signaled by a larger pitch range in the final rise of polar 
information-seeking questions, in questions can be attributed to an inquisitive 
function. On the other hand, a low scaling of both F0 valley and F0 peaks in rhetorical 
questions may be due to a general lower register in rhetorical questions, as the pitch 
range of the rise in L+H* accents did not differ between rhetorical and information-
seeking questions. 

With respect to the number of prenuclear accents, polar questions did not differ 
significantly between illocution types. If there was a prenuclear accent (46% of cases 
in rhetorical questions and 48% of cases in information-seeking questions), it was 
mainly associated with the verb in V1 position and was either an H* or an L*+H 
accent. In wh-questions, the wh-word was significantly more often accented in 
information-seeking questions (89%) than in rhetorical questions (79%). The verb in 
V2-position was unaccented more often in information-seeking (68%) questions than 
in rhetorical questions (59%). Both illocution types thus were realized with prenuclear 
accents, information-seeking questions showed more prenuclear accents associated 
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with the wh-word, whereas rhetorical questions were realized with prenuclear accents 
associated with the verb in V2. The number of prenuclear accents were too few to 
draw an actual conclusion. The association with prenuclear accents and the verb in V2 
in rhetorical wh-questions may be understood to emphasize the polarity reversal. 

In regard of other phonetic parameters, Experiment 1 revealed a longer overall 
duration for rhetorical questions as well as longer constituent durations, which is 
depicted in Figure 30 and Figure 31. Generally, the increase of duration in rhetorical 
questions (across both question types) amounts to 16% in comparison to the duration 
of information-seeking questions. The final part of the utterance (the object noun in 
e.g., Wer mag denn Limonen? ‘Who [PRT] like limes?’) was especially lengthened. This 
lengthening of the object noun may be due to an increase of the salience of the 
sentence final constituent and thus to enhance the rhetorical point of the utterance. 
The results for duration in Experiment 1 corroborate the findings of Experiment 0. 
In Experiment 0, longer durations in rhetorical questions were related to longer 
durations in assertive utterances as compared to questions. The increase in duration 
of rhetorical questions observed in Experiments 0 and 1 may serve as an indicator for 
a non-inquisitive but rather assertion-like function of rhetorical questions. 

 
Figure 30. Constituent durations in rhetorical and information-seeking polar questions, taken 

from Braun et al. (2019: 793). 
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Figure 31. Constituent duration in rhetorical and information-seeking wh-questions, taken from 

Braun et al. (2019: 793). 

Initial pitch, which in Experiment 1 was operationalized as F0 at the point of 
maximum intensity on the first accented syllable in relation to the speaker’s top 10% 
pitch range in this utterance (cf. Sicoli et al. 2015), did not lead to a distinction between 
rhetorical and information-seeking questions. 

Regarding voice quality, rhetorical questions were realized with breathy voice 
quality more often than information-seeking questions, which is in support of 
Experiment 0. Breathy voice mainly occurred at the beginning of the utterance, that 
is the verb in polar questions (RQ: 36%; ISQ: 10%) and the wh-word in wh-questions 
(RQ: 38%; ISQ: 5%). As mentioned above, a breathy voice quality may be assigned to 
an exasperated speaker attitude (Shourup 1985: for English). In regard of the results 
of Experiment 1, the obviousness of the answer to rhetorical questions, in other 
words, the self-evidence of the answer, can be assumed to have led to such an 
exasperated attitude. Interestingly, however, there are findings that show that breathy 
voice quality is less likely used in polite speech than in impolite speech (Grawunder et 
al. 2014). Generally, rhetorical questions can be used as a politeness strategy to wrap 
a potential face-threatening act in a less threatening utterance (i.e., assertive speech act 
into question), however, they may also be used to amplify their propositional content 
(cf. Ilie 1994), which results in rather impolite utterances. Breathy voice quality in 
rhetorical questions may thus signal either the speaker’s attitude towards the 
underlying proposition (i.e., obviousness) or impoliteness. 

Interestingly, the phonetic parameters had different local distributions in rhetorical 
questions: breathy voice was mainly realized utterance initially and its use declined 
over the course of the utterance. Lengthening, however, affected especially the end of 
the rhetorical question, more precisely the sentence final object noun. Additionally, 
there are different magnitudes of the parameters in the two question types. Rhetorical 
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wh-questions showed longer durational values and more breathy voice quality 
compared to rhetorical polar questions. This might be akin to the trading relations 
that Repp (1982) observed for example between cues to the voicing and articulation 
contrasts: if one parameter of two or more is reduced “in a phonetically ambiguous 
stimulus”, another one needs to be enhanced “to create a phonetically equivalent 
percept to obtain” (Repp 1982: 90). In the case of Experiment 1, rhetorical wh-
questions have fewer intonational cues that differentiate them from information-
seeking questions (viz. pitch accent type) and thus need more phonetic markers to 
achieve an equivalent rhetorical force to rhetorical polar questions. Rhetorical polar 
questions differ from neutral polar questions with respect to their entire nuclear tune 
(nuclear accent and edge tone) and thus may not need a similarly strong marking by 
phonetic parameters. 

3.6.4 Summary: The prosodic profile of rhetorical questions 
Experiments 0 and 1 showed that German rhetorical questions differ from string-
identical information-seeking questions in terms of their prosodic realization. 
Rhetorical polar questions typically end in a high plateau edge tone (H-%). Rhetorical 
wh-questions were mainly realized with a low edge tone (L-%), which also applies to 
information-seeking wh-questions, however, information-seeking wh-questions allow 
for more variation regarding the choice of boundary tone. This suggests that a final 
fall is obligatory for rhetorical wh-questions, but not for information-seeking wh-
questions. Rhetorical wh-questions show a high number of the (L+H)* nuclear accent, 
which does not occur in information-seeking questions and may thus be considered a 
‘rhetorical accent’. In cases where rhetorical questions show no phonological 
differences to information-seeking questions, phonetic parameters, that is the lower 
scaling of tonal targets in L+H* nuclear accents wh-questions or H-^H% edge tones 
in polar questions distinguish between the two illocution types. Moreover, rhetorical 
questions generally have a breathier voice quality at the beginning of the utterance and 
longer constituent durations than information-seeking questions.  

3.7 PROSODIC BACKGROUND ON EXCLAMATIVES 
Exclamatives in German have received a fair amount of attention in the prosodic research 
and there are well-established claims on their prosody. First and foremost, exclamatives 
in German are said to have a falling intonation contour (Fries 1988; Näf 1987; Rosengren 
1992), which, in respect to their non-inquisitive function, seems plausible and is supported 
for instance by Oppenrieder (1988), who aimed to describe the intonational pattern for 
different sentence modes. Studies by Repp (2019) and Repp and Seeliger (2020), who 
prosodically compared exclamatives and information-seeking questions, also confirmed 
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falling intonation contours for exclamatives. A peculiarity of German exclamatives that 
has been observed in their prosodic realization is the so-called exclamative accent (e.g., 
Altmann 1987; Batliner 1989; Oppenrieder 1988a; Repp 2019). This accent is a non-focal 
accent, which, in terms of information-structure, may signal the background information 
of the sentence (Altmann 1987). The exclamative accent is not defined by a unique tonal 
category or distinct phonetic parameters, but by its general occurrence in exclamatives. 
The exclamative accent does not seem to have a fixed position in the sentence but may 
occur rather freely (Altmann 1987; Repp 2019). Results in Repp (2019) even suggest 
gender specific preferences regarding the placement of the exclamative accent. In 
exclamatives like Wo hat die schon überall Aromen entdeckt! (‘The foods that she’s already 
found flavourings in!’), Repp (2019) found that female speakers placed the exclamative 
accent frequently on the d-pronoun, whereas male speakers preferred the auxiliary for 
accent placement. In a prosodic comparison and analysis of different sentence moods, 
Oppenrieder (1988) chose sets of string-identical sentences with different pragmatic 
functions (i.e., minimal sentence pairs from a collection of spoken data from production 
experiments conducted in the framework of the DFG Project Modus – Intonation – 
Fokus, Munich), which were categorized as natural and classifiable without context by a 
group of listeners. Those sentences were considered prototypical and underwent a 
phonetic analysis to explore the presumed prototypical parameters for each form type. 
V1 exclamatives were analyzed in a triplet, namely string-identical polar questions, 
exclamatives and imperatives with contrastive focus, as shown in (35). 

(35) Stellt ihr euch an (i. ‘Are you queuing up?’; ii. ‘Are you silly!’, iii. ‘Queue up!’). 
a.  

Stellt  ihr  euch   an 
Queue you.PL  REFL.PL  PRT 
‘Queue up!’ or ‘Are you queuing up?’ 

b.  
Stellt      ihr        euch           an 
Be silly      you.PL     REFL.PL     PRT 
‘Are you silly!’ 

Oppenrieder (1988) found that the verb-first interrogative sentence differs from the latter 
two form types by a larger rise of the final F0 movement and a concave intonation 
contour. Imperatives and exclamatives were not as easy to distinguish from one another. 
Both showed a final falling movement and a convex intonation contour. Additionally, 
there were no differences in pitch range or durational values. However, pitch peak and 
intensity peak lie closer together in the accented syllable of the nuclear accent in 
exclamatives than in imperatives, a difference that was audible for listeners in a prior 
identification task. In a comparison of V2 exclamatives and contrastive statements, 
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Oppenrieder (1988) did not find intonational differences, assuming that the focal accent 
in contrastive statements and the exclamative accent were too similar for a clear 
discrimination between both illocution types. Oppenrieder (1988) did find differences in 
durations, but only for female speakers: Women produced verb-second exclamatives with 
longer durations than statements. 

In another study, Batliner (1988) compared the V2 exclamative Der Leo säuft (‘Leo 
guzzles’) with string-identical assertions, in consideration of information-structure 
(focus position, contrast). Most importantly, Batliner (1988: 269) found a general 
“more” in the prosodic values of exclamatives, that is, they were realized with longer 
durations than statements and greater pitch range in accent positions. Interestingly, 
they also exhibited a late nuclear pitch peak (in terms of alignment), that is, the peak 
was shifted more to the right in comparison to assertions. Based on Kohler (1987), 
Batliner (1988) assumes that a later pitch peak, or rather a peak within the vowel of 
the accented syllable rather than a peak before the vowel, indicates emphasis and thus 
exclamativity. With regard to information-structure, exclamatives other than 
assertions do not have focal accents that are anchored to certain (focalized) positions 
in the utterance (Batliner 1988). Instead, they provide a free choice in the position of 
the so-called exclamative accent. 

Most of the above-mentioned findings were recently supported in Repp (2019) and 
Repp and Seeliger (2020). Repp (2019) compared wh-questions with string-identical 
wh-exclamatives, such as Wo hat die schon überall Aromen entdeckt! (‘The foods that she’s 
already found flavorings in!’) with manipulations of information-structure (i.e., with 
vs. without focal accents) by means of a production study. In her data, she found 
prosodic effects of information-structure in exclamatives, however, they were only 
weak. As for prosodic differences between wh-questions and wh-exclamatives, she 
found that exclamatives (irrespective of information-structure) were produced with 
longer durations as well as larger pitch ranges in the prenuclear accents. Repp and 
Seeliger (2020), also in a production study, compared string-identical V1 exclamatives 
and questions with different finite verbs (auxiliary verb, unergative lexical verb) 
and/or subjects (d-pronoun, full phrase), such as Haben die Hunde gut gefahndet (‘Have 
the dogs well investigated’)/ Fahnden die Hunde gut (‘Investigate the dogs well’)/ 
Fahnden die gut (‘Investigate they well’). In their analysis, they found that exclamatives 
were produced with slower speaking rates (fewer syllables per second) and longer 
overall durations than questions. Moreover, they found a higher global pitch range in 
exclamatives as compared to questions. Intonation-wise, exclamatives were realized 
with more accented syllables than questions and they terminated in falling movements, 
whereas questions ended in high-rising edge tones. The clause initial finite verb and 
the non-finite lexical verb (e.g., gefahndet ‘investigated’) were more often accented in 
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exclamatives than in questions. The most frequent accent in exclamatives (nuclear and 
prenuclear) was H*. The most frequent nuclear accent type in questions was the L* 
accent, which makes sense considering that the authors found that the polar questions 
in their data were predominantly rising and that the L* H-^H% is common for 
German polar questions. 

Taken together, there appear to be some particularities in the prosody of 
exclamatives: phonologically, they are described to end in a final fall and, in addition 
to the nuclear accent, to have a non-focal exclamative accent, which is not bound to 
a fixed position in the utterance. Phonetically, they are described to exhibit longer 
durations than neutral utterances as well as larger pitch ranges and later pitch peaks in 
accent positions as compared to string-identical utterances with different illocutions. 

3.8 ON THE PROSODY OF ASSERTIONS 
The default intonation contour for basic assertions in the sense of declarative 
statements has been described as a high or rising pitch accent in nuclear position, 
followed by a terminal falling movement (L+)H* L-%, in for example Grice et al. 
(2005), Brinckmann and Benzmüller (1999), or Peters (2014). Farkas and Bruce (2010) 
describe assertions as declarative sentences with falling intonation. Numerous studies, 
some already mentioned in prior sections, co-analyze the prosodic characteristics of 
different assertive speech acts, or rather compare them to other pragmatic types. 
Those studies explore for instance declarative statements versus declarative questions 
(e.g., Gunlogson 2003; Petrone & Niebuhr 2014), V2 declaratives versus V2 
exclamatives (Batliner 1988), (parts of) statements versus wh-questions (e.g., Rohloff 
& Michalsky 2018, Michalsky 2017) or statements in different varieties of German 
(Gilles 2005; Peters 2006; Peters 2014). Those studies support the assumption that, 
disregarding specific focus conditions and specific speaker attitudes, assertions 
commonly terminate in a falling movement. Only in cases of unfinished utterances 
(e.g., the first part of a conditional in Michalsky 2017), progredient utterances (Gilles 
2001; Gilles 2005; von Essen 1964), or uptalk (Warren 2016), a final rise has been 
observed. In a direct comparison of declarative statements and declarative questions, 
Niebuhr et al. (2010) found that statements showed slower speaking rates than 
questions. In a comparison of wh-V2-questions and assertions, Rohloff and Michalsky 
(2018) found a lower scaling of high tonal targets in statements. 

The prosodic profile of basic assertions hence constitutes itself in a rising-falling 
nuclear configuration ((L+)H* L-%), with slower speaking rates as compared to 
questions. 
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3.9 ON THE PROSODY OF ATTITUDE 
Experiment 1 revealed that rhetorical questions in comparison to information-seeking 
questions were realized with lower pitch scaling, smaller pitch ranges, longer 
durations, and breathier voice quality in utterance initial position. The literature on the 
prosody of exclamatives showed that, in comparison to string identical questions or 
assertions, they show longer durations. Additionally, other than rhetorical questions, 
exclamatives show higher pitch ranges and a later alignment of pitch peaks in accented 
positions when compared to string-identical neutral utterances. Kohler and Niebuhr 
(2007a: 2145) describe several types of emphasis, one of which they call “contrast to 
one’s expectation”, which is often realized with breathy voice quality. The description 
of this kind of emphasis applies to the speaker attitude, which is commonly conveyed 
with exclamatives (i.e., surprise) and thus suggests that exclamatives likely feature 
breathy voice quality. Assertions with an additional speaker attitude (i.e., irony) show 
a shift of the alignment of the high tonal target to a later position in the utterance 
(Lommel & Michalsky 2017). Niebuhr et al. (2010) compared factual declarative 
statements and declarative questions to declarative statements and questions that 
conveyed incredulous astonishment and fierce rejection. They found that the 
utterances that were attitudinally loaded showed slower speaking rates, higher values 
of the H1-H2 difference measurements (differences between the amplitudes of the 
first and second harmonic in a vowel), which suggests a breathier voice quality, as well 
as a lower mean F0 in the unaccented prenuclear part as compared to neutral 
utterances. Niebuhr (2014) compared sincere factual utterances to utterances that 
were realized in a sarcastically ironic fashion by instruction. The results revealed a 
lower scaling of high tones in accented positions, longer utterance durations and 
modifications of voice quality (to either breathy or tensed voice) in sarcastically ironic 
utterances. Lastly, breathy voice quality has been linked to several different speaker 
attitudes such as exasperation (Shoroup 1985), intimacy (Laver 1980) or, irony 
(Leykum 2021), and emotions such as for instance happiness (Gobl & Ni Chasaide 
2003), to name only a few. 

The frequent occurrence of prosodic features such as the slowdown of speaking 
rate/ lengthening of constituents, manipulation of pitch scaling and/or alignment, and 
the manipulation of voice quality in utterances that all convey additional speaker 
attitudes, generate the assumption of an attitudinal prosody, rather than for instance 
a distinct rhetorical question, exclamative or assertive prosody. Utterances that convey 
different speaker attitudes or emotional stances appear to be prosodically emphasized 
in similar ways. Following Armstrong and Ward (1926) and Kohler (2006), I assume 
two main types of prosodic emphasis: emphasis for focus and emphasis for intensity. 
The first one acts on the level of information structure and highlights certain parts of 
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the utterance by either putting them in focus position or marking them with focal 
accents, for instance in a contrastive context (see Section 3.2, Figure 5 for examples 
of focus). The second type of emphasis is the one of actual interest: It aims to 
strengthen the meaning of what a speaker implicitly conveys with an utterance. This 
type of emphasis links the prosodic features of an utterance to the speaker’s attitude 
towards its actual message. In the case of rhetorical questions, for instance, the speaker 
signals that the answer to the question is obvious and that she believes the 
propositional content of the utterance to be true. I assume that the prosodic features 
that differentiate rhetorical questions from information-seeking questions do not 
necessarily signal rhetoricity exclusively, but also aim to foreground the underlying 
message and the speaker’s attitude towards this message, that is, her belief in the 
propositional content or the answer to the rhetorical question and its obviousness. 
Kohler (2006) states that emphasis for intensity may involve features such as shift to 
breathy voice quality, the lengthening of certain parts of the utterance, and a narrowing 
of pitch range. In a later study, Kohler and Niebuhr (2007a) differentiate between a 
positive and a negative intensifying type of emphasis. In their study, different types of 
emphasis are evoked in short read monologues and dialogues. Kohler and Niebuhr 
(2007a) found that the verbal meaning of the utterance is prosodically strengthened 
either positively, for instance to express pleasure (positive intensifying emphasis), or 
negatively to express attitudes like dislike (negative intensifying emphasis). In their 
study, they found lengthening in certain parts of the utterances that were emphatically 
realized, as well as cases of breathy voice quality –especially in utterances that were 
positively intensified. Negatively intensified utterances show a more pressed or 
irregular voice quality (Kohler & Niebuhr 2007a).  

What all this suggests is that an emphatically realized utterance generally conveys 
some sort of speaker attitude other than a neutral attitude. Based on the findings in 
the literature presented above, I do not assume that a certain speaker attitude comes 
with a distinct prosodic realization. Rather, I assume that speakers use similar prosodic 
means to prosodically emphasize an utterance and thereby signal different attitudes. 
While the possibilities of how an utterance is emphatically highlighted may change in 
the magnitude of the occurrence or manifestation of the prosodic characteristics, I 
assume that generally the same prosodic manipulations are used across the different 
realizations of speaker attitudes. The interpretation of a speaker attitude or emotional 
stance is dependent on the contextual situation in which an utterance occurs. To this 
effect, I assume rhetorical questions, exclamatives and strong assertions to show a 
range of prosodic similarities that generally express speaker attitude and not a specific 
pragmatic or attitudinal meaning (Research Question D). Non-tonal, lexical, or 
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contextual cues are needed to assign the exact pragmatic meaning. The experiments 
presented in the following chapters aim to directly compare rhetorical questions with 
V1 exclamatives and two types of assertions (one with a neutral speaker attitude, the 
other with a strong speaker attitude), to answer the research questions presented in 
Chapter 1. Prosodic comparisons will shed light on the matter whether i. rhetorical 
questions exhibit a distinct ‘rhetorical prosody’ or ii. due to pragmatic and prosodic 
similarities to assertions a rather ‘assertive prosody’; or iii. based on the observation 
made so far, the notion of a general attitudinal prosody appears to be applicable. 
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4 EXCLAMATIVES AND RHETORICAL QUESTIONS 

4.1 EXPERIMENT 2: THE PROSODY OF GERMAN V1 SENTENCES 
This chapter presents a production experiment, which compared rhetorical polar 
questions to polar information-seeking questions and V1 exclamatives. In their 
syntactic structure, V1 exclamatives resemble polar questions (i.e., both have V1-
sentence structures), which is conducive to a prosodic comparison to test whether and 
how speakers prosodically differentiate between the three illocution types in general 
and thus to answering Research Questions A and B, presented in the General 
Introduction. Moreover, both rhetorical questions and exclamatives are utterances 
that convey a non-neutral speaker attitude (i.e., obviousness vs. surprise), which will 
serve to answer Research Question D, whether the notion of an attitudinal prosody is 
valid. A pilot version of the study, that is, a similar experiment tested on a smaller set 
of participants, has been presented and published in Wochner and Dehé (2018). Some 
minor improvements on the experimental material were made and a larger set of 
participants was tested for the main experiment. Generally, however, the main 
findings of Wochner and Dehé (2018) were validated and strengthened. Thus, only 
the main study is described in the following. 

Based on the comparison of the results of Experiment 0 and Experiment 1 and the 
characteristics of prosodic emphasis and exclamatives described in prior research 
presented in Chapter 3, I developed the following hypotheses guiding the study: 

I. Edge tone reflects form type and pragmatic function: Rhetorical polar 
questions predominantly end in a high edge tone, which indicates their 
interrogative form. However, they differ from information-seeking 
questions by the type of the high edge tone: rhetorical polar questions are 
typically realized with a high plateau edge tone and information-seeking 
questions with a high-rising edge tone (Braun et al. 2019). Exclamatives, 
on the other hand, end with a low edge tone, which is accordant to their 
non-interrogative function (Fries 1988; Näf 1987; Rosengren 1992). 

II. Rhetorical questions show a large number of the (L+H)* nuclear pitch 
accent type, signaling their rhetorical function (assumption based on the 
findings of Braun et al. 2019). 

III. Exclamatives are predominantly realized with the exclamative accent (e.g., 
Batliner 1989; Repp 2019), indicating their pragmatic nature, whereas 
rhetorical questions and information-seeking questions do not exhibit such 
an additional accent. 
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IV. Rhetorical questions and exclamatives show longer constituent durations 
(Braun et al. 2019; Repp 2019; Repp & Seeliger 2020) and more breathy 
voice quality (Braun et al. 2019; Kohler 2006; Kohler & Niebuhr 2007a) 
than information-seeking questions, which is a means of prosodic 
emphasis to highlight speaker attitude. 

V. Utterances that have the same phonological F0 modifications, such as for 
instance a low nuclear accent followed by a high-rising edge tone, but are 
of different illocution type, differ in pitch range and scaling of tonal targets 
(e.g., Braun et al. 2019; Rohloff & Michalsky 2018). 

4.2 MATERIALS 
I created 16 verb-first sentences with the same metrical structure: a trochaic trimeter 
(see example (36)). All sentences started with a finite verb (e.g., kann – ‘can’) followed 
by the subject determiner phrase (e.g., die Lene ‘ART.DEF Lene’). The sentence-final 
constituent, on which I expected the placement of the nuclear accent, was either a 
main verb (36a.) or an adjective (36b.). 

(36) Examples of experimental items (x indicates the stress position): 

a.    
x 
Kann 

- 
die 

x  - 
Lene 

x  - 
malen 

Can ART.DEF Lene paint 
    

b.    

x 
Ist 

- 
der 

x  - 
Auflauf 

x  - 
lecker 

Is the casserole delicious 

None of the sentences was lexically marked by any item that would favor a specific 
kind of pragmatic meaning (e.g., a discourse particle). In order to obtain a consistent 
signal to effectually separate pitch accent type and edge tones, the final constituent 
was mainly sonorous and lexical stress was on the penultimate syllable. 

In the experimental paradigm, all target sentences were preceded by context 
situations triggering one of three different illocution types under investigation (neutral 
information-seeking question, exclamative, or rhetorical question; see Table 9). The 
context for an information-seeking reading of the target sentence was created such 
that the speaker did not know whether the proposition of the target sentences was 
true (p) or not (¬p) (Table 9, a). The context for an exclamative reading of the target 
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was created such that the speaker was surprised or struck by the propositional content 
(p) of the utterance (Table 9, b), and the context for a rhetorical reading such that the 
answer to the rhetorical question, in this case (¬p), was obvious (Table 9, c). 
Eventually, for each target sentence, there were three string-identical versions with 
different pragmatic meanings (N=48). See Appendix 1 for a full list of materials. 

The contexts were kept as short and informative as possible and all explicitly 
mentioned the verb, the subject NP and the final word of the target utterance. This 
was done to prevent focal accents. 

a. 
Information-
seeking question 
(inquisitiveness) 

Du möchtest Lene, der Tochter einer Freundin, Buntstifte 
zum Geburtstag schenken. Du weißt jedoch nicht, ob die 
Kleine schon malen kann oder nicht. 
Du sagst zu deiner Freundin: 
[target]Kann die Lene malen  
 
You want to give your friend’s daughter Lene crayons for her birthday. 
However, you do not know whether the little girl is already able to paint 
pictures or not. 
You say to your friend: 
Can Lene paint 

b. 
Exclamative 
(surprise) 

Als du mit einem Freund zum ersten Mal das Atelier eurer 
Freundin Lene besuchst, bist du überrascht, wie gut sie 
malen kann. 
Du sagst zu deinem Freund: 
[traget]Kann die Lene malen  
 
You and a friend are visiting the atelier of your mutual friend Lene and 
you are surprised how good she is at painting. 
You say to your friend: 
Can Lene paint 

c. 
Rhetorical 
question 
(obviousness) 

Deine Freundin möchte, dass eure Mitbewohnerin Lene 
ein Bild für einen Freund malt. Doch es ist überall 
bekannt, dass Lene überhaupt nicht malen kann.  
Du sagst zu deiner Freundin: 
[target]Kann die Lene malen  
 
Your friend wants your roommate Lene to paint a picture for a friend. 
However, it is well known that Lene is very bad at painting. 
You say to your friend: 
Can Lene paint 

Table 9. Context triplet with the target sentence Kann die Lene malen (‘Can Lene paint’). 

In addition to the target items, 24 filler sentences and context situations were created, 
whose make-up was similar to the target contexts but did not follow any experimental 
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hypothesis. They either triggered questions or declaratives, often with structural or 
lexical ambiguities, forcing the participants to focus on the context to express the 
sentence correctly (e.g., Peter schlägt den Mann mit dem Regenschirm ‘Peter is hitting the 
man with the umbrella’). Also, at the beginning of each test phase, four practice 
context situations and sentences were added that explicitly evoked a rhetorical, an 
information-seeking or an exclamative reading by means of discourse markers and 
lexical items such as modal particles, see Table 10 for an example (all filler and practice 
items can be found in Appendix 1). This was done to make it easier for the participants 
to empathize in the context situation and to better understand the task. 

Practice item 
(surprise) 

Du guckst mit einem Freund „Wer wird Millionär?“. Als 
ein Kandidat die schwierige 1-Millionen-Euro-Frage ohne 
Probleme beantworten kann, bist du total platt.  
Du sagst zu deinem Freund: 
Boah... ist der Kandidat schlau!  
 
You and your friend watch the TV-show “Who wants to be a 
millionaire”. You are struck when a participant of the show answers the 
1-million-Euros questions without any problem. 
You say to your friend: 
Wow! Is the participant smart! 

Table 10. Example of a practice item, eliciting an exclamative. 

4.2.1 Participants 
The experiment was conducted with 22 participants. Two participants were excluded: 
one reported a bilingual background and the second one produced too many 
utterances with strong glottalization and slips of the tongue. In the end, data produced 
by 20 native speakers of German entered the analyses (13 female and 7 male, average 
age 22.8 years, SD=2.8). At the time, they were students at the University of Konstanz. 
They were paid a small reimbursement for their participation. 

4.2.2 Procedure 
All experimental targets only differed with respect to their predicted prosodic 
realization. In the experimental procedure, the targets of each triplet (information-
seeking, rhetorical and exclamative) were separated by at least 4 other target or filler 
trials. Illocution type was manipulated within subjects. Each participant produced each 
sentence in all three conditions. The context situations and target sentences were 
presented on a computer screen using the software Presentation (Neurobehavioral-
Systems 2001). The context situations were presented in black Calibri 40 font and the 
target sentences in blue Calibri 40 font, all on white background. The experiment was 
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self-paced. The participants were first presented with the context situations before the 
target utterance was added to the same slide by pressing a button on a button box. 
They were instructed to read each context situation carefully and to then utter the 
target and filler sentences as naturally as possible. After reading the contexts and 
uttering the sentences, the participants turned to the next trial by pressing the button 
again. They were allowed to repeat the sentences in case they spluttered or 
mispronounced. Each run started with a practice phase to make it easier for the 
participants to engage with the task. They were allowed to ask questions after the 
practice phase. 

Participants were wearing dynamic headset-microphones (Shure SM10A) and were 
recorded with an USB sound interface (Audient iD14). A sampling rate of 44.1 kHz 
and a resolution of 16 Bit was used in all recordings. The participants did not receive 
any feedback during the test phase. The experiment took place in a sound-attenuated 
booth at the PhonLab laboratory of the University of Konstanz. 

4.2.3 Data treatment and analyses 
Overall, the data set contained 960 utterances by 20 speakers. A total of 49 utterances 
had to be excluded due to hesitations (N=12), a deviant output, that is, additional or 
missing words (N=13), strong glottalization (N=12), laughter or spluttering (N=9), 
and technical issues in recordings (N=3). The remaining 911 utterances (exclamatives 
EX: 305, rhetorical questions RQ: 298, information-seeking questions ISQ: 308) were 
phonologically and phonetically analyzed using Praat (Boersma & Weenink 2018). All 
files were labeled at the level of the morphological word and the stressed syllables. 
Pitch accents and edge tones were annotated following GToBI (Grice et al. 2005). 
Vowels were perceptually labelled as either breathy, modal or glottalized. All pitch 
values for calculations of F0 were set manually and were later extracted automatically 
using a Praat script. The low tones were set at the start of rising movements, high 
tones at the peak of rising accents and at the end of intonation phrases. Pitch was 
extracted within the range of the subject noun and the final constituent 
(adjective/verb). 

For the statistical analysis of boundary tones, accent type and voice quality, I ran a 
series of logistic mixed effects regression models with illocution type (exclamatives = 
EX, rhetorical questions = RQ, information-seeking questions = ISQ) as fixed factor 
and participants and items as crossed-random factors with RStudio (RStudio Team 
2020). If the model fit improved, random slopes were added and kept in the model 
(Bates et al. 2015; Matuschek et al. 2017). Models with and without random slopes 
were compared using the anova() function in R-studio. Since the dependent variables 
had more than one level, one level was coded 1 and all other levels 0. The effects of 
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the fixed factors were calculated for these modified dependent variables (Agresti 
2002). 

For the statistical analyses of the phonetic factors, that is, durational values, pitch 
range, pitch scaling and voice quality, I ran linear mixed effect regression models with 
the same specifications and model fittings as described above. P-values were 
calculated using the Satterthwaite approximation in the Rpackage lmerTest 
(Kuznetsova, Brockhoff & Christensen 2017) and were adjusted (padj.) by means of 
the Benjamini-Hochberg correction (Benjamini & Hochberg 1995). Since work on the 
prosody-meaning interface often treats pitch accents and edge tones separately (cf. 
Braun et al. 2019; Kohler 2004; Pierrehumbert & Hirschberg 1990; Truckenbrodt 
2012b), I also analyzed them separately. The combination of different phonological 
categories (i.e., edge tones and pitch accents) allow for a great number of possible 
combinations, hence, I will only report models of the most frequent occurrences of 
single categories and combinations. 

4.3 RESULTS 

4.3.1 Phonological results 
Edge tones 
Rhetorical questions mainly terminated in high edge tones. Almost half of the 
rhetorical question productions terminated in a high-rising edge tone (H-^H%), as 
shown in Table 11. Information-seeking questions almost exclusively terminated in 
H-^H%. This edge tone occurred significantly more often in information-seeking 
questions than in rhetorical questions (ß=3.8, SE=0.4, z=10.8, p= padj.<0.001), see 
Figure 32 for an example contour. A small number of exclamatives terminated in a 
high-rising edge tone, which was significantly less often than rhetorical (ß=-3.4, 
SE=0.3, z=-15.7, p= padj.<0.001) and information-seeking questions (ß=-7.3, SE=0.5, 
z=-10.4, p= padj.<0.001). The second most frequent edge tone realized in rhetorical 
questions was a high plateau (H-%), as shown in Figure 33. This edge tone occurs 
significantly more often in rhetorical questions than in exclamatives (ß=4.0, SE=0.6, 
z=6.4, p=p padj.<0.001) and information-seeking questions (ß=4.4, SE=0.7, z=5.9, 
p= padj.<0.001) in which the plateau hardly ever occurs. The difference in the 
occurrence of H-% between exclamatives and information-seeking questions was not 
significant (p= padj.<0.2). 
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Figure 32. Spectrogram and F0 contour of an information-seeking question with a low-rising 

nuclear contour (L* H-^H%), Muss die Susi lernen? (‘Does Susi have to learn?’), produced by a 
female speaker. 

 
Figure 33. Spectrogram and F0 contour of a rhetorical question with a plateau contour ((L+H)* 

H-%), Kann die Lene malen? (‘Can Lene paint?’), produced by a female speaker. 

Exclamatives mainly terminated in a low edge tone (L-%). This edge tone occurred 
significantly more often in exclamatives than in rhetorical questions (ß=4.9, SE=0.4, 
z=13.2, p= padj.<0.001) and information-seeking questions (ß=7.9, SE=0.6, z=13.0, 
p= padj.<0.001). Interestingly, rhetorical questions also frequently terminated in a final 
fall, significantly more often than information-seeking questions, which terminated in 
L-% only rarely (2.3%; ß=3.1, SE=0.5, z=6.5, p= padj.<0.001). For an overview of 
numbers of occurrence of the different edge tones and their distribution across 
illocution types, see Table 11 below. 
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Edge tones EX RQ ISQ 
H-^H% 19 (6.2%) 147 (49.3%) 294 (95.5%) 
L-% 276 (90.5%) 61 (20.5%) 7 (2.3%) 
H-% 3 (1.0%) 75 (25.2%) 2 (0.6%) 
L-H% 2 (0.7%) 12 (4.0%) 5 (1.6%) 
!H-% 5 (1.6%) 3 (1.0%) 0 (0.0%) 

Table 11. Edge tones in exclamatives (EX), rhetorical questions (RQ) and information-seeking 
questions (ISQ). 

Nuclear accents (verb/ adjective) 
The most frequent accent type in nuclear position in rhetorical questions was a low 
tone (L*), which typically occurred with H-^H% edge tones (48% of nuclear contours 
in rhetorical questions were L* H-^H%). In exclamatives, L* occurred significantly 
less often than in rhetorical questions (ß=-3.1, SE=0.3, z=-10.2, p= padj.<0.001). The 
L* accent was also the most frequent nuclear accent in information-seeking questions, 
where it occurred significantly more often than in rhetorical questions (ß=-3.7, 
SE=0.4, z=9.8, p= padj.<0.001) and exclamatives (ß=6.9, SE=0.5, z=14.1, p= 
padj.<0.001). In information-seeking questions, the L* accent also typically occurred 
with the high-rising edge tones H-^H% (94% of information-seeking questions were 
realized with an L* H-^H% nuclear contour). 

The second most frequent nuclear accent in rhetorical questions was (L+H)*, 
which typically occurred within the plateau contour (12% of nuclear contours in 
rhetorical questions were ((L+H)* H-%). The difference in the frequency of 
occurrence of (L+H)* in rhetorical questions and exclamatives was statistically not 
significant (p=0.05, padj.>0.05). The accent occurred in information-seeking questions 
only once and thus significantly less often than in rhetorical questions (ß=-4.2, 
SE=1.0, z=-4.1, p= padj.<0.001) and exclamatives (ß=-3.7, SE=1.0, z=-3.5, p= 
padj.<0.001). 

This accent type, only in a down-stepped version (L+!H)* was the second most 
frequent one in exclamatives, where it was typically followed by low edge tones (17.7% 
of nuclear contours in exclamatives were (L+!H)* L-%), see Figure 34 for an example. 
The down-stepped (L+!H)* occurred significantly more often in exclamatives than in 
rhetorical (ß=1.1, SE=0.4, z=2.8, p= padj.<0.01) and information-seeking questions 
(ß=3.6, SE=1.0, z=3.5, p= padj.<0.001). It also occurred more often in rhetorical than 
in information-seeking questions (ß=2.5, SE=1.1, z=1.4, p= padj.<0.05). Similarly, the 
up-stepped (L+^H)* occurred more often in exclamatives than in rhetorical questions, 
however, this difference was statistically not significant (p= padj.>0.2). Information-
seeking questions were not produced with this accent type. 
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Figure 34. Spectrogram and F0 contour of an rhetorical question with a falling contour and an an 

H* prenuclear and (L+!H)* nuclear accent, Ist die Couch gemütlich? (‘Is the couch 
comfortable?’), produced by a female speaker. 

Exclamatives were mostly realized with an L+!H* nuclear accent, as shown in Figure 
35, followed in number by !H* nuclear accent (see Figure 36). Both accent types were 
typically followed by a low edge tone. 

 

Figure 35. Spectrogram and F0 contour of an exclamative with a falling contour and an (L+H)* 
prenuclear and L+!H* nuclear accent, Kann die Lene malen! (‘Can Lene paint!’), produced by a 

female speaker. 
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Figure 36. Spectrogram and F0 contour of an exclamative with a falling contour and an L+H* 

prenuclear and !H* nuclear accent, Muss die Susi lernen! (‘Does Susi have to study!’), produced 
by a female speaker. 

The L+!H* accent occurred significantly more often in exclamatives than in rhetorical 
(ß=1.9, SE=0.4, z=4.9, p= padj.<0.001) and information-seeking questions (ß=5.8, 
SE=2.0, z=2.9, p= padj.<0.01). It also occurred significantly more often in rhetorical 
than in information-seeking questions (ß=3.9, SE=1.9, z=2.0, p= padj.<0.05). 

With regard to the !H*, this accent occurred significantly more often in 
exclamatives than in rhetorical questions (ß=1.9, SE=0.8, z=2.4, p= padj.<0.05). 
Information-seeking questions were not produced with this accent type in this 
position. See Table 12 for a list of the different nuclear pitch accent types. 

Nuclear accents EX RQ ISQ 
L* 27 (10.0%) 149 (55.8%) 285 (96.0%) 
(L+H)* 26 (9.6%) 41 (15.4%) 1 (0.3%) 
(L+!H)* 28 (10.3%) 12 (4.5%) 1 (0.3%) 
(L+^H)* 21 (7.7%) 7 (2.6%) 0 (0.0%) 
L+!H* 76 (28.0%) 20 (7.5%) 2 (0.7%) 
L+H* 9 (3.3%) 3 (1.1%) 2 (0.7%) 
!H* 57 (21.0%) 14 (5.2%) 0 (0.0%) 
H* 11 (4.1%) 9 (3.4%) 3 (1.0%) 
L+^H* 9 (3.3%) 1 (0.4%) 2 (0.7%) 
^H* 1 (0.4%) 1 (0.4%) 0 (0.0%) 
H+!H* 1 (0.4%) 1 (0.4%) 0 (0.0%) 
H+L* 5 (1.8%) 2 (0.7%) 1 (0.3%) 
L*+H 0 (0.0%) 7 (2.6%) 0 (0.0%) 

Table 12. Nuclear accents (associated with the final constituent) in exclamatives (EX), rhetorical 
questions (RQ) and information-seeking questions (ISQ). 
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Early nuclear accents (associated with verb in initial position, determiner, or subject NP) 
A small number of utterances were realized with an early nuclear accent. That is, the 
nuclear accent was not associated with the final constituent of the utterance (verb/ 
adjective) but with the verb in initial position or the determiner. Rhetorical questions 
had a nuclear pitch accent on the verb in V1 position in 7% of the cases, in almost all 
cases, this was an L*+H accent (see Figure 37), the others were H*. Exclamatives were 
realized with an early nuclear accent on the verb in 2% of cases, which was mostly an 
L*+H and in one case an H* accent. Information-seeking questions exhibited an early 
nuclear accent on the verb in 3% of all cases, all of them were L*+H accents.  

 
Figure 37. Spectrogram and F0 contour of a rhetorical question with the nuclear accent 

associated with the verb and a plateau edge tone, Kann die Lene malen? (‘Can Lene paint’), 
produced by a female speaker. 

A few cases of nuclear accents were associated with the determiner. 1.9% (N=6) of 
exclamatives were realized with a nuclear accent on the determiner, which was either 
L+H* (N=3), (L+H)* (N=2), or H* (N=1). In rhetorical questions, 1% (N=3) of the 
data showed a nuclear accent on the determiner (L+H*, H*, (L+H)*). Information-
seeking questions did not show cases with an early nuclear accent on the determiner. 

In addition, a small number of nuclear accents were associated with the subject NP. 
In 4.3% (N=13) of the exclamatives the nuclear accent was associated with the NP. 
Most of them were (L+H)* accents (N=9), followed by L*+H (N=2) and L+H* 
(N=1) accents. Regarding rhetorical questions, 2.7% (N=8) showed a nuclear accent 
on the subject NP, which was either L* (N=3), L*+H (N=2), (L+H)* (N=2), or 
L+H* (N=1). 1.9% (N=4) of the information-seeking questions were realized with 
the nuclear accent on the subject NP, all of them were L* accents. 

Prenuclear accents 
The occurrence of prenuclear accents varies between illocution types. Exclamatives 
show the largest number of prenuclear accents, irrespective of the position in the 
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sentence (N=218, 84.6%). The number of prenuclear accents in exclamatives was 
significantly higher than in rhetorical questions (ß=1.8, SE=0.3, z=6.8, p<0.001) and 
information-seeking questions (ß=3.3, SE=0.5, z=5.5, p= padj.<0.001). Rhetorical 
questions were not quite as often realized with a prenuclear pitch accent (N=112, 
37.6%) as exclamatives, however significantly more often than information-seeking 
questions (ß=1.3, SE=0.2, z=6.1, p= padj.<0.001). Information-seeking questions had 
the lowest number of prenuclear accents (N=51, 16.6%). 

In rhetorical questions, prenuclear accents were mainly associated with either the 
finite verb in initial position (N=40, 13.4%) or the subject NP (N=58, 19.5%). In 28 
cases (9.4%), there was a prenuclear accent associated with the determiner. In 
exclamatives, the prenuclear accent was mainly associated with the subject NP 
(N=135, 44.3%), followed by the verb (N=80, 26.2%) and the determiner (N=43, 
14.1%). Information-seeking questions showed prenuclear accents mainly on the verb 
in initial position (N=31, 10%) and the subject NP (N=22, 7.2%) and very scarcely 
on the determiner (N=4, 1.3%). 

The most frequent prenuclear accent associated with the verb and the determiner 
across all illocution types was H*, see Table 13. The H* accent occurred significantly 
more often in exclamatives than in rhetorical questions (verb in V1: ß=0.7, SE=0.3, 
z=2.8, p= padj.<0.01; determiner: ß=0.7, SE=0.2, z=2.8, p= padj.<0.01) and 
information-seeking questions (verb: ß=1.6, SE=0.3, z=5.4, p= padj.<0.001; 
determiner: ß=1.9, SE=0.3, z=7.1, p= padj.<0.001). The accent occurred significantly 
more often in rhetorical questions than in information-seeking questions (verb: ß=0.7, 
SE=0.3, z=2.8, padj.=0.01; determiner: ß=1.2, SE=0.3, z=4.3, p= padj.<0.00001). 

Regarding the subject NP, rhetorical questions were mainly realized with a (L+H)* 
accent (see Figure 38). This accent was also the most frequent one found in 
exclamatives (see Figure 35), where it occurred significantly more often than in 
rhetorical questions (ß=2.3, SE=0.9, z=2.3, p= padj.=0.05). In information-seeking 
questions (L+H)* did not occur at all. 
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Figure 38. Spectrogram and F0 of a rhetorical questions with a falling contour, a (L+H)* 
prenuclear accent and an (L+H)* nuclear accent, Ist die Mona fleißig? (‘Is Mona hard-

working?’), produced by a male speaker. 

The second most frequent prenuclear accent associated with the subject NP in 
rhetorical questions was H*. This pitch accent type was the most frequent one in 
information-seeking questions. There was no statistically significant difference in the 
frequency of occurrence between both illocution types (p>0.6, padj.>0.7). In 
exclamatives H* appeared less frequently than in rhetorical questions and 
information-seeking questions, yet, the differences are not significant (p>0.4, padj.>0.5 
in both cases). The second most frequent prenuclear accent associated with the subject 
NP in exclamatives was L+H* (N=50, 17.2). This accent type occurred less frequently 
in rhetorical questions (N=11, 4.1%; ß=1.8, SE=0.4, z=4.8, p= padj.<0.001) and 
information-seeking questions (N=4, 1.9%, ß=2.9, SE=0.5, z=5.4, p= padj.<0.001). 
There was no statistically significant difference in the occurrence of L+H* between 
rhetorical questions and information-seeking questions (p= padj.>0.05). For a more 
detailed overview of the distribution of prenuclear accents, see Table 13. 
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VERB IN V1  
accent type EX (N=67) RQ (N=36) ISQ (N=30) 
H* 58 (86.6%) 28 (77.8%) 21 (70.0%) 
L+H* 5 (7.5%) 2 (5.6%) 5 (16.7%) 
L*+H 3 (4.5%) 5 (13.9%) 4 (13.3%) 
L* 0 (0.0%) 1 (2.8%) 0 (0.0%) 
(L+H)* 1 (1.5%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 

 
DETERMINER  
accent type EX (N=39) RQ (N=26) ISQ (N=3) 
H* 24 (61.5%) 20 (76.9%) 3 (100%) 
L+H* 10 (25.6%) 1 (3.8%) 0 (0.0%) 
L*+H 2 (5.1%) 4 (15.4%) 0 (0.0%) 
(L+H)* 2 (5.1%) 1 (3.8%) 0 (0.0%) 
L+!H* 1 (2.6%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 

 
SUBJECT NP  
accent type EX (N=119) RQ (N=52) ISQ (N=19) 
(L+H)* 59 (49.6%) 23 (44.2%) 0 (0.0%) 
L+H* 31 (21.6%) 9 (17.3%) 2 (10.5%) 
H* 16 (13.4%) 14 (26.9%) 14 (73.7%) 
L*+H 11 (9.2%) 5 (9.6%) 0 (0.0%) 
!H* 1 (0.8%) 0 (0.0%) 2 (10%) 
L+!H* 0 (0.0%) 1 (1.9%) 1 (5.3%) 
L+<H* 1 (0.8%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 

Table 13. Prenuclear accents associated with verb, determiner and subject NP in exclamatives 
(EX), rhetorical questions (RQ) and information-seeking questions (ISQ). 

Nuclear contour 
The most common nuclear contour in rhetorical questions is L* H-^H%. This 
contour is also the most frequent one in information seeking questions in which it 
occurs significantly more often than in rhetorical questions (ß=3.4, SE=0.3, z=11.0, 
p= padj.<0.001). A small number of exclamatives was also realized with this nuclear 
contour, however, significantly less often than rhetorical questions (ß=-3.3, SE=0.3, 
z=-10.3, p= padj.<0.001) and information-seeking questions (ß=-6.7, SE=0.4, z=-
15.3, p= padj.<0.001). The second most frequent nuclear contour found in rhetorical 
questions was (L+H)* H-%. Neither exclamatives nor information-seeking questions 
were realized with this kind of nuclear contour. There was one realization of an 
exclamative with (L+^H)* H-%. Exclamatives were mainly produced with nuclear 
L+!H* L-% and !H* L-%. The L+!H* contour occurred less often in rhetorical and 
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in information-seeking questions, as shown in Table 14. Statistical models did not 
converge. The !H* L-% nuclear contour occurred in a significantly smaller number 
also in rhetorical questions (ß=-1.8, SE=0.8, z=-2.4, p=padj.<0.05) but not in 
information-seeking questions. The distribution of the most frequent nuclear 
contours, that is, contours that occur in 10% or more in one of the respective 
illocution types are shown in Table 14 below. An exhaustive list of all nuclear contours 
of the data can be found in Appendix 1. 

Nuclear contour EX RQ ISQ 
L* H-^H% 19 (6.2%) 143 (48.0%) 288 (93.5%) 
L+!H* L-% 74 (24.3%) 17 (5.7%) 2 (0.6%) 
!H* L-% 56 (18.4%) 14 (4.7%) 0 (0.0%) 
(L+H)* H-% 0 (0.0%) 35 (11.7%) 0 (0.0%) 
(L+H)* L-% 33 (10.8%) 6 (2.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
(L+!H)* L-% 29 (9.5%) 4 (1.3%) 1 (0.3%) 

Table 14. Most frequent nuclear contours (10% or more in one illocution type) in exclamatives 
(EX), rhetorical questions (RQ) and information-seeking questions (ISQ). 

Global contour 
Regarding the global contour, that is, the contour of the entire intonation phrase, one 
contour occurred remarkably often, namely nuclear L* H-^H% without any 
prenuclear accents. It was the most frequent global contour in both rhetorical and 
information-seeking questions. Information-seeking questions were significantly more 
often produced with this contour than rhetorical questions (ß=2.5, SE=0.2, z=10.7, 
p= padj.<0.001). In exclamatives, this contour occurs in less than 5% of cases, which 
is significantly less often than in information-seeking (ß=-6.0, SE= 0.8, z=-7.1, p= 
padj.<0.001) and rhetorical questions (ß=-3.5, SE=0.8, z=-4.5, p= padj.<0.001). The 
second most frequent contour in rhetorical questions was (L+H)* H-% with no 
prenuclear accent. This contour occurs in rhetorical questions, exclusively. The most 
frequent global contour in exclamatives is (L+H)* L-% without any prenuclear 
accents. This contour occurs twice in rhetorical questions. Statistically, there is no 
significant difference in the occurrence of this contour between exclamatives and 
rhetorical questions, probably due to the small number of occurrence. Table 15 below 
show the most frequent global contours (>15 cases in one of the three illocution 
types). For an exhaustive list of global contours, see Appendix 1. 
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Global contour 
(V1 – Det – NP – Adj/V) 

EX RQ ISQ 

---- ---- ---- L* H-^H% 15 (4.9%) 104 (34.9%) 242 (78.5%) 
---- ---- ---- (L+H)* H-% 0 (0.0%) 28 (9.4%) 0 (0.0%) 
---- ---- ---- (L+H)* L-% 22 (7.2%) 2 (0.7%) 0 (0.0%) 
H* ---- ---- L* H-^H% 2 (0.7%) 14 (4.7%) 16 (5.2%) 
H* ---- ---- L+!H* L-% 16 (5.2%) 5 (1.7%) 0 (0.0%) 
---- ---- L+H* L+!H* L-% 15 (4.9%) 3 (1.0%) 1 (0.3%) 
H* ---- ---- !H* L-% 16 (5.2%) 4 (1.3%) 0 (0.0%) 

Table 15. Global contours in exclamatives (EX), rhetorical questions (RQ) and information-
seeking questions (ISQ) that occurred 15 times or more often in one or more of the illocution 

types. 

4.3.2 Phonetic results 
Duration 
Regarding overall sentence duration, exclamatives were the longest with an average 
duration of 1236ms, followed by rhetorical questions with an average duration of 
1175ms, which was significantly shorter than the exclamative duration (ß=-0.05, 
SE=0.02, t=-2.4, p= padj.<0.05). Information-seeking questions were the shortest of 
the three illocution types with an average duration of 1022ms, which was significantly 
shorter than the durations of exclamatives (ß=-0.21, SE=0.03, t=-7.5, p= padj.<0.001) 
and rhetorical questions (ß=-0.15, SE=0.03, t=-5.01, p= padj.<0.001). Table 16 shows 
the average durations of the individual words of the target sentences (e.g., Kann die 
Lene malen ‘Can the Lene paint’). 

 Verb (V1) Determiner Subject NP Verb/ Adjective 
EX (1236) 172.7 (55.7) 148.3 (63.1) 367.6 (107.6) 545.0 (172.2) 
RQ (1175) 164.4 (55.9) 138.8 (68.1) 329.7 (81.6) 542.3 (175.6) 
ISQ (1022) 137.9 (42.8) 112.1 (38.1) 296.2 (71.2) 476.6 (124.1) 

Table 16. Constituent duration presented in milliseconds (standard deviation). 

Durational values between rhetorical questions and exclamatives only differed 
significantly with regard to the subject NP, which was on average 37.9ms longer in 
exclamatives than in rhetorical questions (ß=34.0, SE=0.008, df=19.2, t=3.9, 
p<0.001, padj.<0.01). Other words did not differ significantly in average duration 
between rhetorical questions and exclamatives (smallest p value: p= padj.>0.1). All 
words in information-seeking questions were significantly shorter than in rhetorical 
questions and exclamatives (highest p-value regarding the determiner: p<0.01, 
padj.<0.05; elsewhere: p= padj.>0.001). Figure 39 below visualized the word durations 
across illocution types. 
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Figure 39. Word durations (presented in ms) in exclamative (EX), rhetorical questions (RQ) and 
information-seeking questions (ISQ). 

I also analyzed the relative duration of the words, that is, the duration of the words in 
relation to the duration of the entire utterance. The proportional length of the finite 
verbs did not differ significantly between rhetorical questions, exclamatives, and 
assertions (smallest p-value: p>0.05, padj.>0.1). The proportion of the determiner did 
not differ between rhetorical and information-seeking questions (p= padj.>0.1), 
however, in exclamatives the determiner showed a significantly higher relative 
duration than in information-seeking questions (ß=0.001, SE= 0.004, t=2.6, 
p=padj.>0.05), but not than in rhetorical questions (p>0.5, padj.>0.8). Regarding the 
noun, information-seeking questions showed a smaller proportion than rhetorical 
questions and exclamatives, however, this difference was statistically not significant 
(smallest p-value: p= padj.>0.1). The proportional length of the noun was greater in 
exclamatives than in rhetorical questions, this difference approached significance 
(p<0.05, padj.>0.05). The proportion of the final word was the smallest in 
exclamatives. It was significantly smaller than in information-seeking questions (ß=-
0.3, SE=0.004, t=-5.8, p= padj.<0.001) and rhetorical questions (ß=-0.02, SE=0.007, 
t=-2.5, p= padj.<0.05). Information-seeking questions showed a larger proportion 
than rhetorical questions, however, this difference was statistically not significant 
(p>0.1, padj.>0.3). 

Pitch range and scaling of L+H* and (L+H)* in prenuclear position 
In Experiment 1, pitch range and scaling of L+H* nuclear accents were compared 
between rhetorical and information-seeking questions, which was based on findings 
by Rohloff and Michalsky (2018), who found scaling differences in rising accents 
between questions and statements. Experiment 1 revealed a lower scaling of L and H 
in nuclear L+H* in rhetorical questions as compared to information-seeking 
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questions. Since in Experiment 2, a large number of utterances were realized with 
L+H* prenuclear accents, they were included in the comparison. 

Most prenuclear accents were associated with the subject NP. Hence, the following 
presents the comparison of pitch range and scaling of prenuclear L+H* associated 
with the subject NP. Since the (L+H)* also occurred frequently, especially in rhetorical 
questions and exclamatives, an additional analysis of pitch range and scaling of this 
particular accent type was included. The data allowed for both accent types a 
comparison only between rhetorical questions and exclamatives. There were only two 
cases of prenuclear L+H* accents occurring in information-seeking questions, which 
did not provide F0 measurements for a comparison. (L+H)* did not occur at all in 
prenuclear position in information-seeking questions. 

With regard to L+H*, rhetorical questions had an average range of 4.9st, which is 
smaller than in exclamatives with an average range of 5.2st. However, this difference 
was statistically not significant (p>0.7, padj.>0.8). 

The scaling of L and H tones in L+H* accents in exclamatives (L: 165Hz; H: 
227Hz) was lower than in rhetorical questions (L: 173Hz; H: 230Hz). However, the 
differences were not statistically significant (L: p= padj.>0.4; H: p= padj.>0.1). 

The average pitch range of (L+H)* prenuclear accents in exclamatives is 7st, which 
is larger than in rhetorical questions with an average range of 5.8st, but not 
significantly (p= padj.>0.1). 

The L tone of (L+H)* accents in exclamatives had an average height of 176Hz, 
which was higher than in rhetorical questions with an average height of 165Hz, this 
difference was statistically not significant (p= padj.>0.6). The H tone is higher in 
exclamatives, with an average of 264Hz as compared to rhetorical questions with an 
average height of 229Hz, the difference only approached significance (p=0.07, 
padj.=0.09. see Figure 40. 
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Figure 40. Schematic depiction of the average scaling (in Hz) of L and H in prenuclear (L+H)* 
pitch accents associated with the subject NP in exclamatives (EX) and rhetorical questions 

(RQ). 

Pitch range and pitch scaling in L+H* and (L+H)* nuclear accents 
Following Experiment 1 and the study conducted by Rohloff and Michalsky (2018), I 
compared pitch range and scaling of nuclear L+H* accents followed by a L-% edge 
tone. Again, I included a comparison of (L+H)* accent (also followed by a low edge 
tone), since this accent type frequently occurred in both exclamatives and rhetorical 
questions. Since there were no exploitable data points for information-seeking 
questions, the comparison is between rhetorical questions and exclamatives only.  

Rhetorical questions, regarding the L+H* nuclear accent, had an average pitch 
range of a 4.8st, which is smaller than the average pitch range in exclamatives, which 
was 7.1st. However, this difference was not statistically significant (p>0.2, padj.>0.3). 
The small set of data (RQ: N=3; EX: N=9) may have led to a type II error (fail to 
identify an existing effect; false-negative; e.g., Columb & Atkinson 2016). 

The results for the scaling of L and H in L+H* revealed that overall exclamatives 
were realized with a lower scaling in the accent. The differences in the scaling of L 
(average pitch height: RQ: 207Hz; EX: 171Hz) and H (average pitch height: RQ: 
274Hz; EX: 258Hz) were statistically not significant (L: p= padj.<0.7; H: p= padj.>0.8). 
Likely, the differences in pitch range and scaling were statistically inconclusive due to 
the small sample size. 

The pitch range in nuclear (L+H)* was larger in exclamatives with an average range 
of 8.9st as compared to rhetorical questions, which on average had a range of 6.8st. 
However, this difference was statistically not significant after p-value correction 
(p>0.01; padj.>0.3), which may be due of the small and imbalanced set of data (RQ: 
N=4, EX: N=22). 
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With regard to pitch scaling, the low tone in (L+H)* in rhetorical questions was on 
average 113Hz, which was significantly lower in scaling than in exclamatives with an 
average height of 171Hz, statistically, this difference was not significant (p>0.5, 
padj.>0.6). The high tone H was lower in rhetorical questions with an average of 162Hz 
as compared to exclamatives with an average of 289Hz, but not significantly (p<0.01; 
padj.>0.1). 

Pitch range of the final rise 
In contours with the same rising nuclear tune L* H-^H%, the pitch range of the final 
rise was the largest in information-seeking questions with an average range of 11.8st, 
as shown in Figure 41. This is significantly larger than the range in rhetorical questions 
with an average range of 9.9st (ß=1.8, SE=0.5, t=3.7, p= padj.<0.01). The average 
range of the final rise in exclamatives 9.3st, which is smaller than the other two 
illocution types. The model, however, did not calculate a statistically significant 
difference to the average ranges of rhetorical (p<=0.7, padj.>0.9) and information-
seeking questions (p>0.1, padj.>0.3), which may be due to the small number of 
exclamatives in the comparison with regard to L* H-^H% contours across illocution 
types (EX: N=19 vs. ISQ: N= 288; RQ: N=143). 

The (L+H)* H-% plateau contour in rhetorical questions had an average range of 
7.3st and is thus smaller in range than contours with a high-rising edge tone. The range 
was measured from the beginning the rise to the end of the end of the rising 
movement, before the start of the plateau. 

 

Figure 41. Average pitch range (in st) of the final rising movements in L* H-^H% nuclear 
contours in exclamatives (EX), rhetorical questions (RQ), information-seeking questions (ISQ), 

(+/- 1 SE). 

The scaling of the final H tone (in H-^H%) in rhetorical questions was on average 
264Hz, which is significantly lower than in information-seeking questions with 308Hz 
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(ß=-60.1, SE=11.1, df=21.7, t=-5.4, p= padj.<0.01). There was no statistically 
significant difference in the scaling of the low tonal target in rhetorical questions 
(148Hz) and information-seeking questions (154Hz, p= padj.>0.8), see Figure 42. 

In exclamatives, the average scaling of L and especially H tones was lower than in 
the other two utterance types. However, the statistical model did not reveal significant 
differences (smallest p-value: p>0.3, padj.>0.5), which might have been due to the 
small number of exclamatives with a final rise as compared to the number in rhetorical 
and information-seeking questions. The low tone had an average height of 141Hz and 
the final H tone had an average height of 240Hz. Generally, the final movement of 
exclamatives showed lower tonal targets, suggesting an overall lower pitch register, as 
shown in Figure 42. 

 

Figure 42. Schematic depiction of the average scaling (in Hz) of L and H in the final rising 
movement (L* H-^H%) in exclamatives (EX), rhetorical questions (RQ), information-seeking 

questions (ISQ). 

Voice Quality 
The perceptual analysis of voice quality revealed that the voice quality in the verb in 
V1 position was significantly more often labelled as being breathy in rhetorical 
questions than in information-seeking questions (ß=1.4, SE=0.3, z=4.8, p= 
padj.<0.001), as shown in Figure 43. Exclamatives were labelled as breathy significantly 
more often than rhetorical questions (ß=0.8, SE=0.2, z=3.7, p= padj.<0.001) and 
information-seeking questions (ß=2.1, SE=0.3, z=7.7 p= padj.<0.001). The 
classification of the subject regarding breathy voice quality did not differ significantly 
(p>0.08, padj.>0.1). For the main verb/ adjective (i.e., the final word in the utterance), 
the number of occurrences of breathy voice quality did not differ significantly (p>0.1). 
Generally, breathy voice quality was labelled in only a few cases in the subject NP and 
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the verb/ adjective. Note that all speakers generally produced initial breathy voice 
quality. 

 

Figure 43. Vowels in the stressed syllables of verb, subject NP and the main verb/ adjective 
classified as breathy across all illocution types (exclamatives =EX, rhetorical questions = RQ, 

information-seeking questions = ISQ), presented in %. 

Glottalized voice quality occurred frequently across illocution types, as shown in 
Figure 44. Sentence initially, glottalized voice occurred in 10% of cases in 
exclamatives, which is significantly less often than in rhetorical questions with 21% of 
cases showed initial glottalized voice (ß=0.9, SE=0.3, z=-3.3, p<0.001, padj.<0.01) and 
information-seeking questions in which 20% of cases showed initial glottalized voice 
quality (ß=-0.8, SE=0.3, z=-2.9, p= padj.<0.01). The difference in the occurrence of 
sentence initial glottalized voice quality between rhetorical and information-seeking 
questions was statistically not significant (p>.7, padj.>0.9). In sentence-medial position, 
that is, in the subject NP, glottalized voice quality occurred in 12% of cases in 
exclamatives and in 12% of rhetorical questions, this difference was statistically not 
significant (p= padj.>0.9). In information-seeking questions, glottalized voice quality 
in the subject NP occurred in 5% of cases, which is significantly less often than in 
exclamatives (ß=-0.8, SE=0.3, z=-2.5, p= padj.<0.05) and rhetorical questions (ß=-
0.7, SE=0.3, z=-2.4, p= padj.<0.05 ). Regarding the verb/adjective, exclamatives 
showed glottalized voice in 26% of cases, which is less than in rhetorical questions, 
which were realized with glottalized voice quality in 28% of cases. The difference 
between both illocution types was statistically not significant (p>0.4, padj.>0.7). 
Information-seeking questions showed glottalized voice quality in the verb/ adjective 
in 37% of cases, which is significantly more often than exclamatives (ß=0.5, SE=0.2, 
z=2.4, p= padj.<0.05). The difference to rhetorical questions is not significant (p>0.08, 
padj.>0.1). Note that for the most part the utterances with glottalized voice quality, 
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especially in the final word of the utterance (i.e., the indefinite verb or adjective) is 
ascribable to three speakers (two of them were male speakers). 

 

Figure 44. Vowels classified as glottalized across all illocution types (exclamatives =EX, 
rhetorical questions = RQ, information-seeking questions = ISQ), presented in %. 

4.4 DISCUSSION 
The current experiment revealed prosodic differences between rhetorical questions 
and exclamatives, in respect to both the phonological contribution of F0 information. 
However, in comparison to information-seeking questions, rhetorical questions and 
exclamatives also showed several similarities in both phonological and phonetic 
aspects. These differences pertain to the general occurrence of prosodic cues as well 
as their strength. The main findings of Experiment 2 were the following: 

x Rhetorical questions and information-seeking questions mainly terminated in 
high-rising edge tones and exclamatives mainly in low edge tones. 

x Rhetorical questions often terminated in a high plateau contour ((L+H)* H-
%). This contour did not occur in information-seeking questions and 
exclamatives. 

x Rhetorical questions, other than information-seeking questions were also 
frequently realized with a low edge tone. 

x The (L+H)* accent (as well as (L+!H)* and (L+^H)*) occurred in both 
rhetorical questions and exclamatives but hardly ever in information-seeking 
questions. 

x Rhetorical questions and exclamatives were more often realized with 
prenuclear accents than information-seeking questions, the most frequent 
prenuclear accents were (L+H)* and H*. 
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x Longer durations were found in rhetorical questions and exclamatives as 
compared to information-seeking questions. Exclamatives furthermore 
showed longer durations than rhetorical questions. 

x In L+H* accents, exclamatives showed higher pitch ranges than rhetorical 
questions but a lower scaling of L and H tones. 

x Information-seeking questions showed the largest pitch range in final rising 
movements (L* H-^H%), exclamatives the smallest. The scaling of L and H 
tones of the final rise was the lowest in exclamatives and the highest in 
information-seeking questions. 

As formulated in Hypothesis I, rhetorical questions and information-seeking 
questions were mainly realized with a final rising movement (high plateau and high-
rise), and exclamatives typically with a final fall. This is concordant to findings in prior 
descriptions of the intonation of (rhetorical) questions (e.g., Experiment 0; 
Experiment 1; Brinckmann & Benzmüller 1999; Grice et al. 2005; von Essen 1964) 
and exclamatives (e.g. Batliner 1988; Repp 2019; Repp & Seeliger 2020; Rosengren 
1992b; Wochner & Dehé 2018). However, in the current data rhetorical and 
information-seeking questions for the most part terminated in a high-rising edge tone, 
which was preceded by a low nuclear accent (L* H-^H%). Rhetorical questions were 
also often realized with a high plateau edge tone, which was preceded by a rising accent 
((L+H)*/ (L+!H)*/ (L+^H)* H-%). This outcome corroborates the results found in 
Experiment 0 and Experiment 1. In the literature, plateau contours have been 
associated with progredience or continuation (Gilles 2001; von Essen 1964), 
incompleteness of the utterance (Grice et al. 2005), or, in the case of a down-stepped 
plateau (!H-%) with calling contours (Grice et al. 2005). Niebuhr (2013) associates a 
specific, slightly falling, plateau contour with a certain speaker attitude, namely the 
speaker’s reluctance to give in to the demand of an interlocutor. Recently, a high 
plateau edge tone occurring with interrogative structures, however not in combination 
with (L+H)*, has been found in questions that express bouletic bias (Kutscheid & 
Braun 2022), suggesting that H-% in questions may be an indicator for bias. This also 
fits with the notion of rhetorical questions, which, after all, have an ultimate bias 
towards their answer. Yet, apart from the results of Experiment 0 and Experiment 1, 
to the best of my knowledge, the plateau edge tone, in particular with the combination 
of an (L+H)* nuclear accent, has not been described with questions in German. If, in 
the data, an utterance was realized with this particular contour, it was in all but one 
cases a rhetorical question. This plateau-contour, so far, seems to be a distinct and 
thus prototypical prosodic characteristic of rhetorical polar questions. The most 
frequent nuclear contour occurring in rhetorical questions in the current data, though, 
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was a prototypical polar question contour (L* H-^H%). Interestingly, more than 20% 
of rhetorical questions terminated in L-%, which was mostly preceded by (L+H)*/ 
(L+!H)*/ (L+^H)*. These findings suggest that while there appears to be a 
prototypical nuclear contour for rhetorical questions ((L+H)* H-%), the edge tone 
alone or nuclear contour per se, for the most part, does not suffice as a distinct marker 
for different illocution types. 

The difference between the high plateau in rhetorical questions and the high-rise 
in information-seeking questions may be associated with the form-function mismatch 
in rhetorical questions. Formally, rhetorical questions belong to the interrogative 
mode and hence have an interrogative form type. The form type of V1 questions 
commonly, but not mandatorily, includes a rising intonation contour (e.g., Altmann 
1993). The modification of the rising movement from a continuous rise (L* H-^H%) 
into a rise to a high plateau ((L+H)* H-%) in rhetorical questions then indicates the 
difference in the pragmatic function. This high plateau edge tone anchors rhetorical 
questions in the interrogative mode and, at the same time, signals a decline in 
inquisitiveness. Generally, the frequent number of high edge tones in rhetorical 
questions may be associated with a certain speaker strategy, which is reported on in, 
for example, Anzilotti (1982), Bartels (1999), and Grésillon (1980). By producing a 
rising contour, the speaker has the option to resign from the assertive act of the 
rhetorical question and to refer to its surface structure, selling the rhetorical question 
as a neutral information-seeking question. A high edge tone may thus serve as a 
loophole to alter the intended function of the rhetorical question from assertive to 
inquisitive in, for instance, a discussion. A low edge tone, on the other hand, may 
signal that the speaker feels very certain about what she wants to express and has no 
need to use a rising intonation to step back from the assertive act. Rather, she aims to 
amplify the propositional content of the rhetorical question and strengthen the 
assertive illocution by using a rather assertion-like intonation (cf. Bartels 1999). 

Regarding exclamatives, the data supports previous findings that exclamatives 
commonly terminate in a final falling movement. Yet, it is also in support of the 
assumption that they have a declarative form type and operate on the basis of an 
assertion (cf. Rosengren 1992b; Trotzke & Giannakidou 2019) rather than on a 
question, since assertions are commonly realized with a final fall (Chapter 3.8), 
whereas polar (rhetorical) questions are predominantly described to have a final rise 
throughout the literature (Chapter 3.5). 

In the style of Batliner (1989), I assume a scale of inquisitiveness, which is slightly 
modified for the purpose of this study (visualized in Figure 45 below), on which 
exclamatives and information-seeking questions are placed at each extreme and 
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rhetorical questions in-between both extremes. This scale depicts the prosodic 
reflection of the mapping of grammatical form (interrogative) to the pragmatic 
function ((non-)inquisitiveness). For instance, the high-rising edge tone is commonly 
used in information-seeking questions, which places them at the end of the scale that 
signals inquisitiveness and openness and connects them to their grammatical form. 

 
Figure 45. Inquisitiveness-scale for verb-first utterances ranging from non-inquisitive to 

inquisitive. 

Exclamatives, on the other hand, which are mostly produced with low edge tones, are 
positioned at the end of the scale that represents non-inquisitiveness and closeness, 
which corresponds to their non-interrogative form. Rhetorical questions show a high 
frequency of occurrence of the high-rising edge tone, which pushes them more 
towards the end representing inquisitiveness, which is conform to their grammatical 
form. At the same time, rhetorical questions are often realized with a high plateau. 
Rhetorical questions are often realized with a plateau contour. The H-% edge tone 
may be seen as a mid-level edge tone (cf. Féry 1993; Grice et al. 2005). Also, in the 
current data the range of the rising movement was smaller in nuclear plateau contours 
as compared to low-rising nuclear contours. This charateristic places rhetorical 
questions in-between the inquisitive and non-inquisitive end of the scale. The frequent 
occurrence of the low edge tone favors the non-inquisitive end of the scale and is not 
conform with their grammatical form. In addition, the high frequency of the high-
edge tone in rhetorical questions pushes them more towards the end representing 
inquisitiveness and at the same time, the frequent occurrence of the low edge tone 
favors the non-inquisitiveness end of the scale. The distribution of the three different 
edge tones occurring in rhetorical questions on the inquisitiveness-scale reflects the 
tension between the form (interrogative) and function (assertive) of rhetorical 
questions.  

Hypothesis II states that rhetorical questions show a large number of the (L+H)* 
nuclear accent. This was supported by the data of the current experiment. A large 
number of rhetorical questions were realized with an (L+H)* accent ((L+^H)*/ 
(L+!H)*) in both nuclear and prenuclear position. Information-seeking questions, in 
contrast, were hardly ever realized with this accent type. This corroborates the findings 
of Experiment 1 in which the (L+H)* accent was found to be typical of rhetorical 
questions. Interestingly, in the current study, the (L+H)* accent ((L+^H)*/ (L+!H)*) 
occurred quite frequently in exclamatives, too, both in nuclear and prenuclear 
position. Hypothesis II, based on Experiment 1, stated that this accent type is a marker 
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for rhetoricity. This holds true in that this particular pitch accent type, in an actual 
discourse situation in which a rhetorical question occurs, likely signals that the 
question is to be interpreted as a rhetorical one and not otherwise. However, since 
(L+H)* also occurred frequently in V1 exclamatives, it is conceivable that this accent 
type, when produced in V1 constructions in general, does not actually signal 
rhetoricity alone, but rather signals that the speaker aims to convey speaker attitude in 
a more general way. That is to say, the (L+H)* accent is used by speakers to 
emphatically mark the utterance without specifying the type of attitude that is 
conveyed (i.e., sarcasm/ irony, surprise, sense of obviousness, etc.). Kohler (1991) 
found that in perception the late peak, which in his description resembles (L+H)* (see 
also Kohler 1995: Kiel Intonation Model) is often associated with exclamations, 
surprise, and incredulity. At the same time, Kohler (1991, 2004) also associates the 
accent type with self-evident statements, which hints at a diversity of meaning 
attributions of this accent. The (L+H)* accent appears to be blocked for neutral 
utterances. In the current data, it hardly ever occurs in polar information-seeking 
questions, which within the framework of this thesis, can be considered as neutral in 
their function since they do not convey any additional or strong speaker attitude. To 
this effect, this accent may be considered as an ‘emphatic accent’. That is, an utterance 
is prosodically emphasized by means of this accent to convey (an unspecified) speaker 
attitude. 

Hypothesis III stated that exclamatives are produced with a non-focal prenuclear 
accent that has no fixed position in the utterance; the so-called exclamative accent 
(Batliner 1988). Since in the literature the occurrence of such an accent has been 
described to be prototypical for exclamatives in particular (e.g., Batliner 1988; 
Rosengren 1992b), rhetorical questions and information-seeking questions were not 
expected to be realized with an additional non-focal accent. The results of Experiment 
2 revealed that indeed, exclamatives were commonly realized with a prenuclear accent 
(in 85% of cases). Prenuclear accents were mainly associated with the subject NP (e.g., 
Lene in Kann die Lene malen ‘Can Lene paint’). Remarkably, a large number of rhetorical 
questions (almost 38%) were also realized with prenuclear pitch accents, whereas 
information-seeking questions showed only a small number of realizations with a 
prenuclear accent (less than 17%). Recall that the context situations in which the target 
utterances were embedded were created in a way to minimize the influence of 
information structure. Hence, regarding the experimental material, the prenuclear 
accents occurring in the three illocution types are considered to be non-focal. The 
results of Experiment 2 thus question the idea of the exclamative accent, that is, a 
non-focal prenuclear accent that is unique to exclamative utterances. It seems more 
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likely that this kind of accent aims at intensifying the speaker’s attitude she aims to 
convey with an utterance, in the cases in Experiment 2 to express surprise or 
obviousness. This theory becomes even more plausible, when taken into account that 
the most frequent accent type in both rhetorical questions and exclamatives is (L+H)*. 
The term ‘emphatic accent’ instead of ‘exclamative accent, therefore, may be more 
felicitous and applicable to other illocution types and speaker attitudes.  

Hypothesis IV assumed longer durations and larger pitch excursions for rhetorical 
questions and exclamatives in comparison to neutral information-seeking questions, 
as well as a higher occurrence of breathy voice quality in the two attitudinally loaded 
utterances. Longer durations and modifications in pitch range were expected to signal 
attitude. The data of the current study support this hypothesis and corroborate the 
data of previous studies on rhetorical questions (Experiments 0 and 1, above) and 
exclamatives (e.g., Batliner 1988; Repp 2019). Exclamatives were realized with the 
longest durational values, followed by rhetorical questions and information-seeking 
questions, which showed the shortest overall duration and word duration. 
Exclamatives, in comparison to rhetorical and information-seeking questions, were 
particularly lengthened in the subject NP. This is concomitant with the occurrence of 
prenuclear accents associated with the subject NP, which is considerably higher in 
exclamatives as compared to rhetorical and information-seeking questions. Since in 
German, pitch accents correlate with a lengthening of the accented syllable (e.g., 
Uhmann 1991), the high frequency of occurrence of prenuclear pitch accents 
associated with the subject NP in exclamatives may have led to this difference in the 
proportional duration of words. Other than in Experiment 1, there was no particular 
lengthening of the final constituent in rhetorical questions. This may be due to the 
different syntactic make-up of the experimental items. In Experiment 1, the final word 
in rhetorical questions was an object NP, whereas in Experiment 2, the final word was 
either a verb or an adjective. Possibly, an NP is more likely to be prosodically enhanced 
to signal attitude than verbs or adjectives. 

As for voice quality, Hypothesis IV is supported in that both rhetorical questions 
and exclamatives were more often classified to have breathy voice in the beginning of 
the utterance than information-seeking questions. Breathy voice quality has been 
shown to occur in the beginning of the utterance rather than in the final part also in 
Experiment 1. Previous studies showed that voice quality tends to be non-breathy 
towards the end of the utterance due to a smaller open quotient (the duration of the 
opening of the glottis in relation to the entire period), which leaves the beginning of 
the utterance appropriate to produce breathy voice (Gobl 1988; Yanushevskaya et al. 
2010; Yanushevskaya et al. 2016). In addition, focally accented syllables tend to be 
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realized with a tenser phonation mode than unaccented syllables, which suggests that 
breathiness likely does not occur in the nuclear accent. A breathy voice quality has 
been associated with utterances of surprise before (cf. Kohler 2006; Niebuhr et al. 
2010). It has also been attested in rhetorical questions in Experiment 0 and 
Experiment 1, to exasperation (Shourup 1985), happiness and sadness (Gobl & Ni 
Chasaide 2003), intimacy (Laver 1980), and anxiety (Zetterholm 1998). The great 
number of occasions in which breathy voice quality occurs supports the general claim 
of Hypothesis IV that voice quality signals non-neutral speaker attitude and is thus a 
way to emphatically mark an utterance. In the case of rhetorical questions, breathy 
voice quality strengthens the expression of obviousness, whereas in the case of 
exclamatives, a breathy voice quality helps to convey surprise. Also, note that breathy 
voice quality did not occur in all productions of rhetorical questions and exclamatives, 
but only in less than a third of the exclamatives and slightly less than a fifth of the 
rhetorical questions. Voice quality can thus be considered a salient but rather minor 
factor to express attitude. The assumption that breathy voice quality signals 
impoliteness (cf. Grawunder et al. 2014) is ruled out at this point and for the current 
set of data; at least for exclamatives since they are not considered to be impolite 
utterances. A frequent occurrence of glottalized voice quality in the stressed syllable 
of the verb/ adjective in information-seeking questions has been connected to three 
speakers in the experiment, which generally showed an increased manifestation of 
glottalized voice quality.15 

Hypothesis V stated that rhetorical questions with a similar or the same 
intonational patterns as exclamatives or neutral questions differ in terms of phonetic 
parameters, such as the scaling of high and low tones in rising movements. The results 
of the current data support this hypothesis. The range of the final rise in L* H-^H% 
nuclear tunes was smaller in rhetorical questions and exclamatives than in 
information-seeking questions. In addition, the scaling of the final high tone was lower 
in rhetorical questions and exclamatives than in information-seeking questions. This 
is in line with Michalsky (2017), who finds smaller ranges of final rises and a lower 
scaling of the final H tone in the first part of conditionals (i.e., a non-question 
utterance) compared with the first part of an alternative question (e.g., Will Mone 
nachher zu Suse gehen, … ‘If Mone wants to visit Suse later…/ Does Mone want to visit 
Suse later…’). The height of the offset of the rising movement in a polar question has 

                                                
15 In the current data, glottalized voice mainly occurred with information-seeking questions and 
thus neutral utterances. Note, however, that recently, glottalized or creaky voice quality, next to 
breathy voice quality, has been shown to be used by speakers when uttering ironic utterances 
(Leykum 2021). 
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often been associated with inquisitiveness. In other words, the more a speaker is 
interested in receiving an answer to her question, the higher the scaling of the final 
rise is realized (Batliner 1989; Michalsky 2017; Sag & Liberman 1975). The high rise, 
in terms of actual pitch height, can thus be understood to signal the openness of the 
question. In rhetorical questions, the speaker suspects the answer to be common 
knowledge and thus has no need to show a real interest in eliciting an actual answer. 
Therefore, rhetorical questions may be realized with a smaller pitch excursion, which 
is expressed by a lower scaling of the final H tone. Regarding the inquisitiveness scale, 
information-seeking questions with the highest scaling of the final H tone can then be 
arranged at the inquisitive end of the scale, and rhetorical questions further towards 
the middle and thus closer to the non-inquisitive end. Exclamatives, which, in 
principle, do not rise in the nuclear contour, are again placed at the extreme of the 
scale that signals non-inquisitiveness and information-seeking questions at the other 
extreme. 

Rising accents, that is, (L+H)* and L+H* accents in both prenuclear and nuclear 
position, in exclamatives were stronger than in rhetorical questions in terms of pitch 
range. Pitch range was larger in exclamatives as compared to rhetorical questions. This 
supports findings by Batliner (1988), who observed larger pitch ranges in accent 
positions in exclamatives as compared to string-identical statements. Batliner assigns 
the larger pitch range to the “general more”, which he and Oppenrieder (1988) 
describe to be potentially prototypical for an exclamative sentence mode (e.g., a 
general more in pitch range and duration). Regarding the current data, it is conceivable 
that signaling a surprised attitude requires a larger pitch range than signaling 
obviousness. Furthermore, with rhetorical questions as indirect speech acts, that is 
with the potential to serve as genuine questions, it makes sense to not extensively 
prosodically emphasize the utterance by producing large pitch ranges. Recall that in 
Experiment 1, there were no differences in the ranges of rising accents between 
rhetorical and information-seeking wh-questions. Keeping the accents similar in range 
may hence have the purpose to facilitate an exit strategy from the rhetorical point (see 
Chapter 2.4.4). Exclamatives on the other hand are on-record strategies and thus, the 
speaker has no need to keep a tension between what is said and what is meant and no 
need for an exit strategy by means of reduced prosodic features. 

Rising L+H* accents had a lower scaling of low and high tones in exclamatives as 
compared to rhetorical questions, which may be linked to their non-inquisitive 
function. A direct comparison to information-seeking questions was not possible. 
However, findings of Experiment 1 in which rhetorical wh-questions showed a lower 
scaling of L and H tones in L+H* accents as compared to information-seeking 
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questions, are in support of this theory. Generally, the lower scaling in both L and H 
tones in L+H* in Experiment 1 and 2 as well as the lower scaling of L and H in nuclear 
rises (L* H-^H%) in rhetorical questions and exclamatives as compared to 
information-seeking questions, suggests a general lower pitch range in these two 
illocution types. A lower pitch range may thus hint at a non-neutral speaker attitude. 
This is corroborated by findings presented in Kutscheid and Braun (2021), who find 
lower pitch values in questions with a negative bouletic bias as compared to neutral 
unbiased questions. 

In (L+H)* pitch accents, which so far are considered to be emphatic accents, 
exclamatives showed a higher scaling of L and H tones, and a larger pitch range than 
rhetorical questions. Possibly, like with pitch range in accented positions, rhetorical 
questions are reduced in the strength of their emphatic prosodic marking due to the 
tension between their form and function. 

In addition to the inquisitiveness scale, I assume a second scale, which reflects the 
degree of prosodic emphasis an utterance is realized with. The degree of emphasis is 
constituted by the number, type and degree of prosodic parameters of an utterance. 
The emphasis scale is connected to speaker attitude. Attitude, to this effect, is not 
distinctively specified as ‘surprise’ or ‘obviousness’ but needs to be taken in a more 
general way and as deviating from neutrality or factivity. The arrangement of the three 
illocution types (rhetorical questions, exclamatives and information-seeking questions) 
is the same as for the inquisitiveness-scale: exclamatives and information-seeking 
questions are placed at each extreme of the scale and rhetorical questions are placed 
in the continuum in-between, as shown in Figure 46 below. Note that this scale, other 
than the inquisitiveness scale, is not connected to the grammatical form of the 
different illocution types, but with their effect in the context situations they appear in. 

 
Figure 46. Emphasis-scale for verb-first utterances ranging from emphatic to non-emphatic. 

Exclamatives, in the current data, were realized with the highest degree of prosodic 
emphasis, which is reflected in the high number of occurrence of prenuclear accents, 
the frequency of the use of the (L+H)* pitch accent, as well as in the pitch range of 
rising accents. Also, a lower register in utterances with L+H* pitch accents L* H-^H% 
nuclear contours locate exclamatives at the emphatic end of the scale. Information-
seeking questions, on the other hand, are not emphatically realized, since they do not 
express a strong speaker attitude (a ‘more’ of what is said on the surface structure). 
They showed the smallest number of the (L+H)* accent and had only a marginal 
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number of prenuclear accents. Rhetorical questions were realized with more (L+H)* 
accents and with more prenuclear accents than information-seeking questions, but less 
than exclamatives. On the emphatic scale, this positions rhetorical questions in 
between information-seeking questions and exclamatives. In addition, both the results 
for duration and voice quality fit the arrangement of the three illocution types in the 
emphasis scale. Exclamatives showed the highest number of uses of initial breathiness 
and the longest durational values. Information-seeking questions were hardly ever 
produced with initial breathy voice quality and had the shortest durations. Rhetorical 
questions, again, can be placed in-between both extremes. They showed fewer cases 
of initial breathy voice quality than exclamatives and had longer durations than 
information-seeking questions but not exclamatives. The arrangement on the scale is 
connected to the function of the illocution types in the discourse. A rhetorical 
question aims to keep the tension between an intended assertive-like function and the 
possibility to still work as a question, the speakers do not exploit the entire spectrum 
of attitudinal prosody. Rather, rhetorical questions appear to be reduced in their 
prosodic features. Exclamatives, however, serve only one unambiguous purpose; to 
express surprise. Hence, speakers have no need to hold back on the use of prosodic 
cues and exclamatives, other than rhetorical questions, can be placed on the extreme 
end of the emphasis scale. 

Regarding the issue of whether V1 exclamatives belong to the interrogative or 
declarative mode, that is, whether there is an exclamative mode or not, the results of 
the current study favour the approach of Rosengren (1992), who assumes V1 
exclamatives to be V1 declaratives, operating on assertions. Other than rhetorical 
questions that, disregarding their intended pragmatic function, still share prosodic 
features with information-seeking questions (e.g., rising contours), exclamatives 
exhibit a very different prosodic profile than information-seeking questions. Repp and 
Seeliger (2020) propose that exclamatives (V1 and wh) come with a prosodic default 
that distinguishes them from string-identical questions. This default construction 
contains the exclamative accent, a slower speaking rate and a speech act specific high 
prosodic prominence over an information-structural prosodic prominence. The data 
of the current experiment supports this claim to some extent, as it revealed 
prosodically strong pitch accents (i.e., realized with a higher pitch range than rhetorical 
and information-seeking questions), a large number of non-focal prenuclear pitch 
accents as well as longer durations in exclamatives. However, in comparison to 
information-seeking questions, rhetorical questions showed a similar manifestation of 
prosodic parameters, albeit not as strong as exclamatives in comparison to 
information-seeking questions. Thus, the combination of longer duration/ slower 
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speaking rate, larger pitch ranges and prenuclear accents may not be constitutional for 
the exclamative or the rhetorical question per se, but rather an indicator speaker 
attitude in general. Yet, to solidify this line of argumentation, further analyses with 
other speaker attitudes are required. 

4.5 CONCLUSION 
Based on the results of Experiment 2, I assume two scales for the comparison of 
rhetorical polar questions with V1 exclamatives and polar information-seeking 
questions. Based on Batliner (1989), the first scale comprises the inquisitive function 
of V1 forms. The prosodic parameters place the different illocution types closer to 
one or the other extreme of this form-function scale. Interestingly, the arrangement 
of the three illocution types (rhetorical question, exclamative and information-seeking 
question) on this scale appears to be very stable concerning the different parameters. 
The inquisitiveness scale is phonologically reflected in the choice of edge tones with 
H-^H% signalling the highest degree of inquisitiveness and L-% signalling the lowest 
degree of inquisitiveness. The plateau edge tone (H-%) is placed in-between the two 
extremes of the scale. 

The plateau contour appears to be a unique feature of rhetorical questions. Note 
however, while it appears to be prototypical for rhetorical questions, it is not 
constitutive, since rhetorical questions also allow for other nuclear contours. Next to 
the large number of high-rising edge tones, there was also a relatively high occurrence 
of final falls in rhetorical questions as compared to information-seeking questions. 
This reflects the mismatch between their interrogative form, locating them at the 
inquisitive end of the scale, and their function in the discourse, arranging them more 
towards the non-inquisitive end of the scale. Intonational realizations of rhetorical 
questions that correspond to the typical intonational realizations of information-
seeking questions, that is, a low rising nuclear contour, show a lower scaling of the 
final H-tone and a smaller pitch range as compared to information-seeking questions. 
Following Batliner (1989) the lower scaling of the final high tone also moves them 
further away from the inquisitive end of the scale and more towards the other extreme. 

In addition to the scale of inquisitiveness, I also assume a second scale that 
distinguishes the three illocution types under investigation in respect of prosodic 
emphasis. The scale links prosodic emphasis to speaker attitude. It is mainly reflected 
in the phonetic parameters such as pitch range and scaling, duration, and voice quality. 
Phonologically the emphasis-scale is represented by the occurrence of the (L+H)* 
pitch accent (or (L+!H)*/ (L+^H)*) as well as the occurrence of prenuclear accents. 

Rhetorical questions and exclamatives were often realized with the (L+H)* accent 
in both nuclear (here also as (L+!H)*/ (L+^H)*) and prenuclear position. This accent 
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type rarely occurs in information-seeking questions. I therefore assume that it 
emphatically enhances an utterance to convey an undetermined speaker attitude 
(surprise, belief, etc.) that deviates from a neutral speaker intention, as for example, 
inquiring missing pieces of information.  

Taken together, the prosodic features of rhetorical polar questions can be 
considered to range between the extremes of two scales: an inquisitiveness-scale and 
an emphasis-scale. The inquisitiveness-scale supports the concept of rhetorical 
questions as interrogatives. On the one hand, like information-seeking questions, they 
show a great number of final rising movements. However, these rising movements 
differ from those of information-seeking questions in that they are realized with a 
smaller pitch range of the final rise or a different kind of rising movement (i.e., rise to 
a high plateau). The rising movement (high rise and rise to high plateau) on the one 
hand classifies them as interrogatives, but on the other hand the divergence from the 
rise in information-seeking questions also signals the deviation regarding their 
pragmatic function. The emphasis-scale clearly shows that in a direct comparison of 
rhetorical questions with neutral questions and another attitudinally loaded V1 
utterance type, rhetorical questions can be considered emphatically realized 
utterances. In the magnitude of their prosodic emphasis, however, they are not as 
pronounced as exclamatives, which was attributed to their status as indirect speech 
acts. Generally, the emphatic marking of rhetorical and exclamatives serves to indicate 
the speaker’s attitudinal stance.  

While Experiment 2 provided relevant information regarding the interplay between 
the prosodic form and the pragmatic function of rhetorical questions, a few questions 
remain open. Rhetorical questions are said to have an assertion-like feel and the 
current thesis assumes them to have an assertive illocution. Exclamatives are assumed 
to operate on assertions rather than questions (see Chapter 2.4). For the time being I 
assume that the prosodic similarities between rhetorical questions and exclamatives 
are based on an attitudinal prosody. Yet, the high occurrence of final falling 
movements, the longer durations as compared to information-seeking questions, as 
well as the lower scaling in L+H* that was observed in Experiment 1, do not suspend 
the idea of an assertive prosody for both rhetorical questions and exclamatives. To 
this effect, the following chapter introduces an experiment that directly compares 
rhetorical questions to assertions, to invest whether the theory of an attitudinal 
prosody holds or not. 
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5 ASSERTIONS AND RHETORICAL QUESTIONS 

5.1 OVERVIEW 
The current chapter presents a prosodic comparison of rhetorical questions and 
assertions and aims to provide a new perspective on the relation between the two. It 
further aims at answering Research Question C, whether rhetorical questions and 
assertions share prosodic features, and Research Question D, whether the theory of 
an attitudinal prosody that was made in the prior chapter holds. The current study 
compares rhetorical wh-questions to neutral assertions and strong assertions, which, 
like rhetorical questions, are used to signal the obviousness of their propositional 
content and a strong speaker belief. 

5.2 EXPERIMENT 3: THE PROSODY OF V2 SENTENCES 
For the following experiment, I chose rhetorical wh-rhetorical questions over polar 
rhetorical questions for the reason of better comparison. In their structure, that is, in 
the order of their words, there is more resemblance between wh-V2-interrogative 
sentences and V2-declarative-sentences than between V1-interrogative sentences and 
V2-declarative sentences, as shown in (37). 

(37)  
a. Wer        mag Oliven?   (‘Who likes olives?’) 
b. Niemand mag Oliven.    (‘Nobody likes olives’) 
c. Mag jemand   Oliven?    (‘Does anyone like olives?’) 

Further, the literature assumes that German wh-questions exhibit the same nuclear 
contour as basic assertions (i.e., statements; Brinckmann & Benzmüller 1999; Grice et 
al. 2005; Oppenrieder 1991; Winkler 1959). As depicted in Chapter 3.5, both wh-
questions and declarative statements are described to feature a falling intonation 
contour ((L+)H* L-%). 

The current experiment, apart from rhetorical wh-questions, investigates two types 
of assertions: strong and neutral assertions. Pragmatically, I expect rhetorical questions 
and strong assertions to lead to the same results in the discourse in which they occur. 
Both types utterances cause a commitment of the interlocutor(s) to their propositional 
content; albeit in slightly different ways (see Chapter 2.4.4). The difference between 
rhetorical questions and strong assertions within this framework then mainly lies in 
their grammatical structure (interrogatives vs. declaratives) and the way they elicit 
commitment. Since rhetorical questions as well as strong assertions are attitudinally 
loaded, it is reasonable to include a neutral, non-attitudinally loaded baseline for 
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comparison, which in this study were basic neutral assertions. The inclusion of neutral 
assertions further serves to analyze whether there are similarities between rhetorical 
wh-questions and assertions in general or not, and thus, whether the prosodic features 
that were found in rhetorical questions across prior experiments, may be attributed to 
an assertive or an attitudinal prosody. 

The results of the prior experiments show that utterances with an attitudinal load 
differ from string-identical neutral utterances in terms of prosody. Rhetorical 
questions and V1 exclamatives showed more high plateau (H-%) or falling (L-%) 
intonation contours, a frequent use of the (L+H)* pitch accent, longer durational 
values and a higher occurrence of breathy voice quality in comparison to information-
seeking questions, as well as a lower scaling (and thus possibly a lower register) of 
L+H* accents and final rises. Longer durations or slower speaking rates and breathy 
voice quality have been found in a considerably large number of utterances that 
convey different speaker attitudes, such as incredulous astonishment, sarcastic irony, 
surprise, exasperation, etc. (see Chapter 3.9). Hence, it is conceivable that strong 
assertions as well as rhetorical wh-questions show longer durations and more 
breathiness as compared to neutral assertions, as well as a higher occurrence of the 
(L+H)* accent. 

Based on the results of Experiment 1 and Experiment 2, claims in the literature on 
the intonation of basic assertions (e.g., Brinkman & Benzmüller 1999, Grice et al. 
2005, Kohler 2004, Oppenrieder 1991), previous experiments on emphasis (Kohler 
2006; Kohler & Niebuhr 2007b; Niebuhr et al. 2010), and comparisons of wh-
questions and statements (Lommel & Michalsky 2017), I formulated the following 
hypotheses: 

I. Rhetorical wh-questions, strong assertions and neutral statements terminate 
in a fall. 

II. Assertions show a lower scaling of H tones than rhetorical questions since 
scaling appears to differ between form type (cf. Lommel & Michalsky 
2017). 

III. Rhetorical questions and strong assertions are prosodically emphasized and 
thus 
a. are more often realized with prenuclear accents than neutral assertions. 
b. show a large number of the (L+H)* accent in both prenuclear and 

nuclear position. 
c. show larger ranges F0 in rising accents as compared to neutral 

assertions. 
d. have longer durations and slower speaking rates than neutral assertions. 
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e. are more often realized with initial breathy voice quality than neutral 
assertions. 

5.3 MATERIALS 
For this experiment, I created 32 target items, of which 16 were wh-questions and the 
other 16 lexically equivalent declaratives. On the word level, wh-questions and 
declaratives only differed with respect to the first constituent, which was the 
interrogative pronoun Wer (‘Who’) in wh-questions and the indefinite pronoun 
Niemand (‘nobody’) in declaratives. The pronouns were followed by a finite verb (e.g., 
mag ‘likes’). The final constituent of the sentence, on which the nuclear accent was 
expected, was an object NP (e.g., Oliven ‘olives’) with penultimate stress. The metrical 
structure of the utterances was kept constant to facilitate the annotations and analyses. 
The pronouns and the final constituents were mainly sonorous. Example (38) below 
represents an example for an assertion and example (39) the corresponding rhetorical 
question. 

(38) Wer  mag  Oliven?  
Who  likes  olives? 

(39) Niemand  mag  Oliven. 
Nobody  likes  olives. 

Like in Experiment 2 (Chapter 4), none of the sentences contained any lexical item 
(e.g., a discourse particle or an NPI) that would have favored a specific pragmatic 
meaning. In the experimental paradigm, the wh-questions followed context situations 
that evoked a rhetorical question interpretation, in that the wh-element of the question 
denotes the empty set, which in this case is niemand (‘nobody’). Therefore, in a sentence 
like Wer mag Oliven (‘Who likes Olives’), the underlying proposition of the rhetorical 
question is Niemand mag Oliven (‘Nobody likes olives’). For the declaratives intended 
as strong and neutral assertions, there were two different types of contexts. One 
context was identical to the rhetorical question context, aiming at a similar 
interpretation of the target utterance. That is, for example, that nobody likes olives 
and that this is obvious (see Table 17a. and b.). The other context triggered a neutral 
reading of the target sentence, namely that the speaker merely reports on the fact she 
observed, for instance, that nobody likes olives (see Table 17c.) and thus only 
expresses her belief in the propositional content but not any further attitude. Like in 
Experiment 1, the contexts were all kept as short and informative as possible and all 
contexts explicitly mentioned the final constituent, that is, the object noun of the 
target sentence. Furthermore, rhetorical question and strong assertion contexts 
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explicitly mentioned niemand or keiner (‘nobody’). This was done to prevent focal 
accents. Table 17 below gives an example for a context set. 

a. 
Rhetorical 
question 
(obviousness) 

Deine Mutter möchte beim Familien-Picknick Oliven 
anbieten. Doch jeder weiß, dass keiner in der Familie 
gerne Oliven mag. 
Du sagst zu deiner Freundin: 
[target]Wer mag Oliven 
 
At a picnic, your mother wants to serve some olives. However, everybody knows that 
nobody in the family likes olives. 
You say to your mother: 
Nobody likes olives 

b. 

Strong Assertion 

(obviousness) 

Deine Mutter möchte beim Familien-Picknick Oliven 
anbieten. Doch jeder weiß, dass keiner in der Familie 
gerne Oliven mag. 
Du sagst zu deiner Mutter: 
[traget]Niemand mag Oliven 
 
At a picnic, your mother wants to serve some olives. However, everybody knows that 
nobody in the family likes olives. 
You say to your mother: 
Nobody likes olives 

c. 

Neutral 
Assertion 

(belief) 

Du berichtest der Chefin des Catering-Services, bei dem 
du gerade arbeitest, welches Fingerfood bei den Gästen 
einer Gala gut ankommt und welches nicht. 
Du sagst zu deiner Chefin: 
[target]Niemand mag Oliven 
 
You tell your boss, head of a catering company in which you are currently jobbing, 
which finger food are popular among the guest of a gala night and which ones were 
not. 
You say to your boss: 
Nobody likes olives  

Table 17. Context set with the target sentence Wer/ Niemand mag Oliven (“Who/ Nobody likes 
olives”), sentence object in bold. 

Additionally, there were 24 filler sentences. 16 of them were verb-last questions that 
were preceded by contexts triggering a fragment answer to an actual question, 
functioning as either a report or triggering a fragment repeat question (see Table 18 
for examples). These filler contexts were constructed by Gisela Disselkamp and were 
analyzed for her own research purposes. The other 8 filler contexts evoked a bouletic 
bias (speaker of the questions expresses a wish or a desire towards one of the possible 
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answers). They were constructed by Sophie Kutscheid (Kutscheid in prep.) and were 
analysed for her dissertation project.16 

report Du sitzt mit deiner Freundin Diana im Garten und erzählst 
vom Besuch der Familie deines Bruders. Diana fragt, „Was 
wollte Sven so wissen?“ 
Du sagst zu Diana: 
Ob Paul im Zoo einen Gorilla gesehen hat 
 
You and your friend, Diana, are sitting in the garden and you tell her about the visit 
from your brother and his family. Diana asks: “What did Sven want to know?” 
You say to Diana: 
If Paul saw a Gorilla at the zoo. 

repeat Du bastelst mit deiner Schwester Carla ein Memory-Spiel 
für euren Neffen Paul. Du fragst: „Hat Paul im Zoo einen 
Gorilla gesehen?“ Carla macht „Hm?“ 
Du sagst zu Carla: 
„Ob Paul im Zoo einen Gorilla gesehen hat“ 
 
You and your sister Carla are working on a memory game for your nephew. You ask: 
Has Paul seen a gorilla at the zoo? Carla says “Hm?”.  
You say to Carla: 
“[I asked] whether Paul has seen a gorilla at the zoo [or not]” 

bouletic bias Deine Mitbewohnerin fährt manchmal am Wochenende zu 
ihrer Familie, manchmal bleibt sie in eurer WG. Du willst 
am Wochenende nicht alleine in eurer Wohnung sein und 
hoffst, dass sie nicht nach Hause fährt. 
Du sagst zu deiner Mitbewohnerin: 
Fährst du heim am Wochenende? 
 
On some week-ends, your roommate visits her family back home, on some week-ends 
she stays in your apartment. This week-end you don’t want to be home alone and you 
hope that she is not visiting her family.  
You say to your roommate: 
Are you going home this week-end? 

Table 18. Example for a filler context pair: report and repeat. 

At the beginning of each test phase, there was a practice phase with contexts that 
explicitly triggered a rhetorical question, a strong assertion, a neutral assertion and a 
repeat and report by means of lexical discourse markers or discourse particles (see 
Table 19 for the rhetorical question practice item). Like in the prior Experiment 1, 

                                                
16 At this point, many thanks go to Gisela for the fruitful collaboration and Sophie for her 
contribution and help. 
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this was considered to make it easier for the participants to empathize in the context 
situation and to better understand the task. 

Practice item 
(obviousness) 

Dein Kumpel ärgert sich tierisch über die Aufforderung 
zur Steuerzahlung, die er erhalten hat. Du kannst das 
verstehen, denn es ist offensichtlich, dass sich niemand 
darüber freuen würde.  
Du sagst zu deinem Freund: 
Überhaupt... Wer zahlt schon gerne Steuern? 
 
Your friend is annoyed about the tax assessment notice he received. You can 
understand his frustration, since, obviously, nobody would be happy about it. 
You say to your friend: 
After all… who likes to pay taxes? 

Table 19. Example for a practice item triggering a rhetorical question. 

Target and filler trials did not contain any lexical material to indicate the actual 
proposition. In the experimental procedure, the targets of each context set were 
separated by at least four other target or filler trials. The collection of target, filler and 
practice context situations and sentences can be found in Appendix 2. 

5.3.1 Participants 
In total, 23 participants participated the experiment, of which three had to be 
excluded. One participant was from Switzerland and spoke Swiss German. The other 
two produced too many utterances with strong glottalization or did not properly 
engage in the task and produced many slips of the tongue or altered the given material 
and thus did not produce comparable data. In the end, 20 native speakers of German 
remained for analyses (16 female and 4 male, average age 22.9 years, SD=2.7). All 
participants were students at the University of Konstanz at the time of the recording. 
They were paid a small reimbursement for their participation. 

5.3.2 Procedure 
The procedure of this experiment was identical to the procedure of Experiment 1. 
Illocution type was manipulated within-subjects. All participants produced all three 
conditions (henceforth rhetorical, strong assertive, neutral assertive) but not for each 
item. That is, participants produced half of the items as rhetorical questions and the 
other half as strong assertions. To this end, there were two experimental lists, each 
containing either the rhetorical or the strong-assertion version of an item. This 
procedure aimed to avoid a bias towards the utterance since both utterance types have 
the same context situation and are expected to trigger the same speaker attitude and 
pragmatic meaning. The participants always produced the neutral assertion of a 
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context set. The experiment was self-paced. Context situations and target sentences 
were presented on a computer screen using Presentation (Neurobehavioral-Systems 
2001). The context situations were presented in black Calibri 40 font and the target 
sentences in blue Calibri 40 font, all on white background. Participants were asked to 
produce the trials as naturally as possible. In cases of slips of the tongue or 
mispronunciations, they were allowed to repeat the sentences. Each experimental run 
started with a practice phase. After this phase, participants were allowed to ask 
questions. During the experimental run, no feedback was given to them. 

Participants were wearing dynamic headset-microphones (Shure SM10A) and were 
recorded with an USB sound interface (Audient iD14). A sampling rate of 44.1 kHz 
and a resolution of 16 Bit was used in all recordings. The experiment took place in a 
sound-attenuated booth at the PhonLab laboratory of the University of Konstanz. 

5.3.3 Data treatment and analysis 
Overall, I recorded 640 items. Overall, 31 files had to be excluded due to an internal 
phrasing of the utterances, that is, they consisted of two intermediate phrases instead 
of one (N=19), additional material (e.g., a particle N=2), a deviant output (N=6), the 
participant pressing the "next button" during the recording of the target sentence 
(N=2), spluttering (N=1), or laughter (N=1). The remaining 609 utterances 
(assertions: 150, rhetorical questions: 155, neutral assertions: 304) were phonologically 
and phonetically analyzed using Praat (Boersma & Weenink 1992-2018). All files were 
labeled at the level of the morphological word and the stressed syllables. I annotated 
pitch accents and edge tones following the guidelines of GToBI (Grice & Baumann 
2002). Voice quality was manually annotated and classified as either modal, breathy or 
glottalized. Due to the solid manual analysis in Experiment 1, I refrained from HNR 
measurements. All pitch values for calculations of F0 were set manually and later 
extracted automatically using a Praat script. Pitch was extracted within the range of 
the wh-word/ indefinite pronoun and the object NP. 

For the statistical analysis of boundary tones, accent type and voice quality, I ran a 
series of logistic mixed effects regression models with illocution type (rhetorical 
questions = RQ, strong assertions =SA, neutral assertions= NeutA) as fixed factor 
and participants and items as crossed-random factors with RStudio (RStudio Team 
2020). Linear linear mixed effect regression models were used for the statistical 
analysis of duration, speaking rate, pitch range and pitch scaling. All models had the 
same specifications and model fittings as in Experiment 1. Also, the same means were 
used for the calculation and adjustment of p-values. 
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Since the combination of different phonological categories (i.e., edge tones and 
pitch accents) allow for a great number of possible combinations I will only report 
models of the most frequent occurrences of single categories and combinations. 

Rhetorical questions and assertions differed with regard to the number of segments 
(wer ‘who’ vs. niemand ‘nobody’), hence, I chose to compare speaking rate instead of 
duration. Prior studies on duration and focus show that words in shorter sentences –
in terms of number of words/ syllables/ segments- have longer durations than in 
longer sentences (Kügler 2008; Turk 2006). Thus, the single words in rhetorical 
questions that are segmentally identical to those in strong assertions and neutral 
assertions were expected to have shorter durational values. Following Niebuhr et al. 
(2010), I chose syllable rate, that is, the number of syllables per second, for the 
comparison. The actual sentence duration served as the frame of reference for the 
calculation of speaking rate. I counted the number of intended syllables for each target 
sentence, which then was set in relation to the actual utterance duration. A sentence 
like Niemand mag Oliven (‘No one likes olives’) counted 6 syllables. As an example, an 
utterance with 6 syllables and a duration of 0.9 seconds has a syllable rate of 6.7 
syllables per second.  

5.4 RESULTS 

5.4.1 Phonological results 
Edge tones 
Rhetorical questions and strong and neutral assertions were typically realized with low 
edge tones (L-%), see Table 20 for the numbers and distribution of edge tones across 
utterance types. A small number of rhetorical questions were realized with rising 
movements, that is, with a high rising edge tone (H-^H%), a fall-rise (L-H%), or a 
plateau contour (H-%). Strong assertions were realized with a high edge tone once, 
which was a high plateau (H-%). Neutral assertions were realized with a high edge 
tone in less than 3%, which was either as a fall-rise (L-H%) or a high plateau (H-%). 
Rhetorical questions were significantly more often realized with a high edge tone (i.e., 
the sum of all high edge tones) than assertions (ß=3.6, SE=1.1, z=3.4, p= padj.<0.01) 
and neutral assertions (ß=2.2, SE=0.5, z=4.7, p= padj.<0.001). Note however, that 
rising contours were mainly produced by two participants, one responsible for most 
of the L-H% edge tone, the second one responsible for more than half of the H-^H% 
edge tones. There was no statistically significant difference in the number of rises 
between strong and neutral assertions (p>0.2, padj.>0.3). The model for a comparison 
of L-% boundary did not converge, possibly due to the small number of utterances 
that were not realized with L-% in strong assertions (N=1). 
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Edge tones SA NeutA RQ 
L-% 149 (99.3%) 297 (97.7%) 133 (85.8%) 
H-^H% 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.3%) 13 (8.4%) 
L-H% 0 (0.0%) 6 (2.0%) 7 (4.5%) 
H-% 1 (0.7%) 0 (0.0%) 2 (1.3%) 

Table 20. Edge tones in strong assertions (SA), neutral assertions (NA), and rhetorical questions 
(RQ). 

Nuclear accents associated with the object NP 
The most frequent nuclear accent type associated with the object NP in rhetorical 
questions was the (L+H)* accent, see Figure 47 for an example and Table 21 for the 
number and distribution of nuclear accent types across the three utterance types. The 
(L+H)* accent occurred only once in each strong and neutral assertions. The second 
most frequent nuclear accent in rhetorical questions was the downstepped version 
(L+!H)*, which occurred less often than in strong assertions, this difference only 
approached significance (p=0.04, padj.=0.09). However, the accent occurred 
significantly more often in rhetorical questions than in neutral assertions (ß=1.4, 
SE=0.3, z=4.5, p= padj.<0.001). The third most common nuclear accent was the 
upstepped accent (L+^H)*, which is shown in Figure 48. This nuclear accent type 
only occurred twice in strong assertions and once in neutral assertions. 

 

Figure 47. Spectrogram and F0 of a rhetorical question with an (L+H)* nuclear accent and a low 
edge tone (L-%), Wer möchte Rosen? (‘Who wants roses?’), produced by a female speaker. 
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Figure 48. Spectrogram and F0 of a rhetorical question with a high prenuclear accent (H*), an 
(L+^H)* nuclear accent and a low edge tone (L-%), Wer mag Romane? (‘Who likes novels?’), 

produced by a female speaker. 

Strong and neutral assertions were frequently realized with a nuclear accent associated 
with the indefinite pronoun (niemand ‘nobody’), which will be reported on below. If 
the nuclear accent was associated with the object of the utterance, the most frequent 
accent type in strong assertions was an (L+!H)* accent, as shown in Figure 49. As 
reported above, it occurred significantly more often in strong assertions than in 
rhetorical questions. It also occurred significantly more often in strong than in neutral 
assertions (ß=1.9, SE=0.3, z=6.4, p= padj.<0.001). The second most frequent accent 
type in strong assertions was !H*. This accent type did not occur in rhetorical 
questions, but in neutral assertions, albeit in a smaller number than in strong 
assertions, however, this difference was statistically not significant (p= padj.>0.6). 

 
Figure 49. Spectrogram and F0 of a strong assertion with an H* prenuclear accent, a (L+!H)* 
nuclear accent and a low edge tone (L-%), Niemand möchte Rosen. (‘Nobody wants roses.’), 

produced by a female speaker. 
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An L+!H* accent associated with the object NP was the most frequent nuclear accent 
in neutral assertions, see Figure 50 for an example. It occurred significantly more often 
in neutral assertions than in rhetorical questions (ß=1.7, SE=0.3, z=5.2, p= 
padj.<0.001) and strong assertions (ß=2.0, SE=0.4, z=5.4, p= padj.<0.001). There was 
no statistically significant difference in the occurrence of this accent between 
rhetorical questions and strong assertions (p= padj.>0.4). The second most frequent 
accent in neutral assertions was H+!H*, see Figure 51 for an example. This accent 
type occurred in rhetorical questions only rarely and significantly less often than in 
neutral assertions (ß=-2.7, SE=0.7, z=-3.7, p= padj.<0.001). In strong assertions this 
accent occurred in a significantly smaller number than in neutral assertions (ß=-0.9, 
SE=0.4, z=-2.7, p<0.01, padj.<0.05). The difference in the number of occurrence of 
H+!H* between rhetorical questions and strong assertions was statistically not 
significant (p= padj.>0.1). Further accent types that occurred within the difference 
utterance types but in smaller numbers are listed in Table 21. 

 
Figure 50. Spectrogram and F0 of a neutral assertion with an H* prenuclear accents, an L+!H* 
nuclear accent and a low edge tone (L-%), Niemand mag Garnelen. (‘Nobody likes shrimp.’), 

produced by a female speaker. 

 
Figure 51. Spectrogram and F0 of a neutral assertion with an L*+H prenuclear accent, an H+!H* 

nuclear accent and a low edge tone (L-%), Niemand mag Garnelen. (‘Nobody likes shrimp.’), 
produced by a female speaker. 
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nuclear accent SA NeutA RQ 
(L+H)* 1 (1.2%) 1 (0.5%) 46 (31.1%) 
(L+^H)* 2 (2.4%) 1 (0.5%) 17 (11.5%) 
(L+!H)* 46 (51.8) 24 (11.0%) 34 (23.0%) 
L+!H* 8 (9.4%) 87 (39.7%) 13 (8.8%) 
H+L* 1 (1.2%) 20 (9.1%) 0 (0.0%) 
L* 1 (1.2%) 4 (1.8%) 13 (8.8%) 
L+H* 0 (0.0%) 2 (1.4%) 8 (5.4%) 
L+^H* 2 (2.4%) 1 (0.5%) 8 (5.4%) 
H+!H* 10 (11.8%) 46 (21.0%) 2 (1.4%) 
H* 0 (0.0%) 7 (3.2%) 5 (3.4%) 
L*+H 1 (1.2%) 1 (0.5%) 1 (0.7%) 
!H* 13 (15.3%) 19 (8.7%) 0 (0.0%) 
^H* 2 (2.4%) 5 (2.3%) 1 (0.7%) 

Table 21. Nuclear accents associated with the noun in strong assertions (SA), neutral assertions 
(NA), and rhetorical questions (RQ). 

Nuclear accents associated with the interrogative/ indefinite pronoun 
A total of 55 strong assertions (37%) was realized with a nuclear accent associated 
with the indefinite pronoun niemand (‘nobody’). As for neutral assertions, 82 
realizations (27%) were realized with an early nuclear accent; see Figure 52 below for 
an example. Rhetorical questions were realized with an early nuclear accent in 6 cases 
(4%). Table 22 provides a list of the different accent types. 

 

Figure 52. Spectrogram and F0 of a neutral assertion with a nuclear H* pitch accent associated 
with the indefinite pronoun Niemand (‘nobody’) in Niemand mag Bananen. (‘Nodody likes 

bananas.’), produced by a female speaker. 

The most frequent pitch accent type associated with the indefinite pronoun in strong 
assertions was L+H*. This pitch accent associated with the first word of the utterance 
occurred more often in strong assertions than in neutral assertions in which it was the 
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second most frequent accent type, the difference only approached significance 
(p=0.04, padj.=0.08). In rhetorical questions, this accent only occurred three times. The 
statistical model did not reveal a significant difference to strong (p= padj.>0.4) and 
neutral assertions (p= padj.>0.1). The second most frequent early nuclear pitch accent 
type in strong assertions was H*. In neutral assertions, H* was the most frequent 
nuclear accent, generally it occurred significantly more often in neutral than in strong 
assertions (ß=1.3, SE=0.5, z=2.7, p<0.01, padj.<0.05). In rhetorical questions, this 
accent only occurred three times. Statistically there were no differences to strong and 
neutral assertions (p= padj.>0.2). See Table 22 for the distribution of pitch accent 
types.  

Accent type SA (N=55) NeutA (N=82) RQ (N=6) 
L+H* 36 (65.5%) 30 (36.6%) 3 (50.0%) 
H* 10 (18.2%) 37 (45.1%) 3 (50%) 
(L+H)* 1 (1.8%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
L+<H* 4 (7.3%) 10 (12.2%) 0 (0.0%) 
L*+H 4 (7.3%) 5 (6.1%) 0 (0.0%) 

Table 22. Nuclear accents associated with the first constituent in strong assertions (SA), 
rhetorical questions (RQ) and neutral assertions (NeutA). 

Prenuclear accents (preceding nuclear accents associated with the object) 
There were two possible anchor points for prenuclear accents: the wh-word/ the 
indefinite pronoun and/ or the finite verb (e.g., Wer mag Oliven/ Niemand mag Oliven 
‘Who likes olives’/ ‘No one likes olives’). Generally, all three utterance types were 
often realized with a prenuclear accent (RQ: 58%, SA: 69%; NeutA: 61%). There was 
no difference in the number of prenuclear accents between strong assertions and 
neutral assertions (p= padj.>0.1) and strong assertions and rhetorical questions (p>0.4, 
padj.>0.5), as well as neutral assertions and rhetorical questions p<0.05, padj.=0.06). 

Most prenuclear accents were associated with the interrogative pronoun in 
rhetorical questions and the indefinite pronoun in both assertion types (see Figure 49 
and Figure 51 for examples). If there was a prenuclear accent aligned with the wh-word 
in rhetorical questions, it was mostly an L*+H accent, see Figure 53. This accent 
occurred significantly more often in utterance initial position (wh-word/ indefinite 
pronoun) in rhetorical questions than in strong assertions (ß=4.1, SE=0.6, z=6.9, p= 
padj.<0.001) and neutral assertions (ß=3.8, SE=0.5, z=8.2, p= padj.<0.001). There was 
no difference in the number of occurrences between strong and neutral assertions 
(p>0.5, padj.>0.6). 
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Figure 53. Spectrogram and F0 of a rhetorical question Wer mag Lavendel (‘Who likes lavender’) 
with prenuclear L*+H pitch accent, a nuclear (L+!H)* pitch accent and a low edge tone (L-%), 

produced by a male speaker. 

In strong and neutral assertions, the most frequent prenuclear pitch accent was H*. 
It occurred more often in neutral assertions, where it was the second most frequent 
prenuclear accent. This difference, however, was statistically not significant (p= 
padj.>0.9). H* occurred significantly less often in rhetorical questions as compared to 
neutral assertions (ß=-2.5, SE=0.5, z=-5.4, p= padj.<0.001) and strong assertions (ß=-
2.5, SE=0.5, z=-4.9, p= padj.<0.001). 

The most frequent prenuclear accent type in strong and neutral assertions 
associated with the indefinite pronoun was L+H*, see Figure 49 for an example. The 
difference in the number of occurrences was statistically not significant (p>0.1, 
padj.>0.2). The L+H* accent occurred significantly more often in strong assertions 
than in rhetorical questions (ß=0.9, SE=0.4, z=2.6, p<0.01, padj.<0.05) and 
significantly more often in neutral assertions than in rhetorical questions (ß=1.1, 
SE=0.2, z=3.5, p<0.001, padj.<0.01). 

Only a small number of prenuclear accents was associated with the finite verb. This 
holds across illocution type. In all three illocution types, less than 10% of the items 
were realized with a prenuclear accent associated with the finite verb. Table 23 below 
gives an overview of the most frequent prenuclear accent types across the three 
utterance types. 
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Accent type SA (N=86) NeutA (N=206) RQ (N=87) 
wh-word/ niemand    
L*+H 7 (8.2%) 22 (10.6%) 60 (69.0%) 
H* 35 (41.2%) 91 (44.0%) 8 (9.2%) 
L+H* 30 (35.3%) 55 (26.6%) 15 (17.2%) 
L+<H* 12 (12.9%) 38 (18.8%) 3 (3.4%) 
(L+H)* 2 (2.4%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (1.1%) 

 
verb SA (N=6) NeutA (N=3) RQ (N=3) 
L*+H 3 (50.0%) 1 (33.3%) 2 (66.7%) 
L+!H* 2 (33.3%) 2 (66.6%) 0 (0.0%) 
H* 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (33.3%) 
H+!H* 1 (16.7%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 

Table 23. Distribution of prenuclear accents in strong assertions (SA), rhetorical questions (RQ) 
and neutral assertions (NeutA). 

Nuclear contour 
Several nuclear contours occurred relatively often within the different utterance types. 
The most common contours, that is, contours that occurred in 10% or more often 
within one utterance type, are listed in Table 24. The most frequent nuclear contour 
occurring with rhetorical questions was (L+H)* L-%. This nuclear contour only 
occurred once in neutral assertions and 6 times in strong assertions, this difference in 
the number of occurrence between the two types of assertions was statistically not 
significant (p>0.05, padj.>0.1).  

The most frequent contour in strong assertions was (L+!H)* L-%. In strong 
assertions, it occurred more often than in rhetorical questions, the difference only 
approaching significance (p<0.05, padj.=0.07). Nuclear (L+!H)* L-% occurred 
significantly more often in strong than in neutral assertions (ß=1.9, SE=0.3, z=6.4, 
p= padj.<0.001). This contour also occurred significantly more often in rhetorical 
questions than in neutral assertions (ß=1.3, SE=0.3, z=4.3, p= padj.<0.001). 

The L+!H* L-% nuclear contour occurred in all three utterance types and was the 
most frequent nuclear contour in neutral assertions. In neutral assertions, it occurred 
significantly more often than in strong assertions (ß=2.0, SE=0.4, z=5.4, p= 
padj.<0.001) and rhetorical questions (ß=1.7, SE=0.3, z=5.2, p= padj.<0.001). The 
difference in occurrence between rhetorical questions and strong assertions was 
statistically not significant (p>0.4, padj.>0.6). 

Neutral assertions showed a number of H+!H* L-% nuclear contours. This 
contour only occurred twice in rhetorical questions and in less than 10% in neutral 
assertions. A statistical model did not converge. 
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The two contours described on the bottom of Table 24 were contours with an early 
nuclear accent in strong and neutral assertions. In rhetorical questions, the nuclear 
accent was mainly aligned with the object NP. L+H* L-% occurred significantly more 
often in strong assertions than in neutral assertions (ß=1.1, SE=0.3, z=3.8, p= 
padj.<0.001) and H* L-% occurred significantly more often in neutral than in strong 
assertions (ß=1.1, SE=0.4, z=2.4, p padj.<0.05). For a complete list of nuclear contours 
see Appendix II. 

Nuclear contour SA NeutA RQ 
(L+!H)* L-% 46 (30.7%) 24 (7.9%) 33 (21.3%) 
L+!H* L-% 9 (6.0%) 90 (29.6%) 13 (8.4%) 
(L+H)* L-% 6 (4.0%) 1 (0.3%) 41 (26.5%) 
H+!H* L-% 10 (6.7%) 45 (14.8%) 2 (1.3%) 
(L+^H)* L-% 3 (2.0%) 1 (0.3%) 16 (10.3%) 
    
L+H* L-% 36 (24.0%) 33 (10.0%) 11 (7.1%) 
H* L-% 10 (6.7%) 44 (14.5%) 8 (5.2%) 

Table 24. Distribution of nuclear contours in strong assertions (SA), rhetorical questions (RQ), 
and neutral assertions (NeutA) that occurred in 10% or more often in one or more of the 

utterance types. 

Global contour  
Table 25 below lists the most common global contours that occurred in 10% or more 
often in one of the utterance types. The most common global contour in strong 
assertions was an L+H* nuclear accent associated with the indefinite pronoun and a 
low edge tone. This contour also occurred in a smaller number in strong assertions 
and rhetorical questions. A statistical model failed to converge. 

The most frequent contour in rhetorical questions was a nuclear (L+H)* associated 
with the object NP and a low edge tone. This contour hardly occurs in the other two 
utterance types. Again, a statistical model failed to converge. 

Neutral assertions were commonly realized with a nuclear H* accent associated 
with the indefinite pronoun and a low edge tone. This contour occurs in a significantly 
smaller number also in strong assertions (ß=0.8, SE=0.4, z=2.1, p= padj.<0.05). This 
contour occurred significantly less often in rhetorical questions as compared to neutral 
assertions (ß=-2.6, SE=0.8, z=3.5, p= padj.<0.01). There was no statistically significant 
difference in the occurrence of the contour between rhetorical questions and strong 
assertions. A full list of overall contours is given in Appendix II. 
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Global contour 
wh-word/ pronoun – verb - NP 

SA NeutA RQ 

L+H* ---- ---- L-% 36 (24.0%) 30 (9.9%) 3 (1.9%) 
---- ---- (L+H)* L-% 1 (0.7%) 1 (0.3%) 37 (23.9%) 
L*+H ---- (L+!H)* L-% 2 (1.3%) 3 (1.0%) 26 (16.8%) 
H* ---- ---- L-% 10 (6.7%) 37 (12.2%) 2 (1.3%) 
H* ---- (L+!H)* L-% 17 (11.3%) 9 (3.0%) 1 (0.6%) 

Table 25. Distribution of global contours in strong assertions (SA), neutral assertions (NeutA) 
and rhetorical questions (RQ) that occurred in 10% or more often in one or more of the utterance 

types.  

5.4.2 Phonetic results 
Duration 
Due to the different number of segments between wer ‘who’ and niemand ‘nobody’, the 
overall sentence duration is only comparable between strong and neutral assertions. 
For the sake of completeness, however, the durational values of rhetorical questions 
are also listed in Table 26 below. Strong assertions have an average utterance duration 
of 1152.3ms, which is significantly longer than the average duration of neutral 
assertions with 1105.3ms (ß=0.1, SE=0.01, t=4.0, p<0.001, padj.<0.01). Table 26 
shows the average durations of the individual words of the utterances and Figure 54 
visualizes the average word durations. 

The indefinite pronoun on average was significantly shorter in neutral assertions 
than in strong assertions (ß=0.2, SE=0.01, t=2.6, p= padj.<0.05). The average duration 
of the verb was longer in strong than in neutral assertions, however not significantly 
(p>0.05, padj.>0.2). The object noun is significantly longer in strong assertions than in 
neutral assertions (ß=0.03, SE=0.008, t=3.4, p= padj.<0.01). 

The comparison of the relative durations of words revealed that strong assertions 
were lengthened proportionally in comparison to neutral assertions. There was no 
statistically significant difference in the relative duration of the words (for all words: 
p>0.2, padj.>0.3). 

 Niemand Verb Object 
SA (1152.3ms) 376.1ms (7.6) 224.4ms (6.4) 559.2ms (11.7) 
NeutA (1105.3ms) 351.9ms (6.4) 222.3ms (6.2) 531ms (9.3) 

 
 Wh-word Verb Object 

RQ (1034ms) 165.6ms (5.7) 272.9ms (6.4) 595.5ms (11.3) 

Table 26. Constituent duration presented in milliseconds (standard deviation) in strong 
assertions (SA), neutral assertions (NeutA) and rhetorical questions (RQ). 
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Figure 54. Word duration (presented in ms) in strong assertions (SA), rhetorical questions (RQ) 
and neutral assertions (NA). 

Speaking Rate 
Rhetorical questions showed an average rate of 4.9 syllables per second, which is 
significantly slower than the rate in strong assertions with an average rate of 5.4 
syllables per second (ß=0.4, SE=0.08, t=4.7, p<0.001, padj.<0.01). Neutral assertions 
had an average rate of 5.6 syllables per second, which is significantly faster than the 
rate of strong assertions (ß=-0.2, SE=0.06, t=-3.4, p= padj.<0.01) and rhetorical 
questions (ß=-0.6, SE=0.08, t=-7.8, p= padj.<0.001). Figure 55 below illustrates the 
differences in speaking rate between illocution types. 

 

Figure 55. Average speaking rate (syl/s) of the different illocution types operationalized as 
syllable per second (+/- 1 SE) across strong assertions (SA), neutral assertions (NeutA) and 

rhetorical questions (RQ). 

Pitch range and scaling of L+H* in prenuclear position 
The L+H* in nuclear position has been found to differ between sentence mode 
(questions vs. statements: Lommel & Michalsky 2017) and illocution type 
(Experiments 1 and 2 within this thesis) regarding the scaling of L and H tones. This 
accent occurred only rarely in nuclear position across the three utterance types; it did, 
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however, occur frequently in prenuclear position. Hence, the following presents the 
comparison of pitch range and scaling in prenuclear L+H* accents associated with the 
wh-word or the niemand ‘nobody’ in strong and neutral assertions. 

Prenuclear L+H* accents in rhetorical questions had a similar pitch range as 
accents associated with the indirect pronoun niemand ‘nobody’ in strong assertions. 
The L+H* accents in rhetorical questions had an average pitch range of 3.8st, which 
did not differ significantly from strong assertions with an average range of 4.8st 
(p>0.1, padj.>0.2) and neutral assertions with an average range of 4.2st (p= padj.>0.7). 
The difference in the range of prenuclear L+H* in strong and neutral assertions was 
statistically not significant (p= padj.>0.1). 

 

Figure 56. Average pitch range (in st) of prenuclear L+H* pitch accents (+/- 1 SE) in strong 
assertions (SA), neutral assertions (NeutA) and rhetorical questions (RQ). 

The scaling of L and H tones in prenuclear L+H* pitch accents, as depicted in Figure 
57, was the lowest in rhetorical questions and the highest in neutral assertions. The L 
tone in neutral assertions had an average pitch height of 210Hz, which is significantly 
higher than in rhetorical questions with an average height of 189Hz (ß=20.0, SE=6.2, 
t=3.2, p= padj.<0.05). Strong assertions had an average height of 201Hz, which was 
significantly higher than in rhetorical questions (ß=20.7, SE=4.5, t=4.6, p= 
padj.<0.001), but did not differ significantly from neutral assertions (p>0.4, padj.>0.5). 
The H tone in neutral assertions had an average height of 269Hz, which did not differ 
significantly from strong assertions with an average height of 265Hz (p= padj.>0.5). 
In rhetorical questions, the H tone had an average height of 235Hz, this did not differ 
significantly to neutral and strong assertions (p= padj.>0.05). 
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Figure 57. Schematic depiction of the average pitch scaling (in Hz) in prenuclear L+H* pitch 
accents (associated with the wh-word/ indefinite pronoun) in strong assertions (SA), neutral 

assertions (NeutA) and rhetorical questions (RQ). 

 
Pitch range and scaling of (L+!H)* in nuclear position 
Pitch range in nuclear accents associated with the object NP was measured in the 
(L+!H)* pitch accent, since it occurs frequently in all three utterance types. The accent 
of actual interest (based on Experiment 1 and the experiment described in Rohloff 
and Michalsky 2018) L+H* occurred only in rhetorical questions and neutral 
assertions and only in small numbers (RQ: N=8, NeutA: N=2), which was too small 
for a conclusive model. However, a descriptive comparison shows that the range in 
neutral assertions is on average 5.5st and thus larger than in rhetorical questions with 
an average range of 4.3st. The scaling of L and was on average lower in assertions than 
in rhetorical questions (NeutA: 188Hz; RQ: 196Hz), the scaling of H was higher 
(NeutA: 258Hz; RQ: 252Hz). 

There was no significant effect of utterance type on the pitch range of (L+!H)* 
nuclear accents (smallest p value: p= padj.>0.3). Rhetorical questions had the largest 
pitch range in nuclear (L+!H)* pitch accents, with an average range of 4.5st, strong 
assertions had an average pitch range of 3.7st, and neutral assertions had an average 
range of 3.8st. 

The scaling of L an H in (L+!H)* nuclear accents was the highest in neutral 
assertions and the lowest in rhetorical questions, as shown in. However, there was no 
effect of utterance type on the scaling of both L and H (smallest p-value: p= padj.>0.2). 
In neutral assertions, the average height of L was 170Hz, in strong assertions had an 
average height of 163Hz, and rhetorical questions an average height of 148Hz. The H 
tone in neutral assertion had an average height of 214Hz, strong assertions on average 
of 201Hz and rhetorical questions an average of 190Hz. 
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Voice quality 
The perceptual analysis of voice quality revealed that rhetorical questions, strong 
assertions as well as neutral assertions speakers were generally produced with a modal 
voice quality. Of 609 analyzed utterances, only 13 utterances were labelled to be 
realized with a breathy voice quality in the first constituent of the utterance (RQ: N= 
11, 7%, SA: N=2, 1%). Seven utterances had breathy voice quality in the finite verb 
(RQ: N=7, 4%, SA: N=1, >1%) and one utterance was classified as breathy in the 
object NP (ND: N=1, >1%). There was more breathy voice quality in rhetorical 
questions and strong assertions as compared to neutral assertions. However, the 
overall occurrence of breathy voice quality is relatively small. 

There were few cases of glottalized voice quality, mainly in the stressed syllable of 
the sentence final object (RQ: N=8; SA: N=12; NeutA: N=12). In sentence initial 
position, that is in the wh-word or the first syllable of the indefinite pronoun, 
glottalized voice quality occurred in rhetorical questions (N=10) and neutral assertions 
only (N=7) and only in a small number.  

5.5 DISCUSSION 
The current study compared rhetorical wh-questions to strong and neutral assertions, 
in order to find out whether prosodic characteristics of rhetorical questions that were 
found in prior studies are connected to an assertive prosody or whether they exhibit 
an attitudinal prosody, as suggested in Chapter 4. The main results of the study were 
as follows: 

a. All three utterance types were mainly realized with a low edge tone. 
b. Rhetorical questions and strong assertions were more often realized with an 

(L+H)* pitch accent than neutral assertions. 
c. Strong assertions were longer in duration than neutral assertions. Rhetorical 

questions and strong assertions were realized with slower speaking rates than 
neutral assertions. 

d. Pitch range and pitch scaling in prenuclear L+H* accents were the lowest in 
rhetorical questions and the highest in strong assertions. 

e. Pitch range in nuclear (L+!H)* accents was the highest in rhetorical questions, 
strong and neutral assertions did not differ with regard to pitch range. The 
scaling of L and H in nuclear (L+!H)* was the lowest in rhetorical questions and 
the highest in neutral assertions, strong assertions were in-between. 

f. All utterances were mainly produced with modal voice quality. Breathy or 
glottalized voice quality in lexically stressed syllable was very rare across all 
utterance types. 
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All three utterance types, that is rhetorical questions, strong assertions, and neutral 
assertions, typically terminated in a final fall (L-%), which is in support of Hypothesis 
I. This finding also fits in with the general claim in the literature that assertions and 
wh-questions are commonly realized with a falling intonation contour (Brinckmann & 
Benzmüller 1999; Grice et al. 2005; Peters 2014). This result further corroborates the 
findings of Experiment 1, which reports falling contours for rhetorical wh-questions. 
It also supports the assumption that a final falling movement is a mandatory feature 
in rhetorical wh-questions. The low edge tone alone, however, does not suffice to 
answer the question whether rhetorical questions show an assertive or an attitudinal 
prosody, since the low edge tone occurs across illocution types, such as assertions, 
polar and wh-rhetorical questions, exclamatives (e.g., Chapter 3 and 4). It also occurs 
across different attitudes, such as for instance belief, obviousness, and surprise 
(Chapter 3 and 4), or irony (Rohloff & Michalsky 2018), and across other form types 
such as imperatives (Oppenrieder 1988) and optatives (Biezma 2011). A small number 
of rhetorical questions were produced with rising contours, however, this mainly 
applied to the production of two participants of the experiment. Thus, the final rising 
movements in the current experiment are considered a speaker intrinsic peculiarity. 

Hypothesis II suggested a lower scaling of H tones in rising accents in assertions 
(in general) as compared to rhetorical questions, since a study by Lommel and 
Michalsky (2017) showed that the main prosodic difference between statements and 
wh-questions lies in the scaling of the high tone in L+H* nuclear accents. The current 
study, in this spirit, investigated the tonal scaling in L+H* prenuclear accents and in 
(L+!H)* nuclear accents. In both cases, the data did not support Hypothesis II. In 
fact, assertions (both neutral and strong) showed a higher scaling than rhetorical 
questions. Hence, the results in Lommel and Michalsky (2017) are not replicable in a 
comparison of rhetorical questions and statements. Interestingly, however, strong 
assertions showed a lower tonal scaling in prenuclear and nuclear positions than 
neutral assertions, which suggests a generally lower register for attitudinal utterances 
in rising-falling movements, in comparison to string-identical neutral utterances. This 
assumption is corroborated by findings of Experiments 1 and 2, which showed a lower 
scaling of low and high tones in rising-falling (L+H*/ (L+H)*) and rising movements 
(L* H-^H%) in polar questions. Furthermore, recent findings by Kutscheid and Braun 
(2021) indicate a lower pitch register in questions with a negative bouletic bias as 
compared to neutral questions. The lower scaling in rhetorical questions as compared 
to strong assertions may be attributed to their form-function mismatch. Not only do 
speakers have to convey obviousness and belief, they also have to overcome the 
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grammatical form and thus to indicate that the interrogative form is not meant as a 
question but as an assertive speech act. 

To recap, in the current study, tonal scaling does not differ between sentence mode 
(declarative vs. interrogative) in a way it was expected. Rather, a generally lower pitch 
register, indicated by a lower scaling of rising-falling movements, appears to differ 
between neutral and non-neutral speaker attitude. This is in favor of an interpretation 
in terms of an attitudinal prosody. 

Hypothesis III claimed that rhetorical questions and strong assertions, which 
both have an attitudinal load (i.e. obviousness), are prosodically emphasized by means 
of the occurrence of (L+H)*, a higher occurrence of prenuclear pitch accents, longer 
word durations and slower speaking rates and larger pitch ranges in accented positions 
than neutral assertions. In addition, an increase in the occurrence of initial breathy 
voice quality was hypothesized. 

Similarly to prior studies, the (L+H)* accent (as well as L+^H* and L+!H*) played 
a major role in the productions of utterances with an additional speaker attitude, which 
is in favor of Hypothesis III. In both rhetorical questions and strong assertions, there 
was a high number of occurrences of this pitch accent type in nuclear position. The 
(L+H)* accent also occurred in neutral assertions, however, less frequently than in 
rhetorical questions and strong assertions. Together with the findings of the prior 
Experiment 2, this supports the assumption that the (L+H)* pitch accent prosodically 
emphasizes the utterance to convey different speaker attitudes, such as surprise, strong 
speaker belief and obviousness. In neutral utterances such as neutral assertions or 
information-seeking questions, which do not carry any additional load, this accent 
occurs less frequently or only rarely. The high occurrence of (L+H)* in rhetorical wh-
questions and strong assertions, as well as in rhetorical polar questions and V1 
exclamatives (Experiment 2) is thus in favor of an attitudinal prosody interpretation. 

Regarding the number of prenuclear accents, the results of the current experiment 
reveal that all three utterance types were mostly realized with a pitch accent in the 
prenuclear field and there was no statistically significant difference in the number of 
occurrences between the three. Numerically, strong assertions showed a greater 
number of prenuclear accents than neutral assertions and rhetorical questions were 
least often realized with a prenuclear accents.  

Interestingly, almost 40% of strong and almost 30% of neutral assertions were 
often realized with nuclear L+H* or H* pitch accents that were associated with the 
indefinite pronoun niemand (‘nobody’) and hence in utterance-initial position. This 
kind of accent placement is unusual, since commonly, the nuclear accent is placed on 
the rightmost accented syllable of an utterance (e.g., Grice et al. 2005; Ladd 2008). 
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The experimental material, that is, the context situations the target utterances were 
presented with, were created such that there was as little potential influence of 
information-structure as possible. However, it is conceivable, that the indefinite 
pronoun attracts focus. Focus indicates a set of linguistically relevant alternatives 
(Krifka 2007) and in an utterance like Niemand mag Oliven (‘Nobody likes olives’), the 
indefinite pronoun possibly contrasts with all other possibilities of who might like 
olives and thus receives a focal (nuclear) accent with an tonal L-affix, while the rest of 
the phrase becomes deaccentuated (cf. Kügler 2006). 

Hypothesis III further predicted larger pitch ranges in rising-falling pitch accents 
in rhetorical questions and assertions as compared to neutral assertions due to 
prosodic emphasis. For the current data in particular, this concerns prenuclear L+H* 
and nuclear (L+!H)*. The data does not support this hypothesis. Statistically, there 
was no difference in pitch range in prenuclear L+H* pitch accents between the three 
utterance types. However, there was a numerical difference in that neutral assertions 
showed larger ranges than strong assertions and strong assertions larger ranges than 
rhetorical questions. In nuclear (L+!H)* there was also no statistically significant effect 
of utterance type. However, numerically, rhetorical questions showed the largest pitch 
range and neutral assertions the smallest. Possibly, a larger range in the (L+!H)* accent 
in rhetorical questions as compared to strong assertions is also required to overcome 
the interrogative structure and to improve the marking of the question as rhetorical 
rather than inquisitive. 

Regarding durational values, the current data is in support of Hypothesis III, which 
stated longer durations in rhetorical questions and strong assertions. Indeed, strong 
assertions are fundamentally longer than neutral assertions. The hypothesis is also 
supported by the results of the comparison of speaking rate. Rhetorical questions as 
well as strong assertions showed slower speaking rates than neutral assertions. This 
result is in line with the results of Experiments 0 to 2 in which, irrespective of syntactic 
form and pragmatic function, all non-neutral utterances were conspicuously longer 
than their neutral counterparts. It also corroborates findings of for instance Niebuhr 
and Kohler (2007) and Niebuhr et al. (2010), that show slower speaking rates in 
emphatically realized utterances as compared to non-emphatically and more factually 
realized utterances. Rhetorical questions showed slower speaking rates than strong 
assertions. This again may be attributed to the mismatch in rhetorical questions 
between their grammatical form and pragmatic function. 

Hypothesis III also predicted a breathier voice quality for non-neutral utterances. 
This is in fact not strongly supported by the present data. While rhetorical questions 
did show a higher number of items with breathy voice than strong assertions and 
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neutral assertions, the overall use of breathy voice quality was very small, making any 
comparison futile. The reason for so little use of breathy voice quality may be the fact 
that other cues, specifically pitch accent type, pitch range, pitch register, duration, and 
speaking rate suffice to express the intended pragmatic meaning of the utterance. 
Possibly, participants simply did not feel the need to add another cue. This may be 
credible since voice quality was only a minor feature in previous experiments –a 
possible but not mandatory feature of utterances with an attitudinal load. Another 
possibility is that the utterances were simply too short to add voice quality as an 
additional marker. 

5.6 CONCLUSION 
The main question that guided the current experiment was whether they exhibit an 
assertive prosody, which signals their specific function and effect in the discourse, or 
whether rhetorical questions exhibit an attitudinal prosody, which would support the 
conclusions drawn from Experiment 2. 

The study revealed that rhetorical wh-questions and assertions in general, mostly 
terminated in a low edge tone (L-%). Rhetorical questions and strong assertions were 
mostly realized with an (L+H)* L-% or (L+!H)* L-% nuclear contour, whereas neutral 
assertions were mostly realized with nuclear L+!H* L-%. Furthermore, rhetorical 
questions were realized with a lower pitch scaling in rising-falling accents and a slower 
speaking rate. This substantiates findings from Experiments 1 and 2 in which the 
(L+H)* accent, longer durations and a lower pitch scaling were found in rhetorical 
questions (Experiment 1 and 2) and exclamatives (Experiment 2), but not in 
information-seeking questions. It further supports the assumption that this accent 
type prosodically emphasizes an utterance and thereby conveys a non-specific speaker 
attitude (e.g., surprise or obviousness).  

The results of the current study, together with the results of Experiments 1 and 2 
and findings in the literature on utterances that carry an attitudinal load or signal 
speaker emotion, are in favor of an attitudinal prosody in rhetorical questions and 
strong assertions rather than an assertive prosody for all three utterance types. 
Prosodic characteristics such as pitch scaling and speaking rate (and to a minimal 
extent the occurrence of breathy voice quality), were more pronounced in rhetorical 
questions as compared to strong assertions. It is conceivable that this is related to the 
form-function mismatch in rhetorical questions. Apart from signaling obviousness, 
the speaker also has to resolve the interrogative form of the rhetorical question and 
to convey that it is non-inquisitive. Assertions, on the contrary, do not have to 
overcome this grammatical obstacle, since surface form and pragmatic function 
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coincide. Prosody then only needs to signal that there is additional attitudinal stance 
of the speaker.
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6 INTONATION AND MEANING 

6.1 OVERVIEW 
The following study presents an experiment (Experiment 4), which tackled the 
question of whether there are similarities in the evaluation of the meaning or function 
of the intonation contours of rhetorical questions, exclamatives and assertions, when 
listeners are presented with isolated (i.e., context-free) sentences. Experiment 4 
supports the answering of Research Question D of whether there is a general 
attitudinal prosody, or whether each pragmatic function has its own distinct prosody. 
The following sections report on the methodology of the pilot experiment, its results 
and the issues that need to be eradicated for a future follow-up study. 

6.2 MATERIALS 
Experiment 4 explored the meaning of intonation contours that occurred frequently 
in the prior production Experiments 2 and 3. The participants of Experiment 4 rated 
intonation contours by means of scales that were constructed in the tradition of 
Osgood et al.’s (1957) semantic differential. The semantic differential allows 
measuring the attitudinal component of meaning by means of semantic scales. In its 
basic idea, a semantic scale is defined by a set of adjectives that are opposite in meaning 
(e.g., strong vs. weak). Each scale allows to rate a certain concept, that is a “stimulus 
to which [a] subject’s checking operation is a terminal response” (Osgood et al. 1957: 
77) and thus the connotative meaning of the stimulus. To this end, a reasonable 
selection of scales is required. These scales should be relevant for the connotative 
meaning of a concept. In the current experiment, each ‘concept’ rated by participants 
corresponded to a certain intonation contour, for instance ‘no prenuclear accents + 
L* H-^H%’ (prototypical contour for polar information-seeking questions). Other 
than in the basic model of the semantic differential, the two opposites in the scale did 
not consist of single adjectives but of a short description, which were in accordance 
with the intended discourse functions of the different illocution types analyzed in 
Experiments 2 and 3. The different scales are presented in Table 27. The scales were 
created such that they capture the semantic and pragmatic meaning of the different 
utterance types used in Experiments 2 and 3.17 Scale 1, ‘answer’, refers to information-
seeking questions, which are inquisitive versus non-inquisitive utterances, that is, 
rhetorical questions, exclamatives, and strong assertions and neutral assertions. Scale 
2, ‘agreement’, refers to rhetorical questions, assertions, and neutral declaratives versus 
                                                
17 Thank you to Prof. Dr. María Biezma and Prof. Dr. Maribel Romero for their advice and help 
in developing those scales. 
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information-seeking questions and exclamatives. Scale 3, ‘surprise’, refers to 
exclamatives versus information-seeking questions, rhetorical questions, strong and 
neutral assertions. The final scale 4, ‘obviousness’, refers to rhetorical questions and 
strong assertions versus information-seeking questions, exclamatives and neutral 
assertions. The set of stimuli that judged in the experiment were frequent contours 
found and used by a high number of speakers for the different illocution types across 
experiments. Contours that occurred frequently in number but were produced by less 
than four speakers were ruled out. The stimuli were taken directly from the production 
data of Experiments 2 and 3 and were not synthesized or manipulated in any way (e.g., 
in terms of pitch range or duration). Table 28 lists the contours used in Experiment 
4. Note that contours taken from Experiment 2 had the coding RhetEx_, contours 
from Experiment 3 the coding RhetAss_. The focus of the study lay on the intonation 
contour. Syntactic structure (V1, V2 or wh-V2) played a minor role in the choice of 
the utterances, which in a future full study needs to be remodeled. It is not beyond 
the bounds of possibility that participants have been influenced in their judgements 
by syntactic structure. It is generally assumed that syntax and prosody interact when 
it comes to language processing (e.g., Eckstein & Friederici 2006). Cole et al. (2010), 
for instance, observed an impact of syntax on prosodic processing, that is, the 
perception of prosodic boundaries. Syntactic structure, especially the occurrence of 
sentences that differ in syntax, may have an impact on listeners’ choices. It is possible, 
for instance, that a listener, when confronted with a V1-structure automatically 
expects the utterance to be a genuine question (and not for instance an exclamative) 
and hence ranks the utterance accordingly.  

Scale 1: 
answer 

Speaker expects 
answer 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ Speaker does not 
expect answer 

Scale 2: 
agreement 

Speaker expects 
agreement 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ Speaker does not 
expect agreement 

Scale 3: 
surprise 

Utterance violates 
speaker’s 
expectation 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ Utterance is in 
accordance with 
speaker’s expectation 

Scale 4: 
obviousness 

Speaker thinks the 
basic message of 
the utterance is 
obvious 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ Speaker has no stance 
on the basic message 
of the utterance 

Table 27. Scales used in the judgement task, each scale corresponding to the different functions 
of the illocution types in the discourse (answer-eliciting, agreement-eliciting, signaling 

obviousness, signaling surprise). 
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Participants judged the stimuli on a 7-stepped scale, reaching from -3 to 3. Osgood et 
al. (1957) claim a 7-stepped scale to be the most appropriate for judging attitude, since 
it does not provide too many but enough steps between one and the other extreme, 
with a neutral step in the middle. The instructions for judging the utterances given to 
the participant were adapted from Osgood et al. (1957) and can be found in Appendix 
3. Participants were presented with an utterance with a certain intonation contour. 
After listening to the utterance, they had to rate its meaning by means of one of the 
four scales presented above. Table 28 lists the different contours that were chosen.  

Name 
(Experiment) 

Contour 

 verb (V1) determiner subject NP verb/ adj. 
RhetEx_1 none none none L* H^H% 
RhetEx_2 none none none (L+H)* H-% 
RhetEx_3 none none none L+H* L-% 
RhetEx_4 H* none none (L+!H)* L-% 
RhetEx_5 none none L+H* L+!H* L-% 
RhetEx_6 none none (L+H)* L+!H* L-% 
     
 wh/ nobody Verb (V2) object NP 
RhetAss_1 L+H* none none L-% 
RhetAss_2 none none L+H* L-% 
RhetAss_3 L+H* none L+!H* L-% 
RhetAss_4 none none (L+H)* L-% 
RhetAss_5 L+H* none (L+!H)* L-% 
RhetAss_6 L*+H none (L+^H)* L-% 
RhetAss_7 L*+H none L+!H* L-% 

Table 28. Contours used in judgement task taken from Experiments 2 and 3. 

6.2.1 Procedure 
Six frequent intonation contours from Experiment 2 (rhetorical questions vs. 
exclamatives) and seven contours from Experiment 3 (rhetorical questions vs. 
assertions) were chosen for the current experiments, resulting in 5x6 + 5x7 = 65 
contours. For each contour, there were 5 representations in the experiment. Each 
contour was represented 5 times in the experimental run, none of the target sentences 
occurred twice within one contour (e.g., the sentence Kann die Lene malen “Can Lene 
paint” never occurred twice with the same intonational realization). Each participant 
judged all 65 stimuli by means of the scale she or he was randomly assigned to (i.e., a 
participant judged all items by means of e.g., the answer-scale). Participants only rated 
one scale. The order of the stimuli was randomized in every experimental run. 
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Participants were allowed to listen to the contour repeatedly, if necessary. However, 
they were instructed to make their ratings as quick and intuitively as possible. 
Appendix 3 shows the experimental instruction that was given to the participants. 

6.2.2 Participants 
Overall, 36 participants (14 female, 22 male, average age 34.1 years) took part in the 
experiment, 11 had to be excluded since they were no native speakers of German or 
had a bilingual background. In the end, 25 participants entered the analysis. The 
experiment was web-based, and each participant was randomly assigned to one of the 
four scales.  

6.2.3 Analyses 
Since participants were assigned randomly to one of the four scales, the number of 
participants per scale varied (Scale 1: N=6; Scale 2: N=7; Scale 3: N=8; Scale 4: N=4). 
For the comparison of the ratings of the different contours within the four scales, I 
ran a series of general linear mixed effects regression models with poisson distribution 
and with participants as random factor and contour as fixed factor.18 P-values were 
automatically adjusted via the Tukey method (Tukey 1949) in the emmeans() function 
(Lenth 2021) in RStudio (R Core Team 2020). In the following, I will only report 
significant differences in the ratings. 

6.3 HYPOTHESES 
The experiment was of rather exploratory nature, however, based on the outcomes of 
the prior production studies, two hypotheses guided the study: 

I. Prototypical nuclear contours show distinct ratings. That is, the L* H-^H% 
contour, for example, is distinctly rated to be answer seeking. The plateau 
contour (L+H)* H-% is, with regard to the ‘Scale 1: Answer’, not rated as 
strongly information-seeking as L* H-^H%. The plateau contour is rated 
strongly signaling obviousness. Wh-questions with an (L+H)* L-% nuclear 
contour are rated to signal obviousness. 

II. Other contours that have the (L+H)* pitch accent are not rated neutral, but 
to signal either a violation of speaker expectations or obviousness. 

Despite the need of improvement, the study revealed some interesting insights into 
how the different contours are pragmatically interpreted. The study provides a starting 

                                                
18 Many thanks to Massimiliano Canzi for the help with the statistical analysis. 
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point for further investigations of rhetorical questions and other utterances by means 
of semantic scales. 

6.4 RESULTS 
Contours taken from Experiment 2 
The following Figures show the distribution (given in percent, in relation to all ratings 
given for the respective contour) of the participants’ ratings for six frequent contours 
from Experiment 2. 

Figure 58 shows the participants’ ratings of the stimuli regarding the ‘Answer scale’. 
The scale ranges from -3 ‘speaker expects an answer’ to 3 ‘speaker does not expect an 
answer’. The values of the participants’ ratings are depicted by color. The intensity of 
the color reflects the amount ratings of the participants (given in percent). The grey 
boxes display the average ratings for each contour. Note that this mean is calculated 
from numbers from 1 to 7 instead of -3 to 3, whereby 1 corresponds to -3 and 7 to 3. 

The most salient ratings are for RhetEx_1. This contour was rated -3 in 93.3% of 
cases. The average rating was 1.13 on a scale from 1 to 7, which differs significantly 
from the average ratings of all other contours (largest p value: p<0.002). RhetEx_2 
was most often rated -2. The average rating was 2.77 on the scale from 1 to 7, which 
differs significantly from the average ratings made for RhetEx_4 (av. rating: 4.03; 
ß=0.54, SE=0.17, z=3.14, p=0.021) and RhetEx_6 (av. rating: 4.53; ß=0.69, SE=0.17, 
z=4.14, p<0.001). RhetEx_3 was most often rated -3. The average rating on a scale 
from 1 to 7 was 2.0, which differed significantly from the ratings for RhetEx_4 
(ß=1.11, SE=0.21, z=5.29, p<0.001), RhetEx_5 (av. rating: 3.63; ß=0.97, SE=0.21, 
z=4.53, p<0.001), and RhetEx_6 (av. Rating: 4.53; ß=1.26, SE=0.2, z=6.13, p<0.001).  
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Figure 58. Scale 1 (answer) – heat plot of ratings of participants (distribution in %, mean in grey 

boxes), intensity of color signals magnitude of judgements. 

Figure 59 shows the participants judgements of the stimuli with regard to the 
‘Agreement scale’. The scale ranges from (-3) “speaker expects agreement” to (3) 
speaker does not expect agreement”. 

Again, RhetEx_1 sticks out from the set of contours that were evaluated. It was 
mostly rated -3 (speaker expects agreement). The average rating on a scale from 1 to 
7 was 2.09, which differed significantly from all other average ratings (largest p-value: 
p<0.008). Otherwise, there were no other significant differences in the average ratings 
of contours (smallest p-value: p>0.05). 

Salient (in number) ratings can be observed for RhetEX_2, which was mostly rated 
1 and thus rather not agreement expecting, and for RhetEX_4, which was mostly rated 
-1 and thus rather agreement expecting. 
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Figure 59. Scale 2 (agreement) – judgements of participants (distribution in %). 

Figure 60 shows the participants’ judgements of the stimuli with regard to the ‘Surprise 
scale’, ranging from -3 (violation the speaker’s expectation) to 3 (no violation pf the 
speaker’s expectation). RhetEx_1 was most frequently rated 3 and thus to convey no 
violation of the speaker’s norm. The average rating on a scale from 1 to 7 was 5.72, 
which differed significantly from the average ratings for all other contours (largest p-
value: p<0.01) but the one of RhetEx_3, which was most frequently rated 2 (av. rating: 
4.58; p>0.1). RhetEx_2 was most often rated -2 and thus to likely convey a violation 
of the speaker’s norm. The average rating on a scale from 1 to 7 was 3.05, which 
differed significantly from the average ratings of RhetEx_3 (ß=0.56, SE=0.14, z=4.01, 
p<0.001) and RhetEx_4 (av. rating: 4.22; ß=0.45, SE=0.14, z=3.21, p<0.05), which 
was mostly rated -2. The ratings of RhetEx_3 differed significantly from the ratings 
of RhetEx_6, which was mostly rated -2 (av. rating: 3.15; ß=0.51, SE=0.14, z=3.73, 
p<0.05). The ratings of RhetEx_4 differed significantly from the ratings of RhetEx_5 
(av. rating: 3.8; ß=0.41, SE= 0.14, z=2.92, p<0.05), which was most often rated 0. 
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Figure 60. Scale 3 (surprise) - judgements of participants (distribution in %). 

Figure 61 shows the participants judgements of the stimuli with regard to the 
‘Obviousness scale’. The scale ranges from -3 (message of the utterance is obvious) to 
3 (speaker has no stance on the message of the utterance). The most salient ratings 
can be seen for RhetEx_1 (av. rating: 5), RhetEx_2 (av. rating: 4.65), and RhetEx_3 
(av. rating: 4.7), which are mostly rated 3 on the scale and thus are mostly judged to 
not convey obviousness. RhetEx_6 was frequently rated -2 and -1 (av. rating 3.55) and 
thus primarily interpreted to convey obviousness. The statistical analysis did not reveal 
any significant contrasts between the ratings (smallest p-value: p=0.31). 
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Figure 61. Scale 4 (obviousness) - judgements of participants (distribution in %). 
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Contours taken from Experiment 3 
The following Figures show the distribution of the participants’ ratings for seven 
frequent contours from Experiment 3. The scales for the rating of the contours were 
the same as for the contours from Experiment 2. 

Figure 62 shows participants’ ratings for Scale 1 (Answer). The scale ranges from 
(-3) “speaker expects answer” to (3) speaker does not expect answer”. The results 
reveal that all contours but one were mostly rated 3 (not answer expecting). Only 
contour RhetAss_2 was mostly rated 2 (likely not answer expecting). Statistically, the 
only significant contrast in the average rating were between RhetAss_2 (av. rating: 
4.23 on a scale from 1 to 7) and RhetAss_3 (av. rating 5.83; ß=-0.40, SE=0.13, z=-
3.07, p<0.05) and between RhetAss_2 and RhetAss_5 (av. rating 5.7; ß=-0.34, 
SE=0.13, z=-2.84, p<0.05). 

 
Figure 62. Scale 1 (answer) - judgements of participants (distribution in %). 

Figure 63 shows the participants judgements of the stimuli with regard to the 
‘Agreement scale’. The scale ranges from (-3) “speaker expects agreement” to (3) 
speaker does not expect agreement”. The ratings in this scale were relatively evenly 
distributed, showing only a few salient ratings. RhetAss_1 was mostly rated 0 and thus 
neutral (av. rating 4.17 on the scale from 1 to 7), and RhetAss_3 was mostly rated -2 
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(av. rating: 3.6), tending towards an agreement seeking reading. Statistically, there was 
no difference between the rating of the contours (smallest p-value: p>0.5). 

 
Figure 63. Scale 2 (agreement) - judgements of participants (distribution in %). 

Figure 64 shows the participants’ judgements of the stimuli with regard to the ‘Surprise 
scale’, ranging from -3 (strongly violating the speaker’s expectation) to 3 (strongly 
conform with the speaker’s expectation). RhetAss_1 (av. rating: 5.83), RhetAss_3 (av. 
rating: 5.4 on the scale from 1 to 7), and RhetAss_5 (av. rating 5.53) were mostly rated 
3, and as such that the utterances are conform with the speaker’s expectations. The 
ratings of the three contours did not differ significantly (all p>0.9). RhetAss_2 (av. 
rating: 4.25), RhetAss_4 (av. rating: 4.05), RhetAss_6 (av. rating: 3.6) and RhetAss_7 
(av. rating: 3.5) did also not differ statistically from each other with regard to their 
average ratings (smallest p>0.4). Note that RhetAss_6 was (in number) mostly rated -
2 and RhetAss_7 (av. rating: 3.5) was mostly rated -3, indicating that participants 
believe the contours to convey a violation of the speakers’ norm. 

The average rating of RhetAss_1 differed significantly from the ratings of 
RhetAss_2 (av. rating: 4.25; ß=0.39, SE=0.11, z=3.49, p<0.01), RhetAss_4 (ß=0.46, 
SE=0.12, z=3.97, p<0.01), RhetAss_6 (ß=0.62, SE=0.12, z=5.08, p<0.0001) and 
RhetAss_7 (ß=0.66, SE=0.12, z=5.34, p<0.0001). The average rating for RhetAss_3 
differed significantly from the rating of RhetAss_4 (ß=0.37, SE=0.12, z=3.11, 
p<0.05), RhetAss_6 (ß=0.53, SE=0.12, z=4.26, p<0.001) and RhetAss_7 (ß=0.57, 
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SE=0.13, z=4.52, p<0.001). The average rating of RhetAss_5 differed significantly 
from the ones of RhetAss_4 (ß=0.39, SE=0.12, z=3.37, p<0.05), RhetAss_6 (ß=0.55, 
SE=0.12, z=4.51, p<0.001) and RhetAss_7 (ß=0.59, SE=0.12, z=4.77, p<0.0001). 

 
Figure 64. Scale 3 (surprise) - judgements of participants (distribution in %). 

Figure 65 shows the participants’ judgements of the stimuli with regard to the 
‘Obviousness scale’, ranging from -3 (message of the utterance is clearly obvious) to 
3 (speaker has no stance on the message of the utterance). All contours were mostly 
rated -2 or -3 and thus interpreted to convey obviousness. Statistically, there was no 
difference in the ratings (smallest p>0.6). RhetAss_3 (av. rating: 2.2, on a scale from 
1 to 7) and RhetAss_5 (av. rating: 2.4) were mostly rated -3, RhetAss_4 (av. rating 
3.07) and RhetAss_6 show salient ratings for -2 (av. rating: 2.2). 
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Figure 65. Scale 4 (obviousness) - judgements of participants (distribution in %). 

6.5 DISCUSSION 
The current study investigated the meaning of different contours taken from the prior 
production Experiments 2 and 3. The results for the contours taken from Experiment 
2 revealed that some contours appear to be assigned to specific functions. For 
instance, the ratings for RhetEx_1 (none none none L* H-^H%), the typical polar 
question intonation contour corresponds to the results of the production experiments 
of the current thesis and descriptions in the linguistic literature. Participants quite 
clearly judged this contour to be answer- and agreement seeking. In the case of polar 
questions, it is conceivable that participants equated answer seeking with agreement 
seeking, since a typical positive answer ‘yes’ may also be understood as agreement. 
Participants also primarily judged this contour as not conveying surprise or the attitude 
that the underlying message is obvious, which is conform to the general function of 
neutral information-seeking questions. Generally, the results for contour RhetEx_1 
are in favor of Hypothesis I. 

RhetEx_2 (none none none (L+H)* H-%), which in the production data appeared 
to be prototypical for rhetorical questions, was also primarily judged as answer 
seeking. However, not as explicitly as RhetEx_1: RhetEx_2 was mostly rated -2 on 
the scale and is thus not judged as answer seeking as RhetEx1, which was mostly rated 
(-3). Note that in Experiment 2, the (L+H)* H-% contour did not rise as high as the 
L* H-^H% nuclear contour, but stayed on a rather mid-high level. It is conceivable, 
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following Batliner’s (1989) claim that the height of the offset of a question is related 
to its inquisitiveness (Chapter 3.5.5), that is, the high plateau contour does not convey 
inquisitiveness as strongly as the high-rising edge tone. Hence, this contour is not 
perceived as answer seeking as the prototypical polar question contour RhetEx_1. 
Interestingly, on Scale 3 ‘Surprise’, there was a tendency in the listeners’ judgements 
towards the end of the scale that assumes that the speaker signals a violation of her 
expected norm. Essentially, rhetorical questions, unlike exclamatives, are not meant 
to express surprise. Potentially, however, a rhetorical question may to some extent 
express a violation of the speaker’s norm, namely that (for the speaker of the rhetorical 
question unexpectedly) there is a possibility that an interlocutor does in fact not see 
the obviousness of a given circumstance that is referred to by the propositional 
content of the rhetorical question. The use of the (L+H)* H-% contour may thus 
create an impression of violated expectations. However, inconsistent with Hypothesis 
I, RhetEx_2 was rarely judged to convey obviousness, which is surprising, since 
rhetorical questions are means to convey obviousness. Rather, listeners believed that 
speakers have no stance on the underlying message of the utterance. 

RhetEx_3 (none none none L+H* L-%) was judged to be answer expecting, which 
is interesting since it has a falling intonation contour, similar to the movements found 
with assertions (e.g., Brinckmann & Benzmüller 1999). One explanation is that in the 
case of RhetEx_3, the syntactic structure overrides the intonation contour and that 
participants rely on the syntax rather than prosody. Another possibility is that other 
prosodic parameters, which were not controlled for (e.g., pitch range or durational 
values), influenced the judgements. Additionally, falling polar questions have been 
described to be thoroughly possible in German (e.g., Kügler 2003, Selting 1995). Thus, 
participants may have accepted an utterance with a falling contour without any further 
prenuclear accents or emphatic pitch accents as a genuine polar question. Otherwise, 
this contour was not judged to convey surprise or obviousness. 

The most salient judgements for RhetEx_4 (H* none none (L+!H)* L-%) can be 
seen in Scale 1 ‘Answer’, Scale 2 ‘Agreement’, and Scale 4 ‘Obviousness’. Participants 
judged this contour to be not answer seeking but as rather agreement seeking. It is 
conceivable that the terminal fall impedes an answer seeking interpretation, however 
the (L+H)* pitch accent type and/or the prenuclear accent convey a certain speaker 
intention such as ‘agreement seeking’. Moreover, RhetEx_4 was often assessed to 
convey a violation of the speaker’s norm; however, it was judged to rather not convey 
obviousness. Note that this contour includes the (L+!H)* accent. Within the 
framework of this thesis, the (L+H)* accent has been considered an emphatic accent, 
indicating a non-neutral speaker attitude. The ratings for RhetEx_4 suggest that the 
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(L+!H)* L-% nuclear contour can convey the need for agreement (and thus possibly 
assertiveness, since assertive utterances elicit agreement rather than answers, Chapter 
2.4.1) as well as surprise. Note, however, that the adequate reaction to an exclamative 
is also approval and agreement (Chapter 2.4.1). Hence, it is possible that listeners 
attribute their ratings on the scale for agreement and surprise to a general exclamative 
function of the utterances realized with nuclear (L+H)* L-%. 

The ratings for RhetEx_5 (none none L+H* L+!H* L-%) did not reveal clear 
results on any of the scales. Concerning Scale 1 and Scale 2, it was judged to be rather 
answer and agreement seeking and regarding Scale 4 ‘Obviousness’ it was primarily 
interpreted to signal that the speaker has no stance on the underlying proposition of 
the utterance. 

The ratings for RhetEx_6 (none none (L+H)* L-%) stick out in Scale 1 ‘Answer’, 
Scale 3 ‘Surprise’, and Scale 4 ‘Obviousness’. This contour was primarily judged to not 
be answer seeking, but rather to convey surprise and obviousness. RhetEx_6 was 
realized with an (L+H)* nuclear accent. This further corroborates the assumption that 
this pitch accent supports a general non-neutral speaker attitude. 

Overall, the results for the contours taken from Experiment 3 revealed that some 
intonational patterns might indeed support the notion of a more general attitudinal 
prosody. The most salient evaluations for contour RhetAss_1 (L+H* none none L-
%), that is, a contour with an early nuclear accent, were made in Scale 1 ‘Answer’, 
Scale 3 ‘Surprise’ and Scale 4 ‘Obviousness’. This contour was judged neither answer 
seeking, nor to convey surprise, however, it was often rated to convey obviousness. 
Ratings for obviousness, however, were not as outstanding as for other contours. 
Regarding Scale 2 ‘Agreement’, it was mostly rated 0, and thus neutral towards each 
end of the scale. 

The ratings of contour RhetAss_2 (none none L+H* L-%) did not show strong 
tendencies in its ratings on any of the scales. The contour was presented with 
rhetorical wh-questions only. However, a strong influence of the syntactic structure, 
which may have led participants to judge the utterances as answer or agreement 
seeking has not been observed. The most salient ratings were observed for Scale 3 and 
Scale 2, indicating that the contour does not signal a violation of the speaker’s norm 
as well as obviousness. Ratings for Scale 4 suggest that the contour was perceived as 
expressing obviousness, but not as strongly as any of the other contours. 

The ratings of contours RhetAss_3 (L+H* none L+!H* L-%) and RhetAss_5 
(L+H* none (L+!H)* L-%) show a similar rating as RhetAss_1, suggesting that the 
contours were judged to be neither information-seeking nor to express a violation of 
a norm. However, RhetAss_3 and RhetAss_5 both scored high ratings in Scale 4 
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‘Obviousness’, suggesting that these contours convey obviousness. Both contour 
types contained prenuclear accents and RhetEx_5 was realized with the nuclear 
(L+!H)* accent. Possibly, the (L+!H)* accent as well as the occurrence of an additional 
prenuclear accent support an interpretation that speakers aim to express obviousness. 
RhetAss_3 was most often rated -2 on Scale 3 ‘Agreement’, suggesting that this 
contour aims to elicit agreement from the interlocutors. This is conform to the claims 
that both rhetorical questions and assertions elicit agreement rather than answers. 

With regard to contours RhetAss_4 (none none (L+H)* L-%) also scored high 
ratings in Scale 4 ‘Obviousness’, however not as high as RhetAss_3 and RhetAss_5. 
Note that this contour contains the (L+H)* accent, but no prenuclear accent. Possibly, 
the combination of the emphatic accent and an additional prenuclear accent is more 
potent in expressing speaker attitude than the (L+H)* accent on its own. 

RhetAss_6 (L*+H none (L+^H)* L-%), was presented with wh-questions. The 
most salient rating for this contour are in Scale 1 ‘Answer’, which shows that despite 
the interrogative form, the utterances were judged to not be answer seeking, and in 
Scale 4 ‘Obviousness’ signaling that the contour expresses obviousness. This is in 
accordance with a rhetorical question function. Furthermore, the results revealed that 
this contour was interpreted to show a tendency to convey a violation of the speaker’s 
expected norm. This supports the assumption made above, that a rhetorical question 
in some way also captures a violation of a norm that is assumed by the speaker. Like 
RhetAss_5 and RhetAss_4, RhetAss_6 contained an emphatic accent ((L+^H)*). 

The ratings for RhetAss_7 (L*+H none L+!H* L-%), which was presented with 
wh-v2 interrogative sentences (i.e., rhetorical wh-questions), showed a tendency to be 
interpreted to express a violation of the speakers’ norm rather than to not express this 
violation. Interestingly, it was not as clearly judged to not be answer seeking, as the 
other contours and also not strongly to express obviousness. 

Hypothesis II, which stated that utterances with an (L+H)* (up- and down-
stepped version included) accent support a non-neutral interpretation by signaling 
either a violation of a speaker’s norm or obviousness, is, in principle, supported by 
the results of the current experiment. Overall, participants tend to rate utterances with 
this pitch accent as violating a speaker’s norm and to convey obviousness. This applies 
for verb-first utterances with an (L+H)* nuclear (RhetEx_4) or prenuclear accent 
(RhetEx_6) accent. These contours were also judged to be agreement seeking 
(RhetEx_4) or to convey obviousness (RhetEx_6). Similarly, V2-wh-interrogatives 
that were realized with the emphatic accent triggered a non-neutral reading (e.g., 
RhetAss_5 and RhetAss_6). Note, however, that interrogative structures (V1 and wh-
V2) with this accent, apart from the plateau contour, in the nuclear or prenuclear field 
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are rated to not be answer seeking. Thus, while not generating a distinct speaker 
attitude, the occurrence of the accent seems to prevent an information-seeking/ 
inquisitive reading. 

6.6 CONCLUSION 
The ratings of the participants revealed that certain intonation contours appear to 
convey a specific semantic-pragmatic meaning. The L* H-^H% intonation contour 
has been described as the prototypical contour for polar information-seeking 
questions. This is supported by the participants’ ratings, since it was predominantly 
rated to be answer- and agreement seeking. Interestingly, the prototypical contour for 
rhetorical polar questions, the plateau contour (L+H)* H-%, was often rated to be 
answer seeking (-2). It is conceivable that the high edge tone supports an inquisitive 
reading. However, the plateau, other than the high-rise (H-^H%), throttles the 
inquisitive meaning, resulting in lower ratings, that is, more -2 than -3 ratings. The 
plateau contour was not as strongly interpreted to be agreement seeking as the contour 
with the high-rise, the most frequent rating on Scale 2 was 1 (rather not agreement 
seeking). This was not expected, as rhetorical polar questions, which in Experiment 2 
were the only utterances realized with the (L+H)* H-% contour, aim to elicit 
agreement rather than answers. The plateau contour, however, did receive a salient 
number of ratings on the surprise scale, indicating that the prosody of the utterance 
leads to an interpretation of a violation of the speaker’s expectation. This applies also 
for verb-first utterances with an (L+H)* nuclear or prenuclear accent, as well as for 
wh-interrogatives that are realized with this accent. Ratings for V2 constructions 
generally trended towards an interpretation that the utterances express obviousness. 
However, utterances with emphatic accents were more often rated to express 
obviousness than those without. Note that wh-questions that that were realized with 
an (L+H)* nuclear accent scored more ratings for obviousness than those without. 

Generally, the results indicate that prosodic realizations support specific 
interpretations regarding their semantic-pragmatic function and attitudinal meaning. 
The experiment did not control for syntactic structure, however, the results indicate 
that prosody interacts with the syntactic structure; note that for instance, wh-questions 
with an (L+H)* accent were not rated as answer seeking, but conveyed obviousness 
(RhetAss_7). In addition, the results insinuate that the (L+H)* accent can be regarded 
to indicate (a non-specified) speaker attitude. However, more fine-grained research is 
required, to achieve a more detailed picture of how prosody conveys meaning and of 
what the crucial elements (e.g., pitch accent, boundary tones, voice quality, etc.) in 
prosody listeners rely on when interpreting the meaning of an utterance.  
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The current experiment represents only a first step towards understanding the 
differences in connotative meaning of different contours. The experiment did not 
properly consider the different sentence structures of the utterances. For future 
research, a more careful consideration of the phonetic aspects, that is duration and 
voice quality, is required in possible future studies. 
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7 GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

The current thesis operates at the prosody-meaning interface. It compared rhetorical 
questions to polar information-seeking questions, V1-exclamatives, and strong and 
neutral assertions. Rhetorical questions, like information-seeking questions are 
grammatically rooted in the interrogative mode. That is, their syntactic structure and 
semantic meaning does not differ from ordinary questions. The actual function of a 
rhetorical question in the discourse (e.g., its illocution), is detached from its 
grammatical form and added on a pragmatic level. Pragmatically, rhetorical questions 
resemble assertions in that speakers are committed to the truth of the propositional 
content of the utterance. Like assertions, rhetorical questions express their belief in 
and commitment to their propositional content. Other than default assertions, 
however, rhetorical questions also express the obviousness of their propositional 
content and hence have an additional attitudinal load. While a basic assertion proposes 
and update to the common ground discourse participants may or may not commit 
themselves to, rhetorical questions enforce a commitment of the discourse 
participants, by presupposing that their propositional content is already part of the 
common ground and thus obvious. It is possible to use assertions to express 
obviousness. This type of assertion was labeled ‘strong assertion’ within this thesis. 
However, as elaborated on in Chapter 2.4.4, it needs more effort to deny a rhetorical 
question than an assertion, which makes them effective means of persuasion (cf. 
Anzilotti 1982; Petty et al. 1981). Also, speakers may benefit from the interrogative 
form of a rhetorical question. If needed, the speaker of a rhetorical question can 
neglect its rhetorical point and refer to the interrogative structure, retrospectively 
selling it as an information-seeking question (Chapter 2.4.4). This is not possible with 
strong assertions, which straightforwardly express their propositional content. 

V1 exclamatives intersect with rhetorical and information-seeking questions in 
respect of their form type. Other than rhetorical and information-seeking questions, 
however, they are described to not belong to the interrogative mode, but to an 
exclamative mode (e.g., Altmann 1993; Oppenrieder 2013) or to the declarative mode, 
operating on a V1-declarative form type (e.g., Brandt et al. 1993; Rosengren 1992b), 
on which the exclamative meaning is added on a pragmatic level. Exclamatives are, 
unlike information-seeking questions, not inquisitive. Out of the blue exclamatives, 
which are analyzed in the current thesis, do not express commitment on any level, but 
are used to express the speaker’s surprise regarding a certain issue. The surprise results 
from a violation of the speaker’s assumed norm of a given circumstance. Whether or 
not exclamatives belong to an exclamative mode or to the declarative mode is not of 
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primary interest of the current thesis. However, exclamatives, like rhetorical questions 
and strong assertions carry a specific attitudinal load, which makes a prosodic analysis 
promising for the understanding of the prosody of rhetorical questions. 

Chapter 2 of the thesis elaborated on the formal structure and semantic meaning 
of the utterances and provided a background on their pragmatic functions. Chapter 3 
introduced a general notion on intonation and prosody and introduced the prosodic 
background on the utterances under investigation. Chapters 4 and 5 presented two 
production experiments and Chapter 6 a rating task, which aimed to answer the 
following three overarching research questions that guided the thesis: 

A. Do rhetorical questions exhibit their own ‘rhetorical prosody’ and thus a direct 
form-to-function (prosodic to pragmatic) mapping? 

B. Can prosodic features that have been found to differentiate rhetorical 
questions from string-identical information-seeking questions also be found in 
other non-information seeking but string-identical utterances, that is, 
exclamatives? 

C. Do rhetorical questions share prosodic features with utterances that differ in 
their formal structure, but have a similar pragmatic meaning, that is assertions? 

D. Is there a set of prosodic features shared by utterances that convey a certain 
non-neutral speaker attitude (i.e., rhetorical questions, exclamatives and 
assertions), suggesting a general attitudinal prosody rather than a matching of 
prosodic form to pragmatic function? 

Research question A is predicated on findings made in Experiment 0 (Wochner et 
al. 2015, Chapter 3.7.2) and Experiment 1 (Braun et al. 2019, Chapter 3.7.3). In both 
experiments, rhetorical questions showed prosodic characteristics that clearly 
distinguished them from the prosodic realizations of string-identical information-
seeking questions. Those were the plateau contour (L+H)* H-% in rhetorical polar 
questions, the overall high occurrence of the (L+H)* accent, longer durations, and a 
higher occurrence of initial breathy voice quality than in information-seeking 
questions. 

The plateau contour, that is (L+H)* H-% appears to be prototypical for rhetorical 
questions. So far, this combination of nuclear accent and edge tone has been observed 
with rhetorical polar questions only and not with any other V1 sentence structure. It 
hardly ever occurred in information-seeking-polar questions in Experiment 1, but it 
was the most used nuclear contour for rhetorical polar questions. Kutscheid and 
Braun (2022) observed polar questions with a bouletic bias with a H-% edge tone, 
which suggests that a high plateau may be used to signal bias (in general) in questions. 
In Experiment 0, the plateau frequently occurred in information-seeking questions in 
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utterance medial position, likely signaling non-finality and progredience. In utterance 
final information-seeking questions, it occurred only rarely. A comparison of 
spontaneously spoken rhetorical and information-seeking questions by Braun et al 
(2020) substantiate these findings. Braun et al. (2020) analyzed data taken from an 
(unscripted) cooking show and compared rhetorical and information-seeking 
questions that were uttered during the show. They found that rhetorical polar 
questions were predominantly realized with a high plateau (H-%) or a low-rising edge 
tone (L-H%). In Experiment 2 of the current thesis, which added V1 exclamatives to 
the comparison, the plateau contour ((L+H)* H-%) occurred in rhetorical questions 
only. This suggests that, from the production side, this nuclear contour in combination 
with a V1-interrogative sentence signals the rhetorical meaning of a question and is 
thus prototypical for a rhetorical question prosody. However, while this contour 
appeared quite frequently, it is not the most common contour used with rhetorical 
questions, at least in Experiment 0 and Experiment 2. In these two experiments, 
rhetorical questions were typically realized with a nuclear contour that has been 
described as a prototypical polar question intonation: L* H-^H% (e.g., Grice et al. 
2005; Peters 2014; von Essen 1964). Rhetorical polar questions with the L* H-^H% 
nuclear contour, however, differed phonetically from information-seeking questions. 
In Experiments 1 and 2 of the current thesis, rhetorical polar questions showed a 
lower pitch range of the final rise in L* H-^H% nuclear contours. Note, however, that 
in Experiment 4 on the meaning of intonation contours, this contour was mostly rated 
to have an answer seeking function, albeit not as strongly as the prototypical polar 
question intonation contour (L* H-^H%). The plateau contour was not rated to signal 
obviousness, which is in fact the actual function of a rhetorical question. Interestingly, 
the plateau contour was often rated to convey a violation of the speaker’s norm. This, 
however, is the common description of the function of exclamatives. It is not beyond 
the scope of possibilities that a rhetorical question in some way captures a violation 
of norm. Actually, the speaker of a rhetorical question conveys that its propositional 
content is obvious and that it should be obvious to all interlocutors. By uttering the 
rhetorical question, the speaker might also express a violation of her norms in that 
someone (e.g., one of the interlocutors, or a discourse situation) might have missed 
this obviousness. For instance, in a rhetorical question such as Kann die Lene malen? 
(‘Can Lene paint?’) the violation of the norm from the speaker’s point of view may be 
the fact that someone even asks whether Lene can paint or not when it is obvious that 
she actually can’t. 

Experiment 2 also showed many rhetorical polar questions but hardly any 
information-seeking questions terminating in a final falling movement. Falling polar 
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questions are thoroughly possible in German (Kügler 2003; Selting 1995), however, 
the data from Experiment 2 suggests that rhetorical polar questions are more readily 
produced with a final fall than information-seeking polar questions. Rhetorical wh-
questions typically terminate usually in a final falling movement, which is shown in 
Experiment 1 and supported in Experiment 3 (here, rising rhetorical wh-questions 
were a speaker intrinsic phenomenon). Information-seeking wh-questions, on the 
other hand, allow for rising contours (Experiment 1). A falling movement in rhetorical 
questions can be linked to the speaker signaling that the question is not inquisitive and 
therefore does not require an answer (Batliner 1989) and to amplify the underlying 
proposition of the rhetorical question. Referring to Bartels (1999), a final fall may 
mark the question explicitly as a rhetorical one and aims to prevent an information-
seeking interpretation. 

Experiment 1 introduced the (L+H)* accent, which frequently appears in rhetorical 
questions, but not in information-seeking questions. This accent also occurred 
frequently in rhetorical polar questions in Experiment 2 and in rhetorical wh-questions 
in Experiment 3. Remarkably, interrogative utterances that were realized with this 
accent were rated to convey a violation of a speaker’s norm, to elicit agreement and 
to signal obviousness in Experiment 4. However, apart from the ‘rhetorical plateau’, 
interrogatives with the (L+H)* accent in nuclear or prenuclear position were rated to 
not be answer seeking. This suggests that this accent is not suitable for information-
seeking questions. 

Experiments 1 and 2, in addition, revealed a lower scaling of the F0 offset and of 
the F0 minimum before the rise in L* H-^H% contours in rhetorical questions as 
compared to information-seeking questions. A smaller pitch range in final rising 
movements due to a lower scaling of final rises has been described to distinguish 
between questions and statements in Michalsky (2017), who compared the string-
identical parts of German alternative questions and conditional statements. Batliner 
(1989) connects the range of the final rise in a question and the scaling of its offset to 
the speaker’s interest in receiving an answer. That is, the higher the scaling of the 
offset and thus the higher the range of the final rise, the more inquisitive the question 
appears. Consequently, in cases where a speaker is not sincerely interested in receiving 
an answer, the range of the final rise can be expected to be less expanded and the 
scaling of the offset to be lower. This is exactly the case with rhetorical questions. The 
speaker of a rhetorical question has no sincere interest in receiving an answer. To this 
effect, a smaller range of the final rise and a lower scaling of the offset in rhetorical 
questions as compared to information-seeking questions is evident. In addition, 
rhetorical wh-questions, as showed in Experiment 1, exhibit a lower scaling of L and 
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H tones in rising accents (L+H*) as compared to information-seeking wh-questions. 
This indicates a lower pitch register. A lower scaling of F0 in accented positions, 
indicating a lower register, often in combination of a smaller pitch ranges in rising 
intonation movements are thus considered as prosodic features that discriminate 
rhetorical questions from information-seeking questions.  

A further means for a prosodic distinction between the rhetorical and information-
seeking questions is duration. Experiments 0 and 1 showed slower durations for 
rhetorical questions as compared to information-seeking questions. Longer durations 
in rhetorical polar questions as compared to string-identical information-seeking 
questions were also found in Experiment 2. Additionally, Braun et al. (2020) found 
slower speaking rates in spontaneously spoken rhetorical questions compared to 
information-seeking questions. It is important to note that longer durations and/ or 
slower speaking rates than in information-seeking questions appear to be a cross-
linguistic feature of rhetorical questions (Dehé et al. 2022). For instance, languages 
like English (Dehé & Braun 2020a), Cantonese (Lo et al. 2019), Standard Chinese 
(Zahner et al. 2021), French (Beyssade & Delais-Roussarie to appear), Estonian (Asu 
et al. 2020), Italian (Sorianello, 2018, 2019), Japanese (Miura & Hara 1995) and 
Icelandic (Dehé & Braun 2020b, Dehé & Wochner 2022) show longer durations or 
speaking rates in rhetorical questions as compared to information-seeking questions. 
Fundamentally, longer durations and slower speaking rate appear to be crucial features 
that distinguish rhetorical from information-seeking questions. 

Initial breathy voice quality appears to be a salient but optional feature of rhetorical 
questions. In the production experiments presented within the framework of this 
thesis, breathy voice quality occurred with rhetorical questions rather than with string-
identical information-seeking questions. However, less than 40% of the rhetorical 
questions in Experiment 1 and less than 20% in Experiment 2 (and even only 7% in 
Experiment) were realized with initial breathy voice quality. Still, to some extent the 
use of breathy voice quality in rhetorical questions appears to be a cross-linguistic 
phenomenon. Dehé and Braun (2020a) found evidence for initial breathiness in 
English rhetorical questions and Dehé and Wochner (2022) found utterance final 
breathy voice quality in Icelandic rhetorical questions. 

Prima facie, rhetorical questions in comparison to information-seeking questions 
are characterized by a distinct prosodic profile. The prosodic peculiarities of rhetorical 
questions, such as the (L+H)* H-% contour, the (L+H)* pitch accent, smaller ranges, 
lower register, longer durations, and occurrence of breathy voice quality then reflect 
the deviations on the pragmatic level. They can be seen as modifications of the 
established question prosody (e.g., Grice et al; Peters 2014; von Essen 1964), 
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indicating the diversion in the function of rhetorical questions. However, these 
prosodic characteristics do not constitute a rhetorical question prosody. While the 
plateau contour appears to be prototypical for rhetorical polar questions, in 
Experiment 2 they are mostly realized with a high-rising edge tone, just like 
information-seeking questions. Experiments 2 and 3 of the current thesis showed that 
the occurrence of the (L+H)* accent, longer durations, lower scaling and register, and 
breathy voice quality also occur in other utterances when compared to structurally or 
pragmatically similar utterances, such as exclamatives and assertions. Hence, the 
notion of a rhetorical question prosody, so far, is unlikely and Research Question A 
has to be answered with ‘no, there is no rhetorical question prosody’. This becomes 
more obvious, when adding further illocution and utterance types to the comparison. 

Research question B asked whether prosodic features that have been found to 
differentiate rhetorical from information-seeking questions could also be found in 
other utterances that are identical in their syntactic make-up but differ with regard to 
their function in the discourse. To this end, Experiment 1 adds V1 exclamatives to 
the prosodic comparison of polar rhetorical and information-seeking questions.  

In Experiment 1, other than rhetorical and information-seeking questions, 
exclamatives mainly terminated in a low edge tone, which, based on previous literature 
(e.g., Rosengren 1992, Batliner 1989, Repp & Seeliger 2020), was expected. The final 
falling movement, however, was no unique feature of exclamatives. A considerably 
large number of rhetorical questions terminated in a low edge tone, as well. The low 
edge tone in both illocution types was attributed to their non-inquisitive function. 
Neither rhetorical questions nor exclamatives are used to elicit an actual answer from 
interlocutors. Rhetorical questions, as indirect speech acts (Ilie 2010; Meibauer 1986; 
Chapter 2.4.4), fluctuate in their prosodic realization. Depending on whether the 
speaker aims at amplifying the underlying proposition and its obviousness or whether 
she aims at mitigating the underlying message she may choose between different edge 
tones (the choice ranging from a high-rising edge to a low edge tone). Exclamatives 
are on-record strategy, meaning that the speaker expresses nothing more than her 
surprise about a certain issue. Similarly, information-seeking questions, which almost 
always terminate in a high-rise, only express inquisitiveness and nothing more. Hence, 
there is no need for speakers to make modifications on the final movement to keep 
the tension between two possible interpretations. A small number of exclamatives 
were realized with a final rising movement. If exclamatives were realized with a final 
high-rise, the scaling of the F0 minimum and the offset was lower than in information-
seeking and rhetorical questions. There was no difference in the range of the final rise 
between rhetorical questions and exclamatives, indicating an overall lower register. 
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Regarding the nuclear accent, rhetorical questions and exclamatives were both 
frequently realized with an (L+H)*((L+!H)*/ (L+^H)*) accent. Note that while in the 
statistical analyses, I separated the three versions of (L+H)*, I don’t expect a 
meaningful difference between (L+H)* and its up- and down-stepped versions. In 
each case, I assume this accent type to be a means of a prosodic emphasis. This 
prosodic means may then be further enhanced by the occurrence of a prenuclear 
(“attitudinal”, see Experiment 2) accent, resulting in an up- or down-stepped version 
of nuclear (L+H)*. The most frequent nuclear accent in exclamatives was L+!H*. This 
accent also occurred in rhetorical questions in nuclear position. The occurrence of the 
(L+H)* accent in both prenuclear and nuclear position (also in up- and down-stepped 
variations) is a further prosodic characteristic shared by rhetorical questions and 
exclamatives and it distinguishes them both from information-seeking questions, 
which hardly ever showed this accent type. This suggests that the (L+H)* accent 
signals some kind of attitude, but no specific one. Findings by Zahner-Ritter et al. 
(2022), who compared the connotative meaning of this particular accent to L+H* and 
L*+H accents in German wh-questions, such as Wer malt denn Mandalas? (‘Who paints 
mandalas?’) are in support of this assumption. In one part of the study, listeners from 
southern and northern Germany were presented with wh-questions that contained 
either one of the three accent types as nuclear accent. They then had to describe in 
their own words the meaning of the respective question, including possible attitudinal 
or emotional stances. Questions with an (L+H)* nuclear accent were described with 
a variety of different attitudinal attributes such as verwundert (‘astonished/ surprised’), 
Abneigung (‘antipathy’), abwertend (‘pejorative’), rhetorisch (‘rhetorical’), as opposed to 
questions with the other two accent types that were mostly rated to be information-
seeking. Kohler (1991, 1995) describes a late peak with similar alignment patterns than 
the (L+H)* accent which, he attributes to an expression of surprise or incredulity. 
Hence, the (L+H)* pitch accent is likely to be understood as a means of prosodic 
emphasis, highlighting that an utterance conveys a certain attitudinal meaning. It is 
not, however, a designated ‘rhetorical’ accent type. 

Other than rhetorical polar questions, V1 exclamatives are not realized with a 
contour that solely occurred in the exclamative data, however, nuclear (L+H)* L-% 
as well as (L+!H)* L-% occurred considerably more often in exclamatives than in 
rhetorical questions. Interestingly, this nuclear contour (preceded by prenuclear H* 
associated with the finite verb) presented with V1 sentences, in Experiment 4, was 
rated to convey a violation of the speaker’s assumed norm and hence surprise. It was 
also often rated to be agreement seeking and not answer seeking. This, at first sight, 
supports an exclamative interpretation, since exclamatives express surprise and elicit 
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approval or agreement rather than an answer (Zanutti & Portner 2003). However, 
rhetorical questions, too, elicit agreement rather than answers (Biezma & Rawlins 
2017) and it is not beyond possibilities that, to some extent, they also express a degree 
of surprise. Note that in Experiment 4 the prototypical rhetorical plateau contour was 
rated to convey surprise, rather than obviousness. Hence, while speakers may produce 
different contours, this not necessarily means that listeners interpret those contours 
differently. However, since Experiment 4 did not consider for instance phonetic 
factors, these assumptions need to be explored more carefully in future studies. 

Exclamatives were typically realized with a prenuclear accent, which was mostly 
associated with the subject NP (e.g., Lene in Kann die Lene malen ‘Can Lene paint’). An 
additional non-focal accent with no fixed position in the utterance has been described 
to be a distinct or even a default (Repp & Seeliger 2020) feature of exclamatives and 
has been defined as the so-called exclamative accent (Batliner 1989). Often, this special 
feature of exclamatives has been seen as a prosodically unique feature, possibly 
legitimating the assumption of an exclamative sentence mode (e.g., Altmann 1993). 
However, research on the prosody of exclamatives assesses that while the exclamative-
accent is typical for exclamatives, it is not constitutive (Rosengren 1992b, based on 
Batliner 1988). Exclamatives may or may not be realized with an additional non-focal 
accent and, vice versa, the occurrence of a prenuclear accent does not turn an 
utterance into an exclamative (Truckenbrodt 2013). Both observations, that is, the 
frequent occurrence of a prenuclear accent and the fact that it is not a unique feature 
of exclamatives were made in Experiment 2 of the current thesis. Rhetorical questions, 
like exclamatives, often showed prenuclear accents that were associated with the 
subject NP, however in a much smaller number. Interestingly, in both illocution types 
the most frequent prenuclear accent was the (L+H)* accent. Information-seeking 
questions only showed a small number of prenuclear accents, most of them were H*. 
Note that all context situations in Experiment 2 were constructed such that there is 
only minimal possible influence of information-structure, providing the same baseline 
for the three illocution types. Because of the high occurrence of prenuclear accents in 
attitudinally loaded utterances, rhetorical questions and exclamatives, as compared to 
(neutral) information-seeking questions, the notion of an attitudinal accent appears to 
be more adequate than the assignation of the accent to a specific pragmatic function, 
such as the exclamative accent. 

In comparison to information-seeking questions, Experiment 2 showed that both 
rhetorical questions and exclamatives showed longer durations and a higher 
occurrence of initial breathy voice quality. Differences in durational values and voice 
quality for exclamatives and rhetorical questions have been expected due to prior 
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research on both illocution types. Longer durations in exclamatives as compared to 
other string-identical utterances irrespective of sentence structure have been observed 
by Batliner (1989), Oppenrieder (1988), Repp (2019) and Repp and Seeliger (2020). 
The comparison between rhetorical questions and exclamatives revealed that 
exclamatives show even longer durational values than rhetorical questions. Shorter 
durations in rhetorical questions may be due to their inherent tension between form 
and function. Longer durations in comparison to information-seeking questions may 
be due to the attitudinal meaning of rhetorical questions and thus part of an attitudinal 
prosody. Recent evidence from a production study showed that also questions with a 
negative bouletic bias are realized with slower speaking rates than neutral questions 
(Kutscheid & Braun 2021), indicating that the realization of speaker attitude involves 
a modification in the durational values. However, the relatedness to information-
seeking questions and their incorporation in the interrogative mode may result in not 
as strong durational values as exclamatives. The same applies to initial voice quality. 
Both, exclamatives and rhetorical questions show a higher occurrence of initial breathy 
voice quality than information-seeking questions and exclamatives even a higher 
occurrence than rhetorical questions. Interestingly, breathy voice quality in utterances 
of surprise was also observed for instance by Niebuhr and Kohler (2007). As it 
happens, the occurrence of breathy voice quality has been described with several other 
different speaker attitudes and speaker emotions. For instance, Gobl and Ni Chasaide 
(2003) find breathy voice quality in utterances that convey both happiness and 
sadness. Laver (1980) links breathy voice to intimacy, whereas Zetterholm (1998) 
associates it with anxiety and Niebuhr et al. (2010) connect it to emphatically realized 
utterances in general. Thus, breathy voice quality, like the (L+H)* accent appears to 
be a general means to signal that an utterance aims to convey more than it is said on 
its surface structure and not a distinct feature of one speaker attitude or emotion. 

Experiment 2 also compared the pitch range of rising accents in prenuclear and 
nuclear L+H* and (L+H)* accents in rhetorical questions and exclamatives. 
Fundamentally, the pitch range was always larger in exclamatives than in rhetorical 
questions. It is conceivable that larger pitch ranges in exclamatives, similarly to longer 
durations and a higher occurrence of initial breathiness as compared to rhetorical 
questions are due to their status as on-record strategies. A speaker of an exclamative 
has no need to curb its prosodic features. Interestingly, in a post-hoc analysis of the 
data of Braun et al. 2019 (Experiment 1), Neitsch (2018) analyzed rhetorical questions 
that were presented with context situations that evoked an additional attitudinal load, 
that is, rhetorical questions that in addition to obviousness also conveyed a certain 
degree of impoliteness, disgust, emotional load, or that were rather blunt. She found 
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that some of the phonetic parameters (i.e., duration of the discourse particle denn and 
the indefinite pronoun jemand and the occurrence of initial breathy voice quality), as 
well as the occurrence of the (L+H)* nuclear accent were stronger or more frequent 
in occurrence in rhetorical questions with an additional attitudinal load as compared 
to basic rhetorical questions. This suggests that depending on the speaker’s attitudinal 
or emotional stance, rhetorical questions can be realized with stronger prosodic 
features or at full throttle, in a manner of speaking. 

To sum up, rhetorical questions and exclamatives share several features and 
Research Questions 2 can be answered with ‘yes, prosodic features that differentiate 
rhetorical from information-seeking questions can also be found in exclamatives’. 
However, in Experiment 2, the manifestations of different prosodic characteristics, 
such as for instance duration, initial breathy voice quality, the occurrence of prenuclear 
accents, and the number of final falls, are more conspicuous in exclamatives, which in 
the discussion of Experiment 2 is shown by means of a scale of prosodic emphasis. 
This leads over to the question whether exclamatives form their own sentence mode 
or not. Often, prosodic features such as the ‘exclamative accent’, the final fall, certain 
sentence structures, or the use or absence of certain discourse particles have been 
argued in favor of an exclamative mode. From a prosodic point of view, Batliner 
(1988) admits that the occurrence of an additional pitch accent does not suffice to 
constitute a sentence mode. However, Batliner (1988) attributes a general prosodic 
more to exclamatives as compared to other string-identical but not exclamative 
utterances. This prosodic more, represented in longer durations and larger pitch 
ranges, then legitimates the assumption of the exclamative mode. The notion of a 
prosodic more of exclamatives in comparison to string identical information-seeking 
questions is supported by Experiment 2. However, in comparison to information-
seeking questions, rhetorical questions, too, showed such a prosodic more. They show 
longer durations, a higher use of breathy voice quality and a larger number of 
prenuclear L+H* pitch accents than information-seeking questions, that were mainly 
produced with H* accents (L+H* accents commonly show larger ranges in the rising 
movements than H* accents, cf. Ladd & Shepman 2003; Pierrehumbert 1980). Thus, 
assuming a prosodic more to be indicative for a sentence mode appears inadequate. 
Especially when recalling the post-hoc analysis made by Neitsch (2018), which showed 
that rhetorical questions show even stronger parameters when adding additional 
attitudinal or emotional load. 

Experiment 3 mainly aimed to answer Research Question C, whether rhetorical 
questions share prosodic features with utterances that differ in their formal structure, 
but have a similar pragmatic meaning, that is, assertions. Experiment 3 compared 
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rhetorical wh-questions to assertions, which regarding to their word order differed only 
in the first word (wh-word vs. indefinite pronoun). There were two types of assertions: 
i. strong assertions that affected the discourse in a similar way as rhetorical questions, 
that is, they signaled the obviousness of their propositional content; and ii. neutral 
assertions, that did not convey any attitudinal load but simply reported on a given 
situation. The results of Experiment 3 generally support the notion of an attitudinal 
prosody. However, assertions, both strong and neutral, often showed a different 
intonational realization than rhetorical questions. Often, they were produced with an 
early nuclear accent, that is, an accent associated with the indefinite pronoun Niemand 
(‘nobody’), followed by a low edge tone. Rhetorical questions, however, were mostly 
realized with a nuclear accent associated with the sentence final object. Nevertheless, 
the comparison revealed interesting similarities between rhetorical questions and 
strong assertions and meaningful differences between strong and neutral assertions. 

Regarding the edge tones, all three utterance types were mainly realized with a low 
edge tone. Final rising movements in rhetorical questions were due to speaker specific 
realizations. This result was expected since assertions are commonly realized with 
falling movements (e.g., Brinckmann & Benzmüller 1999; Grice et al. 2005; Peters 
2014) and rhetorical wh-questions have been described to terminate in a final fall 
almost mandatorily in Experiment 1. 

The most frequent nuclear accent in rhetorical wh-questions was the (L+H)* and 
the most frequent nuclear accent in strong assertions the down-stepped version 
(L+!H)*. Both utterance types were frequently realized with an (L+!H)* L-% nuclear 
contour. Neutral assertions, in contrast, were mostly realized with an L+!H* nuclear 
accent. This is in line with the results of Experiments 1 and 2 in which utterances that 
conveyed a certain speaker attitude, irrespective of their form type, were realized with 
(L+H)* accents. In Experiment 4, utterances, specifically wh-interrogatives with 
(L+H)* accents showed a tendency to be judged to convey a violation of a speaker’s 
norm and to convey obviousness. In addition, they were rated to not be answer 
seeking. This confirm that this accent not only triggers an attitudinal interpretation 
but also that it prevents a neutral question reading. 

Both rhetorical questions and strong assertions showed slower speaking ranges 
than neutral assertions. Speaking rate was slower in rhetorical questions than in strong 
assertions. With rhetorical questions, speakers not only signal obviousness but they 
also have to specify that irrespective of the interrogative form, the utterance is not 
meant as a genuine question but rather to make a point. This is not the case with 
strong assertions, which straightforwardly assert their propositional content and an 
additional sense of obviousness. Hence, slower speaking may enhance the rhetoricity 
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of a rhetorical question on the part of the speaker. In addition, strong assertions 
showed longer word durations than neutral assertions. This suggests that a reduction 
in speaking rate and a lengthening of word durations, which has also been found in 
rhetorical questions and V1 exclamatives, is owing to a non-neutral speaker attitude. 
Niebuhr et al. (2010) and Niebuhr (2014), who found slower speaking rates in 
emphatically realized utterances as compared to neutral or factual ones, are in support 
of this theory.  

Rhetorical questions and strong assertions further have in common that they are 
produced in a lower pitch register than neutral assertions. This is deducted from the 
lower scaling of L and H tonal targets in rising prenuclear and nuclear accents. The 
scaling was lower in rhetorical questions as compared to strong assertions, which may 
be caused by the speakers having to overcome the interrogative form and to enhance 
the actual function of the rhetorical question in the discourse. Regarding pitch range, 
strong assertions showed larger ranges in L+H* prenuclear accents as compared to 
neutral assertions, likely indicating the additional speaker attitude. Rhetorical questions 
showed a lower pitch range in prenuclear L+H* accents, which, may be attributed to 
the tension between their grammatical form and pragmatic function. Another reason 
may be that a prominent wh-word, due to a pitch accent may favor an information-
seeking reading of the question (cf. Truckenbrodt 2012a). In order to minimize this 
risk and to weaken an inquisitive reading, speakers may produce initial accents with a 
general lower pitch range.  

Interestingly, other than in prior experiments, breathy voice quality did not play a 
role in the distinction between the three utterance types. Since breathy voice quality 
appeared to be only a minor indicator in Experiments 1 and 2 and was not used all 
across rhetorical questions and exclamatives, it is likely that it is an optional prosodic 
feature speakers may or may not use. 

To recap, rhetorical questions and strong assertions share a set of prosodic 
characteristics, such as low edge tones, a high number of (L+H)* ((L+!H)*/ (L+^H)*) 
accents and in comparison to neutral assertions a slower speaking rate and a lower 
scaling in accent positions. Research Question C needs to be answered with ‘yes’ 
followed by ‘but’. Yes, rhetorical questions do feature similar characteristics as 
assertions, but more so if those are strong assertions. 

The final Research Question D addressed the question of whether there is a set 
of prosodic features shared by utterances that convey speaker attitude, suggesting a 
general attitudinal prosody rather than a matching of prosodic form to pragmatic 
function. In principle, the answer to Research Question D is entailed in the 
elaborations on Research Questions A to C. Rhetorical questions, V1 exclamatives 
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and strong assertions, within the framework of this thesis, were considered to be non-
neutral utterances, since they all conveyed a certain speaker attitude. In the case of 
rhetorical questions and strong assertions this attitude was obviousness, in the case of 
V1 exclamatives it was surprise. All these non-neutral utterances, irrespective of form 
type and pragmatic function, showed a set of prosodic characteristics that 
distinguished them from neutral utterances, that is, information-seeking questions and 
neutral assertions. 

To give a résumé, in contrast to neutral utterances are characterized by the frequent 
occurrence of the (L+H)* pitch accent, a lower scaling of tonal targets, indicating a 
general lower register, longer durations and slower speaking rates and a higher 
incidence of initial breathy voice quality as compared to neutral utterances. This is in 
favor of an attitudinal prosody. That is, speaker prosodically emphasize an utterance 
to signal an additional attitudinal load. The occurrence of the (L+H)* H-% plateau 
contour, which is prototypical for rhetorical polar questions productions, as well as 
the frequent manifestation of nuclear (L+H)* L-% in V1 exclamatives and rhetorical 
wh-questions suggest that some prosodic forms may be preferred for specific utterance 
types, however, a strict form-to-function mapping for each utterance type cannot be 
observed. Additionally, prosody can have grammatical potential or can reflect the 
grammatical structure of an utterance, such as in rising contours in polar rhetorical- 
and information-seeking questions (i.e., nuclear L* H-^H% contours). A speaker may 
choose to prosodically emphasize (or not) an utterance in a way she feels is adequate 
in a given discourse situation by means of for instance a specific configuration of the 
nuclear contour, the use of breathiness and slower speaking rates to signal her attitude 
towards the propositional content of the utterance. Ultimately, there is no rule to 
express a specific speaker attitude or pragmatic function by means of a distinct 
inventory of prosodic building blocks. Rather prosody appears to serve as a mediator 
between the grammatical form of an utterance and its use in the discourse and is thus 
part of the grammar-pragmatics interface.
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8 OUTLOOK 
The current thesis presented a prosodic comparison of rhetorical questions with 
information-seeking questions, exclamatives and assertions. Next to an elaboration on 
the syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic background of the utterances under 
investigation, the prosodic profile of rhetorical questions, especially in comparison to 
other non-neutral utterance types, has been the center of attention in the current 
thesis. The thesis predominantly presented production data. Future research needs to 
address the questions which prosodic features in general and which combinations of 
features constitute a well-formed rhetorical question from the perceptive point of 
view. In addition, it needs to be explored whether and how there are combinations 
that clearly separate rhetorical questions from string-identical non-neutral utterances 
such as exclamatives. So far, there is evidence that the combination of certain prosodic 
features helps listeners to distinguish between rhetorical and information-seeking 
questions. Kharaman et al. (2019) provide a psycholinguistic experiment in form of 
an identification task in which participants were presented to wh-questions that were 
manipulated with respect to pitch accent type, voice quality and constituent duration. 
Listeners had to judge whether an utterance they were presented with was a rhetorical 
question or an information-seeking question. The results suggest that listeners were 
mostly affected by pitch accent. In addition, the combination of pitch accent (L+H)* 
and either breathy voice quality or longer overall duration appeared to be most likely 
judged as rhetorical. A creation of similar prosodic profile by means of perception 
studies for exclamatives appears to be fruitful, as well. 

The set of different pragmatic functions and different speaker attitudes within the 
framework of this thesis was rather limited. In order to be able to validate the 
assumption of a general attitudinal prosody, a comparison of further sentence 
structures and speaker attitudes appears reasonable, for instance a comparison of 
utterances with a positive attitude (e.g., encouraging/ motivating utterances or praises) 
or a negative attitude (e.g., discouraging utterances or sarcastic utterances). 

Biezma and Rawlins (2017) argue that rhetorical questions do not trigger the same 
response patterns as assertions but provide no evidence for this assumption. A 
prosodic-pragmatic experiment to resolve this issue appears to be fruitful. For 
instance, participants might listen to rhetorical question realizations and then choose 
an in their opinion adequate reaction to the particular realization. 

With regard to the pilot Experiment 4, the rating task, some issues have already 
been addressed. An additional subsequent experiment that uses string-identical 
utterances is required to exclude a possible influence of the syntactic structure on the 
evaluations. Secondly, the experiment needs to control for phonetic factors such as 
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for instance duration and pitch. Of special interest to me is a judgement task on the 
pitch accent (L+H)* in general and its position (prenuclear vs. nuclear) in the 
utterance, as well as the scaling of H in L+H* pitch accents (prenuclear and nuclear) 
and the scaling of the final rise in low-rising contours. Thus, judgment tasks to the 
one described in Experiment 4 with string identical utterances that are controlled for 
phonetic factors is crucial. Additionally, the make-up of the scales needs some 
revision. While semantic scales usually work with opposites (e.g., tall vs. small), the 
current scales offer binary choices (answer expecting vs. not answer expecting as in 
tall vs. not tall). Thus, currently scales like fragend versus behauptend (‘inquisitive vs. 
assertive’), überrascht versus offentsichtlich (‘surprised vs. obvious’) and ernst versus ironisch 
(‘sincere vs. ironic’) are in debate. Generally, experiments using a semantic differential 
promise to gain more insight into the prosody-meaning interfaces can provide more 
information on the interfaces between prosody and meaning. They can, for instance, 
help to solve the question of whether the (L+H)* pitch accent constitutes its own 
phonological category and whether it signals specific speaker attitudes (e.g., surprise 
or rhetoricity) or non-neutral speaker attitude in general, that is whether they simply 
emphatically mark an utterance.
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9 ZUSAMMENFASSUNG 
Die vorliegende Arbeit befasst sich mit rhetorischen Fragen im Deutschen an der 
Schnittstelle zwischen Prosodie und Bedeutung. Ziel der Arbeit ist die Ausarbeitung 
des theoretischen Hintergrunds sowie der Prosodie rhetorischer im Vergleich zu 
Informationsfragen, Exklamativen und Assertionen.  

Der theoretische Teil der Arbeit verdeutlicht, dass rhetorische Fragen sowie 
Informationsfragen dem Interrogativmodus angehören. Das bedeutet, dass sie in ihrer 
syntaktischen Form und semantischen Bedeutung nicht von Informationsfragen zu 
unterscheiden sind. Wie Informationsfragen können sie mit sämtlichen 
Interrogativsatzstrukturen auftreten. Ebenfalls wie Informationsfragen unterteilen sie 
eine Menge von Wahrheitsbedingungen, die mögliche Antworten auf die Frage sind, 
wobei eine dieser Wahrheitsbedingungen die wahre Antwort auf die rhetorische Frage 
ist. Lexikalische Elemente wie Modalpartikeln und Polaritätselemente aber auch 
bestimmte morpho-syntaktische Strukturen können die Rhetorizität einer Frage 
verstärken und somit ihre Interpretation erleichtern. Tatsächlich erhält die rhetorische 
Frage ihre Bedeutung jedoch auf pragmatischer und nicht auf grammatikalischer 
Ebene. Erst im Diskurs, abhängig von der gegebenen Situation, wird eine Frage 
rhetorisch. Die Informationsfrage dient allein dem Zweck fehlende Information zu 
erfragen. Die Funktion der rhetorischen Frage im Diskurs hingegen ist es, die eigene 
Ansicht widerzugeben. Damit überschneidet sie sich hinsichtlich ihrer Funktion mit 
deklarativen Assertionen. Wie bei Standardassertionen bindet sich die Sprecher*in an 
den propositionalen Gehalt der rhetorischen Frage und vermittelt dabei, dass dieser 
wahr ist. Anders jedoch als bei Standardassertionen vermittelt die Sprecher*in 
zusätzlich, dass die Antwort auf die rhetorische Frage offensichtlich und für jeden 
Diskursteilnehmer zugänglich ist. Deklarative Assertionen mit ebenfalls dieser 
zusätzlichen Sprechereinstellung werden im Rahmen dieser Arbeit starke Assertionen 
beziehungsweise starke Behauptungen bezeichnet. Rhetorische Fragen haben starken 
Behauptungen gegenüber den Vorteil, dass sie wesentlich weniger direkt sind und dass 
die Sprecherin, sollte die rhetorische Aussage nicht von den Diskursteilnehmern 
akzeptiert werden, sich auf die interrogative Satzstruktur rückbeziehen kann und die 
Frage somit neu als Informationsfrage ausgeben kann. 

Mit Exklamativen signalisieren Sprecher eine Verletzung der von ihnen 
angenommenen Norm. Exklamative dienen somit dem Ausdruck von Überraschung. 
Hinsichtlich ihrer syntaktischen Struktur überschneiden sie sich sowohl mit 
Interrogativsätzen als auch mit Deklarativsätzen. Ihre Zuordnung zu einem 
bestimmten Satzmodus scheint strittig in der Literatur. Diskutiert werden dabei der 
Deklarativmodus, der Interrogativmodus und ein Exklamativmodus. Die vorliegende 
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Arbeit folgt der Annahme, dass sie dem Deklarativmodus zugeschrieben werden und 
die exklamative Funktion auf pragmatischer Ebene zugewiesen wird. 

Der experimentelle Teil diese Arbeit zeigt, dass prosodische Eigenschaften, die in 
früheren Experimenten zum Vergleich von rhetorischen Fragen und 
Informationsfragen gefunden wurden, sich auch in Verb-erst-Exklamativen und 
starken Behauptungen finden. Dies betrifft insbesondere das häufige Auftreten des 
im Rahmen der Dissertation als emphatisch bezeichneten (L+H)* Akzentes. Dieser 
Akzent zeichnet sich durch ein besonderes Alignierungsmuster aus, bei dem sich 
sowohl der tonale Hoch- als auch der tonale Tiefpunkt innerhalb der akzentuierten 
Silbe befinden. Zudem zeichnen sich rhetorische Fragen, Exklamative und starke 
Behauptungen im Vergleich zu Informationsfragen und neutralen Assertionen durch 
längere Wortdauern und langsamere Sprechgeschwindigkeiten, die niedrigere 
Skalierung tonaler Zielpunkte, Unterschiede im Tonhöhenumfang und das häufigere 
Auftreten behauchter Stimmqualität aus. Einzig eine Plateau-Kontur in rhetorischen 
Fragen ((L+H)* H-%) hat sich als prototypisch für rhetorische Fragen ausgezeichnet 
und taucht in keinen der anderen Illokutions- und Äußerungstypen auf. 

Die Häufung der gleichen prosodischen Parameter in den Äußerungen mit 
zusätzlicher Sprechereinstellung legt eine Prosodie nahe, welche Sprechereinstellung 
bzw. Sprecherhaltung signalisiert. Somit ist nicht davon auszugehen, dass bei 
rhetorischen Fragen eine unmittelbare Spiegelung der pragmatischen Funktion in der 
prosodischen Form vorliegt. Vielmehr haben Sprecher*innen die Möglichkeit ihre 
Äußerungen mit bestimmten prosodischen Mitteln hervorzuheben, zum Beispiel 
durch den Einsatz der (L+H)* Akzentes, langsamer Sprechgeschwindigkeit und 
Behauchung, um somit ihre Haltung zur zugrundeliegenden Proposition 
auszudrücken. Die Art und Weise der Verwendung dieser prosodischen Parameter 
kann von Sprecher*innen den Anforderungen im Diskurs entsprechend angepasst 
werden. 
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I. APPENDIX 1: EXPERIMENT 2 

EXPERIMENTAL CONTEXTS 
Coding Context Target sentence 

malen_ex 

Als du mit einem Freund zum ersten Mal das 
Atelier eurer Freundin Lene besuchst, bist du 
überrascht, wie gut sie malen kann. 

Du sagst zu deinem Freund: 

Kann die Lene 
malen 

malen_rq 

Deine Freundin möchte, dass eure 
Mitbewohnerin Lene ein Bild für einen Freund 
malt. Doch es ist überall bekannt, dass Lene 
überhaupt nicht malen kann.  

Du sagst zu deiner Freundin: 

Kann die Lene 
malen 

malen_isq 

Du möchtest Lene, der Tochter einer 
Freundin, Buntstifte zum Geburtstag 
schenken. Du weißt jedoch nicht, ob die 
Kleine bereits malen kann oder nicht. 

Du sagt zu deiner Freundin: 

Kann die Lene 
malen 

singen_ex 

Du und deine Freundin hören, wie eure 
Mitbewohnerin Mona im Bad anfängt zu 
singen. Du bist überrascht, wie gut sie singen 
kann. 

Du sagt zu deiner Freundin: 

Kann die Mona 
singen 

singen_rq 

Dein Freund möchte, dass seine Nachbarin 
Mona beim Betriebsfest für den Gesang sorgt. 
Du weißt jedoch, dass Mona keinen Ton trifft 
und nicht singen kann. 

Du sagst zu deinem Freund: 

Kann die Mona 
singen 

singen_isq 

Deine Kollegin Mona bietet sich für die 
nächste Weihnachtsfeier als Sängerin an. Du 
weißt jedoch nicht, ob sie singen kann oder 
nicht. 

Du sagst zu einem Kollegen, der Mona besser 
kennt: 

Kann die Mona 
singen 

lesen_ex Du bist mit deiner Schwester beim 
Vorlesewettbewerb der Grundschule eurer 

Kann die Nina 
lesen 
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Nichte Nina. Als sie an der Reihe ist, bist du 
überrascht, wie gut sie schon lesen kann.  

Du sagst zu deiner Schwester: 

lesen_rq 

Dein Freund möchte seiner 2-jährigen Nichte 
ein Lesebuch schenken. Es ist jedoch 
offensichtlich, dass ein so junges Mädchen 
noch nicht lesen kann.  

Du sagst zu deinem Freund 

Kann die Nina 
lesen 

lesen_isq 

Du möchtest der kleinen Tochter einer 
Freundin ein Buch zum Geburtstag schenken. 
Du weißt jedoch nicht, ob sie bereits lesen 
kann oder nicht.  

Du sagst zu deiner Freundin: 

Kann die Nina 
lesen 

turnen_ex 

Als du bei Bekannten zu Hause bist, möchte 
Nino, deren kleiner Sohn, zeigen, welche 
Übungen er im Turnen gelernt hat. Du bist 
überrascht, wie gut er turnen kann. 

Du sagst zu deinen Bekannten: 

Kann der Nino 
turnen 

turnen_rq 

Deine Freundin möchte, dass ihr Mann Nino 
einen Handstand macht. Es ist jedoch 
offensichtlich, dass dieser viel zu ungelenk ist 
und nicht turnen kann. 

Du sagst zu deiner Freundin: 

Kann der Nino 
turnen 

turnen_isq 

Du suchst für eine Theateraufführung einige 
Kinder mit Turnerfahrung. Du möchtest von 
einer Freundin wissen, ob ihr Sohn Nino 
turnen kann oder nicht. 

Du sagst zu deiner Freundin: 

Kann der Nino 
turnen 

rennen_ex 

Du bist mit einem Freund am Seeufer joggen. 
Eure Kommilitonin Lena überholt euch und 
du bist überrascht, wie schnell sie rennen kann.  

Du sagst zu deinem Freund: 

Kann die Lena 
rennen 

rennen_rq 

Dein Mitbewohner möchte eure Kommilitonin 
Lena dazu überreden, beim Staffellauf durch 
die Altstadt teilzunehmen. Doch es ist 
offensichtlich, dass sie zur Zeit ein Gipsbein 
hat und damit nicht rennen kann. 

Kann die Lena 
rennen 
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Du sagst zu deinem Mitbewohner: 

rennen_isq 

Du suchst noch ein paar Teilnehmer für den 
Staffellauf um den Baggersee. Du möchtest 
wissen, ob Lena, die Freundin deines 
Mitbewohners, schnell rennen kann oder nicht.  

Du sagst zu deinem Mitbewohner: 

Kann die Lena 
rennen 

schwimmen_ex 

Du ziehst mit Freunden ein paar Bahnen im 
Freibad. Du beobachtest überrascht, wie 
schnell euer Kommilitone Bela schwimmen 
kann und euch bald überrundet hat.  

Du sagst zu deinen Freunden 

Kann der Bela 
schwimmen  

schwimmen_rq 

Nach einer Feier möchte ein Freund euren 
Kumpel Bela überreden, eine nächtliche Runde 
im See zu ziehen. Doch es ist offensichtlich, 
dass Bela viel zu betrunken ist und nicht mehr 
schwimmen kann. 

Du sagst zu deinem Freund: 

Kann der Bela 
schwimmen  

schwimmen_isq 

Du suchst für den örtlichen Schwimmverein 
Nachwuchsschwimmer. Von einer Freundin 
möchtest du wissen, ob ihr kleiner Sohn Bela 
schwimmen kann oder nicht. 

Du sagst zu deiner Freundin: 

Kann der Bela 
schwimmen  

laufen_ex 

Deine Tante fährt mit dir den Schulweg deines 
Cousins Linus ab. Überrascht stellst du fest, 
dass der Junge bis zur Schule sehr weit laufen 
muss. 

Du sagst zu deiner Tante: 

Muss der Linus 
laufen 

laufen_rq 

Ein Freund erzählt dir, dass euer Kumpel 
Linus eine neue Wohnung in der Stadt hat und 
der Fußweg bis zur Uni nun sehr weit ist. 
Doch es ist bekannt, dass sich Linus jeden Tag 
von seiner Freundin fahren lässt und nie laufen 
muss.  

Du sagst zu deinem Freund: 

Muss der Linus 
laufen 

laufen_isq Du wartest mit einem Freund vor dem Kino 
auf dessen Mitbewohner Linus der sich 

Muss der Linus 
laufen 
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verspätet. Du weißt nicht, wie Linus zum Kino 
kommt und ob er laufen muss oder nicht.  

Du sagst zu deinem Freund: 

lernen_ex 

Du besuchst deine Tante. Deren Tochter Susi 
muss gerade fürs Abitur büffeln und du bist 
überrascht, wie viel Stoff das Mädchen dafür 
lernen muss.  

Du sagst zu deiner Tante: 

Muss die Susi 
lernen 

lernen_rq 

Dein Kommilitone erkundigt sich bei dir, ob 
deine Mitbewohnerin Susi bereits viel für die 
anstehenden Prüfungen büffelt. Doch wie jeder 
weiß, schreibt Lena ständig gute Noten und 
muss dabei nie viel lernen – auch dieses Mal 
nicht.  

Du sagst zu deinem Kommilitonen: 

Muss die Susi 
lernen 

lernen_isq 

Du unterhältst dich mit deiner Tante über 
deine Cousine Susi. Du möchtest wissen, ob 
diese dieses Semester viel lernen muss oder 
nicht. 

Du sagst zu deiner Tante: 

Muss die Susi 
lernen 

melodisch_ex 

Dein Kumpel spielt dir und deiner Freundin 
ein selbstkomponiertes Lied auf dem Klavier 
vor. Du bist überrascht, wie melodisch und 
schön es ist. 

Du sagst zu deiner Freundin: 

Ist das Lied 
melodisch 

melodisch_rq 

Deine Freundin schwärmt dir von einem 
neuen, sehr melodischen Lied vor. Doch als ihr 
es euch gemeinsam anhört, ist offensichtlich, 
dass es total schräg und überhaupt nicht schön 
und melodisch ist. 

Du sagst zu deiner Freundin: 

Ist das Lied 
melodisch 

melodisch_isq 

Dein Freund erzählt dir, dass ein gemeinsamer 
Bekannter ein neues Lied komponiert hat. Du 
möchtest wissen, ob das Lied melodisch ist 
oder nicht.  

Du sagst zu deinem Freund: 

Ist das Lied 
melodisch 
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cgemuetlich_ex 

Deine Freundin hat sich eine neue Couch 
gekauft, die mehr chic als bequem aussieht. Als 
du dich das erste Mal daraufsetzt, bist du 
überrascht, wie gemütlich es tatsächlich ist.  

Du sagst zu deiner Freundin: 

Ist die Couch 
gemütlich 

cgemuetlich_rq 

In der neuen Bibliothek wurde für die 
Studierenden zum Entspannen im 
Eingangsbereich eine Couch aus Holz 
aufgestellt. Doch dir ist klar, Möbel aus 
Sperrholz sind alles andere als gemütlich. 

Du sagst zu deinen Kommilitonen: 

Ist die Couch 
gemütlich 

cgemuetlich_isq 

Du bist in der neuen Bibliothek unterwegs und 
suchst einen Ort zum entspannten Lernen. Du 
siehst eine Freundin auf einer der neuen 
Couches sitzen und möchtest wissen, ob dieser 
Platz gemütlich ist oder nicht.  

Du sagst zu ihr: 

Ist die Couch 
gemütlich 

sgemuetlich_ex 

Du räumst mit deiner Mutter den Dachboden 
aus und findest ein Paar alte Winterstiefel. Als 
du spaßeshalber einen anprobierst, bist du 
überrascht, wie bequem und gemütlich der alte 
Schuh ist.  

Du sagst zu deiner Mutter: 

Ist der Schuh 
gemütlich  

sgemuetlich_rq 

Deine Mutter hat dir zum Geburtstag ein Paar 
neue Schuhe geschenkt, von denen sie schwört, 
dass es die bequemsten Schuhe der Welt sind. 
Doch als du einen davon anprobierst, ist 
offensichtlich, dass er sehr eng und alles andere 
als gemütlich ist.  

Du sagst zu deiner Mutter: 

Ist der Schuh 
gemütlich  

sgemuetlich_isq 

Deine Mitbewohnerin hat sich neue 
Wanderschuhe gekauft, die dir auch sehr gut 
gefallen. Du nimmst einen davon in die Hand 
und möchtest wissen, ob er gut zu tragen und 
gemütlich ist oder nicht.  

Du sagst zu deiner Mitbewohnerin: 

Ist der Schuh 
gemütlich  
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lecker_ex 

Deine Mitbewohnerin serviert zum Filmeabend 
selbstgemachte gebrannte Mandeln. Du bist 
überrascht, wie lecker diese sind. 

Du sagst zu deiner Mitbewohnerin: 

Sind die Mandeln 
lecker 

lecker_rq 

Deine Mutter lobt den Versuch deiner 
Schwester, selbst gebrannte Mandeln 
herzustellen in den höchsten Tönen. Doch es 
ist ganz offensichtlich, dass diese total 
verbrannt und somit gar nicht lecker sind. 

Du sagst zu deiner Mutter: 

Sind die Mandeln 
lecker 

lecker_isq 

Auf der Kirmes kauft sich deine Freundin eine 
Tüte gebrannte Mandeln. Du überlegst dir, 
ebenfalls welche zu kaufen und möchtest von 
deiner Freundin wissen, ob sie lecker sind oder 
nicht. 

Du sagst zu deiner Freundin: 

Sind die Mandeln 
lecker 

gewachsen_ex 

Beim Familientreffen triffst du deinen Cousin 
Ben wieder, der einige Jahre jünger ist als du. 
Überrascht stellst du fest, wie sehr er seit dem 
letzten Mal gewachsen ist. Du sagst zu deiner 
Tante: 

Ist der Ben 
gewachsen 

gewachsen_rq 

Deine Mutter berichtet von einem Treffen mit 
deinem Cousin Ben, der ihrer Meinung nach in 
die Höhe geschossen ist. Doch als du ihn auf 
einem Familienfest am folgenden Wochenende 
selber wiedersiehst, ist offensichtlich, dass er 
nicht einen Zentimeter gewachsen ist.  

Du sagst zu deiner Mutter: 

Ist der Ben 
gewachsen 

gewachsen_isq 

Deine Eltern kommen von einem Besuch bei 
Freunden wieder. Du möchtest wissen, ob 
deren kleiner Sohn Ben, seit du ihn das letzte 
Mal gesehen hast, gewachsen ist oder nicht.  

Du sagst zu deinen Eltern 

Ist der Ben 
gewachsen 

hungrig_ex 
In deiner WG gibt es ein gemeinsames 
Abendessen. Du beobachtest überrascht, wie 
hungrig dein Mitbewohner Manu ist.  

Ist der Manu 
hungrig 

hungrig_rq Deine Mitbewohnerin hat für die WG gekocht 
und besonders für Zimmernachbar Manu eine 

Ist der Manu 
hungrig 
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extra Portion einkalkuliert. Doch es ist 
bekannt, dass dieser zuvor bei seiner Mutter 
zum Essen war und somit sicher nicht hungrig 
ist.  

Du sagst zu einer anderen Mitbewohnerin: 

hungrig_isq 

Du kochst für dich, deine Mitbewohnerin und 
deren Freund Manu Mittagessen. Um die 
Menge an Essen abzuschätzen, möchtest du 
wissen, ob Manu hungrig ist oder nicht.  

Du sagst zu deiner Mitbewohnerin: 

Ist der Manu 
hungrig 

ruhig_ex 

Dein Sportverein nimmt an einem Turnier teil 
und alle sind sehr nervös. Überrascht bemerkst 
du, dass deine Mannschaftskollegin Lola total 
entspannt und ruhig ist.  

Du sagst zu einem anderen 
Mannschaftsmitglied: 

Ist die Lola ruhig 

ruhig_rq 

Dein Freund überlegt, ob eure Kommilitonin 
Lola die Prüfungszeit eher entspannt angeht. 
Doch es ist bekannt, dass Lola ein sehr 
nervöser und ängstlicher Mensch ist und kaum 
ruhig sein wird.  

Du sagst zu deinem Freund: 

Ist die Lola ruhig 

ruhig_isq 

Eine Freundin erzählt dir, dass sie ihre 
Mitbewohnerin Lola gerade zur mündlichen 
Prüfung gebracht hat. Du möchtest wissen, ob 
Lola entspannt und ruhig ist oder nicht.  

Du sagst zu deiner Freundin: 

Ist die Lola ruhig 

fleißig_ex 

Zu Semesterbeginn sehen du und deine 
Freundin eure Kommilitonin Mona in der Uni-
Bibliothek beim Lernen. Du bist überrascht, 
wie fleißig sie ist.  

Du sagst zu deiner Freundin: 

Ist die Mona fleißig 

fleißig_rq 

Deine Freundin mutmaßt, dass eure 
Kommilitonin Mona auf ihr Examen in der 
kommenden Woche lernt. Doch es ist 
eigentlich bekannt, dass diese nur am Feiern ist 
und nicht sehr fleißig ist.  

Ist die Mona fleißig 
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Du sagst zu deiner Freundin: 

Table 29. List of context situations and target utterances for Experiment 2 (Chapter 4). The 
abbreviations following the underscore indicate the illocution type (_isq = information-seeking 

question, _ex = exclamative, _rq = rhetorical question). 
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FILLER CONTEXTS 
Coding Context  Target 

filler_1 

Du musst dringend Zähne putzen, doch dein 
Mitbewohner Paul blockiert seit Stunden das 
Badezimmer. Du versuchst ihn mit 
frischgebrühtem Kaffee aus dem Bad zu 
locken.  

Du sagst zu ihm: 

Wenn du da 
endlich mal 
rauskommst, gibt 
es leckeren Kaffee 

filler_2 

Deine Mitbewohnerin Julia blockiert wie jeden 
Morgen das Badezimmer. Du drohst ihr damit, 
den Frühstücks-Kaffee leer zu trinken, wenn 
sie nicht das Bad freigibt.  

Du sagst zu ihr: 

Komm da raus, 
oder es gibt keinen 
Kaffee 

filler_3 

Eine Freundin möchte immer wieder von dir 
wissen, an welchen Wochentagen du Zeit für 
ein Treffen hast. Du möchtest es ihr erklären.  

Du sagst zu ihr: 

Montag, Dienstag, 
Mittwoch und 
Donnerstag – aber 
nicht Freitag und 
am Wochenende 

filler_4 

Ein Austauschstudent bittet dich, langsam die 
Wochentage für ihn aufzuzählen. Natürlich 
hilfst du ihm.  

Du sagst zu ihm: 

Das sind: Montag, 
Dienstag, 
Mittwoch, 
Donnerstag, 
Freitag, Samstag 
und Sonntag 

filler_5 

Du bist mit deiner Freundin Julia im Kaufhaus 
bummeln. Als du sie in einem der Geschäfte 
verlierst, versuchst du sie zu finden.  

Du sagst: 

Julia 

filler_6 

Deine Mitbewohnerin Julia im Nachbarzimmer 
reagiert nicht auf dein Rufen. Erneut versuchst 
du es.  

Du sagst zu ihr: 

Julia 

filler_7 

Du beobachtest, wie ein Mann beinahe vom 
Fahrrad stürzt und sich gerade noch fangen 
kann.  

Du sagst zu dir selbst: 

Hatte der ein 
Glück 

filler_8 Du beobachtest, wie einer deiner 
Kommilitonen mit dem Fahrrad losfahren 

Ist der blöd 
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möchte, obwohl es noch an den 
Fahrradständer gekettet ist.  

Du sagst zu dir selbst: 

filler_9 

Du möchtest mit deinem Freund Marius in der 
Mensa essen. Es gibt Pommes und du 
möchtest ihn überreden, auch welche zu 
nehmen.  

Du sagst zu ihm: 

Es gibt so selten 
Pommes in der 
Mensa 

filler_10 

Du sitzt in der Vorlesung und hast wahnsinnig 
Hunger. Du versuchst eine Kommilitonin zu 
überreden, mit in die Mensa zu gehen.  

Du sagst zu ihr: 

Wir waren schon 
ewig nicht mehr in 
der Mensa 

filler_11 

Im Seminar flüstern zwei Kommilitoninnen in 
der Reihe hinter dir, während du versuchst 
dich zu konzentrieren. Du möchtest, dass sie 
aufhören.  

Du sagst zu ihnen: 

Seid still 

filler_12 

Du sitzt in der Uni-Bibliothek und möchtest 
lernen, doch ein paar Studenten flüstern schon 
seit einer Weile sehr laut neben dir. Du 
möchtest, dass sie damit aufhören.  

Du sagst zu ihnen: 

Könnt ihr bitte still 
sein 

filler_13 

Du berichtest einem Freund von den 
mühseligen Arbeiten, die in deinem Ferienhaus 
erledigt werden müssen. Besonders mit dem 
dazugehörigen See benötigst du Hilfe.  

Du sagst zu deinem Freund: 

Hilfst du mir bei 
meinem Haus am 
Stausee die 
Staubecken zu 
säubern 

filler_14 

Du berichtest einem Freund von den 
mühseligen Arbeiten, die in deinem 
Ferienanwesen erledigt werden müssen. 
Besonders mit dem Putzen wirst du Hilfe 
benötigen.  

Du sagst zu deinem Freund: 

Hilfst du mir bei 
meinem Haus am 
Stausee die 
Staubecken zu 
säubern 

filler_15 

Dein Freund und du beobachten einen 
spektakulären Straßenkampf. Mittendrin ist 
euer Freund Peter, der auf einen Mann mit 
Regenschirm einschlägt.  

Peter schlägt den 
Mann mit dem 
Regenschirm 
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Du sagst zu deinem Freund:  

filler_16 

Du und dein Freund beobachten einen 
spektakulären Straßenkampf. Mittendrin ist 
euer Freund Peter, der mit einem Schirm auf 
einen Mann einschlägt.  

Du sagst zu deinem Freund:  

Peter schlägt den 
Mann mit dem 
Regenschirm 

filler_17 

Du unterhältst dich mit einer Freundin über 
den beruflichen Werdegang eurer Geschwister. 
Du möchtest wissen, ob der Bruder deiner 
Freundin ebenso erfolgreich ist wie deine 
Schwester und promoviert.  

Du sagst zu deiner Freundin: 

Hat er auch einen 
Doktortitel 

filler_18 

Du unterhältst dich mit einer Freundin über 
deren Bruder Marco. Du möchtest wissen, wie 
erfolgreich er ist.  

Du sagst zu deiner Freundin:  

Hat Marco auch 
einen Doktortitel 

filler_19 

Du bist mit einer Freundin im Theater. Ihr seht 
eine Frau, die interessiert durch ihr Opernglas 
blickt – jedoch nicht auf die Bühne, sondern 
erstaunlicherweise auf den Zuschauerrang.  

Du sagst zu deiner Freundin: 

Beobachtet die 
Frau die Leute mit 
dem Opernglas 

filler_20 

Du bist mit einer Freundin im Theater und 
beobachtest erstaunt, wie eine Frau ein 
Opernglas aus ihrer Handtasche holt. Das 
Theater ist sehr klein und solche Seehilfen sind 
somit eigentlich nicht notwendig.  

Du sagst zu deiner Freundin: 

Die Frau schaut 
das Stück durch ein 
Opernglas 

filler_21 

Ein Freund und du beobachten, wie eure 
Freundin Clara mit einer Kamera hinter einem 
Jugendlichen herrennt. Die Situation ist äußerst 
seltsam.  

Du sagst zu deinem Freund: 

Clara verfolgt den 
Jugendlichen mit 
der Kamera 

filler_22 

Ein Freund und du beobachten, wie eure 
Bekannte Clara hinter einem jugendlichen 
Fotografen herrennt. Die Situation ist äußerst 
seltsam.  

Du sagst zu deinem Freund: 

Clara verfolgt den 
Jugendlichen mit 
der Kamera 
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filler_23 

Du bist mit Freunden auf einem Bauernhof 
und hast beobachtet, wie der Landwirt auf 
einen Esel einschlägt. Du machst deine 
Freunde auf die seltsame Situation 
aufmerksam.  

Du sagst zu deinen Freunden:  

Der Bauer hat den 
Esel geschlagen 

filler_24 

Du bist mit Freunden auf einem Bauernhof 
und hast beobachtet, wie der Landwirt auf 
einen Esel einschlägt. Du möchtest deinen 
Freunden zeigen, um welchen Esel es sich 
handelt.  

Du sagst zu deinen Freunden:  

Der Bauer hat den 
Esel geschlagen 

Table 30. List of filler context situations and target utterances for Experiment 2 (Chapter 4). 

 

FAMILIARIZATION CONTEXTS 
Coding Context Target 

fam_1 

Du guckst mit einem Freund „Wer wird 
Millionär?“. Als ein Kandidat die schwierige 1-
Millionen-Euro-Frage ohne Probleme 
beantworten kann, bist du total platt.  

Du sagst zu deinem Freund: 

Boah... ist der 
Kandidat schlau! 

fam_2 

Dein Kumpel ärgert sich tierisch über die 
Aufforderung zur Steuerzahlung, die er 
erhalten hat. Du kannst das verstehen, denn es 
ist offensichtlich, dass sich niemand darüber 
freuen würde.  

Du sagst zu deinem Freund: 

Überhaupt... wer 
zahlt schon gerne 
Steuern? 

fam_3 

Du bist bei den Eltern einer Freundin 
eingeladen. Du hast keine Ahnung, ob du 
ihnen Pralinen als Gastgeschenk mitbringen 
solltest oder nicht.  

Du sagst zu deiner Freundin: 

Sag mal, freuen 
sich deine Eltern 
über Pralinen? 

fam_4 
Du bist mit einem Freund in Barcelona 
unterwegs. Für eure Übernachtungen habt ihr 
eine günstige Pension gefunden. Als ihr euch 

Wow... ist das 
Zimmer schön!  
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die Schlafzimmer anguckt, bist du überrascht, 
wie schön sie sind.  

Du sagst zu deinem Freund: 

fam_5 

Dein Freund fragt dich zum hundertsten Mal, 
welche Themen am nächsten Tag in der 
Prüfung drankommen könnten. Doch es ist 
ganz offensichtlich, dass du das auch nicht 
wissen kannst.  

Du sagst zu deinem Freund: 

Überleg mal, kann 
ich vielleicht 
hellsehen? 

Table 31. List of familiarization context situations and target utterances for Experiment 2 
(Chapter 4). 
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NUCLEAR CONTOURS 
Nuclear contour EX RQ ISQ 
L*H-^ H% 19 (6.2%) 143 (48.0%) 288 (93.5%) 
(L+H)*H-% 0 (0.0%) 35 (11.7%) 0 (0.0%) 
L*+H H-% 2 (0.6%) 27 (9.3%) 2 (0.6%) 
L+!H* L-% 74 (24.3%) 17 (5.7%) 2 (0.6%) 
!H*L-% 56 (18.4%) 14 (4.7%) 0 (0.0%) 
H* L-% 23 (7.5%) 9 (3.0%) 1 (0.3%) 
(L+^H)* H-% 1 (0.3%) 6 (2.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
(L+H)* L-% 33 (10.8%) 6 (2.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
(L+!H)* H-% 0 (0.0%) 5 (1.7%) 0 (0.0%) 
(L+!H)* L-% 29 (9.5%) 4 (1.3%) 1 (0.3%) 
L*+H H-^H% 0 (0.0%) 4 (1.3%) 5 (1.6%) 
L*+H L-% 2 (0.7%) 3 (1.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
L+!H* L-H% 1 (0.3%) 3 (1.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
(L+!H)* L-H% 0 (0.0%) 2 (0.7%) 0 (0.0%) 
(L+H)* L-H% 0 (0.0%) 2 (0.7%) 1 (0.3%) 
H+L* L-% 5 (1.6%) 2 (0.7%) 1 (0.3%) 
L* L-H% 1 (0.3%) 2 (0.7%) 1 (0.3%) 
L+H* !H-% 0 (0.0%) 2 (0.7%) 0 (0.0%) 
L+H* L-% 16 (5.2%) 2 (0.7%) 0 (0.0%) 
(L+!H*) L-H% 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 
(L+^H)* L-H% 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 
(L+H)* !H-% 2 (0.7%) 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 
^H* L-% 1 (0.3%) 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 
H* H-% 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 
H* L-H% 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.3%) 1 (0.3%) 
H+!H* L-% 1 (0.3%) 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 
L* L-% 7 (2.3%) 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 
L+^H* L-% 9 (3.0%) 1 (0.3%) 2 (0.6%) 
L+H* H-% 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 
!H* !H-% 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
(L+^H)* L-% 20 (6.6%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
L+!H* H-% 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
L+H* L-H% 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 2 (0.6%) 

Table 32. List of all nuclear contours occurring in Experiment 2 (Chapter 4). 
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GLOBAL CONTOUR 
Global contour 
(V – Det – NP Adj/V) EX RQ ISQ 

none none none L* H-^H% 13 (4.3%) 104 (34.9%) 242 (78.5%) 
none none none (L+H)* H-% 0 (0.0%) 28 (9.4%) 0 (0.0%) 
H* none none L* H-^H% 2 (0.7%) 14 (4.7%) 16 (5.2%) 
L*+H none none none H-% 0 (0.0%) 13 (4.4%) 1 (0.3%) 
none none none H* L-% 10 (3.3%) 7 (2.3%) 1 (0.3%) 
none H* none L* H-^H% 1 (0.3%) 6 (2.0%) 1 (0.3%) 
H* none none L+!H* L-% 16 (5.2%) 5 (1.7%) 0 (0.0%) 
none none H* (L+H)* H-% 0 (0.0%) 5 (1.7%) 0 (0.0%) 
H* none none !H* L-% 16 (5.2%) 4 (1.3%) 0 (0.0%) 
none H* none !H* L-% 7 (2.3%) 4 (1.3%) 0 (0.0%) 
none H* none L+!H* L-% 8 (2.6%) 4 (1.3%) 1 (0.3%) 
none none (L+H)* (L+^H)* H-% 1 (0.3%) 4 (1.3%) 0 (0.0%) 
none none H* L* H-^H% 2 (0.7%) 4 (1.3%) 12 (3.9%) 
none none none L*+H H-% 0 (0.0%) 4 (1.3%) 0 (0.0%) 
L*+H none none none H-^H% 0 (0.0%) 3 (1.0%) 5 (1.6%) 
none H* none (L+!H)* H-% 0 (0.0%) 3 (1.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
none none (L+H)* L* H-% 0 (0.0%) 3 (1.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
none none (L+H)* L* H-^H% 1 (0.3%) 3 (1.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
none none (L+H)* L+!H* L-H% 1 (0.3%) 3 (1.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
none none L* +H L* H-^H% 0 (0.0%) 3 (1.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
none none L+H* L+!H* L-% 15 (4.9%) 3 (1.0%) 1 (0.3%) 
none none none L* H-% 0 (0.0%) 3 (1.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
none L* +Hnone L* H-^H% 0 (0.0%) 2 (0.7%) 0 (0.0%) 
none none (L+H)* (L+!H)* L-% 9 (3.0%) 2 (0.7%) 0 (0.0%) 
none none (L+H)* L+!H* L-% 19 (6.2%) 2 (0.7%) 0 (0.0%) 
none none (L+H)* none L-% 7 (2.3%) 2 (0.7%) 0 (0.0%) 
none none H* L+!H* L-% 5 (1.6%) 2 (0.7%) 0 (0.0%) 
none none L* none H-^H% 0 (0.0%) 2 (0.7%) 4 (1.3%) 
none none L+H* (L+!H)* L-H% 0 (0.0%) 2 (0.7%) 0 (0.0%) 
none none L+H* (L+^H)* H-% 0 (0.0%) 2 (0.7%) 0 (0.0%) 
none none none (L+H)* L-% 22 (7.2%) 2 (0.7%) 0 (0.0%) 
none none none (L+H)* L-H% 0 (0.0%) 2 (0.7%) 0 (0.0%) 
none none none L+H* !H-% 0 (0.0%) 2 (0.7%) 0 (0.0%) 
H* none (L+H)* (L+!H)* L-% 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 
H* none L+!H* L* H-^H% 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.3%) 1 (0.3%) 
H* none none (L+^H)* H-% 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 
H* none none H+L* L-% 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.3%) 1 (0.3%) 
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H* none none none L-% 9 (3.0%) 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 
L*+H none none L* H-^H% 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 
L*+H none none (L+!H*)L-H% 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 
L*+H none none H-^H%H-^H% 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 
L*+H none none L* L-H% 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 
L*+H none none none L-% 2 (0.7%) 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 
L* none none H-^H%H-^H% 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 
L+H* none none !H* L-% 1 (0.3%) 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 
L+H* none none L* L-H% 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 
none (L+H)* none !H* L-% 1 (0.3%) 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 
none (L+H)* none none L-% 2 (0.7%) 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 
none H* none (L+!H)* L-% 1 (0.3%) 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 
none H* none H+!H* L-% 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 
none H* none L* L-% 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 
none H* none none L-% 1 (0.3%) 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 
none L* +H none !H* L-% 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 
none L* +H none L+!H* L-% 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 
none L+H* none !H* L-% 5 (1.6%) 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 
none L+H* none none L-% 3 (1.0%) 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 
none none (L+H)* !H* L-% 10 (3.3%) 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 
none none (L+H)* (L+!H)* H-% 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 
none none (L+H)* H+L* L-% 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 
none none (L+H)* L* +HH-% 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 
none none (L+H)* L+^H* L-% 3 (1.0%) 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 
none none H* !H* L-% 4 (1.3%) 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 
none none H* ^H* L-% 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 
none none H* L* +HH-% 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 
none none L* +H(L+!H)* H-% 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 
none none L* +H(L+H)* H-% 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 
none none L* +Hnone H-% 1 (0.3%) 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 
none none L* +Hnone L-% 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 
none none L* none H-% 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 
none none L+H* (L+^H)* L-H% 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 
none none L+H* L* H-^H% 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.3%) 1 (0.3%) 
none none L+H* none H-% 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 
none none none (L+H)* !H-% 1 (0.3%) 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 
none none none H* H-% 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 
none none none H* L-H% 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.3%) 1 (0.3%) 
none none none L* +H L-% 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 
none none none L+H* L-% 6 (2.0%) 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 
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(L+H)* none none (L+!H)* L-% 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
H* L+!H* none L+!H* L-% 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
H* none (L+!H)* (L+^H)* L-% 2 (0.7%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
H* none (L+!H)* L+!H* L-% 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
H* none (L+!H)* none L-% 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
H* none L+H* L+!H* L-% 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
H* none none (L+!H)* L-% 9 (3.0%) 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 
H* none none (L+^H)* L-% 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
H* none none (L+H)* L-H% 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.3%) 
H* none none ^H* L-% 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
H* none none L-%L-% 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
H* none none L* L-% 4 (1.3%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
H* none none L* L-H% 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.3%) 
H* none none L+!H* H-% 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
H* none none L+^H* L-% 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.3%) 
H* none none L+H* L-% 2 (0.7%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
L*+H none none (L+!H)* L-% 2 (0.7%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
L*+H none none L+^H* L-% 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
L* none none none H-% 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.3%) 
L+H* none !H* L* H-^H% 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.3%) 
L+H* none L* +H(L+^H)* L-% 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
L+H* none none (L+!H)* L-% 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
L+H* none none L* H-^H% 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 4 (1.3%) 
L+H* none none L+!H* L-% 2 (0.7%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
L+H* none none none L-% 3 (1.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
none (L+H)* none L+!H* L-% 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
none H* !H* !H* L-% 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
none H* none (L+^H)* L-% 2 (0.7%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
none H* none H+L* L-% 3 (1.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
none H* none L+^H* L-% 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.3%) 
none L* +Hnone (L+!H)* L-% 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
none L* +Hnone L* L-% 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
none L+H* none (L+!H)* L-% 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
none L+H* none L* L-% 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
none L+H* none L+!H* L-% 3 (1.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
none none !H* L* H-^H% 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.3%) 
none none (L+H)* (L+^H)* L-% 9 (3.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
none none (L+H)* (L+H)* L-% 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
none none (L+H)* H+!H* L-% 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
none none (L+H)* L* L-% 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
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none none (L+H)* none !H-% 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
none none H* (L+!H)* L-% 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.3%) 
none none H* (L+^H)* L-% 3 (1.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
none none H* L+^H* L-% 2 (0.7%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
none none H* L+H* L-H% 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.3%) 
none none H* none L-% 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
none none L* +H!H* !H-% 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
none none L* +H!H* L-% 4 (1.3%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
none none L* +H(L+!H)* L-% 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
none none L* +H(L+^H)* L-% 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
none none L* +H L+!H* L-% 2 (0.7%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
none none L* +H L+^H* L-% 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
none none L* +Hnone !H-% 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
none none L+>H* !H* L-% 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
none none L+H* !H* L-% 6 (2.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
none none L+H* (L+!H)* L-% 3 (1.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
none none L+H* (L+^H)* L-% 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
none none L+H* (L+H)* L-% 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
none none L+H* H+L* L-% 2 (0.7%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
none none L+H* L+^H* L-% 2 (0.7%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
none none L+H* none L-% 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
none none none H* !H-% 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
none none none H* H-^H% 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.3%) 
none none none L* H-^H 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.3%) 
none none none L+H* L-H% 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.3%) 

Table 33. List of all global contours occurring in Experiment 2 (Chapter 4). 
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II. APPENDIX 2: EXPERIMENT 3 

EXPERIMENTAL CONTEXTS, LISTS 1 AND 2 
Coding Context Target 

Forelle_SA Dein Freund bringt zum Kaffee und Kuchen 
mit Bekannten seine selbstgeangelten Forellen 
mit und möchte diese auch gerne servieren. Es 
ist jedoch völlig klar, dass niemand Forellen 
zum Kaffeekränzchen haben möchte. 

Du sagst zu deinem Freund: 

Niemand mag 
Forelle 

Forelle_NA Beim Auswerten einer Umfrage zu den 
beliebtesten Speisefischen der Deutschen mit 
einer Kollegin sortierst du die am schlechtesten 
bewerteten Fische aus. 

Du sagst zu deiner Kollegin: 

Niemand mag 
Forelle 

Garnelen_SA Deine Freundin serviert bei einem Fest 
Garnelen als Vorspeise. Doch es ist allgemein 
bekannt, dass keiner aus dem Freundeskreis 
Garnelen mag. 

Du sagst zu deiner Freundin: 

Niemand mag 
Garnelen 

Garnelen_NA Für einen Hiwi-Job bei einer Professorin für 
Ernährungswissenschaften wertest du Tabellen 
über die Beliebtheit von Meeresfrüchten aus. 

Du sagst zu deiner Professorin: 

Niemand mag 
Garnelen 

Bananen_SA Du hast an deinem Geburtstag für deine Gäste 
eine große Partypizza bestellt, doch der 
Lieferservice lässt auf sich warten. Deine 
Mitbewohnerin schlägt vor, den Gästen in der 
Zwischenzeit ein paar Bananen zu servieren, 
die noch da sind. Doch es ist völlig klar, dass 
Bananen kein angemessener Ersatz für Pizza 
sind. 

Du sagst zu deiner Mitbewohnerin 

Niemand mag 
Bananen 

Bananen_NA Ein Kollege und du werten eine Doodle-
Umfrage eurer Mitbewohner aus, welches Obst 
fürs Schokoladenfondue gekauft werden soll. 

Niemand mag 
Bananen 
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Du streichst das Obst mit den wenigsten 
Stimmen von der Liste. 

Du sagst zu deinem Kollegen: 

Grammatik_SA Dein Kommilitone überlegt, ob ein paar Leute 
mit ihm im nächsten Semester ein Seminar zu 
Grammatik belegen würden. Doch es ist klar, 
dass keiner mitmachen wird, da Grammatik 
staubtrocken und absolut unbeliebt ist. 

Du sagst zu deinem Kommilitonen: 

Niemand mag 
Grammatik 

Grammatik_NA Eine Kollegin und du werten eine Umfrage zur 
Beliebtheit der unterschiedlichen Themen im 
Deutschunterricht aus, die ihr in einer 8. Klasse 
durchgeführt habt. 

Du sagst zu deiner Kollegin: 

Niemand mag 
Grammatik 

Holunder_SA Deine Mutter möchte dir und deinen Freunden 
zum Lernen gerne ein paar Snacks aus 
Holunder anbieten. Doch es ist klar, dass 
dieses süße Zeug bei keinem gut ankommen 
wird. 

Du sagst zu deiner Mutter: 

Niemand mag 
Holunder 

Holunder_NA Deine Kollegin und du werten eine Umfrage 
für die Schnappsbrennerei aus, für die ihr 
arbeitet, welche Geschmackssorten bei den 
Kunden beliebt sind und welche nicht. 

Du sagst zu deiner Kollegin: 

Niemand mag 
Holunder 

Lavendel_SA Deine Freundin möchte für das Mittagessen in 
der WG Lavendel in den gemischten Salat 
geben. Doch es ist klar, dass dieser viel zu sehr 
nach Seife schmeckt und niemand ihn im Salat 
haben möchte. 

Du sagst zu deiner Freundin: 

Niemand mag 
Lavendel 

Lavendel_NA Ein paar Kollegen und du werten eine Umfrage 
einer rennomierten Parfümerie über die 
beliebtesten Duftrichtungen aus. Du sortierst 
die unbeliebten Düfte aus. 

Du sagst zu deinen Kollegen: 

Niemand mag 
Lavendel 
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Birnen_SA Dein Vater möchte seinen Freunden zur 
Übertragung vom Eishockey-Spiel Birnen 
servieren. Doch es ist völlig eindeutig, dass das 
nicht der richtige Snack für eine Männerrunde 
ist. 

Du sagst zu deinem Vater: 

Niemand möchte 
Birnen 

Birnen_NA Deine Kollegin aus der Mensa und du werten 
eine Umfrage aus, bei der die Studierenden aus 
einer Auswahl an Obst die Zutaten für einen 
Obsalat auswählen dürfen. 

Du sagst zu deiner Kollegin: 

Niemand möchte 
Birnen 

Kamille_SA Deine Freundin bietet beim Kaffeekränzchen 
mit Freunden Tee an, darunter auch Kamille. 
Doch es ist allen klar, dass man den nur trinkt, 
wenn man krank ist. 

Du sagst zu deiner Freundin 

Niemand mag 
Kamille 

Kamille_NA Eine Kollegin und du recherchieren für eine 
Webseite zu Verbraucherinformationen, 
welches die unbeliebtesten Teesorten in 
Deutschland sind. 

Du sagst zu deiner Kollegin: 

Niemand mag 
Kamille 

Lilien_NA Du hilfst einer Floristin bei der Inventur. 
Dabei hast du geprüft, welche Blumen am 
ehesten gekauft werden und welche am 
wenigsten. 

Du sagst zu der Floristin: 

Niemand möchte 
Lilien 

Lilien_RQ Deine Freundin möchte für die 
Geburtstagsfeier ihrer Schwägerin den Festsaal 
mit Lilien dekorieren. Doch jeder weiß, dass 
die nur auf Beerdigungen eingesetzt werden 
und nicht zu fröhlichen Festen gehören. 

Du sagst zu deiner Freundin: 

Wer möchte Lilien 

Mandeln_NA Eine Kollegin und du werten die 
Onlineumfrage eines Snack-Herstellers aus, in 
dem die Kunden entscheiden konnten, welche 
Zutaten in die neue Knabbermischung soll. 

Du sagst zu deiner Kollegin: 

Niemand möchte 
Mandeln 
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Mandeln_RQ Deine Freundin möchte für die WG eine Torte 
mit Mandeln backen. Es ist jedoch bekannt, 
dass du und die anderen Mitbewohner eine 
starke Allergie gegen Mandeln haben und 
sicherlich keine Torte damit wollen. 

Du sagst zu deiner Freundin: 

Wer möchte 
Mandeln 

Minze_NA Die Chefin des kleinen Cafés, in dem du 
arbeitest, bittet dich, dich darüber zu 
informieren, welche Teesorten ihre Gäste nicht 
serviert haben möchten. 

Du sagst zu deiner Chefin: 

Niemand möchte 
Minze 

Minze_RQ Deine Mutter serviert zum Mittagsbraten Sauce 
und Minze zum Selberwürzen. Doch es ist 
ganz klar, dass Minze überhaupt nicht dazu 
passt und niemand das in seinem Essen haben 
will. 

Du sagst zu deiner Mutter: 

Wer möchte Minze 

Oliven_NA Du berichtest der Chefin des Catering-Services, 
bei dem du gerade arbeitest, welches 
Fingerfood bei den Gästen einer Gala gut 
ankommt und welches nicht. 

Du sagst zu deiner Chefin: 

Niemand mag 
Oliven 

Oliven_RQ Deine Mutter möchte beim Familien-Picknick 
Oliven anbieten. Doch jeder weiß, dass keiner 
in der Familie gerne Oliven mag. 

Du sagst zu deiner Mutter: 

Wer mag Oliven 

Romane_NA Für das Seminar deiner Literatur-Professorin, 
bei dem du Hiwi bist, wertest du eine Liste aus, 
welche literarischen Gattungen bei den 
Studenten beliebt und welche es nicht sind. 

Du sagst zu deiner Professorin: 

Niemand mag 
Romane 

Romane_RQ Deine Freundin kommt auf die Idee, einen 
Lesezirkel zu gründen und wöchentlich 
Romane zu besprechen. Es ist jedoch 
hinlänglich bekannt, dass sich dieses Genre im 
Freundeskreis keiner großen Beliebtheit 
erfreut. 

Wer mag Romane 
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Du sagst zu deiner Freundin: 

Rosen_NA Eine Kollegin und du werten die Abstimmung 
des Kollegiums über die Blumendekoration für 
ein Gala Dinner zu Ehren der Chefin aus. 

Du sagst zu deiner Kollegin: 

Niemand möchte 
Rosen 

Rosen_RQ Dein Kumpel erzählt dir, dass er bei einem 
Blind Date einen Strauß Rosen mitbringen 
möchte. Doch es ist klar, dass so etwas 
Abgedroschenes kaum eine Frau haben will. 

Du sagst zu deinem Kumpel: 

Wer möchte Rosen 

Rosinen_NA Du überlegst mit einer Kollegin aus dem Café, 
in dem du arbeitest, welche Zutaten gerne 
beim Backen verwendet werden und welche 
nicht. 

Du sagst zu deiner Kollegin: 

Niemand mag 
Rosinen 

Rosinen_RQ Deine Mutter backt für das Familientreffen 
einen Hefezopf mit Rosinen. Doch es ist 
allgemein bekannt, dass alle in der 
Verwandtschaft den Zopf viel lieber ohne 
essen. 

Du sagst zu deiner Mutter: 

Wer mag Rosinen 

Salbei_NA Für einen Apotheker, bei dem du ein 
Praktikum machst, hast du in Erfahrung 
gebracht, welche homöopathischen Mittel sich 
gerade am besten und am schlechtesten 
verkaufen. 

Du sagst zu dem Apotheker: 

Niemand möchte 
Salbei 

Salbei_RQ Dein Bekannter möchte seinen 
selbstgezogenen Salbei unter die Leute bringen. 
Doch es ist klar, dass das niemand kaufen wird 
und er er mit dieser Geschäftsidee nicht weit 
kommen wird. 

Du sagst zu deinem Bekannten: 

Wer möchte Salbei 

Table 34. List 1 of context situations and target utterances for Experiment 3 (Chapter 5). The 
abbreviations following the underscore indicate the illocution type (_RQ = rhetorical question, 

_SA = strong assertion, _NA = neutral assertions). 
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Coding Context target 

Forelle_NA Beim Auswerten einer Umfrage zu den 
beliebtesten Speisefischen der Deutschen mit 
einer Kollegin sortierst du die am schlechtesten 
bewerteten Fische aus. 

Du sagst zu deiner Kollegin: 

Niemand mag 
Forelle 

Forelle_RQ Dein Freund bringt zum Kaffee und Kuchen 
mit Bekannten seine selbstgeangelten Forellen 
mit und möchte diese auch gerne servieren. Es 
ist jedoch völlig klar, dass niemand Forellen 
zum Kaffeekränzchen haben möchte. 

Du sagst zu deinem Freund: 

Wer mag Forelle 

Garnelen_NA Für einen Hiwi-Job bei einer Professorin für 
Ernährungswissenschaften wertest du Tabellen 
über die Beliebtheit von Meeresfrüchten aus. 

Du sagst zu deiner Professorin: 

Niemand mag 
Garnelen 

Garnelen_RQ Deine Freundin serviert bei einem Fest 
Garnelen als Vorspeise. Doch es ist allgemein 
bekannt, dass keiner aus dem Freundeskreis 
Garnelen mag. 

Du sagst zu deiner Freundin: 

Wer mag Garnelen 

Bananen_NA Ein Kollege und du werten eine Doodle-
Umfrage eurer Mitbewohner aus, welches Obst 
fürs Schokoladenfondue gekauft werden soll. 
Du streichst das Obst mit den wenigsten 
Stimmen von der Liste. 

Du sagst zu deinem Kollegen: 

Niemand mag 
Bananen 

Bananen_RQ Du hast an deinem Geburtstag für deine Gäste 
eine große Partypizza bestellt, doch der 
Lieferservice lässt auf sich warten. Deine 
Mitbewohnerin schlägt vor, den Gästen in der 
Zwischenzeit ein paar Bananen zu servieren, 
die noch da sind. Doch es ist völlig klar, dass 
Bananen kein angemessener Ersatz für Pizza 
sind. 

Du sagst zu deiner Mitbewohnerin: 

Wer mag Bananen 
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Grammatik_NA Eine Kollegin und du werten eine Umfrage zur 
Beliebtheit der unterschiedlichen Themen im 
Deutschunterricht aus, die ihr in einer 8. Klasse 
durchgeführt habt. 

Du sagst zu deiner Kollegin: 

Niemand mag 
Grammatik 

Grammatik_RQ Dein Kommilitone überlegt, ob ein paar Leute 
mit ihm im nächsten Semester ein Seminar zu 
Grammatik belegen würden. Doch es ist klar, 
dass keiner mitmachen wird, da Grammatik 
staubtrocken und absolut unbeliebt ist. 

Du sagst zu deinem Kommilitonen: 

Wer mag 
Grammatik 

Holunder_NA Deine Kollegin und du werten eine Umfrage 
für die Schnappsbrennerei aus, für die ihr 
arbeitet, welche Geschmackssorten bei den 
Kunden beliebt sind und welche nicht. 

Du sagst zu deiner Kollegin: 

Niemand mag 
Holunder 

Holunder_RQ Deine Mutter möchte dir und deinen Freunden 
zum Lernen gerne ein paar Snacks aus 
Holunder anbieten. Doch es ist klar, dass 
dieses süße Zeug bei keinem gut ankommen 
wird. 

Du sagst zu deiner Mutter: 

Wer mag Holunder 

Lavendel_NA Ein paar Kollegen und du werten eine Umfrage 
einer rennomierten Parfümerie über die 
beliebtesten Duftrichtungen aus. Du sortierst 
die unbeliebten Düfte aus. 

Du sagst zu deinen Kollegen: 

Niemand mag 
Lavendel 

Lavendel_RQ Deine Freundin möchte für das Mittagessen in 
der WG Lavendel in den gemischten Salat 
geben. Doch es ist klar, dass dieser viel zu sehr 
nach Seife schmeckt und niemand ihn im Salat 
haben möchte. 

Du sagst zu deiner Freundin: 

Wer mag Lavendel 

Birnen_NA Deine Kollegin aus der Mensa und du werten 
eine Umfrage aus, bei der die Studierenden aus 
einer Auswahl an Obst die Zutaten für einen 
Obsalat auswählen dürfen. 

Niemand möchte 
Birnen 
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Du sagst zu deiner Kollegin: 

Birnen_RQ Dein Vater möchte seinen Freunden zur 
Übertragung vom Eishockey-Spiel Birnen 
servieren. Doch es ist völlig eindeutig, dass das 
nicht der richtige Snack für eine Männerrunde 
ist. 

Du sagst zu deinem Vater: 

Wer möchte 
Birnen 

Kamille_NA Eine Kollegin und du recherchieren für eine 
Webseite zu Verbraucherinformationen, 
welches die unbeliebtesten Teesorten in 
Deutschland sind. 

Du sagst zu deiner Kollegin: 

Niemand mag 
Kamille 

Kamille_RQ Deine Freundin bietet beim Kaffeekränzchen 
mit Freunden Tee an, darunter auch Kamille. 
Doch es ist allen klar, dass man den nur trinkt, 
wenn man krank ist. 

Du sagst zu deiner Freundin: 

Wer mag Kamille 

Lilien_SA Deine Freundin möchte für die 
Geburtstagsfeier ihrer Schwägerin den Festsaal 
mit Lilien dekorieren. Doch jeder weiß, dass 
die nur auf Beerdigungen eingesetzt werden 
und nicht zu fröhlichen Festen gehören. 

Du sagst zu deiner Freundin: 

Niemand möchte 
Lilien 

Lilien_NA Du hilfst einer Floristin bei der Inventur. 
Dabei hast du geprüft, welche Blumen am 
ehesten gekauft werden und welche am 
wenigsten. 

Du sagst zu der Floristin: 

Niemand möchte 
Lilien 

Mandeln_SA Deine Freundin möchte für die WG eine Torte 
mit Mandeln backen. Es ist jedoch bekannt, 
dass du und die anderen Mitbewohner eine 
starke Allergie gegen Mandeln haben und 
somit keine Torte damit wollen. 

Du sagst zu deiner Freundin: 

Niemand möchte 
Mandeln 

Mandeln_NA Eine Kollegin und du werten die 
Onlineumfrage eines Snack-Herstellers aus, in 

Niemand möchte 
Mandeln 
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dem die Kunden entscheiden konnten, welche 
Zutaten in die neue Knabbermischung soll. 

Du sagst zu deiner Kollegin: 

Minze_SA Deine Mutter serviert zum Mittagsbraten Sauce 
und Minze zum Selberwürzen. Doch es ist 
ganz klar, dass Minze überhaupt nicht dazu 
passt und niemand das in seinem Essen haben 
will. 

Du sagst zu deiner Mutter: 

Niemand möchte 
Minze 

Minze_NA Die Chefin des kleinen Cafés, in dem du 
arbeitest, bittet dich, dich darüber zu 
informieren, welche Teesorten ihre Gäste nicht 
serviert haben möchten. 

Du sagst zu deiner Chefin: 

Niemand möchte 
Minze 

Oliven_SA Deine Mutter möchte beim Familien-Picknick 
Oliven anbieten. Doch jeder weiß, dass keiner 
in der Familie gerne Oliven mag. 

Du sagst zu deiner Mutter: 

Niemand mag 
Oliven 

Oliven_NA Du berichtest der Chefin des Catering-Services, 
bei dem du gerade arbeitest, welches 
Fingerfood bei den Gästen einer Gala gut 
ankommt und welches nicht. 

Du sagst zu deiner Chefin: 

Niemand mag 
Oliven 

Romane_SA Deine Freundin kommt auf die Idee, einen 
Lesezirkel zu gründen und wöchentlich 
Romane zu besprechen. Es ist jedoch 
hinlänglich bekannt, dass sich dieses Genre im 
Freundeskreis keiner großen Beliebtheit 
erfreut. 

Du sagst zu deiner Freundin: 

Niemand mag 
Romane 

Romane_NA Für das Seminar deiner Literatur-Professorin, 
bei dem du Hiwi bist, wertest du eine Liste aus, 
welche literarischen Gattungen bei den 
Studenten beliebt und welche es nicht sind. 

Du sagst zu deiner Professorin: 

Niemand mag 
Romane 

Rosen_SA Dein Kumpel erzählt dir, dass er bei einem 
Blind Date einen Strauß Rosen mitbringen 

Niemand möchte 
Rosen 
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möchte. Doch es ist klar, dass so etwas 
Abgedroschenes kaum eine Frau haben will. 

Du sagst zu deinem Kumpel: 

Rosen_NA Eine Kollegin und du werten die Abstimmung 
des Kollegiums über die Blumendekoration für 
ein Gala Dinner zu Ehren der Chefin aus. 

Du sagst zu deiner Kollegin: 

Niemand möchte 
Rosen 

Rosinen_SA Deine Mutter backt für das Familientreffen 
einen Hefezopf mit Rosinen. Doch es ist 
allgemein bekannt, dass alle in der 
Verwandtschaft den Zopf viel lieber ohne 
essen. 

Du sagst zu deiner Mutter: 

Keiner mag 
Rosinen 

Rosinen_NA Du überlegst mit einer Kollegin aus dem Café, 
in dem du arbeitest, welche Zutaten gerne 
beim Backen verwendet werden und welche 
nicht. 

Du sagst zu deiner Kollegin: 

Niemand mag 
Rosinen 

Salbei_SA Dein Kommilitone möchte seinen 
selbstgezogenen Salbei unter die Leute bringen. 
Doch es ist klar, dass das niemand kaufen wird 
und er er mit dieser Geschäftsidee nicht weit 
kommen wird. 

Du sagst zu deiner Kommilitonin: 

Niemand möchte 
Salbei 

Salbei_NA Für einen Apotheker, bei dem du ein 
Praktikum machst, hast du in Erfahrung 
gebracht, welche homöopathischen Mittel sich 
gerade am besten und am schlechtesten 
verkaufen. 

Du sagst zu dem Apotheker: 

Niemand möchte 
Salbei 

Table 35. List 2 of context situations and target utterances for Experiment 3 (Chapter 5). The 
abbreviations following the underscore indicate the illocution type (_RQ = rhetorical question, 

_SA = strong assertion, _NA = neutral assertions). 
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FILLER CONTEXTS 
Coding Context target 

Banane-repeat Du sitzt in der Küche mit deiner Freundin 
Sylvia. Gerade ruft dich Anna an, die gerade 
auf dem Markt ist und einkauft. Du fragst 
Sylvia: “Hat Maria gestern Bananen 
mitgebracht?” Sylvia hat dich offensichtlich 
nicht verstanden. 

Du sagst zu Sylvia: 

Ob Maria gestern 
Bananen 
mitgebracht hat 

Banane-report Du sitzt in der Küche mit deiner Freundin 
Britta und erzählst von einem Gespräch, das 
du gestern unter Freunden gehört hast. Britta 
fragt: “Was hat Anna so gefragt?” 

Du sagst zu Britta: 

Ob Maria gestern 
Bananen 
mitgebracht hat 

Andorra-repeat Du sitzt mit Freunden in der Mensa und ihr 
diskutiert eure Urlaubspläne, eine gemeinsame 
Wandertour durch Andorra. Du fragst: “Will 
Klaus auch nach Andorra mitkommen?” Du 
bekommst keine Antwort, weil es so laut ist. 

Du fragst deine Freunde: 

Ob Klaus auch 
nach Andorra 
mitkommen will 

Andorra-report Du sitzt mit Freunden in der Mensa und du 
berichtest von einem Treffen zur Planung einer 
Exkursion. Dein Sitznachbar fragt: “Und was 
hat Patrick dann gesagt?” 

Du sagst zu deinem Sitznachbarn: 

Ob Klaus auch 
nach Andorra 
mitkommen will 

Herberge-repeat Du sitzt mit deinem Komilitonen Karl im Café 
und ihr redet über Technik im Urlaub. Du 
fragst: “Kann Siri eine Herberge empfehlen?” 
Karl macht “Hm?” 

Du sagst zu Karl: 

Ob Siri eine 
Herberge 
empfehlen kann 

Herberge-report Du sitzt mit deinem Komilitonen Benjamin im 
Café und erzählst von einer Talkshow, die du 
gesehen hast. Benjamin fragt: “Und was hat der 
Mann so gefragt?” 

Du sagst zu Benjamin: 

Ob Siri eine 
Herberge 
empfehlen kann 
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Rhabarber-
repeat 

Du bist mit deinem Kumpel Linus auf dem 
Weg zu Saskias Grillparty. Du fragst: “Hat 
Saskia im Garten Rhabarber angepflanzt?”, als 
gerade ein Laster vorbeifährt. Linus 
beantwortet deine Frage nicht. 

Du sagst zu Linus: 

Ob Saskia im 
Garten Rhabarber 
gepflanzt hat 

Rhabarber-
report 

Du hast auf einer Grillparty deinen Kumpel 
Jakob getroffen und erzählst ihm, was er 
verpasst hat, weil er später gekommen ist. 
Jakob fragt: “Was wollte Paula so wissen?” 

Du sagst zu Jakob: 

Ob Saskia im 
Garten Rhabarber 
gepflanzt hat 

Vanille-repeat Du backst einen Kuchen mit deinem Kollegen 
Andreas. Ihr habt kein Rezept vorliegen, 
sondern backt, wie Andreas sich erinnert. Du 
fragst: “Wird der Kuchen mit Vanille 
gebacken?” Andreas fragt “Was?” 

Du sagst zu Andreas: 

Ob der Kuchen 
mit Vanille 
gebacken wird 

Vanille-report Du erzählst deiner Mutter davon, wie du 
gestern einen Kuchen mit deinem Kollegen 
gebacken hast. Deine Mutter fragt: “Was hast 
du dann gefragt?” 

Du sagst zu deiner Mutter: 

Ob der Kuchen 
mit Vanille 
gebacken wird 

Marlene-repeat Du sprichst mit einer Freundin über den 
Abschlussball des Tanzkurses, zu dem auch 
externe Gäste kommen werden. Eure Freundin 
Marlene kommt bestimmt. Du fragst: “Wird 
Herbert mit Marlene tanzen?” Deine Freundin 
fragt: “Hm?” 

Du sagst zu deiner Freundin: 

Ob Herbert mit 
Marlene tanzen 
wird 

Marlene-report Du erzählst Carola von den Plänen für den 
Abschlussball. Carola will wissen: “Was hast du 
so überlegt?” 

Du sagst zu Carola: 

Ob Herbert mit 
Marlene tanzen 
wird 

Melone-repeat Du planst eine Party mit deiner WG. Du gehst 
mit Claudia die Einkaufsliste durch und fragst: 
“Hat Petra diesmal auch Melone gekauft?” 
Claudia antwortet nicht. 

Ob Petra diesmal 
auch Melone 
gekauft hat 
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Du sagst zu Claudia: 

Melone-report Du berichtest Conny vom WG-Abend. Conny 
fragt: “Und was hat Simon so gefragt?” 

Du sagst zu Conny: 

Ob Petra diesmal 
auch Melone 
gekauft hat 

Gorilla-repeat Du bastelst mit deiner Schwester Carla ein 
Memory-Spiel für euren Neffen. Du fragst: 
“Hat Paul im Zoo einen Gorilla gesehen?” 
Carla macht “Hm?” 

Du sagst zu Carla: 

Ob Paul im Zoo 
einen Gorilla 
gesehen hat 

Gorilla-report Du sitzt mit deiner Freundin Diana im Garten 
und erzählst vom Besuch der Familie deines 
Bruders. Diana fragt: “Was wollte Sven so 
wissen?” 

Du sagst zu Diana: 

Ob Paul im Zoo 
einen Gorilla 
gesehen hat 

Garage-repeat Du und deine Familie ziehen bald um und ihr 
räumt die ganze Wohnung auf. Du fragst deine 
Schwester: “Hat Karsten schon die Garage 
aufgeräumt?” Deine Schwester hat dich wohl 
nicht gehört. 

Du sagst zu deiner Schwester: 

Ob Karsten schon 
die Garage 
aufgeräumt hat 

Garage-report Du hast gerade mit deinem Vater telefoniert. 
Dein Bruder fragt dich: “Was wollte Papa 
wissen?” 

Du sagst zu deinem Bruder: 

Ob Karsten schon 
die Garage 
aufgeräumt hat 

Oboe-repeat Deine Komilitonin Anja hält ein Referat über 
die Oboe. Du fragst deinen Sitznachbarn: “Hat 
Anja früher mal Oboe gespielt? Dein Nachbar 
fragt: “Was?” 

Du sagst zu deinem Nachbarn: 

Ob Anja früher 
mal Oboe gespielt 
hat 

Oboe-report Du erzählst deinem Bruder von den Planungen 
fürs Weihnachtsliedersingen. Er fragt: “Was 
wollte Alex so wissen?” 

Du sagst zu deinem Bruder: 

Ob Anja früher 
mal Oboe gespielt 
hat 

Gardinen-repeat Du sitzt bei deiner Oma zum Kaffee. Du 
fragst: “Hat Tobias die neuen Gardinen schon 
bemerkt?” Deine Oma fragt: “Wie?” 

Ob Tobias die 
neuen Gardinen 
schon bemerkt hat 
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Du sagst zu deiner Oma: 

Gardinen-report Du erzählst deinem Vater vom Besuch bei 
deiner Oma. Dein Vater fragt: “Was wollte sie 
so wissen?” 

Du sagst zu deinem Vater: 

Ob Tobias die 
neuen Gardinen 
schon bemerkt hat 

Orangen-repeat Du machst mit deinem Freund Mark Obstsalat 
für Sarah. Du fragst: “Mag Sarah im Salat 
Orangen essen?”. Mark hat dich offensichtlich 
nicht verstanden. 

Du sagst zu Mark: 

Ob Sarah im Salat 
Orangen essen mag 

Orangen-report Abends erzählst du deinem Mitbewohner 
David, dass Sibylle heute kurz 
vorbeigekommen ist. David fragt: “Was wollte 
Sibylle wissen?” 

Du sagst zu David: 

Ob Sarah im Salat 
Orangen essen mag 

exp_joggen_neg
A 

Manchmal gehst du montags nach der 
Vorlesung mit deinem Kommilitonen joggen, 
manchmal geht er aber auch ins 
Fußballtraining. Du hast heute Lust auf joggen 
und hoffst, dass er nicht zum Fußball geht.  

Du sagst zu deinem Kommilitonen: 

Gehst du heute ins 
Training 

exp_joggen_pos
B 

Manchmal gehst du montags nach der 
Vorlesung mit deinem Kommilitonen joggen, 
manchmal geht er aber auch ins 
Fußballtraining. Du hast heute keine Lust zu 
joggen und es wäre dir lieber, wenn er zum 
Fußball gehen würde.  

Du sagst zu deinem Kommilitonen: 

Gehst du heute ins 
Training 

exp_essen_neg
A 

Deine Mutter hat versprochen dir etwas zu 
Abendessen zu kochen. Sie hatte überlegt 
entweder einen Auflauf oder Pommes zu 
machen. Als du nach Hause kommst hast du 
große Lust auf Pommes und hoffst, dass sie 
nicht doch Auflauf gemacht hat.  

Du sagst zu deiner Mutter: 

Hast du Auflauf 
gemacht 

exp_essen_pos
B 

Deine Mutter hat versprochen dir etwas zu 
Abendessen zu kochen. Sie hatte überlegt 
entweder einen Auflauf oder Pommes zu 

Hast du Auflauf 
gemacht 
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machen. Als du nach Hause kommst hast du 
große Lust auf einen Auflauf und hoffst, dass 
sie sich dafür entschieden hat.  

Du sagst zu deiner Mutter: 

exp_bagger_neg
A 

Dein kleiner Neffe feiert bald seinen vierten 
Geburtstag. Seine Mutter hat erzählt, dass er 
sich einen Bagger und eine Schaufel für den 
Sandkasten wünscht. Du würdest ihm gerne 
den Bagger schenken und hoffst daher, dass 
deine Cousine diesen nicht auch schenken will.  

Du sagst zu deiner Cousine: 

Schenkst du ihm 
den Bagger 

exp_bagger_pos
B 

Dein kleiner Neffe feiert bald seinen vierten 
Geburtstag. Seine Mutter hat erzählt, dass er 
sich einen Bagger und eine Schaufel für den 
Sandkasten wünscht. Du würdest ihm gerne 
die Schaufel schenken und hoffst daher, dass 
deine Cousine sich für den Bagger entscheidet.  

Du sagst zu deiner Cousine: 

Schenkst du ihm 
den Bagger 

exp_wochenend
e_negA 

Deine Mitbewohnerin fährt manchmal am 
Wochenende zu ihrer Familie, manchmal bleibt 
sie in eurer WG. Du willst am Wochenende 
nicht allein in eurer Wohnung sein und hoffst, 
dass sie nicht nach Hause fährt.  

Du sagst zu deiner Mitbewohnerin: 

Fährst du heim am 
Wochenende 

exp_wochenend
e_posB 

Deine Mitbewohnerin fährt manchmal am 
Wochenende zu ihrer Familie, manchmal bleibt 
sie in eurer WG. Du hättest am Wochenende 
die Wohnung lieber für dich und hoffst, dass 
sie heim fährt. Du fragst sie: 

Du sagst zu deiner Mitbewohnerin: 

Fährst du heim am 
Wochenende 

Table 36. List 2 of filler context situations and target utterances for Experiment 3 (Chapter 5). 
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FAMILIARIZATION CONTEXTS 
Coding Context target 

fam1 Du bist mit deiner Kollegin Annegret im 
Theater, gerade ist Pause. Du fragst: “Wird der 
Prinz den Räuber überlisten?” Annegret schaut 
dich fragend an. 

Du sagst zu Annegret: 

Ob der Prinz den 
Räuber überlisten 
wird. 

fam2 Du und dein Freund Marco sitzen im Garten, 
als dein Mitbewohner anruft und dich etwas 
fragt. Marco fragt: “Was wollte dein 
Mitbewohner wissen?” 

Du sagst zu Marco: 

Ob wir nachher 
Grillkohle 
mitbringen 
können. 

fam3 Dein Kumpel ärgert sich tierisch über die 
Aufforderung zur Steuerzahlung, die er 
erhalten hat. Du kannst das verstehen, denn es 
ist offensichtlich, dass sich niemand darüber 
freuen würde.  

Du sagst zu deinem Freund: 

Überhaupt... wer 
zahlt schon gerne 
Steuern? 

fam4 Dein Freund fragt dich und deine 
Kommilitonen zum hundertsten Mal, welche 
Themen am nächsten Tag in der Prüfung 
drankommen könnten. Doch es ist ganz 
offensichtlich, dass ihr das auch nicht wissen 
könnt. 

Du sagst zu deinem Freund: 

Denk doch mal 
nach: Niemand 
kennt die 
Prüfungsthemen. 

fam5 Du wertest mit deiner Chefin, einer 
Professorin, die Evaluation ihres Seminars aus. 
Ein Punkt betrifft die wöchentlichen benoteten 
Übungen. 

Du sagst zu deiner Chefin: 

Hier ist das 
Ergebnis. Niemand 
mag benotete 
Übungen. 

Table 37. List of familiarization context situations and target utterances for Experiment 3 
(Chapter 5). 
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NUCLEAR CONTOURS 
Nuclear contour SA NeutA RQ 
(L+H)* L-% 6 (4.0%) 1 (0.3%) 41 (26.5%) 
(L+!H)* L-% 46 (30.7%) 24 (7.9%) 33 (21.3%) 
(L+^H)* L-% 3 (2.0%) 1 (0.3%) 16 (10.3%) 
L* H-^H% 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.3%) 13 (8.4%) 
L+!H* L-% 9 (6.0%) 90 (29.6%) 13 (8.4%) 
L+H* L-% 36 (24.0%) 33 (10.9%) 11 (7.1%) 
H* L-% 10 (6.7%) 44 (14.5%) 8 (5.2%) 
L+^H* L-% 2 (1.3%) 1 (0.3%) 7 (4.5%) 
(L+H)* L-H% 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 6 (3.9%) 
H+!H* L-% 10 (6.7%) 45 (14.8%) 2 (1.3%) 
(L+!H)* H-% 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.6%) 
(L+^H)* H-% 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.6%) 
^H* L-% 2 (1.3%) 5 (1.6%) 1 (0.6%) 
L*+H L-% 6 (4.0%) 6 (2.0%) 1 (0.6%) 
L+^H* L-H% 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.6%) 
!H* L-% 13 (8.7%) 18 (5.9%) 0 (0.0%) 
!H* L-H% 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 
H+!H* L-H% 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 
H+L* L-% 1 (0.7%) 19 (6.2%) 0 (0.0%) 
H+L* L-H% 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 
L* L-% 1 (0.7%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
L* L-H% 0 (0.0%) 3 (1.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
L*+H H-% 1 (0.7%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
L+>H* L-% 4 (2.7%) 10 (3.3%) 0 (0.0%) 

Table 38. List of all nuclear contours occurring in Experiment 3 (Chapter 5). 

GLOBAL CONTOURS 
Global contour SA NeutA RQ 
Wh/ niemand – verb - object  
none none (L+H)* L-% 1 (0.7%) 1 (0.3%) 37 (23.9%) 
L*+H none (L+!H)* L-% 2 (1.3%) 3 (1.0%) 26 (16.8%) 
L*+H none (L+^H)* L-% 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 12 (7.7%) 
none none L+H* L-% 0 (0.0%) 3 (1.0%) 8 (5.2%) 
L*+H none L* H-^H% 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 7 (4.5%) 
L*+H none L+!H* L-% 1 (0.7%) 7 (2.3%) 6 (3.9%) 
L+H* none (L+!H)* L-% 13 (8.7%) 9 (3.0%) 6 (3.9%) 
L*+H none L+^H* L-% 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 5 (3.2%) 
none none (L+H)* L-H% 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 5 (3.2%) 
none none H* L-% 0 (0.0%) 7 (2.3%) 5 (3.2%) 
L+H* none L+!H* L-% 4 (2.7%) 20 (6.6%) 4 (2.6%) 
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H* none L+!H* L-% 3 (2.0%) 48 (15.8%) 3 (1.9%) 
L+H* none none L-% 36 (24.0%) 30 (9.9%) 3 (1.9%) 
none none L* H-^H% 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 3 (1.9%) 
H* none none L-% 10 (6.7%) 37 (12.2%) 3 (1.9%) 
L+>H* none L* H-^H% 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.3%) 2 (1.3%) 
L+H* none (L+^H)* L-% 1 (0.7%) 0 (0.0%) 2 (1.3%) 
none L*+H (L+H)* L-% 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 2 (1.3%) 
(L+H)* none (L+^H)* L-% 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.6%) 
H* none (L+!H)* L-% 17 (11.3%) 9 (3.0%) 1 (0.6%) 
H* none (L+^H)* L-% 1 (0.7%) 1 (0.3%) 1 (0.6%) 
H* none (L+H)* L-% 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.6%) 
H* none H+!H* L-% 5 (3.3%) 17 (5.6%) 1 (0.6%) 
H* none L+^H* L-% 1 (0.7%) 1 (0.3%) 1 (0.6%) 
L*+H none (L+!H)* H-% 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.6%) 
L*+H none ^H* L-% 1 (0.7%) 1 (0.3%) 1 (0.6%) 
L*+H none H+!H* L-% 1 (0.7%) 4 (1.3%) 1 (0.6%) 
L*+H none L*+H L-% 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.6%) 
L+>H* none (L+^H)* H-% 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.6%) 
L+H* none L* H-^H% 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.6%) 
L+H* none L+^H* L-% 1 (0.7%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.6%) 
L+H* none L+^H* L-H% 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.6%) 
none (L+H)* none L-H% 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.6%) 
none H* (L+H)* L-% 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.6%) 
(L+H)* none (L+!H)* L-% 1 (0.7%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
(L+H)* none none L-% 2 (1.3%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
H* (L+H)* none L-% 1 (0.7%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
H* L*+H none L-% 2 (1.3%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
H* L+!H* none L-% 1 (0.7%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
H* none !H* L-% 7 (4.7%) 8 (2.6%) 0 (0.0%) 
H* none !H* L-H% 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 
H* none ^H* L-% 0 (0.0%) 2 (0.7%) 0 (0.0%) 
H* none H+L* L-% 0 (0.0%) 2 (0.7%) 0 (0.0%) 
H* none H+L* L-H% 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 
H* none L* L-H% 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 
H* none L*+H H-% 1 (0.7%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
L*+H L+!H* (L+!H)* L-% 1 (0.7%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
L*+H L+!H* none L-% 0 (0.0%) 2 (0.7%) 0 (0.0%) 
L*+H none !H* L-% 1 (0.7%) 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 
L*+H none H+!H* L-H% 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 
L*+H none H+L* L-% 0 (0.0%) 5 (1.6%) 0 (0.0%) 
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L*+H none none L-% 4 (2.7%) 5 (1.6%) 0 (0.0%) 
L+>H* none !H* L-% 3 (2.0%) 4 (1.3%) 0 (0.0%) 
L+>H* none (L+!H)* L-% 6 (4.0%) 3 (1.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
L+>H* none ^H* L-% 1 (0.7%) 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 
L+>H* none H+!H* L-% 1 (0.7%) 12 (3.9%) 0 (0.0%) 
L+>H* none H+L* L-% 0 (0.0%) 7 (2.3%) 0 (0.0%) 
L+>H* none L+!H* L-% 0 (0.0%) 11 (3.6%) 0 (0.0%) 
L+>H* none none L-% 4 (2.7%) 10 (3.3%) 0 (0.0%) 
L+H* (L+!H)* none L-% 2 (1.3%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
L+H* (L+^H)* none L-% 1 (0.7%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
L+H* H+!H* H+!H* L-% 1 (0.7%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
L+H* L*+H (L+!H)* L-% 3 (2.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
L+H* L*+H H+L* L-% 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 
L+H* L+!H* (L+!H)* L-% 1 (0.7%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
L+H* L+!H* L+!H* L-% 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 
L+H* L+!H* none L-% 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 
L+H* none !H* L-% 2 (1.3%) 4 (1.3%) 0 (0.0%) 
L+H* none ^H* L-% 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 
L+H* none H+!H* L-% 2 (1.3%) 12 (3.9%) 0 (0.0%) 
L+H* none H+L* L-% 1 (0.7%) 4 (1.3%) 0 (0.0%) 
L+H* none L* L-% 1 (0.7%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
L+H* none L* L-H% 0 (0.0%) 2 (0.7%) 0 (0.0%) 
L+H* none L*+H L-% 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 
none (L+H)* none L-% 2 (1.3%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
none L+!H* !H* L-% 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 

Table 39. List of all global contours occurring in Experiment 3 (Chapter 5). 
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III. APPENDIX 3: EXPERIMENT 4 
Instructions: Semantic Scales – adapted from Osgood et al. 1957 

Zweck der Studie ist, die Bedeutung von Sätzen zu messen. 

Im Folgenden werden sie Sätze, die sie hören anhand von 4 Skalen bewerten.  

Wenn Sie das Gefühl haben, die Bedeutung des Satzes lässt sich sehr nahe am Ende 
einer Skala positionieren, dann platzieren Sie den Haken folgendermaßen: 

 

Gut _X_:__:__:__:__:__:__Schlecht 

Oder 

Gut __:__:__:__:__:__:_X_Schlecht 

Wenn Sie der Meinung sind, dass der Satz relativ nahe dem ein oder anderen Ende 
der Skala zugewiesen werden kann, dann platzieren Sie den Haken folgendermaßen: 

Gut __:_X_:__:__:__:__:__Schlecht 

Oder 

Gut __:__:__:__:__:_X_:__Schlecht 

Wenn Sie der Meinung sind, dass die Bedeutung des Satzes nur vage dem ein oder 
anderen Ende der Skala zugewiesen werden kann, dann platzieren Sie den Haken 
folgendermaßen: 

Gut __:__:_X_:__:__:__:__Schlecht 

Oder 

Gut __:__:__:__:_X_:__:__Schlecht 

Wenn Sie der Meinung sind, dass die Bedeutung weder dem einen noch dem 
anderen Ende der Skala entspricht oder dass beide enden gleichermaßen in Frage 
kommen, dann platzieren Sie den Haken folgendermaßen: 

Gut __:__:__:_X_:__:__:__Schlecht 

 

Es ist möglich, dass Sie das Gefühl haben, einen Satz während dem Durchlauf schon 
mal gehört zu haben. Das ist nicht der Fall. Konzentrieren Sie sich jeweils auf die 
Äußerung, die Sie gerade bearbeiten und bewerten Sie jede Äußerung unabhängig. 

Versuchen Sie intuitiv und möglichst schnell durch die Aufgabe zu gehen. Es geht 
um den ersten Eindruck, die unmittelbaren „Gefühle“ die Sie beim Hören der 
Äußerung haben. Arbeiten Sie dennoch sorgfältig – wir wollen Ihre wahren 
Eindrücke sammeln. 




